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ABSTRACT 
At the beginning of the 1980s Mexico's Federal Government decided to end the 
imports-substituting policy to join the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs 
(GATT). As a result of the fast changes of the last decade in terms of international trade, 
Mexico's new policy rapidly evolve to one leading the country to a totally open- 
economy. This situation moved Mexican companies towards the need to improve their 
competitiveness for survival. Because of the previous success of Japan in achieving an 
outstanding improvement on the quality of its products, most Mexican large industrial 
organisations have introduced TQM into their management systems. Since there was no 
previous knowledge on how to do that in Mexican organisations, they have had to 
follow the strategies used in other countries for this purpose. However, because some 
companies have reported some trouble in this endeavour, the initial objective of this 
thesis was to investigate if TQM has been useful, in terms of improving the satisfaction 
of stakeholders and company's profitability, for Mexican large industrial organisations. 

To probe the effectiveness of TQM in Mexican industry, a study was conducted on 82 
large industrial organisations; 71 (86.6%) of them reported the implementation of TQM 
on their management system. Initially, the degree of penetration of TQM was 
measured. For this purpose, a conceptual business management system was developed, 
incorporating in it the more popular quality management concepts or techniques, 
grouped in 7 sub-systems. Then the degree of TQM implementation was measured for 
each company and correlated to stakeholders' satisfaction and financial profitability. A 
good degree of correlation, given the sample size, was found between stakeholders' 
satisfaction and TQM (0.45), but not between this variable and the financial profitability 
reported by the companies investigated (0.04). However, the research found a 
significant correlation between the degree of implementation of some of the sub- 
systems of the conceptual system and the profitability of certain sub-sectors of the 
industrial sector. For this reason, it was decided to analyse in a greater detail the 
strategies followed by organisations that showed a reasonable financial performance 
during the last four years. This analysis considered the influence of other internal and 
external non-TQM variables to succeed, financial speaking, in TQM implementation. 
As a result of the investigation, the thesis proposes a procedure for the design of a TQM 
system. This proposal is expected to increase the possibilities of a Mexican industrial 
organisation to improve its financial performance by an adequate incorporation of TQM 
into its management system. 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT 

1.1 Introduction 

Everywhere throughout the world, and Mexico is not the exception, customer 

satisfaction is the key to be competitive and succeed nowadays. An organisation 

succeeds when it is capable of providing the material and emotional elements needed to 

improve the quality of our lives. Companies dedicated to attend markets in which 

customers demand more quality, a better price, a shorter lead-time and respect to 

ecology, develop their competitive advantage by accomplishing these requirements. 

Competitive organisations are the support of any healthy economy. Reaching a 

significant level of economic welfare is easier when the people in that country have the 

skills required for this purpose. People have to be capable to innovate, create, develop 

and operate competitive technological and organisational systems. As a consequence, 

these systems will generate the elements mentioned before. Quality people develop, 

support, and manage quality organisations that produce quality products and services. It 

does not mean that countries such as Mexico do not count with quality people, because 

its economy has not been capable to provide the welfare its society needs. Definitely 

there are, and will continue to be, quality people in every developing country, however, 

not in the proportion needed to make a change in their overall welfare. Developing 

countries need a larger proportion of quality people. This is perhaps the only way to 

reach world markets successfully, and make their economy create the welfare their 

society demands and deserves. For developing more quality people it is necessary to 

make significant changes in the cultural environment. It is fimdamental that people, 

mainly the leaders at all levels (social, economical, political, and even religious), know 

and understand the characteristics of their society and how they can help to develop a 

culture of quality and competitiveness. 
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Most managers in Mexican organisations support their decisions on management 

concepts and techniques developed for organisations that operate in other countries 

under different circumstances, backgrounds, pressures, cultures, etc. Although there are 

many commonalties among organisations all over the world, and will be more in the 

future, Mexican organisations need management concepts developed and/or adapted to 

their own circumstances. Even multinationals established already in Mexico such as 

IBM, Coca Cola, General Motors, etc., are ahead of Mexican owned companies in the 

adaptation of their managerial processes to the Mexican environment. Perhaps it is 

easier for them because they start from knowledge already available and adapted to their 

technological system, which they also use for their operations in Mexico. This fact, 

instead of being an excuse, should encourage the urgent need for Mexico to invest in 

technology and management research. A sustained welfare in our country will be 

possible only if Mexican owned organisations were capable of competing successfully 

with international companies inside and outside Mexico. This does not mean that 

foreign competition is not good for Mexico's economy. On the contrary, given the 

current conditions of openness, a reinforcement of the competence of Mexican 

organisations will strengthen the economy. 

The imports-substituting policy that operated until the mid 1980's, was very successful 
in reducing Mexico's dependency on imported goods. However, the authorities 

responsible for Mexico's economic and forcing trade policy were not able to anticipate 

on time the world tendency to open international markets, despite the advise of Robert 

Mundel in 1971. Mexican industry grew in an environment that let it work protected 
from international competitors making quick and easy profits, but a number of pitfalls 

eventually appeared. Femdndez (1994) found in a study that manufacturing sectors that 

received more subsidy or import tariff protection were those with less increase in 

productivity for the period of time between 1960 and 1980. Additionally, Mdndez 

(1994) found in a study the industrialisation policy adopted by Mexico since 1940 

eventually created the following problems: 

* Mexican industry never could achieve competitiveness in price and quality in 

international markets 
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e installed capacity in industrial organisations is always under-utilised, mainly in small 

and medium industry 

0 small and medium industry were always in a weak position to face economic 

problems like those which occurred in 1976,1982,1986 and 1994 

0 70% of manufacturing value added is concentrated in the 3 metropolitan areas where 
is around 30% of the population, Mexico City, Guadalajara and Monterrey 

0 Mexico has been unable to develop its own technology, and depends always on 
foreign technology with the consequence of low competitiveness, and 

0 the disorder in which industry has grown, caused an increase in the pollution levels 

in some of the largest cities 

Clearly, the lack of competition in the past created an environment in which 

management errors were not so critical as today. This condition reinforced the 

reluctance of Mexican companies to invest in technology and management research. 

From another perspective, it is well known that the attitude of Mexicans is to assume 

that better quality comes from outside. This attitude discourages confidence to develop 

their own technology. Maybe that is why Mexicans have never been willing to support 

research of any kind, preferring to import technology and knowledge. Perhaps an 

academic reason for this is that most top managers of Mexican organisations received 

professional education in the United States or Europe (according to Grupo Editorial 

Expansion (April 1997), 48% of the most important CEOs in Mexico got their 

professional or post-graduate degree out of the country), the rest got it in Mexican 

universities which mainly use American management textbooks for teaching. As a 

consequence, universities are not able to acquire funds for research, especially in the 
field of management, so they prepare professionals with management knowledge 

developed outside, not based on Mexican needs. Perhaps the only exception is in the 
field of accountancy. 

In the College of Public Accountants, new methods are always being developed to adapt 
them to the current conditions prevailing in Mexico's economic, trade and tax systems. 
The Income Tax Law suffered continuous modifications during the 1980s and until mid 
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1990s. These variations were caused by dramatic movements in some of the most 
important economic variables such as inflation, plus the need to increase the federal 

government's income by reducing tax evasion. The development of new methods of 

accountancy is supported on the search for a lower, or perhaps more fair tax rate. So, 

new developments in this case have a clear economical interest. However, it is 

important to understand that new developments in other areas of management will 

produce economic benefits as well. 

Therefore, there is no doubt that nowadays it is imperative to be world-wide 

competitive, and although some of the managerial concepts are universal, it is crucial 

for Mexico to generate its own knowledge on management systems. 

Apart from trying to understand how and why Mexico's economy changed to its current 

state of openness to foreign trade, it is causing a major turbulence on the social, 

economical and political internal systems. This strong turbulence on organisations; all 

over the world is not temporarily but permanent (Kiernan 1996). The power without 
boundaries of the information and communications technology, as well as the 

emergence of a new economical and political order with less power for central 

governments and more power given to society, are encouraging an extremely fast 

change in markets and trade patterns. Traditional managerial practices (based on the 

initial concepts provided by Taylor, Mayo, Sloan, etc. ) are still very effective for 

controlling operations and to stabilise, any disturbance that could appear. However, 

disturbances nowadays occur not only once in a while, but more frequently every time. 

This new characteristic of economical systems world-wide is not temporal, it will never 

cease, considering that only 0.0001% of the potential capacity of information and 

communication technology is actually in the hands of consumers (Gilder 1995). So, the 

only option for Mexican organisations is to develop adequate knowledge on how to 

manage their businesses under permanently unstable conditions. 

It is unquestionable that fast changes are occurring throughout the world in social, 

political and economical systems. Change is caused by people's ambition to succeed in a 

world in which the number of opportunities is smaller than the number of people and 
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organisations seeking for those opportunities as a way to increase their welfare. 
Nowadays, organisations need to be competitive in a dynamic environmentý by a 

continuous adaptation to change and the creation of new opportunities. An organisation 

can be participant in the creation of changes and/or learn how to adapt and manage 

them. Otherwise it will be a victim of changes that will drive it out of business. 

Successful organisations create some of the changes, and manage to adopt others to 

succeed over competitors. Understanding how to create and manage change can help 

executives and any other person within an organisation to seize their opportunities for 

success (Felkins et al. 1993). The permanent search for changes, the continuous learning 

from experience, and the transfer of knowledge to new situations, enables the 

organisation to develop the capacity and resources to create and influence in its own 

future (Senge 1990). 

A competitive organisation is capable of modifying every management system inside its 

boundaries, creating new patterns and structures, changing the way it responds to 

customers today, and the manner it will do business in the future. However, to influence 

some of the external macro systems is not an easy task for business organisations, so 

they must learn how to manage external forces. Change implies a modification in the 

way of thinking and acting, and involves a breakthrough and a shift in structures 

considered up to this point a paradigm. Paradigms block the minds of people and are the 

am barrier for change (Kuhn 1970). A paradigm shift occurs when many beliefs and 

actions change within an organisation, and involves three stages: normalcy (working 

within a paradigm), anomalies (appearance of events that contradict the paradigm), and 

replacement (changing the paradigm) (Bounds et al., 1994). 

There is no doubt that Mexican companies of all types, even those that do not compete 
directly in international markets, will have to adopt a new paradigm in management. 
Mexican organisations now compete with companies from countries from where they 

get not only many inputs, but also technology to operate and manage their 

organisations. Our country is urged to develop its own know-how for both management 
and technology, if we want to improve society's welfare. 
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The objective of this research is to search for management knowledge on how to 
improve the profitability of Mexican organisations through the implementation of total 

quality management. It tries to contribute to enhance the knowledge we have available 
in Mexico on how to manage effectively an organisation in the actual environment of 

strong competition from inside and outside, in order to make it succeed in terms of 

profitability. The research is supported in the analysis of experiences of TQM 

implementation as a way of making successful a company, since this concept of Total 

Quality was immediately adopted by Mexican managers to cope with new trading rules. 
However, it will be extended to some other aspects of management seeking for answers 

regarding how companies that were very successful making money in the past in 

protected markets, should now be managed to make money and fiilfil their mission in 

today's very competitive markets. 

1.2 Research context and justification 

To understand why this research in total quality management centres on industrial 

organisations, it is convenient first to present some general aspects of Mexico's 

economy and demography. 

Mexico is a country of more than 92 million people, 47% of them under 19 years old 
(INEGI 1997). Approximately 40% of the economically active population (EAP) work 
in the service sector, 20% in industry and the other 40% in diverse sectors (INEGI 

1997). Actually, industry contributes approximately 20% of the GDP, and its growth 

was 6.2% on average for the period of 1940 to 1982 (INEGI 1985) (Banco de Mexico 

1992). The employment in the manufacturing sector is 3.6 million, and about 75% of 

the manufacturing value added comes from the following sectors: food, beverages, 

tobacco, textile, clothing, leather, chemicals, petrochemicals, rubber, plastics, metal 

products, machinery and equipment. In the near future, the industrial sector will be even 

more important to Mexico's economy. Highly industrialised countries are discarding 

most of their manufacturing operations shiffing mainly to the information and 

communications business. 
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Mexico is frequently mentioned as the country that takes the second highest share of 
international investment after China (The Economist 1997); three factors are favouring 

this situation: Mexico's closeness to USA, an economical policy congruent with the 

interests of multinational companies, and the previous experience on getting quality and 

productivity (which will be commented upon later in more detail) by foreign companies 

already operating in the country. Based on these elements, the prediction that the 

industrial sector will grow even more in the near future is understandable. The 

industrialisation process started in Mexico at the end of the 19'h. century with the 

production of textiles, food products, beer and tobacco. However, it was 1940 before a 

strong industrialisation movement based on an import-substituting policy started 

(Bonilla 1992). In addition to the consequences mentioned earlier regarding this policy, 

as industry progressed, demand for intermediate and capital goods increased, which 

could not be satisfied by domestic suppliers. Yet because of its strategy and related 

consequences, Mexico could not achieve a compensating increase in exports. As a 

result, the balance of trade in manufacture grew steadily worse. Mexico's GDP grew fast 

during the late 1970's and early 1980's, mainly in the manufacturing sector. However, 

this growth contributed to more serious balance of payments problems. The situation 
deteriorated due to the introduction of price controls in the 1970's and an unrealistic 

exchange rate policy, and finally became unsustainable in 1982 when external factors 

such as rising world interest rates and falling oil prices also came into play. A 

moratorium was declared on foreign debt repayment, and Mexico was forced to accept 
IMF measures for structural adjustment. The deterioration of Mexico's economical 

variables is evident in Table 1.1 

Table 1.1 shows the average yearly growth experienced by the most important macro- 

economic variables during each of the 10 Federal Administration terms since the start of 

the import-substituting policy. Years 1995 and 1996 are shown separately to highlight 

the consequences of the severe financial crisis which occurred at the end of 1994. This 

is important for the research since part of the analysis later is supported by information 

from those years. 
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Table 1.1 Average yearly growth of the most important macro-economical variables 
in Mexico. 

14 - Imports substituting policy 0ocneconomy 

- 
_B41-46 1947-52 1953-58 1959-64 11965-70 1983-88 11989-94 1995 1 IV 
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The objective of the IMF adjustments in 1982 was to contract domestic demand through 

fiscal and monetary policies. However, by the mid-1980's trade liberalisation policies 

were introduced to encourage exports. Since that time, Mexican Government has signed 

or joined more than 25 trade agreements or international trade organisations to support 

the new trade policy (Blanco 1994), and the Mexican economy has experienced a 

significant transformation in response to a wide range of policy reforms aimed at 

reinforcing its international competitiveness. 

The measures, which include a liberalisation and deregulation of the economy, the 

privatisation of state-owned companies (from 1155 state-owned companies in 1982 to 

only few strategic companies in 1997), and the reduction of import barriers (the average 
import tariff went from 30.5% in 1979 to 13.1% in 1992, and will go down to 6% in 

1999). The acceleration of this process, despite the increase in productivity observed in 

recent years, is causing the erosion of some of the economic variables more related to 

the population! s welfare like GDP, per capita income, and employment (see Table 1.1). 

However, macro-economic programmes like this one can not be evaluated in a short 

period of time, and require more time to bring the expected benefits in terms of welfare. 
The presence of other non-economical variables such as the political turbulence related 
to the consolidation of democracy, the improvement in the quality of education, and the 

modification of certain cultural values (honesty, responsibility, consciousness in the use 
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of resources, willingness to work, the habit of saving for the future, etc. ) require perhaps 

20 or 30 years to mature. In many aspects this change has started already. Much of the 

blame for Mexico's quality problems, attributed to a closed economy and the lack of 

competition, will be reduced because of the opening of the economy; the country faces 

now a global competition that forces companies to improve the quality of their products 

and services (Gutierrez 1994). 

Perhaps the most important trade agreement joined by Mexico is the North American 

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). It set the basis for fin-ther structural change in 

manufacturing, and intends to stimulate new investrnent and promote greater 

competitiveness. In addition to the expected tangible gains with the reduction of barriers 

to and from the United States and Canada, Mexican industry will benefit from NAFTA 

by the experience and learning obtained in the process of being forced to compete with 

international standards. NAFTA provides a great opportunity for partnerships and joint 

ventures among non-NAFTA and North American firms. Although USA or Canadian 

fmns based in Mexico, including in-bond companies, have not utilised a great amount 

of inputs for their products from Mexican suppliers, that could change under NAFTA. 

Given time to respond to market signals, it is possible that Mexican industrial firms in 

large industrial cities like Mexico City and Monterrey could increase their production, 

since for producers who pursue just-in-time manufacturing, the proximity to producers 

is essential. 

NAFTA certainly will increase the demand for Mexican labour, and as a consequence, 

welfare of Mexicans will also improve. However, this process takes time and will not be 

immediate. Labour demand will remain stable because many large labour-intensive 

operations are already in Mexico. Wages may rise as a firriction of productivity 
improvements, but the very high level of under-employment in Mexico, plus the entry 

of I million first job seekers per year into the labour market should keep wages 

relatively low. However, as the Mexican labour force becomes more productive, 

managers desiring continuous improvement in their factories would have to reward their 

workers by paying higher saMes than those actually paid. This phenomenon was 
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observed already in the Mexican state of Chihuahua where actual salaries paid by in- 

bond companies are on average twice than those paid 10 years ago. 

Although Mexico has a large pool of labour, and low wages constitute an important 

competitive advantage, a serious disadvantage is the lack of skills. Only about 30% of 

people entering the labour market each year have some form of industrial or 

professional training. Mexican industry has a major difficulty in developing and 
improving its own technology. The problem begins with primary education (the first 6 

years of formal education) where the drop-out rate is more than 40% and continues 

throughout the rest of the educational process. Educational level is on average 4.7 years. 
Only about 2% of the population have a bachelor's degree. Just 13 out of 10,000 

professionals are engineers compared to Japaifs 595 (The Economist Intelligence Unit 

1993). To tackle the root problem, the government started a reform in basic education 
in 1992 and a campaign to repatriate brains (only 20% of those given scholarships to 

study abroad in the 1980's have returned). 

On the other hand, management style in Mexico was evaluated and compared in the 

1991 World Competitiveness Report (OECD 1991). Management initiatives 

(entrepreneurial skills, drive and responsibility) were lower than in most countries 

considered as close competitors. Another study (Frucot & Shearon 1991) suggested that 

because Mexican managers tend towards more paternalistic and autocratic leadership 

styles, middle and lower management is less involved with decision making and more 
bound by rules and regulations. 

Federal labour law gives considerable power to unions including the right to strike, and 
in some cases as in the primary sector, unions have a say in hiring and firing which can 
be costly for employers, if the matter has to be taken to arbitration. High adjustment 

costs are also implicit in the laws' tight job security provisions, with hefty severance 

settlements required in any case of "unfair" displacement. While there have been 

demands for the labour code to be revised to allow Mexican industry to become more 
competitive, political considerations have prevailed to date. 
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The size pattern in the manufacturing sector is characterised by a high degree of 

concentration, with large companies dominating important segments of their respective 

market segments. By May 1997, the size distribution of firms versus their contribution 

to GNP is shown in Figure 1.1 (INEGI 1997). 

FiRure 1.1 Size distribution of firms versus their contribution to Mexico's GNP 
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At the sector level, the distribution is as follows (by number of companies): 

Micro industries Q to 15 employees) 

Tortilla producers (20.18%) Clothing 
Metal tanks and boilers (11.37%) Printing 
Bakery products (9.45%) Clay products 
Wood furniture (6.78%) Other 

Small industries 06- 100 employees) 

Metal products (10.45%) Bakery products 
Clothing (10.45%) Footwear 
Plastics (6.60%) Soft fibre textiles 
Printing (5.91%) Other 

Medium industries (10 1- 250 employees) 

Soft fibre textiles (11.65%) Metal products 
Clothing (9.70%) Footwear 
Plastics (7.77%) Others 

Large industries (251 or more employees) 

Electrical/Electronic 
Soft fibre textiles 
Clothing 

(22.36%) Automobile 
(9.21%) Plastics 
(6.57%) Others 

(6.18%) 
(4.80%) 
(4 . 58%) 
(36.66%) 

(5.22%) 
(5.22%) 
(4 . 40%) 
(51.75%) 

(7.77%) 
(5.82%) 
(57.29%) 

(6.57%) 
(5.26%) 
(50.03%) 
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A particular characteristic of the industrial concentration in Mexico, perhaps as a 

consequence of the long time that the imports-substituting policy prevailed, is the 
dominance of large conglomerates. In the early 1990s, 10 largest conglomerates 

produced 20% of total manufacturing output, and their importance is still high. For 

example, Cementos Mexicanos (CEMEX) contributes to more than 70% of national 

cement production and VITRO to more than 90% of glass output. Just two companies, 
both belonging to the same holding company, are responsible for all Mexico's tyres and 

carbon. Tbree large conglomerates, DESC, CYDSA and ALFA produce 75% of 

country's secondary petrochemicals. Grrupo Alum contributes with 60% of aluminium 

production, and Grupo Industrial Maseca controls more than 70% of the corn flour 

market. 

Given the growing importance of the industrial sector and the changes experienced by 

Mexico's international trade policy, Mexican organisations are certainly being pushed to 

strengthen their management systems and to acquire or develop leading-edge process 
technology. This sounds easy, but implies an extensive and deep paradigm shift. 

A paradigm shift results always as a consequence of a paradigm shift occurring in a 

system of higher order and has an effect on related systems. The change of paradigm in 

Mexico's trade policy forced Mexican industry to a new paradigm in management and 
technology. This new paradigm in management will promote a new paradigm in the 

way of living, behaving and performing of Mexican individuals. This new paradigm in 

culture will favour the emergence of new paradigms in related systems, such as in 

education and social infrastructure. As mentioned before, at the beginning of the 1980s 
Mexico had a trade policy based on protectionism through import substitution, 
designed to aid newly and already established national industries. This helped to 
develop certain industrial sectors, to create and reinforce a middle class and to 

accumulate capital for investment (Solis 1992). At that time, protectionism was a 
normal situation totally accepted (stage of normalcy). Later on, consumers started to 
suffer the increment in prices and margins, which tend to grow in a closed economy in 

addition to a reduction of quality and productivity (stage of anomalies). The alternative 
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solution to the problems associated with protectionism was the free flow of goods and 

services from outside the country, and free movement of prices by market forces within. 
The Mexican government had no choice but to adopt a new trade policy with greater 

competition for domestic suppliers, who are being forced to increase their efficiency, 

productivity and quality to international levels to stay in business. A new paradigm in 

management is needed as a consequence of these changes. 

During the 40 years of the import's substitution policy, industrial organisations; 

concentrated on variety rather than volume, and achieved large profit margins. The new 

policy forces Mexican organisations to search for opportunities in today's competitive 

world that require volume and quality at low cost. They needed a paradigm shift in their 

corporate culture and management systems, one in which people recognise that 

developing the habit of continuously searching for changes while staying ahead of 

competitors is a subject of survival. This dynamic paradigm is only possible in a culture 

of learning. A learning organisation (Senge 1990) is one in which people continually 

learn from experience and transfer this knowledge to new situations. The organisation 

becomes capable to influence, or even create, its own future. In a learning organisation 
its management system promotes a culture in which people are encouraged to search 

continually for changes to seize opportunities to be more competitive. Total Quality 

Management (TQM) and its cultural constituent are excellent options for this 

management system. 

TQM has been widely accepted as a powerful managerial concept to cope with the new 

trading and competition rules soon after the opening of Mexico's economy. TQM 

programmes mainly concentrate on the improvement of stakeholders' satisfaction to as a 

consequence improve financial profitability. However, the general perception at the 

moment is that in most cases the results are not totally satisfactory, at least from a 
financial viewpoint. A significant cause, as commented earlier, could be the limitation 

in Mexico of research in management, despite the existence of many organisations that 

promote quality management. There are 27 Quality Centres affiliated to the Quality 

Network; hundreds of consultants; a Mexican Foundation for Quality; and a National 

Quality Award. The ITESM (Monterrey Institute of Technology) Quality Centre alone 
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has trained and educated more than 15,000 people from approximately 600 

organisations in quality related subjects over the last 12 years. 

The perception of Mexico as a country that only offers inexpensive labour is being 

replaced. Today, many of the world's top corporations, including American Express, 

Ford Motor Company, Chrysler and General Motors, report that their Mexican work 
forces offer a level of quality and reliability not found in other countries (Mexican 

Investment Board 1993). By adopting a quality management programme, American 

Express Mexico has achieved an impressive reduction in response time for billing 

inquiries. Ford is perhaps the company that started the quality movement in Mexico, 

when in 1982 begun a strong suppliers' certification programme for its Mexican 

suppliers. The ITESM was asked to design and run an educational programme to train 

Ford's suppliers in the statistical aspects of the reduction of variation for process 

control. Ford intended to keep only about one tenth of the original amount of Mexican 

suppliers (from 3000 to approximately 300). This condition forced not only Ford's 

direct suppliers, but the whole industrial sector to start quality programmes, since the 

auto industry is related to many more industrial sectors (plastics, steel, glass, 

electronics, etc. ). 

Since then, many companies initiated a programme in quality management. Foreign 

companies, as well as domestic firms report substantial performance improvements in 

their products and services. Aeromexico has achieved tangible results through its efforts 
to promote quality in its service. The airline reports a 98.6 percent on-time rate in 

departures compared to an average of 77.3 percent in the United States. Hylsa, one of 
the leading steel manufacturers, has benefited from its dedication to quality, increasing 

productivity by 40 percent in the past few years (Sanderson & Hayes 1990). 

To encourage the growth in the sophistication and competitiveness of its companies, 
Mexico instituted in 1989 its own version of Japaifs Deming Award or USA's Baldrige 
Award for outstanding achievement in quality, customer responsiveness, and quality of 
work life. Companies that enter this competition must explicitly compare their quality 
improvements with those of other companies producing similar goods and services 
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(Sanderson & Hayes 1990). Since 1990, twenty companies have won the National 

Quality Award; only 3 of them from the service sector, and the rest were industrial 

companies, mainly large (75%). Sixty percent of the winners are Mexican owned 

organisations. Two plants of General Motors Mexico won the National Quality Award 

(in 1991 and 1992). The Mexican division of GM has one of the most quality effective 

operations among the corporation. Many Mexican companies are now capable of 

competing successfully with the world's most sophisticated enterprises. 

Vitro, one of Mexico's largest corporations, established its own version of a quality 

award. The award, although it is very similar to the National Quality Award, represents 

a useful tool for auditing the quality programme of each company within the 

corporation. 

Many foreign companies have recognised the benefits of establishing assembly facilities 

in Mexico. Today there are about 2,600 foreign assembly plants operating in Mexico 

employing more than 700,000 people (INEGI 1997). Originally dominated by U. S. 

companies like RCA and Zenith, there are now foreign assembly plants for most major 

electronics corporations, including Matsushita, Sony, Sanyo, Toshiba, and Samsung. 

Mexico constitutes one of the biggest centres in the world for assembling televisions. 

Initially, the reason for establishing manufacturing facilities in Mexico was to gain 

advantage of the low labour cost. The concept of cheap labour may have been 

misunderstood, because in addition to the salary, there are very heavy ffinge benefits 

required by labour law (Flynn 1994). Now investors from everywhere have to realise 

that the competitive factor is no longer cheap labour, but a young and easy trainable and 

motivated labour force located close to the world's largest economy, offering quality 

products and short delivery times. One recent study showed that the rates of 

productivity growth of the Mexican subsidiaries of U. S. and other foreign companies 

surpass those of the USA manufacturing sector as a whole (Sanderson & Hayes 1990). 

Another study, the 1989 Initial Quality Survey conducted by J. D. Power and Associates, 

showed Ford's assembly plant in Hermosillo is in a virtual tie with the best assembly 
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plant in the world, run by Daimler-Benz, 26.1 defects per 100 cars. The same study 

showed all of Mexico's automobile assembly facilities to be better than world's average. 
Mexican plants have also proven near the world average for productivity, despite the 

disadvantage of a lower production volume. More important, the Hermosillo plant was 

considerably better than both world and USA averages in quality (Sanderson & Hayes 

1990). 

Although many companies in Mexico report outstanding achievements from the 

implementation of TQM (after all it is not good for a company's image to report 

problems associated to its quality programme), a study (Lawrence & Lewis 1993) 

suggests that successful implementation of TQM in this country requires the 

overcoming of a number of significant obstacles. Some of the most important are: 

" weak employees' participation due to a low level of education and the characteristics 

of Mexican culture 

" lack of contribution from suppliers because of unreliable delivery times 

" low top management commitment due to different factors such as a strong decision 

making process based on short-term fmancial. goals, and 

" the limited information on TQM 

A clear understanding of how to manage these obstacles is the first step towards a 

successful implementation of TQM in Mexico. 

Mexican culture is usually criticised, mainly by Mexicans, as not being appropriate for 

TQM implementation. However, there are some external studies demonstrating that 

despite the peculiarities of Mexican culture, it is feasible to be successful in the 

implementation of TQM knowing how to manage its characteristics. 

A study on Human Resource Management by the University of San Diego in 1991 

found that, due to cultural similarities between Mexico and Japan, Japanese-owned 

companies located in Mexico were more effectively managing common human-resource 
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challenges. This allowed for easier implementation of TQM policies and increased 

productivity (McDermott 1994). 

Another study (Hofstede 1980) characterises the Mexican culture as collectivist, but 

only relative to the family group, not transferring loyalty to the company, which 
difficult teamwork in work activities; with a high power distance; more masculine 
(social harshness) than feminine (social kindness); and with a tendency to avoid 

uncertainty. Based on the definitions given by Hofstede for his four cultural dimensions, 

the most logical characteristics of a culture appropriate for the operation of a quality 

management programme are the following: 

"a tendency to collectivism with a sense of collaboration in work activities, and 
individuals highly oriented to teamwork 

"a low power distance that permits a high degree of communication and integration 

among the different organisational. level 

" an intermediate position between masculinity and femininity, and 

"a tendency to avoid uncertainty among operational employees, and to the opposite for 

the leaders of the organisation. 

These characteristics are opposite to those found by Hofstede in the case of Mexico; 

however, it is interesting to note that his study was conducted on IBM's employees and 
IBM won the National Quality Award in 1992 and its manufacturing operation in 

Mexico is one of its more productive in the world. 

Another study (Lawrence and Yeh 1994) analysed Mexican culture in the context of the 

most important characteristics of Japanese manufacturing management techniques. They 

found the following potential conflicts: 

9 the hierarchical structure present in Mexico is perhaps the most significant obstacle 
to the implementation of Japanese techniques; managers are less likely to trust their 

subordinates to make decisions 
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because individuals in Mexico tend to show loyalty only to their own family, it is 

difficult for them to adopt company's values 

the attitude towards work, in which due to historical reasons a feeling of exploitation 

still prevails among Mexican workers, disfavours an environment of mutual respect 

and collaboration 

" time orientation is predominantly fatalist and focused to the present and the past, 
having a strong negative effect on any long term effort 

" because problem solving often relies on intuition and emotion, those at the top are 

uncertain that decisions made by others will agree with their own beliefs and 
intuition 

" Mexican culture does not promote the avoidance of excess, waste and unevenness at 

the work place 

To overcome these problems, Lawrence and Yeh suggest the understanding of how 

Mexican culture may affect the use of quality management techniques to choose which 

techniques to use, which people to employ and how to modify the techniques and the 

values systems of the people employed (if this is feasible). 

In today's global economy, and with free trade among Mexico, United States of America 

and Canada, NAFTA customers have more options than before. Mexico must ensure 
that its products and services are of the highest quality to capture the preferences of 

these customers. In this context, Mexican industry will benefit from its close ties to the 

economy of USA. Lower tariffs, inflows of advanced technology and capital, and 

growing interest in the Mexican domestic market will give Mexico an increased 

comparative advantage over its competitors from other regions of the World (Cohen 

1994). 

Suddenly, many businesses that previously had little outside competition are faced with 

more technologically advanced international companies. To succeed, many Mexican 
businesses will have to compensate for what they lack in advanced technology with 
greater attention to manufacturing and service quality. Workers must be made 
participants in total quality and be given a stake in the outcome of their efforts. Workers 
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must be compensated fairly and operate in an environment that promotes quality if they 

are to achieve it (Gutierrez 1994). 

Mexico has taken major steps toward opening its economy and forcing the companies to 

be more competitive. Mexican companies have a unique opportunity to shape a new set 

of perceptions of themselves and the country. The process of deregulation-privatisation- 

global competition is well under way, and coupled with the NAFTA, opens a way for 

repositioning Mexico's economy. If Mexican companies are to succeed in the global 

competition, they must consider taking advantage of structural changes that have 

occurred in the country's socio-economic climate and craft a contemporary position 

(Elkin 1994). 

Management theory used in Mexico comes from Western countries, mainly USA. From 

the beginning of the 1980s, more literature on management has arrived from Eastern 

countries, mainly Japan. Mexican organisations have tried to incorporate Japanese 

techniques for quality improvement into their management systems already in operation. 

This process has been done without any support of a previous investigation on the best 

way to do it. Most of the literature available just compares American management 

systems with those used in Japan. Every time, the conclusion reached a result of this 

comparison, is that the incorporation of Japanese techniques into American management 

systems requires a cultural change. However, it is important to understand that some 

cultural characteristics can change, but some others are almost impossible to change. 

They have been developed during many years, perhaps over generations. Mexican 

culture is not an exception, and obviously its modification as a necessary condition for 

the implementation of quality management techniques is a utopia. There is an urgent 

need in Mexico to investigate, given its cultural characteristics, the most appropriate 

way of incorporating the management ideas available already for quality improvement 

and organisational competitiveness. 

These reasons unquestionably justify to focus this research on how Mexican industrial 

organisations should create the paradigm shift in the organisational culture required to 
be more competitive and succeed, financially speaking, in today's economic world. It is 
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intended to create knowledge on how to incorporate quality management concepts into 

the management system of a large industrial organisation in Mexico to make it more 

profitable. 

1.3 Investigation approach 

Given the objective of the research, which in fact is related to a very complex problem, 
it is important to accept from the beginning that the final conclusions can not be 

universal and extend to the whole industrial sector in Mexico. Every single company is 

different, faces different economical and social conditions, operates on a special cultural 
background, etc. However, it is undeniable that large industrial organisations also have 

many aspects in common. Every organisation is a system working within other systems 

of greater magnitude. At the same time, an organisation is composed of several systems 
interacting to drive it towards the fulfilment of its mission. 

The approach of this research will be sustained in what is called "systems theory". The 

problem of analysing how to make an industrial organisation a profitable one is too 

complex to be analysed in an isolated form. There is not a single cause and effect 

relationship between the research question and the potential answer for that question. 
There are of course many answers, but none of those answers is universally valid for all 
companies under any environment. Certainly, every answer found will be dependent on 
the circumstances; however, a broad analysis of the interaction between the systems 
involved will allow the extension of that answer to new situations. 

The research will start with the review and analysis of Total Quality Management 

theory with the objective of developing a conceptual model for business management 
based on TQM. The literature review on Total Quality Management will go from the 
search for a definition of total quality management through the analysis of the most 
important thoughts of quality gurus (Crosby, Deming, Juran, Feigenbaum, Ishikawa, 
Mizuno, Taguchi, Shingo and Oakland), systematic approaches such as Quality 
Management Awards (Mexican Quality Award, Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award and 
the European Quality Award), and published TQM implementation and operation 
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guides. To examine other aspects of management theory, the following subjects will be 

reviewed: management as a social science, culture and organisations, organisational 
behaviour, change management, systems science, leadership, strategic planning, 
information systems, human resources management, operations management, marketing 

and business ethics. 

The proposed model should be a system that incorporates every management concept or 

technique available, not only TQM, as well as the interaction and influence of external 
factors. On the other hand, it is very important to have clear identification of all the sub- 

systems of the model and to determine how interaction occurs among them. Finally, the 

proposal should consider the managerial and decision making processes within each 

sub-system, as well as the guidelines to implement and operate the system. 

Unavoidably, any management system should direct an organisation towards the 

procurement of the economic resources required to fulfil its mission. Although these 

economic resources, called profits, come from outside the organisation, it is important to 

realise that only by making the appropriate decisions in the organisation will possible to 

get them. 

For the purpose of this research work, profitability is the ability of an organisation to 

make profits. Profits are obtained throughout the income achieved in the market and a 

productive use of the internal resources. The system wanted will have to strengthen 
both. 

Considering that profits are the consequence of good internal decisions and the effective 

management of the influences coming from external systems, the research approach will 
have to consider the interaction of the organisational system and all external systems. 
Concerning this interaction, the research departs from the following initial proposal: 

"An organisation will be more capable of obtaining profits, and other ingredients 

required for stakeholders satisfaction, if it incorporates quality management in a 

systemic way into its management system" 
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To probe this hypothesis, a field investigation for data collection will be conducted 

among Mexican large industrial organisations. By this study it is expected to correlate 
the use of TQM components and the achievement of profits. Since it is not always easy 

to get information on profits, the sample will be selected from the list of the 500 largest 

companies in Mexico yearly published by Grupo Editorial Expansion. Companies that 

appear on this list are required to declare their financial situation of the previous year. 

An interview will be conducted with one executive responsible for the quality function 

in each organisation, to measure to what extent TQM techniques are being used. The 

analysis of the information obtained in this survey will let us know the most significant 
TQM practices used by Mexican industry and how they must be managed to improve 

stakeholders satisfaction and profitability. The components of this analysis are: a 

comparison of TQM practices used in industry with those proposed in the model, the 

description of the most common obstacles for TQM implementation, the identification 

of TQM practices proven to lead to stakeholders satisfaction improvement and those 

more useftil to improve profitability. 

If after the analysis of the whole industrial sector the hypothesis is still not proven, a 

recursive approach will be used in search of knowledge related to the objective of the 

research. This recursive analysis will be perfonned on 4 different aspects: 

1) an investigation to find the management sub-systems or processes could be having a 

more significant effect on profitability 
2) an analysis of each straturn of the whole industrial sector in search for the 

characteristics of the organisations using TQM elements in their management system 

and having good profitability indices 

3) the study of other external and internal factors affecting profitability, and 
4) a critique on the strengths and weaknesses of the results and the conclusions of the 

field investigation 
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The information provided by the field investigation and its analysis will allow the 

elaboration of recommendations to industrial organisations on how to create a 

management system, with TQM as its key component, that assure the procurement of 

the economical resources required to fulfil their mission. The set of recommendations 

will include: 

a diagnosis procedure to determine the weaknesses and core competencies of the 

organisation in which the system is going to be implemented 

2) the selection of the most adequate sub-systcms and TQM techniques that allow the 

organisation to improve its performance after implementation 

3) the determination of the best strategies that assure an effective implementation of the 

system 
4) a set of recommendations related to the operation of the system after implementation 

5) an audit procedure to trace the performance of the system and to detect possible 

obstacles suggesting its redefinition, or to change the strategies being used for 

implementation 

Finally, the research will be discussed in search of conclusions regarding four aspects: 

" the originality of the new knowledge provided 

" how previous knowledge was enhanced by the results of this research 

" its importance to the Mexican economy and to knowledge in the area of business 

management, and 

4o its limitations, boundaries, and applicability 

Considering the questions not answered by this research because of its scope and 
limitations, and the new questions appeared in the process, this discussion will go on to 

recommend future studies in the area. 
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CHAPTER 2 
OBJECTIVES AND STRUCTURE OF THE RESEARCH 

2.1 Objective of the Research 

As introduced in Chapter 1, the objective of the research is to enhance the management 
knowledge already available in Mexico on how to guarantee the procurement of the 

economic resources required by Mexican organisations to fulfil their mission, through a 
business management system with total quality management as its key element. 

To meet this objective, a data base on Mexican industrial experiences will be generated 

and related to total quality and management theory. 

The expected structure of the system to be proposed at the end will contain the 

following elements: 

l. - An initial self-diagnosis on strategic, management and technological variables of the 

company in which the procedure will be implemented. The self-diagnosis will establish 

the most important technical, social and economical characteristics and antecedents of 
the organisation involved. 

2. - Given the characteristics and antecedents of the organisation diagnosed, the next step 

will be to determine which TQM components or additional management techniques 

should be incorporated into the actual management system. 

3-- Once having defined the elements to incoiporate into the management system, next 

comes the determination of the most appropriate strategies that assure a smooth 
transition from the old system to the new one. 

4, A set of recommendations related to the operational aspects of the system after 
implementation. 
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5. - An audit procedure to trace the performance of the system and to detect possible 

obstacles suggesting its redefinition, or to change the strategies being used for 

implementation. The tools used for the self-diagnosis can be used once every 6 to 12 

months to audit the TQM system and to monitor its evolution. 

Figure 2.1 shows the structure of the intended procedure to design a management 

system oriented to profit assurance. 

The data base will contain information on implementation experiences of large 

industrial companies located in Mexico City, Guadalajara and Monterrey. Given that 

these 3 cities concentrate more than 90% of the sales value of the companies listed in 

Expansion 500, the information gathered from them will be totally representative for the 

whole industrial sector. The information provided by the data base should help an 
industrial organisation to learn quickly from others' experiences, avoiding the waste of 

time and money and increasing the probability of having a successful incorporation of 

quality management principles into its management system. 
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Figure 2.1 Structure of the proposal procedure as a result of the research 

Selection of the industrial 

organisation in which the 

system is to be implemented 

Initial diagnosis on strategic, 
management and technological 

asPects 

Industrial 
(Expansion's 500) 

experiences data base 

Determination of components 
to incorporate into the actual 

system 

Determination of the most 
appropriate strategies to 

assure a smooth transition 

Recommendations on how to 

operate effectively the new 
management system 

Audit procedure to trace the 

performance of the system and 
to detect obstacles 

To create the data base, this study is expected to supply information on at least the 
following variables: 
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quality management techniques used by type of company 

problems faced during implementation and how to overcome them 

performance measurements for the effectiveness of the management system 

recommended sequence and strategies for implementation 

how to run the system and each sub-system 

how to manage each quality techniques 

2.2 Structure of the investigation 

The investigation is structured in several stages. Given its objective, it will start with the 

search of theoretical answers to a departing question related to the initial statement 

suggested in Chapter 1. A relationship analysis of these answers will be used to develop 

the research hypothesis. After a literature review on the topics suggested by the 
hypothesis, a conceptual business management system will be created. This model will 
be used as a reference for the field investigation that is expected to supply, after a 
detailed analysis, the information for the data base already mentioned. 

There are many TQM implementation experiences in Mexico, some successfill some 

not, from which we can learn. The practical research is focused to the labour intensive 

manufacturing sector in Mexico City, Monterrey and Guadalajara. It is important to 
involve a mixture of foreign owned companies and Mexican owned companies, since 
both types of companies develop a different organisational culture, and a comparison of 
them would give useful information. 

After the field investigation, the intended system, suggested by the objective of this 

research, will be developed. It is impossible to have a universal model that can be 

applied to any organisation. For this reason, the proposal must include a procedure to 

choose the best strategies for the implementation and management of the system. Figure 
2.2 presents a diagram explaining the research and structure. 
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Fi=_e2.2 Research structure 

Research conceptualisation 
Personal experiences on TQM implementation 
Starting research question 
Related problems detected in Mexican industry 
Research hypothesis 

Bibliographical research on TQM and reiated management theo 
I 

Conceptual model (business management system based on TQM 
I 

Field investigation on TQM implementation experiences 
Justification of the target sector 
Sample selection 

* Survey and questionnaire design 
* Data collection methods 
* Data gathering 

Analysis of information gathered on the field investigation 
* By industrial sector 
* By industrial sub-sector 
* By type of company according to its financial performance 

I 

System proposal 
(see FigureNo 2.1 for more detail) 

I 

Conclusions 
* Discussion of results in relation to previous knowledge 
* Analysis of the contribution to knowledge of the research 
* Limitations and applicability of the results 
* Suggestions for future research on iimilar subjects 
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23 Research starting question and hypothesis 

Chapter I presented an initial proposal based on the analysis of the antecedents and 

perspectives of Mexico's economy. This statement is now used to develop the initial 

research question, which is: 

"What factors could be restraining an organisation to be more competent to obtain 

profits, and the other ingredients required for stakeholders satisfaction, when 
incorporating quality management into its management system? " 

In search of a hypothetical answer to this question, the following analysis was 

performed. It presents a collection of symptoms of what a management system can 

cause against the long-term interests of the company, if its design is incorrect. These 

symptoms come from the author's experience as consultant in many industrial 

organisations, and as instructor in more than 80 seminars in total quality. The seminars 
have been offered regularly during the last 15 years. People that attend to them are 

executives from all types of organisations in Mexico and Central America. The analysis 

of the symptoms mentioned, constitutes an initial attempt to answer the research 

question. It is expected that it will help in the composition of the research hypothesis 

statement. For this reason, it is not intended, nor needed at the moment, to search for 

scientific evidence to support them. The search of this evidence to support the 

hypothesis will be conducted later during the investigation. The order in which 

symptoms are presented is insignificant. 

1. - The performance of top managers is not evaluated in connection to company's 

mission and vision. These people are usually encouraged to achieve a certain short- 

term financial goal. The misunderstanding of financial management as an end and not as 

a means for business direction has interfered with the new ideas of customer 

satisfaction. Within this context, in the company's mission, shareholders are the most 
important stakeholder, and all other stakeholders' interests depend solely on stock 

owners' interests. If this is not explicitly indicated in the mission statement, it is so in 

practice. For example, some managers, being pressured to achieve a certain percentage 
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on the profit to sales ratio at the end of the quarter, are "obliged" to make decisions 

against the long term interests of the company. They start ridiculous cost-reduction 

programmes, fire people that will be required again next quarter, generate invoices not 

supported by sales, delay payments to suppliers, change to cheaper raw materials, send 
defective lots to the market, ignore customers' complaints, do not respect guarantees, 

etc. The more interesting point here is that they can not be accused of acting 
dishonestly, they are taking care of their position within the company, they are taking 

care of their own interests. An important statement that will be considered throughout 

this thesis, based in the collectivism characteristic of the Mexican society mentioned in 

Chapter 1, is that every person puts first their own family's interests and then attends to 

other groups' interests. This explains why Mexican managers act according to the way 

their performance is being measured without consideration of the long-term 

consequences of their short-term decisions. 

2. - Mission is usually not well disseminated throughout the organisation. This 

explains why not only top executives, but as well employees from lower levels, do not 

always behave and make decisions in congruency with the long-term interests of their 

organisation. This problem, added to the incorrect and incomplete definition of the 

mission statement (explained in Point 1), makes it almost impossible for an 

organisation to have a clear direction. There could be many reasons affecting the correct 

dissemination of a company's mission. One of the most important is the lack of strategic 

guidelines and quality policies to steer the behaviour of the people involved in the 

operation. Another one is related to the high power distance prevailing in our culture 

that provokes the appearance of many power centres at all levels. This power distance is 

observed not only between top executives and the rest of the personnel, but also among 

employees of the same organisational level. Informal authority emerges in the middle of 
the organisation, usually in conflict with formal centres of authority (supervision), and 
the struggle for power impedes the collaboration required to direct the company towards 

the fulfilment of its mission. This condition is permanent and misdirects the elaboration 

and accomplishment of appropriate working methods and administrative procedures, 

and even the design of products and services for customers' satisfaction. For example, 
Aeromexico was before 1986 a company mainly oriented to satisfy the needs of pilots 
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and employees. Customer needs were not important and its on-time rate was one of the 

worst in the world. Therefore, after the breakage of the most harmful power centres 

within the company (which constituted a hard political decision), and the 
implementation of a programme oriented to customer satisfaction, the company was 
"resuscitated" as one of the world leading airlines in punctuality rates. 

3. - Most industrial organisations in Mexico do not have a very effective and 

productive operation to offer the quality needed in today's competitive markets. 
This point was widely discussed in Chapter 1, and although some optimistic situations 

are presented there, they are not representative of the whole industrial sector. It is a 

reality that the exchange rate is still the most important factor to encourage exports. 
Mexican industrial companies are not yet at a point at which international markets 

recognise the quality of their products by paying higher prices for them. The auto 
industry is perhaps the exception, but most of the others can only locate their products 
in international markets if they offer a combination of low price and a relatively good 

standard of quality. Excellence is not yet a word associated to Mexican products. On the 

other hand, most industrial companies are always in a weak financial position and their 

performance is dramatically altered by the constant changes experienced in the 

economical environment. This situation is not only due to internal aspects of 

organisations, one important cause of their permanent financial weakness is the 

relatively high interest rates prevailing in Mexico. Since the early 1980's, the country 
has been forced by macro-economical pressures to offer high interest rates to attract 
foreign investment, because it has not been able to accomplish the required growth in 

GDP with internal savings. However, high interest rates make it very expensive to 
finance new investment in Mexico, which depresses domestic markets, discourages 

economic growth and reduces the possibility of increasing the savings level. This 

vicious loop can only be reverted with productivity and competitive products offered in 
international markets. 
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4. - Usually, the mission statement in Mexican organisations does not embody 

explicitly the expectations of all of their stakeholders. It is common to speak about 

success in the field of business, but it is important to analyse the meaning of the word 
from the point of view of all groups involved and related to the organisation, the 

stakeholders. For shareholders, success means an attractive return on investment; for 

employees, a secure job with a salary large enough to satisfy their actual and future 

economic needs. For society, a successful organisation is one that shows respect for 

their values, provides jobs to its members, and sponsors activities of their interest such 

as sports, entertainment, etc. For the government, a company is meeting its expectations 

if it complies with the regulations it imposes (environmental, hygiene, labour, social 

security, etc. ), and pays the corresponding taxes. Suppliers measure the success of their 

customers in relation to the fulfilment of contractual agreements and the feasibility of 

establishing a long-term alliance. Customers are satisfied if suppliers meet their 

expectations in terms of quality and price. If a mission statement does not guide the 

organisation to a position in which the fulfilment of the expectations of all stakeholders 

is balanced, it is useless. For example, some mission statements seem to be afraid to 

mention their need to make profits, or to describe a balanced distribution of the benefits 

obtained from the operation of the company among all stakeholders, or to include one or 

several of them. 

5. - The emphasis on control of traditional business administration is an important 

obstacle for total quality management implementation. The main problem of 

traditional business administration theory is to be centred in the control of every single 

process through the measurement and analysis of the financial performance. This strong 

emphasis on financial control represents an obstacle for TQM implementation because it 

puts pressure on short-term achievements whilst quality management seeks the 

improvement and preservation of a competitive position in the long-term. Mexican 

industrial organisations grew in an environment in which it was relatively easy to 

achieve an outstanding financial performance without any sacrifice of the future. 

Suddenly financial margins went down with the entrance of more competitors into the 
domestic market. Shareholders are still having big problems to understand the current 

conditions of strong competition and want to continue getting the same margins just by 
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putting pressure on the organisation to do so. Although it is important to recognise that 

the Board of Directors of almost all industrial organisations are supporting the 

implementation of a quality improvement programme, they have not realised that this 

sole activity is not sufficient in a management system based on short-term financial 

controls; both are not compatible. It is important to understand that a good financial 

performance is only sustainable if the organisation is flexible enough to adapt to current 

highly changing conditions. All these arguments are not suggesting the elimination of 

financial techniques, but the reconsideration of the way they are being used for 

management purposes. Financial statements and ratios should be used, in addition to 

other performance measurements, as information to feedback into the management 

system. Control should be replaced by a self-control culture in which every process has 

the flexibility to attend quickly to the needs of its internal or external customer. 

6. - The knowledge required to achieve the cultural change implicit in a TQM 

programme is not available in Mexico. As mentioned in the introduction, not only 

quality management theory, but all management theory used by Mexican organisations 
is developed outside. In quality management literature, it is frequently mentioned that 

the implementation of a TQM programme requires a cultural change. This change, or 

perhaps adaptation, not only includes cultural aspects at the corporate level, it should 

reach the external characteristics of society's culture. It is clear that the direct 

implementation, with no adaptation, of a management concept developed for other 

circumstances is condemned to failure. It is imperative to support more management 

research activities that provide the knowledge required to be competitive. 

7. - Compensation systems benefit more the higher positions, independently of their 

contribution to the mission's fulfilment. This means that the higher in the 

organisational chart, the better compensation a person gets. This kind of system is easy 
to design and to manage since always the bosses get more money that any of their 

subordinates. The system is preserved because each boss assesses the performance of 
his or her subordinates, making sure that he or she gets the larger slice. A direct effect of 
this policy, which is in operation in practically every industrial organisation, is that top 

management are always more interested in the company's wealth and future than 
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employees from lower levels. The huge higher/lower salary ratio, which is more than 
100 in some cases, encourages a race for the top positions among all employees, and not 

an interest to search for excellence in what is actually being done. This race for the top 

promotes the development of a political environment in which the battle for the most 

valuable posts predominates. This struggle distracts the energy of people who instead of 

using it to move the company towards its mission fulfilment, use it to move themselves 

from their actual position to a better one in terms of money. Another by-product of the 

race for the top is that those interested in moving upwards faster concentrate their efforts 
in satisfying their boss, and not necessarily their customers. Ideally, the perfect 

compensation system is one in which a person gets paid in proportion to his or her 

contribution to the benefits achieved by the company. However, this system is only an 

utopia and some other compensation systems should be designed and put in practice. A 

feasible compensation system congruent with quality management principles, is actually 
being used by some Mexican companies. In this system, the compensation a person 

gets depends on the opinion of four entities: internal customer, external customer, work- 

team partners and the work-team leader (in some sense equivalent to the boss in 

traditional systems). In this way, a person that takes care of teamwork and customer 

satisfaction is compensated better than those that do not. 

8. - Universities and technical schools are not providing adequate and sufficient 
knowledge on quality concepts to their students. People who manage companies 

actually in Mexico were educated to succeed in an environment free of competition. 
That explains why their education did not include total quality concepts; and although 

this situation is changing, Mexican companies are still not being supplied by schools 

with people highly prepared in total quality matters. It was not until recently that some 

universities decided to include at least a very basic training on quality in their 

engineering programmes, but all other courses rarely include quality related subjects in 

their programmes. In technical schools the situation is even worst, only those technical 

programmes closely related to production management include training on statistical 
process control, but other programmes include nothing. Not all production positions are 
occupied by persons formally prepared in a technical school, most of them developed 

their skills in an empirical way when they were obliged to drop-out due to economical 
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reasons from the primary, the secondary or the preparatory school. At these levels they 
do not teach any of the basic quality concepts, so the responsibility for teaching workers 

the fimdamentals of total quality has been taken by the companies interested in having 

people trained on quality concepts. Companies without enough resources to train their 

own people are at a clear disadvantage to adopt a quality management programme and 

to improve their competitiveness. The cultural aspects of total quality should be learned 

from the beginning in primary school, and the educational system at all levels should be 

committed to achieve this goal. However, we should consider that any way there would 
be a lag time before young people assume leading positions in Mexican companies. 

9. - People in industry are generally reluctant to learn new concepts, that is why 

they are not so competent in coping and adapting quickly to changes. This time of 
highly competitive markets requires people always willing to learn and to develop new 

abilities that allow them to respond and adapt quickly to constant changes. In Mexico, 

some people who experience the period of no competition have not realised yet that 

those years are gone. Definitively, to work in an environment of no competition is more 

comfortable than the present conditions, but those not conscious of the need to change, 

soon will find themselves out of the market place. New conditions demand the ability to 

acquire new skills much more frequently than before. A study made by the Research 

Centre for Competitiveness at ITESM, showed that on average a person graduated from 

that institution moves to a completely new position every two years during the first 10 

years of his or her professional career. So clearly they must be able to learn new 

concepts as quick as possible to continue being competitive in the new position. 
Additionally, the rapid development of technology and the interaction with new markets 

are pushing the need to acquire other abilities not required before. Now, it is imperative 

to be able to communicate (in written and orally) at least in English, but soon this ability 

will not be enough and the knowledge of other languages will be demanded. A 

competitive person must be capable to prepare a well-composed report and to sell his or 
her ideas to superiors or customers. A competitive person should know how to search 
for new information. Due to the extraordinary development of technology to save and 
retrieve information electronically, there is an enormous amount of information 

available, and those capable of locating it faster will be in a better competitive position. 
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Actually, those not knowing how to take advantage of the potential of a computer are 

obsolescent and out of the competition for the best positions. The global characteristics 

of current markets require the knowledge of other countries' cultures, customs, history, 

social problems, political conflicts and future prospective. Finally, it is extremely useful 
for a competitive person to develop a culture of quality. This culture of quality will 

allow him or her to perform effectively in teamwork activities with a service attitude, 

and to put in practice techniques for quality improvement. A culture of quality must be 

supported by congruent moral values and habits to enable a person to contribute to his 

or her organisation to overcome successfully the problems faced in search of its mission 
fulfilment. It is unquestionable that a company integrated by people with this 

characteristics will succeed in highly competitive markets. 

10. - Top executives frequently repeat the same operational and strategic errors 
because they do not have the ability to learn from previous experience. This lack of 
learning capacity among top executives can be also explained similarly to Point 9; 

however, the frequent commitment of the same operational and strategic errors deserves 

a special consideration. Only around 35% of top executives in Mexico are people over 

50 years of age (Expansion 1997). These people learned to manage their organisations 

on a period of incredible economical stability (before the mid 1970's). It seems 

reasonable they that are having a very tough time now, and they find it difficult to learn 

how to manage their company under the new circumstances. However, the remaining 
65% of Mexico's top managers are people under 50 years of age. Most of them entered 

the labour market during the years of constant turbulence and change. It is unjustifiable 

that they should not have developed the ability to learn from previous experiences. 
Perhaps it is because only in very rare conditions a given situation appears again; the 

strategies that would have worked in the past are useless in the present, and ridiculous 
for the future. Perhaps it is because they were not well prepared at school for a business 

environment of constant changes. Perhaps it is because their subordinates also do not 
have the learning capacity required to assimilate the strategies they propose. Perhaps 

there are many reasons that can explain why this is happening, but the reality is that top 

managers should have the capacity to learn fast from past experience, from the 
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immediate previous experience, to adjust constantly and effectively the direction of their 

organisations. 

11. - Traditional management systems restrain the flexibility required by an 

organisation to face actual changing conditions. As mentioned before, traditional 

management systems are sustained by strong control exercised on every process of the 

organisation. The hierarchical organisation required for this purpose constitutes an 

extremely rigid structure that limits the flexibility of the decision making process. In a 
hierarchical organisation every person needs the authorisation of his or her superior to 

do something not contemplated by the policies and procedures already approved. The 

velocity of change in today's world makes it difficult to design adequate policies and 

procedures to cover all the potential situations that could occur during the normal 

operation of the business. Customer needs are these days so heterogeneous that every 

single customer may ask for a different requirement in the same product. A rigid 
decision making structure is not appropriate to accomplish customer satisfaction under 

these circumstances. Perhaps because of the high power distance observed in Mexican 

culture, industrial organisations in this country are not transforming their decision 

making processes to more flexible ones when they implement a quality management 

programme. They are trying to introduce a quality management programme into a rigid 

structure designed for control. What they need to do is to change their management 

structure to a more flexible one. This will enable every member of the organisation to 

make decisions outside the original boundaries, if it favours the accomplishment of 

customer satisfaction. This management structure should support teamwork activities 

and reward the achievement of customer satisfaction. 

12-- In traditional management, every position within the company is a 
" monopoly", which constitutes the worst environment for quality. Another 

consequence of the rigidity of traditional management systems is that it discourages the 

quality of internal processes. The reason is that in a hierarchical and inflexible structure, 
a given process is performed uniquely by the person occupying the position associated 
to that process. This person is paid and promoted not because of the quality of his or her 
job, but according to the boss's opinion. That position acts as a monopoly, and the only 
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concern of the person occupying it is to convince his or her boss, not the customer, that 

the work done is of good quality. Adding to this situation the high cost to fire a person 
in Mexico, even if she or he is non-productive, and the paternalism found in most 
Mexican companies, the problem is even worse. Labour law in Mexico protects the 

rights of workers in such a way that a work contract for an undefmed term means for 

them a high degree of security. This fact reinforces the feeling of ownership of the job 

position. Labour law uses the principle: "equal job, equal pay". This means that a 

worker can ask for a similar salary to his or her partner's salary, independently of the 

difference in the performance of both. Although it is possible to find the way to cope 

with this rule, since labour authorities are not rigid in their enforcement, they represent a 

potential source of conflict that could affect the relationship between workers and 

managers, and the reinforcement of the lack of obligation to look after customer 

satisfaction. If every process could choose its suppliers (internal or external) and could 
influence the decision of how much to pay them, the competitiveness of internal 

suppliers would necessarily improve. This proposal is not easy to attain, but it could be 

the idea supporting a more feasible system. The important factor is to have a flexible 

management system that procures customer satisfaction over any other consideration, 

under highly unstable conditions. 

13. - Top management attitude inhibits unintentionally the communication of 

problems occurring at the lower levels. Sometimes, top managers want 

(unconsciously) to be informed only on achievements, on good things. They even assess 

people's performance using this screened information, which reinforces the custom of 

hiding the true if it is related to bad news. This unwillingness to hear problems is 

perhaps for top people a good means of feeling more relaxed, or an answer to the 

urgency of getting the achievements required to keep their top position. On the other 
hand, this reluctance to know the truth may be caused by their subordinates as an 

unconscious intention to reinforce the power distance. In Mexican culture, power 
distance is not induced only by those who already have the power, but also by those 

who want to avoid it, as a way to ensure that somebody else will be always willing to 

assume their responsibility. This characteristic is known as "presidentialism" in the 

political environment, in which the system gives full power to the president in turn, and 
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since the president has the power to influence completely the professional future of his 

subordinates, he is only informed on good things. The phenomenon repeats at all levels 

in Mexican society. Top managers need to go "downstairs" to know in full detail what 
is happening at the operational level, to see how their strategies and decisions are 

working, to feel the internal problems, to understand customer needs, to sense their 

employees' degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction, etc. Unfortunately, due to cultural 

reasons, top managers can not rely completely on the information provided by their 

subordinates. They have to be careful not to encourage the flow of useless information. 

14. - Quality control circles and all other techniques dedicated to employees' 
involvement are not appropriately managed. Again this symptom can be explained 
because of the cultural characteristics of Mexicans. Supervisory style is very autocratic 
due the high power distance, and it is difficult for a supervisor to let his or her 

subordinates express an opinion on things about which he or she is supposed to know 

more. In Mexican industrial organisations, it is common to select a supervisor because 

of his or her outstanding performance as worker. This promotion is the way to recognise 

the good behaviour of a person, and to give him or her a better salary (remember the 

equal job - equal salary rule). This selection process reinforces the power distance, and 
does not guarantee to have the best supervisor, because the skills required to be a 

supervisor are not the same as the skills needed to perform a production work. Another 

obstacle for employees' involvement is the already discussed workers' lack of desire for 

knowledge. To get an effective involvement, people need to learn new skills for the 

rational analysis of quality problems. Mexican people like to solve problems just by 

discussing the potential solutions without a previous analysis of the causes. Most of the 

time, the solution proposed by the group leader prevails. For a rational analysis of 

problems, workers need to learn at least the 7 tools for quality improvement proposed 
by Ishikawa. Although these tools are relatively simple, the low educational level 

prevailing in Mexico is an obstacle for this purpose. Organisations implementing quality 
improvement programmes in Mexico think that a short seminar on the 7 tools and some 
basic quality management ideas is enough to prepare their workers for teamwork. This 
is not true and they have to be very patient because the learning process for an effective 
involvement takes time. Finally, in Mexican industry, a culture predominates which is 
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not oriented to the satisfaction of the needs of internal customers. Perhaps this is 

because internal customers do not participate in assessing the performance of their 
internal suppliers, or because of the existence of power centres with interests not aligned 
in the same direction, or due to the very limited service attitude characteristic of 
Mexican culture. In Mexico, the meaning of service is misunderstood by some people; it 

is confused with being a servant not a server. 

15. - Usually, reward and recognition programmes are utilised to support the 

achievement of tangible goals. Recognition must be used to promote and reinforce the 

social and work corporate values needed in a total quality organisation. However, 

because of the low income obtained by most workers, recognition procedures are not as 

effective as rewards. People with fundamental needs unsatisfied prefer a tangible reward 

to an intangible recognition; diplomas, medals, hugs, applause are not good to feed his 

or her family. It is not recommended to compensate a low salary with a reward 

conditioned to the achievement of quality or productivity goals. Mexican organisations 

need to review carefully their compensation systems to make sure they are satisfying the 

basic needs and the security level (in Maslow's Pyramid of needs) of their employees. 
Once this is done, the recognition programme can concentrate in promoting the 

behaviour necessary to achieve a successful incorporation of quality management 

concepts into the management system. 

16. - Quality improvement achievements are not adequately promoted, internally 

and externally. If done, this promotion constitutes an effective way to reinforce 

people's motivation, pride and sense of ownership. To work in a successful organisation 

constitutes a factor that strengthens everybody's self-esteem. Some companies take care 

of their external image promoting extensively their achievements in quality, which is 

good, but they should not forget to spread them also inside the organisation. Mexicans 

are some times afraid of making too much noise on what they achieve. To do it is not 
arrogance, but an effective form of improving the company's image. An image of 
quality and customer orientation favour how the quality is perceived by the customer. 
For example, a customer is more willing (perhaps unconsciously) to accept a defective 

Product coming from a company with good reputation, than one coming from a 
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company with bad or unknown reputation. The same phenomenon occurs at all levels; 

customers are more strict with products manufactured in a country with a bad reputation 

or with a service provided by a person with whom they or someone else had a bad 

previous experience. The promotion of quality achievements has many benefits at the 

personal, organisational and country level. It is extremely important for the whole 
Mexican society to make public any accomplishment in quality (small or large) 

obtained. 

17. - There is a general misunderstanding of the role of total quality management. 
Most managers in Mexican industry consider TQM a tool for quality improvement. This 

situation is limiting the development of the cultural change required to be competitive in 

today's world economy. Quality management is not only a tool to achieve customer 

satisfaction, it is more than that. Quality management is a concept that influences on 
individuals' behaviour. The search for excellence calls for a revolution within the 

organisational culture. Quality management can not work isolated as an independent set 

of techniques applied to other elements of the management system. A quality culture 

must be spread along the whole organisational system. What is needed to be a world- 

class organisation is a systemic approach in which quality management ideas are 
integrated into the whole management system. This systemic approach will allow the 

management system to handle the effect of external factors in favour of the company's 
interests. Mexican industrial organisations, and the economy as a whole, would benefit 

with the promotion of a culture of quality and the implementation of management 

systems supported by it. 

23.1 Relationship analysis of the symptoms 

By classifying the facts just presented, 12 categories are found. The numbers in () 

correspond to those given in the previous list. 

a. Society's culture. Q, 41Z1115,1417) 
b. Influence of top executives in quality management. 02A7, IQ11,13) 

c. Company's mission and vision OAý 
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d. Conditions for quality management implementation. 

e. Participation and role of stakeholders. 
f Change in administrative procedures. 

g. Organisational culture. 
h. Reward and recognition programmes. 
i. Education / social influences on individuals' culture. 
j. Development of the ability of learning. 

k. Decision making through teamwork 

1. Promotion of quality accomplishments. 

(3) 

(4) 

(ýILlzaU) 

(6, Ll IA 1'ý 

(7, lLaU) 

(8) 

(8,9, IQ14) 

(14) 

(16) 

Since this list of symptoms does not answer the starting question yet, in the next step 

each factor will be related to each other in a relationship matrix. This analysis will be 

made by the use of the 7 QC administrative tools (Mizuno 1988), and will serve to 
derive a format that presents the key elements for quality management implementation. 

The relationship between each pair of factors is found by answering the following 

question: If factor X is included in a an ideal management system, is it possible then to 

conclude something on factor Y? The outcome of this procedure is shown in figure 2.3 

Figure 2.3 Relationship matrix of factors affecting the management of an organisation, 

F-a T-b I c d e f h i j k II Effect Cause 
a 2 9 
b 9 2 
C 4 7 
d 7 4 
e 4 7 
f 7 4 

o 11 
h 8 3 
i 5 6 
i <- 8 3 
k 4ý 4ý 4ý 4ý 6 5- 

E 
ýj 

The conclusion of this relationship matrix is that the cause factors are g, a, c, e, i and k, 

and the effect factors are b, h, 1, j, d, and f. 
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This conclusion is not sufficient to define the research hypothesis, so the next step is to 

relate causes with causes and effects with effects. The results are shown in Figures 2.4 

and 2.5 

Figure 2.4 Relationship of causes 
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2aCeIk Effect Cause 
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Figure 2.5 Relationship of effects 
bhIjdf Effect Cause 

b 

D 
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In the relationship diagrams shown on the right, the elimination of redundant arrows 

gave an order of importance for effects and causes. This sequence is in 

ascending/reducing order of importance, for effects as well as for causes. 

Causes: g -a- i-e-c-k 

g. Organisational Culture 

a. Society's culture 
i. Education and social influences on individuals' culture 

e. Participation and role of stakeholders 

c. Company's mission and vision 
k. Decision making through teamwork 

Effects: I -d-f-h-j -b 

1. Promotion of quality accomplishments 
d. Conditions for TQM implementation 

f Change in administrative procedures 

h. Reward and recognition programmes 
j. Development of the ability of learning 

b. Influence of top executives in quality management 

2.3.2 The research hypothesis 

This logical order is used now to develop an answer for the starting question, which will 
be considered the research hypothesis. 
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Mexican industrial organisations need to change their management system. 

Compatibility should be maintained between the organisational culture and the 

prevailing culture at individuals' level. Educational and other social influences in 

the Mexican environment should be accommodated. In this way, it will be possible 

to have a balanced participation of stakeholders in mission and vision 

development, and decisions at all leveIs become more democratic. By adopting this 

policy, quality concepts will be promoted throughout the organisation, creating 

adequate conditions in which to incorporate total quality ideas into the 

management system, and to change administrative procedures, as well as their 

rewards and recognition programme. These changes will help to develop the 

learning abilities required by executives to manage the continuous improvement 

process more effectively. 
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CHAPTER3 
LITERATURE REVIEW ON TQM 

3.1 General concepts of total quality management 

Quality is a concept really hard to define, mainly because it has been in constant 

evolution. Every deftition of quality has to be understood in the context of its age. To 

know this evolution process allows us to understand the different definitions 

encountered in the literature of quality. Some of the most common terms presented in 

the literature come from quality, quality control, statistical quality control, total quality 

control, quality assurance, company-wide quality control, total quality management, etc. 

A brief analysis of the evolution of quality is presented next. 

In a broad perspective, the word quality is associated with the whole set of qualities that 

a product or service offers to its users. A given product is a quality product if its 

characteristics, tangibles and intangibles, satisfy the needs of its users. Among the 

quality characteristics of products are: 1) operational (speed, capability, etc. ), 2) total 

price and the economy of usage, 3) durability, 4) safety, 5) fitness for use, 6) 

manufacturability, 7) maintainability, and 8) disposability. These characteristics together 

provide in a product what is known as consumer quality. However, quality is also 

defted in terms of its planning, control and improvement. Quality of conformance is 

used to measure to degree of conformance to design specifications, of a product during 

its manufacturing process. Quality of design focuses on the characteristics of a product 
in terms of the satisfaction of the requirements of its potential users. 

The standard JIS Z 8101 defines quality control as "a system that contributes to provide 

a product or service with the characteristics needed to satisfy customers' requirements in 

an economical way". The standard ANSI Z1.7 1971 says that quality control includes 

"operational techniques and activities oriented to sustain the characteristics of a product 
or service to satisfy certain requiremente'. The ISO 9000 standards define quality as 
"the integration of the characteristics that determine the degree in which a product 
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satisfies the needs of its customers"; quality assurance as "the set of activities formally 

planned to assure the required quality level in the outcome of the manufacturing 

process"; and quality control as "as the set of activities and techniques performed with 

the intention of creating a specific characteristic of quality". 

From its origin, people are worried about quality. At the beginning, quality activities 

were oriented to provide food and dress. The appearance of human communities 

eventually brought as a consequence the appearance of markets. In primitive markets, 

producer and user easily met face to face; there were not formal specifications or 

guarantee policies and users protected their inferests through a close contact with 

producers. Quality of design and quality of conformance were easily achieved; customer 

satisfaction was not a major concern. As commercial and economical systems evolved 

the distance between the producer and the user became larger. Small shops appeared 

everywhere and commerce started to play an important role in the interaction between 

producers and users. With the introduction of commerce, the need for specifications 
became more evident to communicate users and producers. 

The industrial revolution made possible the expansion of manufacturing processes and 

the variety of products. This growth in industrial activity introduced important technical 

problems to the organisational systems of those days. The need to solve these problems 

constituted the start of the "age of quality" we are living today. According to Bounds et 

al 1994), quality has evolved through four eras: inspection (19' Century), characterised 
for defects detection and methods to solve the problems created by the lack of 

uniformity in products; statistical process control (1930s), which brought the 

appearance of statistical methods for process control and the reduction of inspection 

through sampling; quality assurance (1950s), when it is recognised the need to involve 

every department of the organisation in the planning and execution of quality policies to 

assure the conformance to specifications of products; and the age of strategic total 

quality management (1990s), when organisations realised that quality is a market- 
driven concept and the total satisfaction of customers' needs as a strategy is the most 
important element in their efforts to be competitive and succeed. 
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The evolution of quality through these four eras is closely linked to the evolution of 

management. The era of inspection is the outcome of the initial elements of the theory of 

management provided by Frederick W. Taylor and Henri Fayol. Taylor, a mechanical 

engineer, is known as the father of "scientific management". Fayol, an engineer 

specialised in mines, was the president of an important mining company. Taylor 

supported his theory in the principle of the division of labour proposed by Adam Smith 

in his book "The Wealth of Nations" in 1771. Taylor affirmed that if workers were not 

performing with the expected productivity and quality, it was management's fault 

because its lack of ability or interest in providing appropriate methods, training, 

equipment and incentives. He proposed to design highly simplified manufacturing 

operations, provide training, measure workers' productivity, and reward them in 

proportion to their performance. Taylor (1911) suggested that workers should 

concentrate in production, leaving the planning, control and improvement of their 

processes to managers. Managers stimulated productivity and quality of workers by 

given them economic incentives according to their performance. 

Fayol (1949) was the first person in considering management as an area of knowledge 

that should be scientifically studied. He suggested the adoption of three principles: 1) 

unit of command (every employee should receive orders only from one source), 2) unit 

of direction (there should be only one action plan), and 3) centralisation of authority. 

Both theories suggested the division of planning, control and improvement from the 

execution of an operation. This situation helps to understand why inspection, used as a 

control device for defects' detection, was the most important characteristic of the quality 

systems of that era. It is important to understand the validity of Taylor and Fayol's 

thoughts under the circumstances in which they appeared. However, under current 
circumstances they could not be totally applicable. 

In the 1930s, searching for methods to reduce the cost of inspection, new statistical 
sampling techniques were proposed. These methods were based on an optimum cost 
criteria; the cost of inspection is lower, but there is a cost involved in the risk of 
accepting a bad product. But the focus of the quality system remained unchanged; 
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errors' detection. Around those days another statistician, Walter Shewhart (1930) 

developed a techniques called by himself statistical process control. The most 
important idea behind SPC was prevention for the "economical control of the quality of 

manufactured products". Quality entered its second era, and Shewhart defined control in 

this way: 

("a phenomena is controlled when, through the use of past experiences, we can predict, at 

least under certain limits, the variations on behaviour of that phenomena in the future" 

Shewhart's SPC is supported in three postulates, all of them around the idea that 

systems, even natural systems, do not behave according to an exact pattern, but to a 

probable one. These postulates are: 

The causes that influence on the behaviour of a system are variable, so they can not 

be used to predict the future exactly. 

2. Constant systems exist only in nature, but not in the environment of industrial 

production, where the causes of variation are always present in the quality of raw 

materials, equipment, etc. 

3. Causes of variations can be detected and eliminated. 

Shewhart helped to understand quality as a problem of variations that can be controlled 

and prevented by the opportime elimination of the causes that provoke it. The control 

charts are the materialisation of this concept. 

Deming (1986), the most important supporter of Shewhart's ideas, defined quality 

control as "the utilisation of statistical principles and techniques in all production stages 
to get an economical manufacturing process, providing a useful product to the 

consumer". 

In the first eras of quality, the focus had been totally oriented to the manufacturing 
process. There was no concern for the quality of services, internal or external. It is until 
the beginning of the 1950s when Juran (1952) pushed the idea of "quality assurance". 
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Under this concept, a manufacturing process can be controlled if the quality of the 

internal services that support it is also controlled. Additionally, Juran defined quality in 

a very simple and understandable way: "fitness for use". This definition introduced a 
key concept in today's quality theory; the consumer, not the producer, assesses the 

quality of a product. 

At that time, come out the idea of measuring the costs directly associated to quality (or 

the lack of it). The costs of quality are classified in two types: avoidable and 

unavoidable. Avoidable costs are the economical measure of the errors committed 

during the production process. Avoidable costs are also classified in two categories: 

internal and external. The internal costs of quality are the economical loss due to 

manufacturing errors from the initial to the final stages of production. The external costs 

of quality are the economic loss of problems occurred or encountered the delivery of the 

product to the consumer. The unavoidable costs of quality are those required to 

maintain in an optimum level the avoidable costs. There are two categories of 

unavoidable costs of quality: evaluation and prevention. The costs of evaluation are the 

economical value of every activity performed to detect the errors occurred during the 

manufacturing process, avoiding its transfer to the consumers. Prevention costs are 

associated to every investment in quality improvement. They have a permanent, long- 

term effect on the quality of the production process. 

The costs-of-quality idea was the first attempt to analyse from an economic perspective 

the problems associated to the lack of quality in the manufacturing process. This concept 
is not a common practice today because it opposes in many ways to the continuous 
improvement idea and it is not compatible with systems thinking. However, it 

encouraged people in those days to invest in quality as a strategy to reduce costs and 
improve profits. 

Another consequence of the analysis of the costs of quality was the discovery of the 

need to extend the concept of quality to the rest of the organisation. The cost of a 

mistake in production is only a symptom of a previous error in a previous process, not 
necessarily a manufacturing one. On the other hand, profit is not reduced (or improved) 
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only because of manufacturing decisions and actions. It can be influenced by any inside 

or outside element in the system. 

In those days, Systems Science was emerging as a consequence of the interdisciplinary 

groups formed to analyse complex problems during the Second World War. This 

explains why Armand Feigenbaum (1956) developed the concept of Total Quality 

Control, based on the total system approach. Under Feigenbaum's view, quality is not 

possible if the manufacturing process is intended to be controlled in an isolated way. 

These ideas reinforced Juran's thoughts regarding the responsibility of the 

administration and service areas to support product's quality. In this way, quality 

theoreticians started to analyse the impact of every administrative activity in the quality 

of the manufacturing process. Areas such as finance, sales, marketing, purchasing, etc., 

started to be considered responsible as well for product's quality. 

Feigenbaum's proposal was based on four processes: 1) new designs control, 2) control 

of incoming materials, 3) product control, and 4) special studies of the process. His 

definition of Total Quality Control was "an effective system to integrate the efforts of 
development, maintenance and improvement done by different groups within the 

organisation to assure the economical manufacturing of a product or service satisfying 

customers' needs". 

Almost in parallel, additional engineering concepts were developed in relation to 

products' design. Reliability appeared as a technique oriented to ensure the correct 

performance of a product during a given period of time and under certain circumstances. 
Another term within reliability theory is availability, that measures the probability of 
having a product available for use when required. Some techniques for reliability are 
FMEA (failure mode and effect analysis), life estimate of product's components, use of 

redundancy and failure analysis. It is important to notice that most of the elements just 

mentioned, which represent the core of the era of quality assurance, are now the base 

of the ISO 9000 standards. 
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At the beginning of the 1960s, two significant events occur almost in parallel in Japan 

and the United States of America. Philip Crosby developed perhaps the first quality 

programme with a human approach, and the Japanese created the quality control 

circles, another strategy for quality control and improvement with a human orientation. 
Crosby's programme, called zero defects, had the purpose of creating a quality 

conscious and motivation among workers to do things routinely right thefirst time. The 

promotion of Japanese's quality control circles was a strategy choose by them to change 

their previous bad quality reputation. However, the quality principles developed by them 

are deeper than the simplicity of quality control circles. Ishikawa, perhaps the most 

important Japanese in the field of quality, defined quality control as the "development, 

design, elaboration and maintenance of a quality product which is the most economical, 

useful and satisfactory for the customer". 

The Japanese quality control was heavily supported in Juran and Deming's thoughts. 

From Juran they took the administrative approach to quality, and from Deming the 

concept of prevention which he explained them with the control circle of plan-do-check- 

action (Deming's circle). In fact, the PDCA cycle is used to manage every process in 

Japanese organisations. The most important characteristics of the Japanese quality 

control are: 

1. Companies should do what their customers demand from them. 

2. Quality control activities should bring economic benefits to the company. 

3. Quality control starts and ends with education. 

4. The implementation of total quality control requires a continuous educational 

programme at all levels, from the president to production workers. 
5. Quality control allows everybody to give his or her best. 

6. Human relations improve when a quality control programme is implemented. 

Additionally, Ishikawa's vision on quality control was to consider it a revolutionary 
factor in business' direction. He argued that if CEOs follow the following principles, 
their companies would be highly competitive. The principles mentioned by him are: 1) 
Give quality a much higher priority than to short-term profits, 2) focus the organisation 
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totally to customer satisfaction, 3) structure the organisation in such a way that every 
internal process considers as its customer the next process, 4) support every decision on 
facts and data, and 5) show respect humanity. 

Ishikawa strongly believed that the improvement of the manufacturing operations can 

come from workers' experience and knowledge. Highly trained workers, using 

appropriate procedures and techniques for problem solving through teamwork, can be 

the most important contributors to process quality and productivity improvement. On 

the basis of this concept, the Japanese developed the quality control circles, the 7 basic 

tools and a procedure for problem solving. 

On the other hand, the contributions of Mizuno (1988) and Masaaki Imai (1983) 

complemented Ishikawa's. Imai developed a quality control theory named Kaizen that 

means "improvement in all aspects of life". Mizuno proposed the constant and 

permanent use of the control circle (PDCA) for quality improvement in every activity 

throughout the organisation. The generalised use of the control circle with and 

orientation to customers' satisfaction (internal and external), constitute the company 

wide quality control (CWQC). 

CWQC is complemented with a quality policy deployment process, that consists in the 

definition of goals and objectives in congruency with the quality strategies, for every 

process within the organisation. This process is shown in Figure 3.1 
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Figure 3.1 Management process for quality policy deployment 

I Companys mission 

I Basic quality policy I 

I Long-term business plan I 

for every process 
I Short-term business plan I 

I Short-term operational plan I 

I Implementation I 

Audit 

In addition to quality policy deployment, the Japanese created the 7 management tools 

(7 M's) that help in the development and deployment of strategies for quality, and in the 

management of the projects associated to the fulfilment of the objectives derived from 

them. 

Finally, the fourth era of quality started at the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 

1990s. During the last 10 years, quality has become a strategic pillar for 

competitiveness. Many concepts, techniques and procedures have been developed, given 

a strategic orientation to quality. Among the most important are world-class 

manufacturing, just-in-time, quality function deployment, benchmarking, business 

process reengineering, quality of life, service quality, self-managed teams, the value 

added chain, and strategic business direction on the basis of a vision and a mission 

supported on quality. In the era of strategic quality management, there is tendency to 
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integrate all the concepts and techniques developed in the field of total quality. This 

integration is done considering the PDCA circles for the performance of the macro and 
the micro processes of the organisation. Under this approach, top executives have to be 

sure stakeholders' expectations are known because their understanding is the base for 

the definition of company's mission, vision and corporate values. Provided this 
framework, top management should create the quality policy from which appropriate 

strategies for competitiveness can be developed. To accomplish the strategic guidelines, 

major processes within the organisation should establish their own goals and objectives. 
This means the organisation have to define goals and objectives for manufacturing, 

administration, product or service design, procurement, human resources management, 

marketing, etc. The development of a culture of quality among all employees will assure 

their commitment to achieve the goals and objectives associated to their responsibilities. 
The promotion of a culture of quality is performed by teamwork in quality and 

productivity improvement projects, and reinforced through two important programmes: 

reward-recognition and education. On the other hand, the manufacturing operation is 

controlled by a statistical process control system, or by the use or operations' 

management techniques. 

The planning, control and improvement of every organisational process are the result of 

the integration of the concepts developed throughout the four eras of quality. In recent 
literature, this integration is being grouped under one generic term known as total 

quality management (rQM). This term is not at all defined yet, and many definitions 

are found in the literature. Some of them are presented next. 

3.1.1 Definitions of Total Quality Management 

Literature on quality presents various definitions for Total Quality Management, 

commonly referred to as Total Quality Control (TQC) and Company-Wide Quality 

Control (CWQC). Although the definitions may be slightly different, essentially they 
intend to describe the same concept. No definition of TQM is universally accepted, they 

vary from organisation to organisation and from individual to individual. A definition of 
TQM, is usually internalised by each specific organisation and individual (Saylor 1992). 
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The American Supplier Institute, on its TQM Executive Briefing (1990), includes the 
following definitions: 

1. For the Federal Quality Institute, TQM is a strategic, integrated management system 
for achieving customer satisfaction which involves all managers and employees and 

uses quantitative methods to continuously improve an organisation's processes. 

2. The US Department of Defence's defines TQM on its TQM Implementation Guide 

(DoD 5000.51-G): Total Quality Management (TQM) is both a philosophy and a set of 

guiding principles that represent the foundation of a continuously improving 

organisation. TQM is the application of quantitative methods and human resources to 

improve the material and services to an organisation, all the processes within an 

organisation, and the degree to which the needs of the customer are met, now and in the 
future. TQM integrates fundamental management techniques, existing improvement 

efforts, and technical tools under a disciplined approach focused on continuos 
improvement. 

3. Kubal (1994) argues that total quality management (TQM) is a management process 

of continuous internal improvements throughout an organisation that ultimately results 
in improvements in the finished product. While TQM is presented in various theoretical 
forms by several experts including Crosby, Deming, and Juran, it is basically the 

conformance of the finished product to customer expectations. It is a program based on 

preventing errors during the process of manufacturing, which prevents defects in the 
finished product itself. TQM programs are specifically designed for the industry within 
which they are being implemented. Typically, they are classified as service or 
manufacturing-based programs. Manufacturing industries produce a specific product 
that quality programs are intended to improve (e. g., television sets). Service 

organisations provide standard services thai they strive to improve (e. g., accounting 
services). 
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4. For Sashkin & Kiser (1993), TQM means to define the organisations culture required 

to support a constant attainment of customer satisfaction through an integrated system of 

tools, techniques, and training. This involves the continuous improvement of 

organisational processes, resulting in high quality products and services. 

5. It is a philosophy of management that strives to make the best use of all available 

resources and opportunities by constant improvement. Total Quality Management is the 

key business improvement strategy and the key management issue of the future because 

it is essential for efficiency and competitiveness (Hakes & Hall 1991). 

6. The following definition of TQM is from the Union of Japanese Scientists and 

Engineers (JUSE): A system of means whereby the qualities of products or services are 

produced economically to meet the requirements of the purchaser. "Quality Control" is 

some times called "QC" for short. In addition, since modem quality control adopts 

statistical techniques, it is some times especially called "Statistical Quality Control", or 

"SQC". In order to perform quality control effectively, throughout all phases of the 

enterprise activities such as market survey, research and development, planning of 

product, design, production readiness, procurement and subcontract, manufacture, 
inspection, sales and after sales servicing as well as finance, personnel affairs and 
indoctrination, the entire personnel of the organisation from the executives down to the 

managers, foremen and workers are required to participate and collaborate. The quality 

control activities conducted in such a way is called "Company-Wide Quality Control" or 
"CWQC" for short, or "Total Quality Control", or "TQC" for short (Sheridan 1993). 

7. A collaborative form of operating an organisation, in a way that relies on the talents of 
both labour and management to continually improve quality and productivity using 

teams and facts in decision making (Schmidt & Finnigam 1993). 

8. TQM is composed of management and control activities based on the leadership of 
top management and on the involvement of all employees and all departments from 

planning and development to sales and service. These management and control activities 
focus on quality assurance by which those qualities which satisfy the customer are built 
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into products and services during the above processes and then offered to consumers 
(JSQC-Intemet 1997). 

9. It is a managerial approach to integrate and encompass human-capital-financial 

resources, strategic planning and operations together into a collective and focused team 

effort to achieve high productivity of quality products and services (Tenner & DeToro, 

1992). 

10. Tobin (1990) defines TQM as the totally integrated effort for gaining competitive 

advantage by continuously improving every facet of organisational, culture. 

11. For Witcher (1990) defines TQM as: Total, because every person in the firm is 

involved (and where possible its customers and suppliers); Quality, customer 

requirements are met exactly; and Management, senior executives are fully committed. 

12. Feigenbaum (1991) defines TQM as the total quality control's organisation-wide 
impact. 

13. Saylor (1992) provided what he called "The Basic Principles of TQM", to guarantee 

a successful implementation of TQM. They can be classified into ten major headings: 

leadership, commitment, total customer satisfaction, continuous improvement, total 
involvement, training and education, ownership, reward and recognition, error 

prevention, and co-operation and teamwork. 

14. According to Kogut (1984), TQM is "based on the idea that those feeling the impact 

of the decision should be involved in making it". 

15. For Hirshfield (1984), "the circle is a method of tapping the hidden resources of the 

work force by directly involving teams of co-operating workers and managers in the 

process of planning and problem solving; the concept is designed to give workers a real 
voice in deciding how their work is to be done, on the premise that people who have 

genuine input and control will be better motivated to achieve excellence'. 
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16. Coate (1990) exposes a ten-step problem-solving process that encompasses the four 

generic steps and "begins with the customer, focuses on the root causes/barriers to 

improvement, and ensures that decisions and actions are based on real data7. The ten 

steps are: 

a) identify and select the most important opporftmities for improvement; start with 

critical processes, especially those that support divisional goals, objectives, and 

breakthrough items; select team members and empower them to make improvements. 

b) determine the key customers of the highlighted processes or services; survey the 

customers, using a standard format, and analyse survey data using check lists and 

Pareto diagrams. 

c) select the most important issue and write a clear issue statement. 

d) identify and flowchart the key process or processes; this enables the team to clearly 

recognise opportunities for improvement. 

e) agree on which aspects of your performance you want to be measured and, with your 

customers set goals for continuous improvement in meeting or exceeding their 

expectations; to do this the teams must realistically evaluate current performance and 

set obtainable goals for improvement. 

f) begin to explore probable causes of the problems and barriers to improvement. 

g) gather data on the probable causes; the information collected gives the team a 

benchmark against which to measure its future progress. 

h) evaluate the data and show it in "picturee'; communicate any relevant information in 

charts and graphs. 
i) brainstorm and develop permanent solutions; implement solutions; monitor their 

performance; adopt them if they work. 
j) if the problem is solved, standardise the solutions as normal operating procedures. 

In summary, TQM has several key attributes: it asks customers what they want and 

satisfies their requirements; attacks processes, not employees; promotes teamwork and 

creates an atmosphere for innovation and continuous quality improvement; empowers 

people; strives for continuous organisation-wide improvement. 
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17. As stated by Scholtes (1988), "because many of the elements of TQM have appeared 

separately in fads that have swept through business schools and organisations, people 
fail to recognise how the total package differs from anything seen before; TQM is a new 

way of doing business" 

18. "Simply stated: TQM is an interlocking arrangement of procedures and practices 

that ensures that all employees in every department are adequately trained and directed 

to continuously implement aligned improvements in quality, service, and total cost such 

that customer expectations are met or exceeded" (Bellefeuille 1993) 

19. A study group of the 1992 Total Quality Forum defined TQM as a people-focused 

management system that aims at continual increase in customer satisfaction at 

continually lower real cost. It is a total system approach (not a separate area or 

program), and an integral part of high-level strategy. It works horizontally across 
functions and departments, involving all employees, top to bottom, and extends 
backwards and forwards to include the supply chain and the customer chain (Patterson 

1995). 

20. Total Quality Management resists a simple definition for a number of reasons. It is 

an elusive process rather than a tangible product. It reflects an organisation's unique 

mission, history, and culture, and, therefore, is different for each organisation--what 

works for one organisation may fail miserably at another. It involves changing the 

organisational culture to a long term, never-ending commitment--a race without a finish 

line-to process improvement (Schmidt & Finnegan 1992). 

3.2 Classical TQM literature 

The following is a list of the most significant ideas provided by the so called "quality 

gurus" on total quality. In this section this information will be named as "classical TQM 
literature". It is not intended to present an extensive discussion on gurus' proposals, but 

just to list them as a way to support a synthesis introduced later in this chapter. This 
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research work does not necessarily agree with the validity of these ideas for the actual, 

or even the past, Mexican industrial scene. These thoughts were published more than 20 

years ago, and in association with other circumstances different to those prevailing in 

Mexico. However, these fundamentals on quality management are a convenient 
departure point for the development of the conceptual model to be presented in Chapter 

4. Numbers in () before each concept, will be used later as a reference to support the 

synthesis of this information. 

9 Philip B. Crosby 

Crosby proposed a 14 step programme for quality improvement (Crosby 1979). The 

programme's recommendations are: (Cl) assure management commitment to participate 

on the programme and to encourage everyone's contribution to quality improvement; 

(C2) form a quality improvement team with representatives from each department; (0) 

establish quality indices for each activity throughout the company, measuring actual and 

potential quality problems; (C4) measure the cost of quality to provide an indication on 

where corrective action will be profitable for the company; (C5) promote quality 

awareness and concern among all employees; (C6) take formal actions to correct 

problems identified through previous steps; (C7) set up a committee in charge of the 

implementation of the Zero Defects programme; (C8) train supervisors and employees 

to carry out their responsibility on the quality improvement programme; (C9) conduct a 
Zero Defects day letting all employees realise that there has been a change in the 

company regarding quality issues; (C10) encourage everybody throughout the 

organisation to define improvement goals for themselves and their groups, usually on a 
30 to 90 day basis; (C11) be sure to remove the causes of error after the identification of 

the problems; (C12) give recognition for those who met quality goals through 

participation in the quality improvement programme; (C13) form quality councils 

composed of quality professionals and teams leaders, and hold regular meetings to 
improve communication to determine actions needed to improve quality; and (CM) do 

it all over again emphasising that the quality improvement programme should never end. 
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In another of his books, Crosby's proposes what he calls a "prescription for corporate 
health" (Crosby 1988). The fundamental rules of this so called prescription are: (C15) 

make sure people do things right routinely; (C16) plan the operation of your business to 

assure a profitable and steady growth; (C17) anticipate customers needs; (C18) plan and 

manage change; and (C19) create a working environment in which people are proud of 

what they do. 

Finally, it is necessary to include in this section Crosby's Quality Vaccine (Crosby 

1984). Quality Vaccine is an idea to represent the need of any organisation for non- 

conformance prevention. "Vaccine" preparation should have the following ingredients: 

(C20) Integrity: everyone must be dedicated to meet customer requirements; (C21) 

Systems: quality management, quality education, company-wide emphasis on defect 

prevention; (C22) Communication: have a continuous supply of information to help the 

identification/elimination of error and waste, and to run a recognition programme; (C23) 

Operations: provide education and training as a routine task, as well as formal 

procedures to identify opportunities for improvement; and (C24) Policies: define clear 

and unambiguous quality policies. 

o Edwards W. Deming 

Deming's contribution is easily summarised by his famous 14 points to management for 

productivity and competitive position (Deming 1982). They are: (M) establish a 

continuous improvement effort for every process, product and service, with a plan to 

become competitive to stay in business, determining whom at the top of the organisation 
is responsible for it; (M) adopt the new philosophy needed in this new economic age, 
because we can not longer live with commonly accepted levels of delays, mistakes, 
defective materials, and defective workmanship; (W) cease dependence on mass 
inspection, requesting instead, statistical evidence that quality is built in, eliminating in 

this form the need for inspection on a mass basis; (D4) end the practice of selecting 

suppliers on the basis of price, instead of depending on meaningful measures of quality, 
along with price, eliminating suppliers that can not qualify with statistical evidence of 
quality; (D5) it is managements job to work continually on the operational system 
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(design, incoming materials, composition of material, maintenance, improvement of 

machines, training, supervision, retraining) to find any actual or potential problem; (D6) 

institute modem methods of training on the job, assuring to have people with the skills 

needed for every position; (D7) institute modem methods of supervision for production 

workers, in which the responsibility of foremen change from sheer numbers to quality, 

alerting management to take immediate action on problems concerning barriers to 

productivity and quality; (D8) drive out fear, so that everyone may work effectively for 

the company; (D9) breakdown barriers between departments to assure that people in 

research, sales, design and production work as a team to foresee problems on the 

operation that may be encountered; (D10) eliminate the use of numerical goals and 

slogans to stimulate the work force, asking for new levels of productivity without 

providing adequate methods and resources to accomplish it; (D11) eliminate any 

standard prescribing a numerical quota, because they permit the occurrence of a certain 

level of error; (D12) remove emotional barriers standing between operational workers 

and their right to be proud of their workmanship; (D13) institute a vigorous programme 

dedicated to provide continuous education and retraining to ali employees; and (D14) 

create a structure at the top of the organisation to push every day on the above 13 points. 

Another interesting topic to include in relation to Deming is the structure of the Deming 

Prize (Imai 1983) which makes the following recommendation: (D15) define company's 

quality policy; (D16) implement a crosq-functional organisation with a clear 

understanding of everybody's responsibility toward quality; (D17) Put in operation an 

effective and extensive educational Programme; (D18) design and implement the 

following sub-systems: profit management, cost control, purchasing and inventory 

control, production process control, facilities management, personnel management, 

educational programmes, new products development, research management, 

communication channels for customer complaints, management of suppliers, customers' 
feedback in relation to quality, service and satisfaction; (D19) evaluate quality 

achievements; (D20) establish a long-term planning in relation to quality and customers' 

satisfaction; (D21) assess the tangible effects as a consequence of the quality 
programme; and (D22) appraise intangible effects related to the quality programme. 
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9 Joseph M. Juran 

Juran on Leadership for Quality (Juran 1989) is one of this author's most recent books. 

In it, he summarises his proposals in the area of quality management. Juran recommends 

to following strategies, used by the Japanese, to be quality world leader: (M) upper 

managers should personally take charge of leading the quality revolution; (J2) all levels 

and functions undergo training in managing for quality; (B) quality improvement 

should be undertaken at a continuing, revolutionary pace; 

(J4) the workforce ought to be enlisted in quality improvement through quality circles; 

and (J5) quality goals must be considered in the business plan. 

Juran's approach to quality management is explained in what he calls the Juran Trilogy. 

He divides quality management in the following processes: quality planning, quality 

control, and quality improvement. 

Quality planning indicates that despite the type of organisation, product or process, the 

quality planning process can be generalised into one universal series of input-output 

steps called the "quality planning road map". The steps are: (J6) identify who are the 

customers; (K) determine the needs of those customers; (M) translate those needs into 

your own technical language; (D) develop product features that can optimally respond 

to those needs; (MO) develop a process optimally capable to produce the product 
features; and (J1 1) transfer the process to the operation. 

On quality control, upper managers should use a general process for controlling 

operations. The control activities of this universal process are: (J12) establish an 
information feedback loop at all levels and for all processes; (J13) make sure that every 

employee is in a state of self-control; (M) establish quality goals and a unit of 

measurement for them; (J15) managers should provide operating forces with means for 

adjusting the process to bring it into conformance with goals; (J16) transfer to the 

operating forces the responsibility for controlling their own processes to maintain them 

at their planned level of capability; (JI7) evaluate process performance and product 
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conformance by means of a statistical analysis; and (J18) make corrective actions to 

restore a state of conformance with quality goals. 

Quality improvement rests on the following fundamental concepts: (J19) all 
improvements should take place on a project by project basis; (J20) top managers 

should form and be part of a quality council (or quality steering committee) whose basic 

responsibility is to launch, co-ordinate, and institutionalise the annual quality 
improvement programme; (J21) define a project selection process consisting of this 

steps: project nomination, project selection, project mission statements, and publication; 
(J22) for each selected project, designate a team (six to eight persons) with the 

responsibility to complete it; (J23) give public recognition and awards to acknowledge 

successes related to quality improvement; (J24) increase the weight given to the quality 

parameter in the overall job performance evaluation at all organisational levels; (J25) 

upper managers should personally participate in the progress review on quality 
improvement; and (J26) establish an extensive training for the entire management team 

in quality improvement and its techniques. 

9 Armand V. Feigenbaum 

Feigenbaum is the one that proposed the phrase "Total Quality Control". His idea is that 

quality is a way of corporate life, a way of managing. TQC is an organisation-wide 

concept, and involves the implementation of customer oriented activities. Feigenbaum's 

main thoughts are: (FI) quality must be completely planned with an excellence-driven 

approach instead of the traditional failure-driven approach; (F2) all members of the 

organisation must be responsible for the quality of their products or services; (F3) total 

quality requires an organisational commitment to provide continuous encouragement 
and specific training; (F4) TQC is defined as an effective system for integrating the 

quality design, maintenance, and improvement efforts of the various groups within an 

organisation, to enable it to manufacture its products and offer its service at the most 
economical level for full customers' satisfaction; (F5) in the phrase "quality control", 
the word control is associated with a management tool of 4 steps: setting standards, 
appraising conformance to these standards, acting when the standards are exceeded, and 
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planning for improvement in the standards; (F6) quality control claim for the integration 

of frequently uncoordinated activities into a framework; (F7) TQC programmes are 
highly profitable, because tangible (reduction of operating costs, reduction of the costs 

of poor quality, etc. ) and intangible benefits (improved employee morale and levels of 

customer satisfaction, etc. ) easily exceed its implementation and operation costs; (FS) 

the most important quality improvements come from the actions undertaken by 

operational employees; (F9) total quality requires a total life-cycle approach; (F10) there 

are four fundamental processes to control the operation: new design control, incoming 

materials control, product control, and special processes control; (F11) a total quality 

system is defined as a company-wide work structure, documented effectively, and 
integrated by technical and managerial procedures for the co-ordination of people's 

actions, the manufacturing process and the information system in the best and most 

practical way, to assure customers' satisfaction and an economic operation; (F12) TQC 

applies to all products and services; (F13) every organisational component has a quality- 

related responsibility that should be explicitly documented; (M) the traditional quality 

control department should change its basic function to become a facilitator in the quality 

process, and not a quality enforcer through inspection; (F15) a TQC programme needs 

the continuous commitment of top managers; (F16) statistical tools should be used to 

control and improve the finished product and the manufacturing process; (M) 

automation is not the solution for all quality problems, human oriented activities are the 

foundation of any TQC programme; (F18) every person in the organisation must be 

capable to control his or her own process to assume complete responsibility for quality. 

* Kaoru Ishikawa 

Ishikawa, was the first author that highlighted the social differences between Japan and 
the West, as well as their effect on management styles. His main hypothesis was that 
different cultural characteristics in both societies was the root of Japanese success in 

quality. Ishikawa! s most important thoughts are exposed in his book "What is Total 

Quality Control: the Japanese Way" (Ishikawa 1985). His proposal on quality 
management is contained in the following statements: (11) quality control means to do 

what is to be done to meet customers' requirements; (12) a quality control programme 
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not showing results is not a good one, because if a company engages in QC and does not 

make much money, it must not be controlling processes well; (13) QC begins with 

education and ends with education; (14) the implementation of a QC programme needs 
to carry out a continuous education programme for every one, from the president down 

to line workers; (15) QC brings out the best in everyone; because when QC is 

implemented, falsehood disappears from the company; (16) quality control circles 
(QCC), as part of a TQC programme, must be formed to encourage the study of quality 

related topics among workers and supervisors; (17) because of Japan's unique social and 

cultural background, this country has some advantages over US and Western Europe in 

relation to the conduction of QC activities; for example, western's professional 

specialisation versus Japanese's understanding of other business processes; Japan has a 

very rigid social structure which reduces the social pressures within the organisation; 
labour unions are more collaborative to the company's interests; Taylor's approach to 

management, widely used in western countries, is the consequence of the high 

absenteeism and turnover rates observed there; Japan does not have the elitism 

associated with education; the pay system is not focused on rewarding organisational 
hierarchy but effectiveness and permanence in the company; Japan's companies have a 
hiring policy that almost assures lifetime employment; the relationship with suppliers is 

better because of the high degree of vertical integration; the government observes a no- 
interference policy; the writing system favours the improvement of intellectual skills 

among Japanese people; Japan's society is more racially homogeneous; the education 

system is better; and religion confers more morale value to work; (18) the first step in 

QC is to know the requirements of consumers and what and how they will buy; (19) 

anticipate potential defects and complaints; (HO) after the identification of a quality 

problem, take immediate action to solve it, QC not accompanied by action is useless; 
(Ill) an ideal state of quality control is where control no longer calls for checking 
(inspection); (112) quality must be built into each product design and process, it cannot 
be created through inspection; (M) the basic notion behind control is the prevention of 

recurrence of errors; (M) the very essence of TQC is in the quality control and quality 
assurance of new product development; (115) remove the cause, the basic cause, and not 
the symptoms of a problem, making sure not to confuse the objectives with the means to 

attain them; (116) quality control is the responsibility of all workers throughout the 
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organisation; (117) TQC is a group activity and cannot be done by individuals; it calls 
for teamwork; TQC will succeed if all members contribute, from president down to line 

workers and sales personnel; (118) if TQC is implemented company-wide, it can 

contribute to the improvement of a company's corporate health; (119) QC must be one of 

the major objectives of the company and its new management philosophy, setting 

management decisions on long-term profits and putting quality first; (120) TQC is a 

managerial concept with these fundamentals: elimination of sectionalism, management 

by facts, and management based on respect for humanity; (121) QC is a discipline that 

combines knowledge with action; (122) if there is no leadership from the top, stop 

promoting TQC; (123) QC cannot progress if the quality policy is not clear, because the 

organisation needs a clarified responsibility and authority; (124) QC cannot progress 

without getting the approval and collaboration of middle management; (125) establish a 

system of cross-functional management; (126) only when foremen and line workers 

assume responsibility for process, can QC become successful; (127) QC circle activities 

that are consistent with human nature can succeed anywhere in the world; (128) make 

sure to have basic policies for subcontracting and purchasing; (129) the responsibility for 

quality assurance rests with the seller-producer, because in principle, purchasing is to be 

done without inspection; (130) marketing is the entrance and exit of QC and the 

marketing department must perform key roles in TQC; (131) perform audits of the 

quality system and its implementation, giving appropriate diagnosis and showing the 

way to correct its shortcomings; this audit can be done by outsiders (Deming Prize and 
Japan Quality Control Medal, or by consultants); (132) statistical methods are the best 

techniques to improve and control the operation. 

9 Shigeru Mizuno 

Being also one of the Japanese involved in quality management by his participation in 

the Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers (JUSE), Mizuno's thoughts on total 

quality are very similar to those of Ishikawa. However, some different ideas were 
introduced in his book "Company-wide Total Quality Control" (Mizuno 1988). The 

following thoughts were extracted from it: (Ml) management's job in promoting quality 

must be performed through policy management, which consist in the establishment of 
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quality policies and the monitoring of their implementation; (M2) cross-functional 

management is the type of management required by total quality; (M3) the 

implementation of total quality needs to be planned with a clear definiti on of the top and 

middle management responsibilities, and the implementation of a quality control 

committee as a promotion centre; 

Mizuno's total quality programme includes the following elements and 

recommendations: (M4) defte methods for product design and control, and the courses 

of action in case of product liability; (M5) put in operation a quality control educational 

programme for every job type; (M6) implement QC circles to make employees more 

conscious in the importance of quality; (M7) measure the quality costs and their 

consequences; (M8) use statistical methods for control and improvement of products 

and the manufacturing process; and (M9) establish a quality control audit policy, and the 

procedures to perform it. 

9 John S. Oakland 

In his book TQM: "Tbe route to improving performance" (Oakland 1993), this author 

presents a practical model of total quality management used in many European 

organisations. The most important elements of this model are: (01) assure top 

management leadership and long-term commitment, TQM must be organisation-wide 

and should start at the top; (02) the establishment of a sound quality policy, in addition 
to the organisational structure to put it into effect, is fundamental for TQM 

implementation; (03) any organisation needs a vision framework that includes its 

guiding philosophy, core values and beliefs, and a purpose combined in a mission 
statement; (04) develop clear and effective strategies besides plans to achieve the 

mission and its objectives; (05) identify the critical success factors and processes for 

quality management implementation; (06) review the management structure, including 

the instnmentation of quality improvement teams throughout the company; (07) 

empower employees to encourage their participation in quality improvement and 
customer satisfaction; (08) adopt the philosophy of zero defects/errors and change to a 
culture of doing things right the first time; (09) train people to understand the internal 
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customer-suppliers relationships; (010) do not acquire raw materials and services on 

price alone -look at the total cost; (011) recognise that the improvement of the system 

needs to be managed; (012) adopt modem methods of supervision and training - 

eliminate fear; (013) eliminate barriers between departments by managing more 

effectively the process -improve communications and teamwork; (014) eliminate the 

following: arbitrary goals without methods, all standards based only in numbers, and 

barriers to pride of workmanship -get facts by using the correct tools; (015) constantly 

educate and retrain everybody; (016) develop a systematic approach to management for 

the implementation of TQM; (017) establish a good measurement system for product 

quality and every internal process, measure and analyse the costs of poor quality; (018) 

designate a TQM director, manager or co-ordinator and appoint a quality management 

adviser; (019) perform the culture change through teamwork for quality improvement; 

(020) the essence of developing attitudes to quality is in gaining acceptance for the 

need to change, and for this to happen it is essential to provide relevant information, 

convey goods practices, and generate interest, ideas and awareness through an excellent 

communication processes. 

o Peters& Waterman 

Although these authors are not really considered as quality gurus, their publication "In 

search of excellence" (Peters & Waterman 1982) is an important contribution to the 

field of quality management. This book reports a survey conducted on successful 

American organisations. The objective of this study was to contribute to management 

theory with practical evidence on the way these companies manage their operation to be 

successful. Other companies could adopt the principles that emerged from this study to 

succeed. Peters and Waterman discovered that successful organisations have 8 common 

characteristics: (Pl) a huge capacity to analyse problematic situations by empowering 

their employees, which is possible thanks to a organisational structure supported by an 

effective information system; (P2) through intense efforts for staying near to customers' 

needs and expectations, successful organisations develop an obsession for quality which 

encourage product innovation; (P3) a toleration of failure as part of the learning process 

required for continuous improvement; (N) a belief in people, showing respect for them 
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and giving the autonomy necessary to respond to the challenges associated to quality 

and competitiveness; (P5) a set of convictions integrated in a system of corporate 

values; (P6) a clear knowledge of their core competence, concentrating their efforts in 

the continuous improvement of what is ordered by the corporate mission and the 

strategies to accomplish it; (P7) a simple organisational structure that assures that each 

person understands his or her responsibility and receives adequate information to decide 

correctly; (P8) a balance between a totally centralised management style and the total 

autonomy of employees' performance. 

Additionally, in the book "Liberation Management", Peters (1993) proposes some other 

recommendations: (P9) de-organise organisations, discomposing them into independent 

profit centres operated by teams with very simple administration staffs; (P10) spread the 

knowledge developed in each team so other teams can accelerate their leaming process; 
(P11) avoid waste of time in getting closer to customer needs, redefining the 

organisation (re-engineering) as required for this purpose; (P12) use the most advanced 
information technology to develop within the organisation a "learning based society"; 
(P13) most of the value added of products and services comes from the knowledge 

developed in the work place; (P14) the organisational structure should be horizontal and 
interrelated to form a management system based on business processes and not a 
functional one; (P15) middle management should be eliminated because it usually does 

not add value to the product, implement instead "project teams"; (P16) teamwork in 

improvement projects should have the following characteristics: absolute trust among all 

team members, allow the free flow of members' talent, no time limit for completion, 

members could be from different business processes, and capable to receive immediate 

feedback; (P17) in teamwork, who is the boss and who are the subordinates is irrelevant; 

(P18) individuals' performance assessment should be based on his or her 

accomplishment within the team, the management of external aspects, the ability to 

apply the learning acquired through experience, and the willingness to teach other team 

members; (P19) teamwork should be as dynamic as possible, adapting its structure to 

new customer needs, and rewarding generously organisational learning; and (P20) 

promote closeness to customer needs for product innovation. 
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4, Shigeo Shingo 

This author is probably more recognised for his innovations in the field of production 

optimisation. However, the central argument of his philosophy is that quality problems 

are the most important obstacle for the optimisation of the production process. His 

method SMED (speed method for the exchange of dies) works efficiently only in a 
"zero-defects" environment. For this purpose he proposes the implementation of "poka- 

yoke" (fool-proof) systems. These are the core arguments of his philosophy: (Sl) a 

poka-yoke system consists of a set of elements designed to detect immediately the 

presence of production defects; (S2) it is complemented with source inspection methods 

to detect errors on time preventing the occurrence of defects; (S3) business management 
is an integral concept in which the actions of individuals are co-ordinated through clear 

policies; (M) zero-defects will be achieved only if an error-prevention system is 

implemented, not through intensive inspection; (S5) because it is inevitable for a human 

being to make eventually a mistake, poka-yokes must alert him or her when an error is 

made; (S6) a successive monitoring system, instead of the traditional inspection made by 

a person dedicated for this purpose, is more effective to achieve zero-defects; in this 

systems the next in the production process inspects the incoming product before 

performing an operation on it; (S7) there are many social and cultural differences 

between Japan and the West, the most important are: employment and salary systems, 

syndicalism, teamwork, communication policies within the organisations, management 

and understanding of inventories, and the methods of production management; (S8) a 
total quality control system requires the involvement of all employees in error 

prevention through quality circles and source inspection; (S9) industrial engineering 
techniques should be used for the optimisation of the production process. 

9 Genichi Taguchi 

Finally, Taguchi who is another Japanese author, provides an economic approach to 

quality combined with the use of a statistical technique (derived from the design of 
experiments technique) developed by him. His contribution is better understood by the 
following ideas: (T1) customers want products that perform to satisfy their needs; (T2) 
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products offered to the market should be: better in quality and price, with minimum 

variability and robust enough to perform well even in the presence of external factors, 

than those offered by competitors; (T3) quality should be defined by the "loss function", 

in which the greater the variability of a process in relation to the product's specification 

tolerance, the greater the monetary loss transferred to the consumer; (T4) the continuous 
improvement of the production process is the key for competitiveness in today's world; 

(T5) the continuous improvement of the production process is intimately linked to 

variability reduction; (16) the variability in the product's performance causes a 

monetary loss to its user, which can be measured as the square of the difference between 

real and ideal performance; (T7) a product's quality and life-cycle cost are determined 

during its design stage; (T8) to reduce the variability from the design stage, a product 

should be designed on the basis of the non-linear part of its performance; and (T9) 

variability can be reduced through experimental design, by selecting the optimum 

performance levels for each product's attribute. 

Additionally, Taguchi developed a technique called "quality engineering", which is 

divided in on-line and off-line activities. (TIO) on-line activities are associated with the 

management of the manufacturing process and its preventive maintenance system; they 

use techniques such as quality control charts; (T11) off-line activities are those 

responsible for the optimisation on product and process' design; the technique used for 

this purpose is design of experiments. 

3.3 A synthesis of the quality management classical theory 

It is easy to observe that there are many commonalties among the ideas just presented in 

the last section. For this reason, all these concepts can be classified. A relationship 

analysis performed for this purpose come out with 26 categories in which quality 

management classical theory can be classified. From here onwards these categories will 
be referred as the "TQM postulates". Table 3.1 shows the classification of classical 

quality management theory. 
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Table 3.1 Classification of the concepts found on classical quality management theory 

TQM postulate Concepts associated to postulates in classical theory 
1.1 op management leadership Cl, D14, JI, F15,122, MI, 01,011 
2. Teamwork for quality improvement C 13, A, J22,16,117,127, M6,06, P 15, P 16, P 19, S9 
3. Measurement of quality problems C3, C4, D 19, J 15,12, M7,017 
4. Quality problems solving C6, D5, J 18, J 19, F5,110,115,121 
5. Quality steering committee C2, C7, J20, MIO, 018 
6.1 raming and education C8, C23, L)6, D13,017, J2, J26,09,015 

- 7. Improvement goals CIO, DIO, DI 1, TrUR 

8. Defects prevention C 11, J 14,11,119,113, S 1, S5 
9. Recognition lor quality improvements C12, J23, J24, P18 
10. Procedures for implementation of total quality C14, D18, J3, J21,016, S8 
11. Profitable growth in the long-term C16, F7,118,119 
12. Satisfaction of customer needs C17, C20, J6, J7, J8,18,130, P2, PI 1, P20, TI, T 
13. Incorporation of IQ into the Strategic Plan C 18, D20, F 1, M3,04, P9 

- 
14. Develop of a culture of total quality 

C5, C 15, C 19, D2, L)8, D 12, J 13, F2, F8, F 17, FI8, T3, T7, - 
120,07,08,019, P3, P4, P8, S7 

15. Use of the total system approach C2 1, F4, F 11, 
16. information system of quality performance C9, C22, D 18,020, P 10, P 12 
17. Quality policies deployment 04, D 15,123, M 1,02 
18. Plan to improve and maintain competitiveness 

- 
DI, F3, PI 

W. Collaborative management methods =, 9, =, 124,126,012, PI7 
20. Change management from functional to process 

' 
D9, D 16, J 12, F6,125, M2,013, P7, P 14, S3 

- 21. Production process planning =, rr, =, 112,05 
2T Quality assurance of inputs =, 9, o 10 
23. Audits to the quality system J25,13 1, M9 
24-. Product and service design J 9,114, M4, F 13,16,11,8 
25. Mission and n statements 
26.1 echniqucs for process control C3, J 16, J 17, F16,111,132, M8, S2, S4, S6, T4, T5, 'I 9 

On the basis of the information provided by classical quality management concepts, and 

on the classification presented in this table, each TQM postulate can defined as follows. 

1. Ensure leadership and commitment of top management. - Obtain the continuous 
long-term commitment of top managers by creating a structure that assures the ongoing 

participation and the collaboration of all employees, their continuing attention to total 

quality, and the provision of continuous motivation and specific training where 

necessary. The upper managers should personally take charge of leading the quality 

revolution, and participate in the review of progress on quality improvement. If there is 

no leadership from the top, stop promoting TQ. TQM must be organisation-wide and 

start at the top. 

2. Establish teamwork for quality improvement. - The change in the cultural pattern 
required to make employees more conscious about quality, is encouraged by the study 
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of quality related topics among workers and supervisors through teamwork. The 

management structure should be modified for the establishment of quality improvement 

teams (quality control circles) throughout the company. QC circle activities that are 

consistent with human nature can succeed anywhere. Quality improvement is 

undertaken at a continuing, evolutionary pace. All improvements take place project by 

project. Improvement projects should be selected through these steps: project 

nomination, project selection, project analysis/solution, and publication. A team should 

be designated (six to eight persons) with the responsibility to complete the project. TQ is 

a group activity and cannot be done by individuals. It calls for teamwork. 

3. Measurement of actual and potential quality problems. - The measurement of 

actual and potential quality problems, tangible and intangible, by the establishment of 

quality indicators and statistical analysis, should be performed on each activity and 

process throughout the company. The cost of quality provides an indication on where 

corrective action is profitable for the company. The weight given to the quality 

parameter in the overall job performance assessment should be increased at all 

organisational levels. 

4. Correct quality problems as soon as they appear. - Management should take 

formal action to find and correct problems identified throughout the whole operation of 

the organisation. The purpose of this is to restore a state of conformance with quality 

goals. Management must be sure to remove the cause, the basic cause not the symptoms, 

and not to confuse objectives with the means to attain them. QC is a discipline that 

combines knowledge with action. 

5. Form and operate a quality steering committee. - The implementation of total 

quality needs to be planned with a clear definition of top and middle management 

responsibilities. The integration of a quality improvement team (or quality steering, 

committee) composed of representatives from each major operational process helps on 

this purpose. This committee should hold regular meetings to launch, communicate, co- 

ordinate, and institutionalise the quality improvement process, determining the actions 
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required to improve the quality programme. A TQM director, manager or co-ordinator 

should be assigned, and a quality management adviser appointed. 

6. Provide training and education permanently. - The essence of changing attitudes to 

quality is in the acceptance of the necessity to change. It is essential to provide a 

continuous, effective and extensive educational programme combined with good 

practices, to achieve this change. Additionally, the establishment of a quality 
improvement process requires the practice of extensive modem methods of training for 

the entire management team and for employees at all levels and functions. Education, 

training, and re-training are never ending processes. 

7. Define improvement goals and perform periodical reviews on them. - Quality 

goals must be part of the business plan. Individuals and departments should establish 

congruent improvement goals and a unit of measurement for them. However, numerical 

goals and slogans for the work force asking for new levels of productivity should be 

eliminated if methods to accomplish them are not provided. All standards based only in 

numbers are an obstacle to improve the pride of workmanship. 

8. Prevent the occurrence of defects. - Potential defects and complaints should be 

anticipated. Error cause removal should follow the identification of problems that 

prevent error-free work from being done. Dependence on mass inspection should cease. 
Instead, statistical evidence should be required that quality is built in. The basic notion 
behind control is prevention of recurrence of errors. 

9. Give recognition for quality improvement. - Recognition should be awarded for 

those meeting quality goals through participation in the quality improvement 

programme. Recognition should be public and to honour accomplishments related to 

quality improvement. 

10. Establish appropriate procedures for the implementation of total quality. - A 

systematic approach is needed to manage the implementation of TQM. The 
implementation of the quality program is a never ending process. 
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11. Total quality supports a profitable growth in the long-term. - Emphasis on short- 

term profits, and short-term thinking should be avoided. TQM programmes are highly 

profitable and will support a steady growth. Tangible benefits such as the reduction of 

operating costs, reduction of the costs of poor quality, elimination of liability costs, etc., 

and intangible benefits such as improved employee morale and in customer satisfaction, 

etc., can easily exceed their implementation and operation costs. A quality programme 

which cannot shows results, is not a quality programme. TQ must be one of the major 

objectives of the company, a new management philosophy producing long-term profits. 

12. Always satisfy customer needs and expectations. - The first step in TQ is to 

understand customers' requirements and their buying patterns. Everyone should 

anticipate customers' needs, and meet their requirements. Those needs should be 

translated into company's internal language to develop product and process features that 

can optimally respond to those needs. Marketing is the entrance and exit of a quality 

management programme. 

13. Incorporate total quality in the strategic plan. - Change must be planned and 

managed. Clear and effective strategies and plans to achieve mission and objectives 

should be developed, in addition to the identification of critical success factors and 

critical processes. 

14. Develop and maintain a quality culture throughout the organisation. - In this 

new economic era, it is imperative to adopt a total quality philosophy. Commonly 

accepted levels of delays, mistakes, defective materials, and defective workmanship can 

no longer be tolerated. The greatest quality improvements come from human 

improvements to the processes. TQM is a managerial concept founded on the 

elimination of sectionalism and in a management based on facts. Human oriented 

activities are the foundation of any TQM program. It is necessary to establish quality 

awareness and personal concern of all employees, to make sure people do things 

correctly routinely, to create a working environment in which people are proud to work, 
and to drive out fear so that everyone may work effectively for the company. Every 
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employee should be in a state of self-control. When TQ is implemented, every employee 
is empowered and encourage to participate in quality improvements. The philosophy of 

continuous improvement is adopted to change the culture. 

15. Drive the quality fundamentals on a systemic approach. - A total quality 

management system should be a company-wide work structure, documented effectively 

and integrated by technical and managerial procedures, and oriented to co-ordinate the 

actions of people, machines, and information within the company in the best and most 

practical ways to assure customer quality satisfaction and economical costs of quality. A 

quality management system supports the integration of the quality development, quality 

maintenance and quality improvement efforts of the various groups in an organisation so 

they can deliver a product or service at the most economical levels for full-customer 

satisfaction. It is sustained in quality management, quality education and company-wide 

emphasis on defect prevention. The system requires the implementation of the following 

sub-systems: profit management, cost control, purchasing and inventory control, 

production process control, facilities management, personnel management, educational 

programmes, new products development, research management, communication 

channels for customer complaints, vendor relations, incorporation of customer feedback 

in relation to quality, customer service, and customer relations. Quality is a total life- 

cycle consideration, and all members of the organisation must be responsible for the 

quality of their products and services. Every organisational component has a quality- 

related responsibility that should be explicitly documented. If the quality system is 

implemented company-wide, it can contribute to the improvement of a company's 

corporate health. 

16. Establish an information system to assure the communication and 
identification of quality related problems. - A continuous supply of information is 

needed to help error and waste identification and elimination, and use visible 
information only for management; if information is relevant to the work, it should be 

communicated. 
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17. Define and deploy quality policies. - Clear and unambiguous quality policies 

should be defined. TQ cannot progress if policy does not clarify responsibility and 

authority. Management should promote quality through policy management by the 

establishment of policies and the regular check to make sure that these policies are being 

implemented. A sound quality policy, together with the structure and facilities to put it 

into effect, is fundamental for TQM implementation. 

18. Constantly Plan for Competitiveness. - Constancy of purpose is required toward 

improvement of product and service, with a long term plan in relation to total quality, to 

become competitive and to stay in business. Quality must be completely planned with 

an excellence-driven approach. Quality must be built into each design and each process. 

It cannot be created through inspection. 

19. Establish management methods to support the collaborative focus of Total 

Quality. - It is important to establish methods of supervision and co-ordination of 

production workers congruent with the collaborative and teamwork focus of Total 

Quality. The responsibility of foremen must be changed from pushing for output 

quantity to output quality through the collaboration of team members. TQ cannot 

progress without taking care of middle management. Only empowered foremen and line 

workers with responsibility and authority over the process can make TQ successful. 

20. Change the organisational structure from functional to process management. - 

Interdepartmental barriers should be dismantled by managing and improving 

communication and teamwork. A system of cross-functional management could be 

established in which people from different : ftmctional areas work together in a process 

team with a clear understanding of their responsibility in meeting internal and external 

customer needs and expectations. 

21. Plan the Production Process with capacity to meet product specifications. - A 

process that is optimally able to produce the product features should be developed and 

transferred to the operating forces, so they are responsible for maintaining the process at 
its planned level of capability. 
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22. Define procedures for suppliers control and assurance of inputs quality. - The 

responsibility for quality assurance rests with the seller-producer. Basic policies are 

required for subcontracting and purchasing. In principle, purchasing is to be done 

without inspection. The practice of awarding business on the basis of price alone must 

cease. The total cost and meaningful measures of quality must be assessed. Suppliers 

that cannot qualify with statistical evidence of quality should be eliminated. 

23. Conduct audits to the quality system. - A quality audit policy should be 

implemented with procedures to review the TQM system, giving an appropriate 
diagnosis and showing the way to correct its shortcomings. This audit can be done by 

outsiders (Deming Prize, Malcolm Baldrige Award, Mexico's National Quality Award, 

or by consultants). 

24. Design the product or service in accordance with customers needs and 

expectations. - The essence of TQM is in the quality control and assurance of new 

product development. Methods for product design and control are required, as well as 

the definition of courses of action in case of product liability. 

25. Develop mission and vision statements, Any organisation needs a vision 
framework that includes its guiding philosophy, core values and beliefs and a purpose, 

combined in a mission statement. 

26. Implement techniques for process control. - The control activities are based on the 

establishment of a feedback loop at all levels and for all processes; productive and 

administrative. Managers should provide to every process team the means for adjusting 
their process, and to bring it into conformance with goals. TQM should include 

statistical methods for improvement and control of the product and the production 

process. Process control involves four elements: control of new designs, control of 
incoming materials, product control, and special process control. Managers should 
provide the operating forces with means for adjusting the process to bring it into 

conformance with goals. TQC should include statistical methods for improvement and 
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control of the product and the production process. The traditional quality control 
department should change its basic function to become a facilitator in the quality 

process, and not a police force of quality inspectors; however, every person in the 

organisation must be able to control his or her own process to be completely responsible 
for the quality. An ideal state of quality control is where control no longer calls for 

inspection. 

The ideas provided by the quality "gurus", summarised in the 26 postulates just 

presented, should be complemented with additional theory on related topics before the 

proposal of a conceptual model. Gurus' ideas started a revolution on the field of 

management, and new theory was developed to support the competitiveness of all types 

of organisations. To complete the literature research, Chapter 4 presents the most 

important concepts needed to propose a sound conceptual framework in the form of a 

business management system supported on TQM theory. 
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CHAPTER4 

LITERATURE REVIEW ON TOPICS RELATED TO TQM 

4.1 The evolution of management and teamwork 

4.1.1 Management and decision making 

To work effectively, TQM needs management science to evolve from an authoritative style 

to one based on consensus. In traditional management, the way workers and managers 
interact with each other commonly opposes teamwork. Communication at all levels of the 

organisation is not promoted, and employees are never involved in decision making. 

Teamwork is not considered to be the best way to improve the quality of processes, products 

and services in the organisation. 

In Mexican organisations, traditional management is a common practice. Although this 

situation has been changing, change is not happening at the pace required. If workers 

and managers do not realise that their relationship should evolve from competition to 

collaboration, company's mission will never be achieved. If people within an 

organisation do not collaborate in teamwork to satisfy customers' requirements, they 

will not be capable to sustain an improvement in their own welfare. 

Miller (199 1) mentioned some changes that the administration must observe to evolve to 

a collaborative style of management. For him, management has to be moved from a 

controlled direction to leadership by commitment; from decisions by mandate to 

decisions by consensus; from individual work to teamwork; from specialisation to jobs 

oriented to the process and the customer; from a planning, control and improvement 

imposed by the administration to a system in which everybody be involved in the whole 

control circle; from a control exercised by intimidation to one positively reinforced; 
from a strict vertical structure to one flatter and more flexible; from an unclear and 
informal mission statement to shared values, vision and mission by all in the 

Organisation; and from correction to prevention and continuous improvement. 
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According to Miller, thereare 4 styles of decision-making: by mandate, consultation, 

consensus and delegation. The administration has to understand that to be competitive 
they have to change their style of decisions making. They should accept to provide 

autonomy to teams, and involve themselves in improving the process, assuring the 

success of the projects performed for this purpose. This does not mean to lose control, 
because employees learn to respond to their responsibilities in teamwork, to achieve 

team goals, not the individual ones. The administration must keep its responsibility and 

authority on the definition of goals and objectives, especially at the strategic level. 

Managers should define the role, responsibilities and limits of each team. 

Consensus is defted as "the collective opinion of a group obtained through a process of 

open communication in which all its members participate". In this process, all members 
have to accept the decision of the group in a process in which everybody had a chance 

to give an opinion. (Katzan 1989). 

4.1.2 Organisations based on teamwork 

Managers in every modem organisation have good reasons to support its operation by 

teamwork. Teamwork is an activity that receives greater attention nowadays. Some 

definitions to describe it, commonly found in the literature, are presented next. The 

central characteristic of teamwork is face to face interaction and mutual influence. 

Homans (1950) affirmed that a team has to be as small as possible to assure face to face 

work. Shaw (198 1) suggested the formation of groups of 2 or more persons working for 

a certain amount of time, to assure the influence between each other. Katzenbach (1993) 

defines teamwork as a small group of people with complementary skills, committed 
through mutual collaboration to a common cause and goals. 

The most complete definition of teamwork is provided by Johnson & Johnson (1987): 
"a team is a group of two or more persons interacting and influencing each other, each 
member with specific roles and performing under common norms, and perceiving 
themselves as a unit with common goals, oriented to satisfy their individual needs and 
aspirations7'. Every one in a tearn doe's his or her best possible, because of their 

cOnunitment to others, and because the success, as well the failure is, shared. 
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Shuster (1990) suggests that group's interests do not exist, just the individual ones. 
Group's interest is a balanced mixture of individual interests. The more coherent the 
individual's interests, the more unified and lasting the group will be. The most 
important characteristics of quality systems are their orientation to the customer, 

obsession for quality, a constant search for failures, empowerment of people, education 

and continuos training, and teamwork. 

Teamwork presents many advantages compared to individual work. Collective 

knowledge and conunitment are much greater than the individual ones. More complex 

problems can be solved through teamwork, there are more ideas to solve it, and the 

group develops a feeling of ownership. On the other hand, some disadvantages of 

teamwork are: it takes longer to get a solution to a problem, it is more complicated to 

manage a group than an individual, a group normally takes more risks than those usually 
taken by any of its individuals and sometimes sophisticated human conflicts occur 
during its operation. People's participation assumes the organisation is composed of 
intelligent and collaborative individuals, that with a certain degree of autonomy will 

perform toward customers' satisfaction (Townsend & Gebhardt 1992). 

Communication is essential in every process for quality improvement. The constant 
flow of small ideas is the central concept behind quality improvement. Teamwork 

should be considered as a process aimed to influence permanently the organisational 

culture. The key to success in every organisation is to take advantage of individuals' 

talent in a cultural environment of teamwork. 

Teamwork is the outcome of the fusion of two sciences, management and human 
behaviour, with quality control. More than 30 years ago, Argyris (1964) identified the 

need to establish a mechanism of collaboration between the employees and the 

administration for organisational improvement. Before that, McGregor's Y Theory 

recognised the need to use the intellectual ability and the creativity of employees. The Z 
Theory of Ouchi is another example of the autonomy and self-management that an 
employee can develop if the administration trust him/her. The motivational theory of 
Herzberg emphasises as well the benefits of a management system based on the 
participation of employees. Maslow's Pyramid of human needs justifies the social need 
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of a person of belonging to a group. There many studies and evidence supporting the 

advantages of teamwork; however, if teams are formed without any effect on the 

organisational culture, the most important contributions suddenly disappear. 

Dyer (1987) suggests that teams should be formed when some of the following 

symptoms are present in an organisation: there are important quality and productivity 

problems, the interpersonal relations are in a very poor state, nobody seems to accept his 

or her responsibility, there is a high dependency of employees on the administration for 

making even the most simple decisions, customers' complaints are increasing at a fast 

rate, etc. Aubrey & Felkins (1988) say that in the future, organisation's competence will 

tend to settle on the lower levels, decentralising the decision making, and increasing the 
importance given to the quality of service. 

From another perspective, Tjosvold (1991) says that teamwork focuses to two 
interrelated areas: continuous short-term small incremental improvements, and 
innovation for long-term radical improvements. 

Regarding the authority and power transferred to teams, they can be classified in "teams 

for participation", limited to make suggestions to the administration but not involved in 

decision making; "empowered teams", with authority for decision making in the process 
they are responsible for managing; and "self-managed teame', authorised to participate 
in the whole management process of their own operations. These type of teams make 

plans, assign priorities, co-ordinate with other teams, make adjustments to the process, 

and solve their own problems. "Autonomous teame' are a kind of self-managed teams, 
derived from the socio-technical approach used for change management. 

Quality control circles (QCC) are a special type of team for quality improvement. They 

were conceptualised in Japan in the 1960s as part of its National quality improvement 

programme. Their main purposes are to identify, analyse, and solve problems related to 

members'job in search of a quality and productivity improvement. QCC are small (3 to 
8 members) and nobody is forced to participate. QCC are integrated by members having 

a common goal. They use simple statistical tools and procedures to solve their problems. 
They are formed on a continuous permanent basis, and meet after work. Additionally, 
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the QCC intend to contribute to the intellectual and human development of the people 
involved in this activity. 

An organisation wishing to establish teamwork as a work culture evolves from a 

situation of absence of teams, to the appearance of teams for participation, empowered 

teams, and finally self-managed teams (Stahl 1995). Before teams become an effective 

and efficient structure for problem solving, they pass through several evolutionary 

stages. At the beginning, team's members start to know each other as a group with a 

common objective. In this stage, members are not very communicative, their 

collaboration level is poor and the decision making process is performed by mandate. In 

the next phase, team's members feel more comfortable in their activity as a group, and 
learn to accept others' opinion, which is the first symptom of communication. Learning 

to communicate usually takes a long time; however, once the team members know how 

to do it, their performance improves sharply and they get the capacity to select and solve 

problems. 

Certain social abilities are required for teamwork: sensibility, knowledge on how to take 

ideas from others without causing conflict, responsibility, a participation attitude, 

commitment, etc. Discipline is a basic element in creating an adequate environment for 

teamwork (Katzenbach 1993). It is recommended to identify the informal "heroes" as 

well as the formal leaders in the organisation, considering the cultural characteristics of 

group- 

It is important to make sure the administration is contributing to provide the skills 

required for teamwork, which according to Hirschhorn (1991) can be classified in four 

categories: 

1 .- The natural abilities of a person (writing, selling, designing, etc. ). 

2. - His or her ability to work without supervision, just following general instructions 

provided by the administration. 
3-- The ability of a person to perform leadership roles. 
4. - The capacity of a person to accept the role of "follower" (not leader) under certain 
circumstances. 
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In every human activity, conflicts are always present. It is administration's 

responsibility to solve any conflict and exercise on-time and adequate corrections. For 

teamwork to impulse the organisational change process, it is required to have a critical 
mass of people involved in the participation process (Beckhard & Harris 1987). 

4.2 Customer value 

An essential virtue in quality people and organisations, is to reflect an attitude of 

service, understanding what customers want, need and expect. Customer value is not 

only to deliver the set of characteristics of functionality of a product (price, delivering 

time, treatment and post sales guarantees), but also in the satisfaction of every detail the 

customer expects and even in giving him or her something unexpected but satisfactory 
(Albrecht 1994). 

In the era of strategic quality management, the value customers expect is the foundation 

used to define the processes required in the organisation to create it (Harris 1991). This 

is the concept behind the value chain. In this era, customers identify their requirements 
to the market. Customers will select their suppliers, looking for organisations that 

guarantee the total satisfaction of those requirements (Escover 1994). 

Customers have increased their purchase power since the opening of the world's 
international markets. This new economic order obligates companies to structure their 

operative and administrative processes as a value chain. Figure 4.1 presents a flow 

diagram of the process of value creation for customer satisfaction. 
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Fime 4.1 Process of value creation for customer satisfaction 

4.2.1 The value chain 

The value-added of a product could not be perceived, or perceived erroneously by the 

customers, if the organisation does not deliver it on time and with a service attitude 
during this process. In AT&T customer value is defined as a mathematical equation in 

which the value perceived by the customers on their own products is divided by the 

value perceived by them in competitors' products. (Rubel 1995). The value chain is a 

symbolic representation of the linkage required by the major organisational processes 
(chain-links) to supply the market with quality products and services. The last link in the 

chain is the market, that "pulle' the rest of the processes for the satisfaction of its needs 

and expectations. The value created by the whole chain is much larger than the sum of 

values individually created (Rouland 1995). In general, the major processes of the value 

chain are the market, marketing and distribution channels, manufacturing, and 

procurement (Davis & Dillard 1993). 

The conceptualisation of an organisation as a value chain is a systemic approach that 
integrates its operation to the operation of other organisations and social systems with 
which it interacts. Porter (1986) conceives the value chain as a group of linked 

processes, just as mentioned before, but receiving the support of secondary processes: 
administrative procedures and work methods, technological development, management 
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of human resources and the internal services infrastructure. Figure 4.2 is the graphical 

representation of Porter's value chain concept. 

Fi mire 4.2 Porter's value chain 
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Human resources management 

Internal services infrastructure 

The most important "assets" of any company are perhaps the profitable and loyal 

customers (Valdez 1995). However, these two desirable characteristics of customers 

have to be created by the organisation. Loyalty is not an inherent element in customers. 

It is created and reinforced by satisfying them with quality products and services. On the 

other hand, profitability is obtained by a productive operation "doing the right things, 

right the first time". 

4.2.2 Understanding customers' needs and expectations 

It is important that every employee understands the value of a customer for the 

organisation, no matter how small he or she is at present. Small customers now can be 

very important ones in the future. To keep them satisfied from the beginning is 

ftindamental to develop in them a permanent interest in buying products and services 
from the company. This relation of mutual interest between the company and its 

customers provides the support required to assure a long. -term competitiveness. Deming 

used to say that "a repetitive customer provides ten times morefinancial benefits to the 

company than one customer convinced by advertising to buy". Two recommendations 

are usually found in the literature to have repetitive customers, one is explained by the 

phrase "a satisfied employee is equal to customer satisfaction7 (Band 1991), the other 
one is to avoid the creation of expectations that the company is not capable to satisfy 
(Wood 1995). 
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A customer is everyone who receives a benefit, directly or indirectly, from the services 

provided by a supplier. A logical first step for customer satisfaction is a clear 
identification of who is the customer in the different market segment in which the 

company intends to participate. To be sure that the value chain will supply a product or 

service with the characteristics required for customers' satisfaction, it is necessary to 

understand what they need and expect from the company. Customers' needs and 

expectations are then decomposed to identify how each within the organisation 

contributes to create value for the customer. 

The understanding of customers' needs and expectations includes the analysis of the 

different roles adopted by customers in each market segment. In this analysis, it is 

important to realise that the decision to buy or not a product, does not always 

correspond to its end-consumer. Other agents participate in this process. The roles 

adopted by these agents are a consequence of a mixture of the physiological and 

psychological needs of the consumer, in the context of a cultural environment. Some of 

the agents that can participate in a buying decision are, in addition to the consumer, the 

purchaser, the one responsible for the final decision, the person supporting financially 

the purchase, and external elements that influence in different ways the opinion of the 

internal ones (advertising, ecology groups, policies, etc. ). In any case, this process is 

executed through a sequence of activities as shown in Figure 4.3 
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Figure 4.3 Typical process for buying decisions 
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A clear understanding of this process in every market segment will help the organisation 

to set-up a process chain that certainly delivers value to the customer. 

In most cases, value added is hard to conceptualise as a tangible element. Many of the 

customers' expectations are related to how they are treated during the sale-buy process, 

and the quality offered on this activity. Even financial services, in which the value 

added is expressed in monetary terms, should consider this aspect of service quality 
(Spelman 1995). 

After the identification of customers and the roles associated with the buying process, a 

market segmentation should be performed. Regarding quality, market segmentation is 

done by grouping customers' needs by similarities. Garvin (1988) suggests the use of 
the following criteria for market segmentation: a) basic operational functions of the 

product or service, b) additional characteristics or special services associated with the 

product, c) product's reliability (rate of failure), d) conformance to standards, e) 
durability or total product life, f) quality of service, g) product's image and reputation, 
and h) the product's aesthetic appearance. 



Actually, organisations tend to be structured as a cross-functional management system 
(Kurogane 1993) according to the processes needed to satisfy customers' needs and 

expectations, and not by function as in traditional management. The organisational 

macro-processes created should focus to customers' satisfaction. The linkage of these 

macro-processes is what finally structure the value chain. Macro-processes are then 
decomposed in micro-processes (Juran 1988), which are the basic operational processes 

executed by individuals or through teamwork. Each micro-process is planned according 

to the objectives stipulated in its associated macro-process. The PDCA cycle is 

performed on each micro-process as part of the quality control programme. In this way, 

the continuous improvement process spreads throughout the entire organisation, and 

totally aligned to customers' satisfaction. 

4.23 Customer value strategies 

The value anticipated by a customer to receive from a product is what finally persuades 
him/her to buy it. For this reason, to structure and manage an organisation as a customer 

value chain is considered, with no exemption, a corporate strategyfor competitiveness. 
Companies have to be sure to add value to their products and services as a key element 

of their corporate strategy (Graham 1994). 

Mintzberg (1978) defines "strategy" as the pattern followed by a group of linked 

decisions. Strategies can be planned or emerge from the bottom of the organisation. 
Regarding customer value, the strategy has to be planned on the basis of the needs and 

expectations identified in the market. Stahl (1995) suggest three phases for strategic 

planning: a) formulation, b) implementation, and c) evaluation and control of results. 
The inputs of this process are customers' needs and expectations, and the outcome 
customer value. 

The strategic planning process is focused from four basic questions: who are we? where 
are we? where do we want to be? and what should we do to move there? Strategies 

provide direction to the organisation, but it is important to state clearly a Mission 

statement to answer the first question. The composition of a Mission statement has to 
include explicitly the following points: 



The needs satisfied by the products or services offered in every market segment 
attended by the organisation. 

2. A generic description of technology used for that purpose. 
3. How the company is dedicated to fulfil the expectations of its stakeholders (Anderson 

1982). 

An element of the mission statement, but generally presented apart, is the quality 
policy, which defines the abroad approach used to satisfy customers' needs and 
expectations. 

The answer to the second question is provided by customers and stakeholders. An 
internal answer to "where are weT' is meaningless. "Where do we want to be? " is 
defined in the Vision Statement by the top leaders of the organisation, who are 
responsible for providing direction to the company. A vision statement allows the 

organisation to foresee its possible future, and should be congruent with the business 

dynamics present in the market. 

In addition to direction, top leaders should provide the organisation with the morale and 

ethic "limits" in which it can operate. The social and cultural corporate values represent 
the values shared by every person within the organisation. They should describe the 
basic beliefs and the characteristics of the cultural pattern desired to fulfil the 

company's mission. Figure 4.4 is a graphical representation of how to get a strategic 
positioning through the mission, vision and corporate values. 
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Figure 4.4 Strategic position through the mission, vision and corporate values 
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43 Quality planning and control 

43.1 Product development 

Once an organisation determines the segment market it wants to cover, and knows 

customers' needs and expectations, their satisfaction should be the "trigger" of every 

quality effort. Customer satisfaction is attained through product's qualities (tangible and 
intangible). However, customers' language is commonly different to the technical 
language used within the organisation. It is necessary to translate product's 

characteristics from customers' words to technical specifications. The "Quality Function 

Deployment" or QFD is a technique used for this purpose (Guinta & Praizler 1993). 

QFD's main objective is to contribute to a better understanding of customers' 
expectations during the product's design phase. It was first used in Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries from Japan, at the end of the 1960s. Other companies such as Toyota, General 
Motors, Xerox, Kodak, Procter & Gamble adopted immediately this technique. For 

product and process planning it helps to reduce, or even to eliminate, the re-design 
needed in other techniques used for the same purpose. In this way, it is less necessary to 
need to use customers' feedback by testing the product in the market before its design is 
finished. Nowadays, it is not possible to afford these market tests because of the risk of 
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loosing customers, who are exposed to more options than ever before. They simply 
change to a competitor's product. On the other hand, QFD promotes a better 

communication and teamwork among the employees involved in the whole process, 
from design to distribution. 

The term "deploymenf', which is a translation from the Japanese word "ten kar', whose 

meaning could be expansion, development or evolution, refers to the idea of taking 

customers' needs and expectations expressed in their own language (customers' voice), 
to everybody within the organisation. 

A QFD analysis starts with the definition of the objectives of the study. From these 

objectives, the analysis identifies the product's attributes required by the customer and 
technical characteristics, which are then related in a matrix. The next step is to perform 

a competitive evaluation of the product; its technical characteristics are related; and 
finally, the analysis determines which design requirements or technical characteristics 

should be expanded to the production process. 

A complete QFD analysis includes four phases: 1) product's characteristics according to 

customers' requirements (general design), 2) definition of product's technical 

characteristics in terms of its individual parts (detailed design), 3) determination of the 

technical requirements of the production process, and 4) a detailed definition of the 

production control items. The whole sequence of a QFD analysis is shown in Figure 4.5 

Figure 4.5 Sequence of analysis used in QFD 
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According to Schroeder (1993) there are 3 forms in which a new design can be 

introduced: pulled by the market, pushed by the technology, or a combination of both. 

In any of these three cases, the design of a new product follows the procedure shown in 

Figure 4.6, in which it is possible to see the role of QFD. 
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Figure 4.6 Procedure for the design of a new product 

There is another technique known as "value engineering" or "value analysie' that 
sometimes is used as an alternate or complementary procedure for product design. The 

objective of value engineering is to assess the design of a product assuring the inclusion 



of every operational function required to provide value to the customer at an optimal 

cost (Juran & Gryna 1988). 

It is important to mention today's companies have to produce new designs faster than 
before. Competition is mostly based on the introduction of new products to the market. 
For this reason, competitive organisations have procedures to perform in parallel 

activities such as product development, production and sales, not in sequence as it was 
before. The continuous (re)design of products throughout its life cycle is known as 
"concurrent or simultaneous engineering". In this technique, the stages of a product's 
life cycle (development, production, distribution, use, disposal and recycling) are 

considered simultaneously during the conceptualisation oa new design (Kusiak 1993). 

Concurrent engineering is a technique that considers, from the very beginning of the 
design stage, the value transferred by the product to its user during the whole life cycle. 
The design of a product using concurrent engineering requires the support of other 
techniques such as production automation, structural and dimensional analysis, 

computer-aided design, design for manufacturability, quality planning and 
improvement, reliability engineering, maintainability, etc. The most important 

advantage of simultaneous engineering is the reduction of the time needed to develop a 

product from its conceptualisation until its introduction to the market. It contributes to 

anticipate potential problems that could occur to the production during its 

manufacturing, distribution or sale. 

43.2 Quality assurance of inputs 

During the manufacturing stage, the conformance to specifications is greatly influenced 

by the quality of raw materials. Juran & Gryna (1993) recommend the implementation 

of the following activities in the relation with suppliers: 
1) the definition and establishment of the quality programme that should be requested 

for the certification of suppliers that meet'the requirements. 
2) the selection of the supplier that demonstrates the potential capacity to supply 

quality raw materials, 
3) a periodical evaluation of the performance of each supplier according to the 

previous criteria, and 
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4) to contribute with suppliers in the implementation of their quality planning and 
improvement programmes. 

It is not a sufficient condition to establish agreements with suppliers capable of meeting 
the specifications requested. It is also important to know their capacity to maintain a 
uniform quality through keeping their processes under control. Uniformity of quality is 
important because of its direct impact on productivity, and therefore on product's 

production cost and competitiveness. The "process capability index" or Cpk constitutes 

an element used to make an objective comparison on which supplier is more capable to 

produce uniform quality. The Cpk measures how many times the specified tolerance is 

greater than 6 times the process variability (Cp). The greater the Cpk, the more probable 
the process will meet the specifications, even if it is out of control for a short period of 
time. 

On the other hand, Deming's 4h point recommends the elimination of the practice of 
buying incoming materials on the basis of price. Weber (1991) claims that not only 
Deming, but many other authors have been making the same recommendation since the 
1950s. It is important to choose suppliers that demonstrate statistical evidence of 
having their manufacturing process under control, in addition to offer a quality service 
during the sale and post-sale activities. 

The suppliers' potential capacity is evaluated by an audit perfonned on their quality 
system. This audit requires the establishment of a committee integrated by people from 

engineering, purchasing, production and quality. This committee assesses the 

operational condition of the following administrative procedures: new products 
development, manufacturing, suppliers control, quality assurance, quality tests and 
laboratories, information management, training programmes and achievements on 
quality. 

433 Process (re)design through "Benchmarking" 

TO support the stage of development of the internal processes (administrative and for 

manufacturing) of an organisation, it is important to make an analysis of the best 

Processes used by competitors and related companies. This analysis is known as 
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"benchmarking", and was used first by Xerox. It was create when they were trying to 
incorporate the processes used by Fuji Xerox into the operation of Xerox USA. A 
benchmarking analysis can be used for any of these purposes (Cmnp 1989): 

To know the characteristics of competitors' products and services that have a greater 
impact on the consumers' preference, 

2) To identify the best processes that can be incorporated into the company's operation 
to improve its competitiveness (this information is usually the input of a re- 

engineering study), and 
3) To establish performance-indices, by defining of competitive goals and objectives 

for every process within the organisation. 

The same author, Camp (1995) suggests a ten-step procedure to perform a 
benclunarking analysis. 

1. Detect the most important processes for the company's mission fulfilment, and select 
them for improvement through a benchmarking analysis. 

2. Identify the organisations having the best processes in relation to the process to 

improve. 

3. Plan the investigation approach, determining which data are required for the analysis, 

and who should integrate the team to be in charge of observing the best processes in 

other organisations. 

Detennine the difference between own processes and those considered the best ones. 

Make a realistic consideration on the basis of the actual differences to determine the 

actions to take to move the process under study to the performance level of the best. 

Con=unicate the benchmarking investigation outcome to all those who will be 
involved in the change required to improve the process, looking for a minimisation 
of the natural change resistance. 
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Review actual goals of the process under study to convert the outcome of the 
benchmarking analysis to actions describing the new goals to achieve by the 
incorporation of the best practices identified outside. 

8. Develop an implementation plan for the actions defined in the previous step. 

9. Implement the new practices and monitor their progress. 

10. Make sure to review continuously the performance of other organisations (not only 

competitors), searching for the best processes or actions. 

Benchmarking has allowed many organisations to improv e their competitiveness. For 

companies not capable to support innovation (from a financial perspective), the 

adaptation of others' process can accelerate the process to become a world-class 

organisation. 

43.4 Process control 

In every process (administrative or manufacturing), there are many variables affecting 
its capacity to work within the expected standard. This variability can be due to 
64common7' or to "special" causes of variation (Deming 1982). Common causes are 
inherent to the. process and for this reason, associated with its capability to meet a 

quality standard. On the other hand, special causes of variation are external factors. Its 

presence causes an out-of-control situation that diminishes the process capability. To 
keep a process under control needs the implementation of a control device that allows 
the early identification of a special cause of variation. Walter Shewhart proposed a 
statistical method for process control in the 1920s in his book "Economic Control of the 
Quality of a Manufactured Product' (re-edited -by ASQC press in 1980). The "control 

chart" is the central element in Shewhart's statistical process control (SPC) theory. For 

manufacturing, Shewhart's SPC is an indispensable tool to keep the process under 
control, meeting quality standards. 
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On the other hand, a good planning of the manufacturing process is needed before its 

control. Manufacturing planning provides the assurance that the equipment and 
machinery will have capacity to meet the quality standards. Manufacturing plans 
should provide as well the information and procedures required for this purpose. Juran 
& Gryna (1993) suggest the consideration of the "dominant system" of the 

manufacturing process for planning. A dominant system is the manufacturing element 
that has the greatest influence on quality. There are five possible dominant systems: 

process set-up, machinery, workers, raw materials and information. In any case, process 

control requires to be operated by workers in a state of self-control. Such a state is 

reached when the workers know what they should do, they receive feedback on their 

performance, and have the skills to make the necessary adjustments to correct an 

undesired situation. 

In general, quality control is exercised in the manufacturing process as shown in Figure 

4.7 

Figure 4.7 Quality control in the manufacturing process 
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Usually, statistical tools are used for control and optimisation of manufacturing 
processes. The most common tools are: control charts (variables and attributes), 
sampling, operational characteristic curves, sampling tables (Dodge-Romig, Military 

standards), and techniques for special studies (reliability, design of experiments, 
Taguchi method and regression analysis). 

A product designed considering completely the "consumer's voice" and produced by 

processes appropriately controlled, at the end, may not be perceived as a quality 
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product. This situation occurs when- post-production activities are not well planned to 

prevent quality problems. The activities in which quality planning should focus are: 1) 
finished product certification, 2) warehousing conditions, 3) handling and delivery, 4) 

product's distribution and sale, product's installation, 5) usage of product by consumers, 
6) warranty certificate, and 7) product's disposal and recycling. 

4.4 Quality improvement 

Quality improvement for products and processes is a key element in total quality 

management theory. There are two types of improvement: continuous or radical. In both 

cases, the improvement is required to achieve the appropriate level of competitiveness 
to succeed. Figure 4.8 is a graphical representation of the conditions under which each 
type of improvement is more appropriate. 

Fi mire 4.8 Continuous versus radical improvement 

Competitiveness Continuous improvement 
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4.4. lContinuos Improvement 

Continuous improvement is a fundamental pillar in the evolution of total quality. This 
idea was originally conceived by Shewhart who defined it as the continuous reduction 
of variability. Later, it was reinforced by Deming, Taguchi and all those who have used 
and statistical approach to quality control. Juran proposed in the 1950s what he called 
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the "universal sequence of improvement", based on the "improvement project by 

project" approach. On the other hand, the Japanese consolidated the continuos 
improvement concept through the introduction of their kaizen program mes (Imail989). 

Kaizen means continuos improvement in Japanese. Kaizen is a group of concepts, 

procedures and techniques used by Japanese organisations searching for the continuous 
improvement on every process. Some of the Japanese's techniques for continuous 
improvement are: 1) total quality control, 2) quality circles, 3) suggestions systems, 4) 

automation, 5) the 5 S's (recommendations for the improvement of the working 

environment), 6) total productive maintenance, 7) kamban systems, 8) just-in-time, 9) 

poka-yoke systems (quality control in the source), 10) activity in small groups, etc. 

The continuous improvement is achieved through the management of the daily routine 

work. The speed of improvement is a consequence of the number of small improvement 

achieved day by day. For this reason, the continuous improvement should be an idea 

totally internalised in the behaviour of everybody within the organisation, becoming a 

philosophy of work and life. However, improvement is not only a matter of willingness 

and attitude. The organisation should have standardised processes and provide the 

required training so people can learn how to identify, analyse and improve them. 

Any improvement effort should collaborate with the fulfilment of the organisation's 

mission. Usually, the mission's fulfilment is measured through four types of indices: 

economical-financial performance, processes' productivity, customers' satisfaction and 

stakeholders' satisfaction. 

4.4.2 Techniques used for process continuous improvement 

The seven basic tools, proposed by Kaoru Ishikawa in 1968 (Ishikawa 1976), were 
created to support the Japanese's quality control circles. The combination of these tools, 

provide a clear and simple procedure for the analysis and improvement of any type of 
organisational processes. In fact, Ishikawa assured that at least 95% of the common 
industrial problems can be solved with these tools. The seven basic tools for quality 
control are: histogram, Pareto's diagram, cause and effect diagram (Ishikawa's 
diagram), check lists, control charts, scatter diagrams, and stratification. 
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The seven tools are combined in a procedure that follows the PDCA cycle to solve 
problems in a methodological way. Before describing this procedure, it is important to 
have a clear understanding of the word "problem". Kepner and Tregoe (1965), dcfine a 

problem as the deviation between what is expected to happen and what is really 
happening, being that difference sufficiently important to decide to correct it, 

The procedure presented next follows the Deming's cycle or PDCA cycle. 

Tle "Plan" phase intends to assure that the solution of the selected project for analysis 
is oriented to contribute to improve the business' key performance indices. Figure 4.9 

shows the procedure followed during this phase. 

Figure 4.9 Planning phase of the PDCA cycle 
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The team integrated in the previous phase is responsible for the "Do" phase. This team 

should analyse the potential causes of the problem under study, and to propose some 
alternative solutions. It is recommended to do it using a decision making process by 

consensus. The team starts looking for the hypothetical causes of the problem using a 
"brainstorm" process. Brainstorming is a technique originally proposed by Alex Osborn 
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(1963). By its use, the team generates a list of ideas around a given topic (the problem 
being analysed). The next step is to categorise the hypothetical causes, which is 

represented in an Ishikawa's (cause-effect) diagram. The list of hypothetical causes 
reflects the group's perception about the problem. However, before going into the 

proposal of solutions, it is necessary to probe their validity. Statistical techniques such 
as correlation analyses are recommended for this process, but in some cases there are no 
data available. If this is the situation, the hypothetical causes can be probed by using the 

experience of team members. The technique recommended for this purpose is called 
"Nominal Group Technique" or NGT. Finally, the group have to generate (by 
brainstorming) a list of potential solutions that eliminate the real causes of the problem. 
Finally, potential solutions are prioritised before implementation because normally it is 

not feasible to put all of them in practice at a time. The procedure just described is 

presented in Figure 4.10 

The same techniques used during the phase of planning can be utilised on this phase to 

evaluate and detect opportunities for improvement. The same graphs used then should 

show the improvement achieved after the implementation of the solutions approved in 

the previous phase. 

Finally, during the "Act" phase, it is necessary to incorporate the adjustments required 
into the next cycle of planning. The continuous improvement process materialises when 
everybody in the organisation is dedicated to solve one problem after another. In this 

step, it is important to notice that the experience acquired by the people involved in the 

analysis of problems, becomes part of the new culture of total quality. 

Some problems are so complex to be solved by using the 7 basic tools. These problems, 
usually of an intangible nature, present many interrelations between the different factors 
involved. For these situations, there are other additional techniques: the 7 management 
tools. These tools are used normally for the analysis of problems encountered in the 
management and direction of the organisation. The seven management tools are: 
Affinity diagram (KJ method), Relations diagram, Tree diagram, Matrix diagrams, Data 

analysis matrix, Process decision programming chart, and the Arrows diagram. An 
ample description of these tools is presented in Mizuno's book "Management for 

quality improvement. The 7 new quality control toole'. 
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Fi me 4.10 Brain-storming for problem solving 
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4.43 Radical improvement: Business Process Reengineering 

The term "Business Process Reengineering" has become a popular one in the last few 

years. Many companies have found in this concept the best and fastest way for a radical 
improvement of processes that deteriorate their competitiveness. Especially in situation 
in which continuous improvement is a slow option. Reengineering means, in simple 

words, to "re-design from scratch7. Reengineering is a procedure for the re-invention of 

the company's operative systems, in search for competitiveness. Champy (1994) 

recommends four aspects to consider in any reengineering study: 
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I-A constant questioning on the purpose of every organisational process. 
2. Modify the cultural environment in preparation for change. 
I Develop new procedures, norms and standards that will conduct the organisation to 

an improved performance. 
4. Determine the people's competencies required for the new processes. 

Hammer & Champy (1993) define reengineering as "the fundamental review and the 

radical redesign of organisational processes to achieve an outstanding improvement in 
key performance indices such as quality, cost, service, and on-time delive? )P. For 
Lowenthal (1994), "reengineering is a fundamental redesign of key organisational 

processes, focused to achieve an improvement in company's competitiveness". Finally, 
Kelada (1996) argues that reengineering means "a radical change in the way of think 

and act of an organisation, involving the change of organisational processes and 
structures, leadership styles, reward and recognition systems, and the relation with 

stakeholders". 

Lowenthal proposed a 13 steps procedure for a reengineering study, divided in 4 phases. 

I. - Preparation for change. Top management should understand the need for 

change. This phase is basic for the future of the organisation. 

H. - Planning for change. A reengineering study works under the assumption of 
constant changes in the economical environment, in customers' needs and expectations, 
and in the strength of competitors. In this phase, top management establish company's 
vision for the future. 

III. - Change design. Business processes are identify, evaluated and redesigned. 

IV. - Evaluation of Change. After some time, (usually one year), the improvement is 

evaluated, defining priorities for change in the next years. 

Figure 4.11 shows in more detail Lowenthal's model. 
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Finally, it is important to mention that both continuous and radical improvements are 

useful depending upon the specific need of the organisation. It is not continuous 
improvement versus reengineering. The diagram presented in Figure 4.12 shows how 
both philosophies contribute in the organisation to move customers' satisfaction to a 

competitive level. 

Fi=e 4.12 The contribution of continuos and radical improvement for customers' 
satisfaction. 
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4.5 Systematic approaches to quality management: IS09000 and quality awards 

The quality management systematic approaches are another important source of 
information on this area. The most significant are the IS09090 standards and the 
G'official" quality awards, established, in most cases, by private institutions with support 
from the government. This section includes a brief description of the IS09000 

standards, in addition to the National Quality Award (Mexico), the Malcolm Baldrige 
Award (USA) and the European Quality Award (EU). 
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4.5.1 The ISO-9000 standards 

The ISO-9000 standards focus on the standardisation of the processes involved in a 

quality system. They are not associated with any specific product or economic sector, 
but with the processes from which products are created. To be able to work as a generic 

norm, the ISO-9000 standards enforce the utilisation of specific methods, techniques 

and procedures. They focus on the fulfilment of goals and objectives in relation to 

customers' satisfaction. The assumption involved in an ISO-9000 Certification is that a 

company accredited by the standard is sufficiently reliable to manufacture products that 

meet their specifications. 

A company should have documented its processes (administrative and manufacturing) 

to get an ISO-9000 certification. Additionally, it is expected the processes are 

performed according to the PDCA cycle. Every process having a direct influence on 

product's quality, should have a clear definition of who is responsible for it, and what 

are the goals expected to achieved. On the other hand, the organisation should establish 

control items that contribute to defects' prevention, and procedures for problems 

solving. Finally, each process has to be documented to ensure that everybody associated 

to it knows its objectives and how to interact with other processes. 

Many countries have standards similar to ISO-9000. Those standards pursue basically 

the same objectives. For example, in the United Kingdom the standard is called 
BS5750, in Canada CSAZ299, IS10201 in India, etc. 

The main body of the IS09000 standards describes the elements of standard quality 

system, classifying them in three areas. 1) Requirements of a quality standard, 2) 

recommendations for the implementation and operation of the quality system, and 3) 

guidelines to select and use the. elements contained in the norms. The standards are 

complemented with the norm IS08402 named, "International Vocabulary of Quality 
Standards". 

The documents IS09001, IS09002 and IS09003 contain the main body of the norm, 
and the standard IS09004, IS09004-2 and IS09004-3 present a set of administrative 
guidelines. However, a certification process is performed using the first three norms. An 
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important element 'of the norm is the continuous search for evidence about the 

performance of the quality system in relation to its requirements. For this purpose, the 
IS 0 100 11 standard presents the procedure to follow to perform an audit on the quality 

system. 

Finally, although IS09000 standards do not specify how to monitor the processes' 

critical characteristics to assure customers' satisfaction, they define some requirements 

to ensure the effectiveness of the teams and processes created for its measurement. The 

general requirements of IS09000 are included in each of the elements presented in 

Table 4.1 (Johnson 1993). 
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Table 4.1 General requirements of ISO 9000 

Document / Section 
Elements of the norm IS09001 I IS09002 I IS09003 1 IS09004 
1. Development and management of the 
quality system 
Management's responsibilities 4A 

- -- 
4.1 

-- - 
4.1 

-- - 
4 

-- - Quality system 47 TT T2 7 

Internal quality audits 4.17 4.16 
--- - -- - Training of employees , f. T7 TTT 

Quality costs 6 
2. Documentation of the quality system 
Documentation of the quality system 17 

- - Documents control 
-- -- 

4.4 
-- 

A. 3 
- - 

17 
--- -- Quality intormation registration TT6 4=. 77 T7 

3. Suppliers relations 
Purchasing procedures 4.0 4.: ) 

Quality of inputs 4.7 4.6 9 
T. Customers relations 
Contracts revision 4.3 4.3- 
Quality in marketing 7 

rvice 4.19 
5. Design and production 
Control of new designs 4.4 8 
Process control 4.8 
Production control 10,11 
6. Quality assurance of the finished 
product 
Inspection and tests 4.10 

- 
4.9 4. ý 12 

- - Inspection, measurement- and test equipment --- 4-rr 4.10 
t 

4.6 
- - 

ry 
Inspection and tests' resUrts 4.12 * 

TR 
,, - - Statistical techniques 4=. 20 

Satety in the use of the equipment 
- 

19 
Product's identification and traceabMt--y --TT 

- 7 - 
4.7 

-- - 
4.4 

-- - --- - - Handling, storage, packaging &fd de-Fv-ery 7 73 TT4 T7 T C 
7. Product's control anNim-provement 

- NOn-Contormance product control r 4.13 1 4.12 3.8 Trl E L7; ornrective actions 4.14 1 4.13 15 = 
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4.5.2 The Deming Prize (Japan) 

The Deming Prize was the first of its kind. It was established to recognise the 

performance of individuals and organisations; that have demonstrated a sustained high 

level in the practice of total quality control. The prize is presented in three categories: to 

individuals, to any type of organisations, and to manufacturing organisations. The 

Deming Prize assesses 6 areas, and covers the whole quality system (Imai 1989). 

1. Company's quality policy. The congruency between company's policies and the 

principles of total quality control is analysed. This section focuses on how policies are 
deployed throughout the organisation, and the goals used to plan, design, manufacture 

and sell the products. 

2. Organisational structure and management. It analyses the organisational structure 

used to plan and manage the statistical quality control procedures; the forms of 

responsibilities' delegation; the management of the inter-functional relations between 

departments; and how teams are managed. 

3. Education. It covers the educational programmes offered systematically to 

employees; analyses their effectiveness, how they are extended to external suppliers, 

and how they operate the suggestions' systems. 

4. Implementation of the programme on Total Quality Control. This section 

assesses the activities implemented to assure the quality of key processes in relation to 

research and development, products' design, procurement, manufacturing and 

marketing. Such procedures should focus to costs control, purchasing, inventory 

management, production processes, personnel management, training and educational 

programmes, development of new products, suppliers' relations, systems to attend 

customers' complaints, use of market information, customer service, etc. Additionally, 

this area analyses the information systems for the management of quality data, methods 

used for analysis and solution of critical problems, processes' standardisation, the 
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establishment of control items, and systems for quality assurance on the finished 

product. 

5. Impact of Total Quality Control. It evaluates the organisational impact had since 
the implementation of the total quality control programme. This analysis is performed in 

relation to service to customers, costs and profits, internal and external safety, and some 

other intangible benefits. 

6. Future plans. Its purpose is to determine if the organisation knows its current 

strengths and weaknesses. On the basis of this knowledge, the company should have 

developed appropriate plans to continue with the TQC programme. 

Because of the success on quality control achieved by Japanese companies, the Deming 

Prize has been the inspiration for the development of similar awards world-wide. Next, 

three of these awards are presented in addition to an analysis on their differences and 

similarities. 

4.53 The Mexican National Quality Award (MNQA) 

The "Mexican National Quality Award" was created by the Federal Government and the 

private sector. Its objective is to promote a higher level of competitiveness in Mexican 

organisations, and to recognise their effort for the implementation of total quality 

systems. It is conferred by the President of the Republic to outstanding organisations. 

The most important objectives of this award are: 

1) To design, analyse, propose, and stimulate the implementation of continuous 
improvement programmes in manufacturing and service organisations, according to the 
"Mexico's System for Quality Improvement". 

2) To contribute to increase the productivity in Mexico, and to propose appropriate 
procedures for this purpose. 
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3) To promote the export of Mexican products through the improvement of the 

competitiveness and prestige of Mexican organisations in international markets. 

The MNQA is structured in 6 categories: industry and commerce or service, all sub- 
divided in large, medium, and small organisations. A maximum of ten awards are 
conferred each year, but no more than two in each category. 

The elements of the National Quality Award are: 

1. Quality oriented to transfer a higher value added to customers. The organisation 

should have implemented formal procedures to assure the delivery of a product that 

exceeds, now and in the future, customers' expectations. This element is sub-divided in 

3 topics: the total knowledge of customers' needs, systems to improve the quality of 

service, and systems to estimate future customers' needs. 

2. Leadership. It evaluates the role and participation of top managers in the 
implementation of the TQM system, through their own dedication and commitment to 

ensure the fulfilment of the organisation's mission and vision. It is sub-divided in two 

sections: leadership by example and practice, and the congruency between company's 

mission, vision and values with its quality policy. 

3. Employees' development under a quality approach. This element assesses the 

establishment of procedures for. the development, stimulation, and optimisation of 

employees' intellectual potential. These procedures should motivate people to 

participate in the total quality programme, through the recognition of their real 
contributions to process and quality improvement for customers' satisfaction. This 

section is sub-divided in four areas: employees' formal participation in quality 
improvement and prevention programmes, educational programmes, measurement of 
individuals'and teams' performance, and the quality of life in the working area. 

4. Information and analysis. This section focuses on the information used to determine 

company's quality strategies, and the effectiveness of the decision making processes in 

relation to quality. It is sub-divided in two areas: procedures and technology used to 
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assure the reliability of the information, and how the information is analysed for 
decision making. 

5. Planning. It assesses how company's mission and vision support the achievement of 
strategic objectives. It also includes a realistic diagnosis on the factors that favour (or 
dis-favour) the continuous improvement process, and on the way customers, suppliers 
and employees are involved in the planning process. This element covers two areas: 
strategic planning, and operational planning. 

6. Processes' management and improvement. This section examines the most 
important elements of the administrative process, such as technology development, 

product's design, quality planning, and quality control and improvement. It is sub- 
divided in 5 areas: procedures used for the design of products and services; management 
and improvement of key processes; management and improvement of support services; 
quality assurance of the finished product, services and incoming materials; and 
procedures to evaluate the capability of the manufacturing processes. 

7. Benefits transferred to society. This element focuses on the organisation's efforts to 

contribute continuously to improve the physical, ecological, social and economical 

elements of its society. It analyses what the organisation does to spread quality values 
further than its boundaries, trying to promote them among the community. This section 
sub-divides in two areas: the preservation of eco-systems, and promotion and diffusion 

of a culture of quality in the community. 

8. Achievements of quality (customers' satisfaction). This category examines 
numerical indicators and tendencies on quality improvement. It focuses on the 
improvement achieved on quality and productivity of the key processes for customers' 
satisfaction. This element sub-divides in 5 areas: products and services; the 
improvement in quality and productivity of critical processes; the improvement in 

quality and productivity of support processes; financial indices associated to quality; 
and customers' satisfaction. 
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These 8 elements compose the "Mexico's System for Quality Improvement", which is 

shown in Figure 4.13. Each element has a weight in the audit Performed on a company 
interested in getting the award. 

FiRure 4.13 Elements of Mexico's Quality Award 
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On each company under audit, each element is evaluated taking into consideration the 

following aspects: 

1) approach: evidence of the existence of a continuous improvement system 

throughout the organisation; 
2) implementation: assesses the extend in which the system is in practice; and 
3) results: goals achieved since the implementation of the system. Every achievement 

should be measurable, documented, and easy to audit. 

The companies that have obtained the MNQA since its creation in 1990 are: 
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Achievements on Processes' 
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Year Organisation Category 

1990 American Express Co., SA Services-Large 
Hylsa, SA Industrial-Large 
Xerox de Mexico, SA Industrial-Large 
Alambres Profesionales, SA Industrial-Small 

1991 General Motors de Mexico, SA 
(Planta motores y fundicion general) Industrial-Large 
Unidad Crysel (Grupo CYDSA) Industrial-Large 

1992 IBM de Mexico, SA 
(Manufacturing Plant) Industrial-Large 
General Motors de Mexico, SA 
(Ramos Arizpe Complex) Industrial-Large 

1993 Altec Electronica. de Chihuahua, SA Industrial-Large 
Surgilcos, SA Industrial-Large 
Pinturas OSEL, SA Industrial-Medium 

1994 Engranes Conicos, SA Industrial-Large 
Cementos Yaqui, SA Industrial-Large 
The Ritz-Carlton, Cancun Services-Large 
Automovilistica Andrade, SA Services-Medium 

1995 Vitro Fibras, SA Industrial-Large 
Velcon, SA Industrial-Large 
Fabricaciones y Representaciones 
Industriales, SA Industrial-Mediwn 

1996 Policycl, SA Industrial-Large 
Negromex, SA Industrial-Large 

1997 Cementos Tepeyac, SA Industrial-Large 

Nhurno, SA Industrial-Large 

4.5.4 The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award 

This award is the outcome of a consulting process performed during the Administration 

of Mr. Ronald Reagan in 1982. He requested an analysis of the reduction in productivity 
observed in the economy of the United States of America. On the basis of this analysis, 
the committee in charge recommended the implementation of a National Quality 

Award, similar to Japan's Deming Prize. The award was instituted in 1987, and was 
named "Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award" (MBNQA), to honour the former 
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Secretary of Commerce, who died just before the US Senate approved it. The main 
objectives of this award are similar to those of the MNQA, and for this reason they will 
not be discussedp again. 

The MBNQA is structured in 3 categories: manufacturing, service and small (no more 
than 500 employees) organisations. 

The MBNQA criteria are sustained in a set of values and concepts in relation to 

customers' satisfaction and to the operational performance of organisations. Such values 

and concepts are: 

1. The company's administrative system should focus in the total achievement of 

customers' satisfaction by transferring to them a value added through high quality 

products and services. 

2. Top management, through its leadership, should create a culture of customers' 

satisfaction by establishing clear and understandable quality values. They should also 

participate in developing strategies, systems and methods to achieve excellence. 
3. To be a competitive organisation requires a well-defmed continuous improvement 

programme. Improvement should be a routine matter in every area of the company, 
looking for the elimination of root problems, through the search of opportunities for 

improvement. 

4. The success in the improvement of a company's performance depends on the skills 
and motivation of its employees. Organisations need to put resources and efforts in the 
intellectual and human development of their people, through training and 
educational programmes and the promotion of their involvement in operational 
improvement decisions. 

S. The fast and flexible response to the satisfaction of customers' needs and 
expectations is nowadays a requirement to be competitive. To get this capability, it is 
indispensable to have simple and flexible processes (administrative and manufacturing). 
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The organisation must have an egalitarian consideration for lead time, product's quality 
and process' productivity; customers' satisfaction requires all of them. 

6. The administrative should give a strong emphasis on the quality of design for 

products and services. This is needed to incorporate into them the characteristics 

expected by consumers. To use procedures, such as concurrent engineering, is desirable 

to develop the capacity of a prompt response to the every day more changing needs of 
the market. 

7. The achievement of top quality and market's leadership is only possible by looking 

into the future, establishing a long-term commitment of every stakeholder. The 

company has to create strategies and plans, and to put enough resources for this 

purpose. 

8. Modem organisational systems need to operate within a context of measurement, 
information and analysis. All administrative and manufacturing processes should be 

measured, using indicators congruent with company's strategies and plans. This 

condition will allow to make administrative decision on the basis of information and 
facts, and not only based on the intuition of people. 

9. Organisations should look for internal and external "partnerships" to guarantee 
the fulfilment of their own goals. Internal "partners" are groups such as employees and 
the union's workers; from which the company needs a mutual collaboration. External 
"partners" are the customers, suppliers, educational institutions, technology suppliers, 
etc. 

10. As part of their corporate values, organisations should have a consciousness to 
contribute to improve society's welfare. Corporate value should include ethical 
aspects, health, safety, ecology, etc. These values support the design of company's 
operational systems, and the life cycle of their products. 

All these ten concepts are evaluated during the audit performed in organisations that 
requested to participate in the MBNQA. The audit covers the following elements: 
leadership, information and analysis, strategic planning of quality, development and 
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management of human resources, quality management of organisational and t) 
manufacturing processes, operation's performance and product's quality, and the 

approach used for the continuous improvement of customers' satisfaction. The MBNQA 

model is shown in Figure 4.14 

Figure 4.14 The model of the MBNQA 
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Each element sub-divides in several areas. Every area is assessed, receiving certain 
amount of points by the auditors. The maximum total points that a company can receive 
are 1000 points. Table 4.2 shows the relative importance of the different areas within 
each category, expressed in the maximuin amount of points assigned to each one. 
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Table 4.2 Relative importance of the different areas of the MBNQA 

Category Value ( point-sT 

1.0 Leader-ship 95 
1.1 Top management leadership 45 
1.2 Quality management 25 
1.3 Corporate values and social responsibility 25 

2.0 Information and analysis 75 
2.1 Management of performance and quality information 15 
2.2 Competitive comparisons (benchmarking) 20 
2.3 Analysis and use of information for decision making 40 

3.0 Strategic planning for quality 60 
3.1 Quality and process strategic planning 35 
3.2 Quality plans and objectives 25 

4.0 Development and management of human resources 150 
4.1 Planning and management of human resources 20 
4.2 Employees involvement 40 
4.3 Employees training and education 40 
4.4 Analysis of employees performance and recognition 25 
4.5 Employees satisfaction and welfare 25 

5.0 Process quality management 140 
5.1 Quality of products and services design 40 
5.2 Management of logistics and production 35 
5.3 Planning and control of administrative processes 30 
5.4 Quality assurance of incoming materials 20 
5.5 Evaluation of process' quality is 

6.0 Operation's performance and product's quality 180 
6.1 Results on products and services quality 70 
6.2 Company's operational results 50 
6.3 Business' and support services results 25 
6.4 Results on quality of incoming materials 35 

7.0 Approach of customers' satisfaction 300 
7.1 Current and future consumers' expectations 35 
7.2 Management of customer relations 65 
7.3 Commitment with customers 15 
7.4 Estimate of customers' satisfaction 30 
7.5 Achievements on customers' satisfaction 85 
7.6 Comparisons of customers' satisfitction 70 

Total points 10 
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The companies that received the MBNQA since the beginning are: 

Year Organisations Category 

1988 Motorola, Inc. Manufacturing 
Westinghouse Commercial Manufacturing 
(Nuclear Fuel Division) 

1989 Milliken& Co. Manufacturing 
Xerox Business Products & Systems Manufacturing 
Globe Metallurgical, Inc. Small company 

1990 Cadillac Motor Car Co. Manufacturing 
IBM Rochester Manufacturing 
Wallace Co., Inc. Small company 
Federal Express Services 

1991 Solectron Corp. Manufacturing 
Zytec Corp. Manufacturing 
Marlow Industries Small company 

1992 AT&T Network Systems Group Manufacturing 
(Transmission System Business Unit) 
AT&T Universal Card Services Small company 
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Co. Small company 
Granite Rock Co. Services 

1993 Eastman Chemical Co. Manufacturing 
Ames Rubber Co. Small company 

1994 Wainwright Industries Small company 
AT&T Communications Services Small company 
GTE Directories Services 

1995 Armstrong World Industries Manufacturing 
Building Products Operations Small Company 
Corning Telecommunications Services 

1996 Danna, Commercial Credit Corp. Services 
ADAC Laboratories Services 
Custom Research Services 
Trident Precision Manufacturing Manufacturing 

1997 3M Dental Products Division Manufacturing 
Solectron Corp. Manufacturing 
Merrill Lynch Credit Corp. Services 
XEROX Business Services Services 
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4.5.5 The European Quality Award 
The European Quality Award (EQA), introduced in 1991, is based on the Total Quality 
Model of the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM). Its conception is 

supported in Japan's Deming Prize and in the MBNQA of USA. EFQM's model is 

structured in 9 criteria, described as follows. 

The following statement describes in general the EFQM's quality management model: 

positioning a company towards the achievement of excellence in performance requires 
the assurance of the satisfaction of customers, employees and society; this satisfaction is 

obtained through the establishment of a quality policy and strategic guidelines for 

leadership, and an effective management of employees, resources and processes (Heller 

1993). 

1-- Leadership. Every manager's decision in the organisation should focus on total 

quality principles. This element asks for evidence in six areas: a clear involvement of 
top management in directing the total quality programme, the existence of a consistent 

culture of quality, individuals' and teams' recognition for their achievements in total 

quality, the support to the total quality programme by assigning enough financial 

resources into it, the involvement of executives with customers and suppliers, and the 

active promotion of quality concepts outside the company. 

2-- Policies and strategies. This section evaluates the way in which the mission, 
vision, values and strategies of the company are put in practice. It requires evidence that 

quality policies and strategies are based on total quality concepts, support the business 

plan, are appropriately communicated, and constantly reviewed and monitored. 

3-- Employees, management. How the company promotes the use people's potential 
for continuous improvement. This element requests the implementation of a plan for the 

continuous improvement of personnel's skills. People have to determine individual and 
team goals. It is needed as well, to empower employees, to have open communication 
and involve them in decision making. 

4, Resources. This section evaluates the effectiveness in the use of company's 
resources to support the quality policies and strategies. It asks for evidence on the 
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improvement achieved in the management of financial resources, information, 

infrastructure and technology. 

5-- Processes. How processes are identified and reviewed to support company's 

continuous improvement. It covers all the activities representing a value added for the 

company. This element judges the identification and management of critical processes; 
the measurement of their performance and the feedback needed for control and 
improvement. It also assesses how the organisation stimulates innovation and creativity 
for process improvement, and they way in which change is managed. 
6. - Customers' satisfaction. This section focuses on the perception that external 

customers have about company's products and services. It searches for evidence on the 

critical parameters used by the organisation to measure its overall performance in 

customers' satisfaction. This performance should pursue excellence in the fulfilment of 

quality standards and goals, in comparison with the competitors' achievements in the 

same aspects. 

7-- Employees' satisfaction. The procedures used to ensure the satisfaction of 

employees' needs and expectations from the company. 

S. - Impact on society. This element searches for evidence on community's opinion 

about the company and its performance. It covers the approach used by the company for 

the preservation and improvement of the society's quality of life, the environment and 

natural resources. 

9. - Business' results. This section concentrates on the analysis of the current versus the 

planned company's performance. It assesses the continuous success in the achievement 
of goals and objectives (financial and others), and in the improvement of stakeholders' 
satisfaction. 

The Total Quality Model of the EFQM is pre§ented graphically in Figure 4.15 
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Figure 4.15 The total quality model of the EFQM Award 
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Some of the organisations that have received the EQA are: Alenia, British Airways, 

Royal Mail, American Express (Netherlands), British Telecom, Groupe Bull, ING 
Bank, Honeywell (UK), and some more. 

4.5.6 Analysis of the differences between the MNQA, MIBNQA and the EQA 

The 3 quality awards previously discussed are, in essence, very similar. This similarity 
is not surprising since all of them were created at the same time and are based on 
Japan's Deming Prize. However, there are some differences because of specific needs of 
the region where they apply. Table 4.3 presents the differences in weight given to each 
element in the 3 awards analysed. 
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Table 4.3 Differences on the weight given to each element of the MNQA, MBNQA 
and EQA 

Element - MNQA MBINQA EQA- 
Top management leadersbip 15% 9.5% 
Customers' satisfaction 20% 30.0% 20% 
Employees' development and satisfaction 15% 15.0% 18% 
Strategic planning of quality 7% 6.0% 8% 
Impact on society (community) 5% - 6% 
Processes'management and improvement 12% 14.0% 14% 
Information and analysis 6% 7.5% - 
Business'quality and financial results 20% 18.0% 15% 
Resources management - 9% 

The Total Quality models introduced in the three quality awards analysed are an 

excellent guide if an organisation wants to implement a quality system. However, each 

company has to understand its own circumstances to adjust the model as required to be 

really useful for competitiveness improvement. 

4.6 Conclusions on the literature review 

Despite the profound Japanese influence on TQM, many of its roots are in Western 

management theory and practice (Schmidt & Finnigan, 1992), such as scientific 

management, group dynamics, training and development, motivation, employee 
involvement, social-technical systems, organisational development, corporate culture, 
leadership theory, cross-functional teams, strategic planning, etc. On the other hand, 

quality management alone does not provide answers to all questions that emerge during 

the process of incorporating it into the whole management system. Many issues 

concerns and questions in relation to the interaction between quality management and 

classical management have yet to be studied to succeed with the incorporation of TQM 
into the management system. Some of these questions are presented now before 
defining the approach to use on the field research, because it is intended to search for an 
acceptable answer during this investigation. These are the most important issues 

emerging from the interaction of TQM theory and classical management theory: 
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1) Cultural aspects: what are the relevant factors of corporate culture to consider for 
TQM implementation? Does it require a change in culture or its adaptation to prevailing 
culture? How does an individual's culture interact with corporate culture? In what 
situations, do individuals' culture prevail over corporate culture? When does the 

opposite occur? What are the symptoms that indicate when the organisational culture is 

congruent with the individuals' culture and has become a sound culture, even if new 
individuals arrive? 

2) Change management: are available models for change management appropriate for 

TQM implementation? How should the change management process be done to 
implement TQM? How dramatic the change should be? Is it better to have a slow 

adaptation? Are only situations of crisis "fertile soil" to incorporate total quality 

concepts into a management system? If so, would it be advantageous to create a crisis 
intentionally? 

3) Systems science: is the lack of understanding and consideration of the systems 

approach one of the main reasons of TQM failure? How to include in TQM theory, the 
5th. discipline concepts and ideas of Peter Senge? Is it possible to use Ackoffs ideas on 
the systems approach to answer some questions on how to change management during 

TQM implementation? How is the quality mentality of an individual affected by the 

system in which he or she works and lives? 

4) Leadership: which leadership styles are more appropriate for TQM? What is the role 

of the leader in a TQM programme? What are the most adequate leadership styles in 

middle and lower levels? What do people expect from their formal and informal leaders 
in a quality management system? How do leaders become committed to lead a TQM 

programme? 

5) Strategic planning: how important is strategic planning for TQM implementation? 
How to defte strategies congruent with the quality approach of the Organisation? How 

strategic guidelines should be deployed down to the Organisation? In what type of 
Organisation is strategic planning a common practice? What is the relation between 
TQM and strategic planning? 
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6) Information systems: what are the characteristics of the information systems required 
to support a TQM process? How does the information system support the internal 

supplier-customer chain? Are accounting and the financial approach of classical 
management a barrier for TQM implementation? Is it required to develop information 

systems more appropriate for quality management? Or is it necessary to reorient the 

existing ones to be congruent with total quality principles? 

7) Human resources management: what is more significant from TQM: the employees' 

motivation to work, or the pride developed by doing the work that copes better with 
his/her needs, capacities, expectations, etc.? What are the design characteristics of a job 

in an organisation that operates under TQM principles? Are lower level employees 

prepared to participate as is required in TQM? How do middle and lower level 

employees learn and develop a commitment to quality improvement? How can an 
employee's ownership attitude to work be developed? Are stock option plans or net 
revenues sharing two suitable methods to do it? Is the large difference in salary levels 

between top executives and lower level employees one of the main reasons for 
dissatisfaction and lack of commitment to the company's goals on the previous 
questions? What procedures for reward and recognition should be utilised by companies 
in their TQM programmes? Is empowerment possible under any leadership style? If not, 

which should prevail, the leadership style or the empowerment idea? Is empowerment 
an idea that will make a worker more motivated and proud of his/her work? Or it is 

some kind of demagogy? Which type of training is required for TQM implementation 

and practice? What is the most appropriate timing for training in TQM? Is training the 
best way to develop the skill and learning required for TQM operation? Why do most 
companies start TQM implementation with a strong training programme, spending 
much money on this activity? Which is the best way to develop the communication 
skills, trust and confidence required to motivate every employee to participate more 
actively in operational and strategic decisions? Is teamwork (self managed teams, 

quality circles, etc. ) an idea that copes with individuals' culture in Mexico? Is teamwork 
the best way to empower lower level employees? Is teamwork an indispensable 

procedure to improve competitiveness and quality? Are traditional performance 
assessment procedures congruent with total quality ideas? Are they a strong influencing 
factor on people's performance? What are the methods to assure that individuals' goals 
match completely with company's goals? What are the main fears suffered by 
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employees in Mexican organisations, and how do they influence a company's success? 
what are the human values that Mexicans consider sacred, in such a way that they must 
be considered for TQM implementation? 

8) Marketing: is it necessary to develop awareness on the importance of adequate 
marketing strategies congruent with total quality postulates? Are quality service ideas 

equally important for any type of organisation? Does customer power obligate an 

organisation to implement TQM? 

9) Business Ethics: is quality a money related matter only, or are there non-monetary 

ethics involve on it? Which of the following factors is the strongest in the decision 

making process, the ethics code that the person has internalised in his/her mind, the 

pressure exerted by the most powerful stakeholder, a law or rule that regulates the 
decision, or what? Is the ethics code of an individual something that TQM can change? 
Are honesty and respect for others' rights cultural values required to implement a TQM 

program? 

The theory presented in this Chapter provides a partial answer to these questions. 
However, the generation of knowledge on how to incorporate quality management 

concepts into the management system of an indusftW organisation in Mexico, requires 
more profound answers. These issues will be discussed later in Chapters 6 and 7 when 
the results of the field investigation are used to make conclusions and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: 

A BUSINESS NLAXAGEMENT SYSTEM 

SUPPORTED ON TQM THEORY 

5.1 Introduction 

Among the most important business management concepts appearing during recent 

years are strategic planning, competitor and market analysis, organisational behaviour, 

total quality management, and operations management. All these are useful, valid and 

widely accepted by managers everywhere. Research papers and books report success 

stories from all over the world by their use. Unsuccessful cases, usually not reported, are 
frequently excused with "cultural barriers". It is necessary to consider the cultural 

environment in which any company operates, but it is also important to define the role 

of each managerial concept in the overall management system. 

During the last 15 years or so, total quality management has emerged as a major concept 
in management. However, the more total quality (TQ) theory is developed, the more 

confused managers are; for example, consider all the debate created around the idea of 

using business process re-engineering as an improvement tool instead of TQM (Gadd 

and Oakland 1996). There is a necessity to put together TQ theory and other managerial 

concepts in a conceptual business model to guide managers on how to implement the 

procedures and techniques proposed by a wide diversity of authors (for an even wider 

variety of organisational environments). It is also important for managers to know how 

they can change their management system (Burnes 1991), and create the cultural 

environment in which their organisations will get competitive position. Managers who 

consider TQ as a set of isolated procedures and techniques will certainly fail in the 

attempt at improving their companies' competitiveness. Obviously they will criticise 
Total Quality, without knowing that the problem is in their misconception of this idea. 
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The set of total quality management postulates, derived in Chapter 3, provide the basis 

for the development of the conceptual model to be used as a reference throughout the 

rest of the research. However, total quality has its roots in many diverse areas of 

management like organisational development (OD), motivation theories, leadership, 

scientific management, human performance, corporate culture, employee involvement, 

teamwork, cross-fimctional management and many more. 

5.2 Systemic analysis of quality management theory 

The 26 quality management postulates will be listed again to facilitate the development 

of the conceptual model. 

1. Ensure leadership and commitment of top management 
2. Establish teamwork for quality improvement 

3. Measurement of actual and potential quality problems 
4. Correct quality problems as soon as they appear 
5. Form and operate a quality steering committee 
6. Provide training and education permanently 
7. Define improvement goals and perform periodical reviews on them 

8. Prevent the occurrence of defects 

9. Give recognition for quality improvement 

10. Establish appropriate procedures for the implementation of TQ 

11 . Total quality supports a profitable growth in the long-term 

12. Always satisfy customer needs and expectations 
13. Incorporate total quality in the strategic plan 
14. Develop and maintain a quality culture throughout the organisation 
15. Drive the quality fundamentals on a systemic approach 
16. Establish an information system to identify quality problems 
17. Define and deploy quality policies 
18. Constantly plan for competitiveness 
19. Establish management methods for the collaborative focus of TQ 

20. Change from functional to process management 
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21. Plan the production process with capacity to meet specifications 
22. Define procedures to assure the quality of inputs 
23. Conduct audits to the quality system 
24. Design the product or service in accordance with customers needs 
25. Develop mission and vision statements 
26. Implement techniques for process control 

These 26 quality management postulates can be grouped into 7 areas of business 

management: leadership, strategic planning, marketing, management of human 

behaviour, management of operations and process control, management of suppliers and 

quality improvement. 

Leadership 

Constantly plan for competitiveness 
Develop mission and vision statements 
Ensure leadership and commitment of top management 
Establish appropriate procedures for the implementation of TQ 

Total quality supports a profitable growth in the long-term 

Strategic planning 
Defte and deploy quality policies 
Drive the quality fundamentals on a systemic approach 
Incorporate total quality in the strategic plan 

o Marketing 

Always satisfy customer needs and expectations 

Management of human behaviour 
Develop and maintain a quality culture fluoughout the organisation 
Give recognition for quality improvement 

= Provide training and education permanently 
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Management of operations and process control 
Change from functional to process management 
Define improvement goals and perform periodical reviews on them 

Design the product or service in accordance with customers needs 

Establish an information system to identify quality problems 

= Establish management methods for the collaborative focus of TQ 

= Implement techniques for process control 

= Plan the production process with capacity to meet specifications 

= Prevent the occurrence of defects 

o Management of Suppliers 

= Define procedures for assurance of the quality of inputs 

Quality Improvement 
Conduct audits to the quality system 
Correct quality problems as soon as they appear 
Establish teamwork for quality improvement 

Form and operate a quality steering committee 
Measurement of actual and potential quality problems 

53 Development of the management system 

The integration of these 7 management areas as a business management model under a 

systemic approach (Flood & Carson 1988) should help to elevate the productivity and 

quality of the company to a world-wide competitive level. Overtaking this level will 

allow the organisation to satisfy customers' needs, desires and expectations, fulfilling its 

mission and meeting the expectations of its stakeholders. Figure 5.1 shows how the 7 

management areas (or sub-systems) can be integrated to form a system of higher-order, 

which at the same time should interact with other external systems such as stakeholders, 
technology, competitors, customers, best processes from other industries, suppliers and 
the social culture. 
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Figure 5.1 The conceptual TQM system 
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Any management system must improve the competitiveness of the company, turning its 

operation into a more productive and quality oriented one. Top management should lead 

this transformation through the deployment of the quality policies that evolve from the 

strategic planning process. In the system shown in Figure 5.1, the strategic planning 

process operates as a control device. As any control system, it requires feedback from 

the operation and from factors external to the business. Due to this reason, external 

elements such as stakeholders, technology (technical, social and managerial), customers, 

competitors, and information on the best process used elsewhere were considered in the 

system. The information provided by the operation and the external elements can be 

processed by using the following techniques: re-engineering management, 
benclunarking, the quality function deployment and total quality management. 
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Additionally, the organisation operates within a social-cultural framework. Figure 5.2 

shows the system again but after the introduction of these techniques. 

Figure 5.2 The conceptual system after introducing some techniques and external 

elements 
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Using the ideas associated with each sub-system, and management techniques 

introduced into the system, the following definitions were developed for each sub- 

system. The figure after each definition is a graphical representation to help in the 

visualisation of each area as a management system interacting with the other areas and 

with external systems. 
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Leadership. - Top management must be committed to exercise an effective leadership 

for the fulfilment of company's mission and vision through the incorporation of the 

quality postulates and the corporate values (Husted 1993) into the management system, 

on the basis of a constant plan for competitiveness creating the profitable economic 

growth required to accomplish stakeholders expectations. For the development of 

mission and vision statements, it is important that the company select in advance its 

generic strategy. According to Porter's theory, there are only two possible generic 

strategies: differentiation or cost (Porter 1980); each organisation should select one of 

them before it defme its own mission and strategies to be competitive. Figure 5.3 shows 

the sub-system for leadership and how it is interrelated to other sub-systems. 

Fimre 5.3 Leadership sub-system on the conceptual system 

Strategic Planning. - Plan the actions required to preserve a strategic position. These 

actions must be directed toward the satisfaction of customers' needs and expectations 
through products and services designed for this purpose (Porter 1996). A systemic 

approach and the use of techniques such as re-engineering management (Champy 1995) 

and benchmarking (Camp 1989), should support this process in the definition of 

adequate quality policies and the way in which they should be deployed throughout the 
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Organisation. Figure 5.4 shows the sub-system for strategic planning and how it is 
interrelated to other sub-systems. 

Figure 5.4 Strategic planning sub-system on the conceptual system 
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Marketing. - Focus the business operation towards the satisfaction of customers' needs, 
taking into consideration the way in which they decide how and what to buy, and the 

strategies and actions used by competitors to capture market share. This is the best way 
to strengthen the market position. Figure 5.5 shows the sub-system for marketing and 
how it is interrelated to other sub-systems. 
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Figure 5.5 Marketing sub-system on the conceptual system 

Management of operations and process control. - Change the organisational structure 
from a functional to a process management, defining improvement goals and 

performing periodical reviews on them, planning the product or service in accordance 

with customers needs and the production process with capacity to meet its 

specifications, establishing an information system to identify quality problems and 

management methods for the collaborative focus of TQ, and implementing techniques 
for process control and defects prevention. Figure 5.6 shows the sub-system for the 

management of operations and process control and how they are interrelated to other 

sub-systems. 
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Ei 
. =e 5.6 Management of operations and process control sub-systems on the 

conceptual system 
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Management human behaviour. - Business competitiveness requires an environment 
of quality culture reinforced with training, education and appropriate rewards and 
recognition. Figure 5.7 shows the sub-system for the management of human behaviour 

and how it is interrelated to other sub-systems. 

Figure 5.7 Management of human behaviour sub-system on the conceptual system 
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Management of suppliers. - Include in the management system methods to manage the 

relation with suppliers, assuring the quality of every input entering into the business 

operation. Figure 5.8 shows the sub-system for the management of suppliers and how it 

is interrelated to other sub-systems. 

Figure 5.8 Management of suppliers sub-system on the conceptual system 
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Quality Improvement. - Set up a quality steering committee, informed with 

measurements on the performance of quality matters and with the responsibility of 

managing the quality improvement effort and performing periodically audits to the 

quality system. Figure 5.9 shows the sub-system for quality improvement and how it is 

interrelated to other sub-systems. 

Figure 5.9 Quality improvement sub-system on the conceptual system 
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5.4 A process management approach for the system 

Introducing the information presented in the diagrams shown from Figures 5.3 and 5.9 

as in Figure 5.2, and considering the definitions given in the previous section for each 

sub-system, they can be defined in terms of a series of business processes. The model 

shown in Figure 5.10 is a graphical representation of the processes derived from this 

analysis and how are they interrelated. In this diagram, the numbers indicate the starting 

priority recommended for each process, which follows a logical sequence established by 

the model's deployment from stakeholders' expectations. 
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Fi gure S. 10 The conceptual TQM system in terms of its processes 

Additionally, each process can be extended in terms of its inputs (internal and external) 
and outputs to have a better understanding on how we propose the model should operate 
in Practice. This is shown in Table S. I and Figure 5.11 
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5.5 Implementation and operation of the model 

Processes shown in the model diagram (see Figure S. 11) can be put in operation by 39 

activities (procedures and/or techniques), that must be fully documented and 
implemented in order to be successful in the management of the model, in terms of 

profitability and customer and stakeholders' satisfaction. Some processes are associated 

with only one activity, but some others require more than one activity to operate them. 
The activities were also grouped according to the management function to which they 

contribute: Leadership, Strategy, Management of human behaviour, Marketing, 

Operation's management, Process control, Management of suppliers, and Quality 

improvement. The list of these activities, and a brief explanation of each one, is 

presented next. 

o Leadership 

M) Stakeholders and customer expectations. - Top management should know and 
understand what each major stakeholder, as well as customers in every market segment, 

expects from the company. 

L2) Stakeholders' satisfaction. - Top management should measure, at least once a year, 
the degree of stakeholders' satisfaction, of the fulfilment of their expectations from the 
companyls operation. 

U) Mission and vision. - Mission and Vision statements should be developed on the 
basis of stakeholders' expectations to set-up the company's strategic and operational 
framework. 

U) Social and cultural values. - Define the social and corporate values of the 
Organisation as a foundation for the company's strategic and operational framework on 
the basis of stakeholders expectations. 
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9 Strategic Planning 

Sl) Technology availability. - Define the business' strategic guidelines considering 

availability of technology (soft and hard) as an input variable. 

S2) Capital available for re-investment. - Define the business' strategic guidelines in 

tenns of capital available for re-investment, according to the policy for the distribution 

of benefits. 

S3) Strategic planning. - Determine the business' strategic planning process within the 
framework set by the company's vision and mission and the corporate social and 

cultural values. 

S4) Strategic guidelines. - Define strategic guidelines by using the outcome of the 
benchmarking analysis to feedback and adjust the strategic planning process. 

S5) Re-engineering strategic actions. - Use re-engineering strategic actions to feedback 

and adjust the strategic planning process. 

S6) Quality policies. - Develop and deploy quality policies throughout the organisation 
to enable each department to define periodically congruent goals and objectives. 

S7) Benchmarking analysis. - Use benchmarking analysis or some other similar 
technique as a supplier of information to strategy creation, to assess standards and 

procedures against those used by competitors or similar industries. 

S8) Business process reengineering. - Top managers must use BPR or some other 
similar technique when they realise that the lack of fulfilment of goals and objectives is 

so strong that a major change is required in business strategy or administration. 
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* Management of human behaviour 

HI) Promotion of a quality culture. - Top management, through the quality policy 
deployment process, should monitor employees' satisfaction and performance to define 

or modify the way in which quality concepts are promoted among them. 

H2) Training and educational programs. - Top management, through the quality 

policy deployment process, should monitor the effict of employees' satisfaction and 

performance on the operation's outcome, to define or modify quality training and 

educational programs. 

H3) Rewards and recognition. - Top management, through the quality policy 
deployment process, should give rewards and recognition to employees with high 

achievements in qualitý, to reinforce their satisfaction and performance. 

114) Employees' satisfaction. - Design appropriate methods to measure employees job 

satisfaction. 

H5) Employees' performance. - Design appropriate methods to measure employees ' 

performance. 

116) Influence on the quality culture. - Top management, through the quality policy 
deployment process, should take actions to influence on quality culture among all 

employees. 

4, Marketing 

MI) Customer satisfaction. - Develop a system to measure the degree of customer 

satisfaction, based on the comparison of the company's product and/or service against 

competitors', in relation to fulfilment of customers' expectations. 

M2) Profits distribution policy. - Design and implement a policy to enable the 
distribution of the financial resources generated from the operation to accomplish the 

expectations of each stakeholder. 
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M3) Competitors' Operation. - Conduct studies to know competitors' product or 
service strengths and weaknesses, as well as their process competitiveness. 

M4) Market share. - Periodically measure the market share of each market segment in 

which the company participates. 

* Operations Management 

01) Product and/or service design. - Design products and services in congruency with 

goals and objectives derived from the deployment of quality policies. 

02) Production process planning. - Plan the production process in congruency with 
the goals and objectives derived from the deployment of quality policies, assuring its 

capability to meet product or service specifications. 

03) Administration process planning. - On the basis of the internal supplier-customer 

chain, plan the administration process in congruency with goals and objectives derived 

from the quality policies, and review it if BPR indicates so. 

04) Review of products design. - Constantly incorporate, through the use of Quality 

Function Deployment, the consumersvoice in products design and revision. 

05) Information systems. - Detem-Ane the most appropriate information systems to link 

the production operation to the administration process. 

06) Administration process performance. - Develop, document and implement formal 

Procedures to measure the performance of the production process. 

07) Productivity, Periodically measure by formal procedures the productivity of the 
operation. 

08) Quality Control of finished product. - Design and put in operation a system to 
measure and control the quality of finished products. 
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-, Process control 

Cl) Production control. - Define methods and work standards, material handling 

procedures, layout, and production control devises to optimise the production process. 

C2) Process control actions. - Define procedures and techniques to detennine and 

exercise process control actions. 

C3) Statistical Process Control. - Implement Statistical Process Control as a tool to 

control the manufacturing operation. 

9 Management of suppliers 

Pl) Quality assurance of inputs, Establish procedures to assure the quality of inputs 

from suppliers. 

P2) Management of suppliers. - Design and implement a program to select and manage 

relations with suppliers, and to improve the quality of inputs. 

9 Quality improvement 

Q1) Quality improvement projects. - Create a structure to support the analysis and 
implementation of quality improvement projects. 

Q2) Audits to the quality system. - Implement an auditing process for the quality 
system, based on the comparison of the company's operation outcome versus planned 
goals and objectives. 

Q3) Quality steering committee. - Install a quality steering conunittee with the 
responsibility of managing quality improvement projects for the product and the 

production process through teamwork, and to promote individuals' innovation and 
creativity. 
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Q4) Teamwork. - Constantly improve the manufacturing operation and all processes 
used to manage operation support services, as well as the quality of inputs, through 
teamwork and by influencing the quality culture. 

These activities should be implemented according to a schedule based on a logical 

sequencing that starts with the understanding of stakeholders' expectations, ends with 
the measurement of their fulfilment, and follows the path shown in Figure 5.10. 

Each activity should be assigned to a specific functional team that will be the "ownee' 

of the activity for implementation and operation purposes. Teams will act as processors, 

suppliers or customers, depending upon their role for each activity in the process in 

which they are involved. It is important to notice that team members could be from 

different functional areas; for example, the team for the activity "management of 

suppliere' can be integrated by UM and MM from purchasing, manufacturing, 

engineering and the finance departments. However, it is not intended to supply a 

complete list of the functional areas recommended to involve on each team because of 
the variety on organisational structures among large industrial organisations. A tentative 
implementation sequence and the organisational level of the teams recommended to 

manage each process are presented in Table 5.2. 

Additionally, each activity must have an indicator to measure its effectiveness and 

contribution to the expected company performance. These measures should be a 

quantitative index for process output, and can be used to assess the team's performance. 
Each organisation as a whole should define its measures in terms on the expectations of 
its stakeholders expresses on company's mission and vision. Some ideas for the 

measurement of company's performance are: 

The cost of poor quality, as recommended by Juran & Gryna (1993). 

A financial profitability index, such as those analysed later in Chapter 6. 

The share on the most important market segments. 
The degree of employees' satisfaction 
Quality awards recently achieved. 
Quality and productivity indices related to the operation's performance. 
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Table 5.2 Tentative implementation sequence for the conceptual TQM system 

Sequential order 
of incorporation 

(1) 

Yearly 
Frequency 

(2) 

Mgt teams 
involved 

(3) 

a. Administration process planning 6 D NIM-Um 
b. Audits for the Quality System 17 1 QSC 

c. Benchmarking 24 1 UNI 
d. Competitors' Quality 22 12 UNI-NIM 
e. Customer satisfaction 19 12 um-mm 
E Fulfilment Stakeholders Expectations 25 1 Um 

g. Management of suppliers II P 
h. Market share 20 4 mm-um 
i. Measurement of Operational Results 18 12 UM-QSC 
j. Mission and Vision 2 S-P Um 
L Operation Control 10 P All 
1. Product/Service design 7 D mm-um 
m. Production planning 8 D 

ýAM-UM 

n. Profits/Benefits distribution policy 21 1 Um 
o. Promotion of a quality culture 15 2 UM-MM-Su 

p. Quality policies 5 S-P Um 

q. Quality Steering Committee 9 S-P UM-QSC 
r. Re-engineering Management 23 1 um-mm 
s. Rewards and Recognition 16 2 um-mm 
t. Social and cultural values 3 S-P Um 

u. Stakeholders expectations I S-P Um 
7, Statistical Process Control 12 P MM-Su-SE 

w. Strategic planning process 4 1 Um 

x. Teamwork 1 13 1 4 M-S-SE l l 
y. Training and educational programs 1 14 1 PI um-mm-t Id u 

(1) In terms of starting priority 
(2) Times per year, P if the procedure is permanently in operation, 

D if the procedure is done when demanded, or S if done when the 
TQM program started or redefined. 

(3) UP = upper managers, MM = Middle Managers, Su - Supervisors 
SE = staff employees, W= workers, QSC = Quality Steering Committee 

These indicators will be reviewed by the Quality Steering Committee as frequent as 

needed to re-direct the implementation process. Since it is not possible to provide 

universal recommendations on most of the implementation aspects of the system, 

mainly because each should create its own implementation strategy during this process, 
on the basis of results achieved on the indices just mentioned. 
Because of this situation, it is impossible to have an idea on how long would it take to 
implement each activity and the complete system. In the same way, it is not feasible to 
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comment on the difficulties that the implementation process can face, and which 
stakeholder will perceive more rapidly the benefits of TQM. Upper managers and the 

members of the Quality Steering Committee should have in mind that they will "invent" 

the best system and the most appropriate implementation strategy for their organisation. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FIELD INVESTIGATION: 

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

6.1 Sample selection strategy and methods of data collection 

On the basis of the objective of the research: "to enhance the knowledge available in 

Mexico on how to incorporate quality management concepts into the management 

system an industrial organisation to make it more profitable", it is necessary to make an 
initial supposition to establish the investigation approach. Because the investigation 

focuses on how an industrial organisation should incorporate quality management 

processes into its management system, the more complex the organisation involved (in 

relation to the number of people, products, market segments, processes (managerial and 

manufacturing), the more likely it is to provide evidence and information for analysis in 

searching for an answer to the research question and hypothesis. Since it will be 

necessary to correlate the degree of implementation of the quality management process 

with an indicator of profitability to probe the hypothesis, it was fundamental to select 

companies that publish their financial statements. Concentrating the research only on 

public organisations would have led the investigation to a biased conclusion, because 

most of the medium sized companies are not public, and the very large multinationals 
do not make public the individual performance of their Mexican operation. For this 

reason, the sample for the field investigation was drawn from the list of the 500 largest 

companies operating in Mexico according to Grupo, Editorial Expansion. This list 

includes in fact a total of 611 companies from all over the country. 

Because the 500 list was too large for the small budget available for this research, it 

was decided to select a smaller but representative sample. For this purpose, the process 
describe below was used: 
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I- The first filter to cut-down the sample size was to focus the research only on 

companies located in Mexico City (Metropolitan area), Monterrey and Guadalajara. 

Organisations from these 3 cities concentrate 94% of total assets value, 90% of total 

sales, and 90% of employment of the total companies included in the 500 list, which 

assure a representative sample. 

2. Secondly, service organisations were eliminated because they are out of the focus of 

the research. In this way, the sample size reduced to 441 manufacturing companies (226 

in Mexico City, 75 in Monterrey and 30 in Guadalajara), divided in 38 economic 

sectors. 

3. Because the sample was still too large to be managed, some economic sectors were 

eliminated. It was considered that the analysis would be more valuable if the 

investigation concentrated only on labour-intensive companies. These kind of 

organisations; are more complicated than capital-intensive companies for the 

implementation of a quality management programme, considering that a programme 
like this has a very significant cultural content. 

The 500 Expansion list used to start the investigation is the one published in August 

1994 This list reports the 1993 performance of the organisations that appear on it. To 

classify each economic sector as labour-intensive or capital-intensive, the ratio "assets 

value / employment" was used. 

Table 6.1 shows the AV/E ratios for every industrial sector. Labour-intensive 

companies are those with the lower AV/E ratios. 
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Table 6.1 Assets Valuelemployee for every industrial sector 

WE ratio 
No. Companies 

per location 
Economical sector $/employee 

-- 
MEX Mly UL)i 

Miscellaneous 7T88 5 2 
Non electrical machinery 18,507 
Non-metallic mining Mb 5 6 0 
Non-ferrous metals 41, bib 
Metallic turniture 1 1 0 
Leather and shoes 86, 
Sport goods 1 U3,974 0 
Plastic products 157,969 0 
Clothes 174,231 
Office equipment 195,583 2 0 
Office supplies 209,004 
Automobile 21U, 363 
Construction 217,356 0 
Autoparts 219,821 
Electrical Machinery 229,591 15 1 
Publishers and printing 232,409 
beverage 235,505 

- I extile 264,557 T I 
Metallic products z6b, 

--- Llectnc appliances 79Z: Bfjd U1 2 
Communications EquipmenIF 318,609 3 0 
Pharmaceutical 327,98 
Food 357,737 

_ _ 
3 

-- - bcientific & photography 378,9W T 77 f 
Rubber products 411,714 
Glass and glass prods 414.788 7 7 1 
Other manutacturing 42U, 

- Synthetic resins & fibre 44U, 578 4 0 
Chemical 486,079 = 

_ _ Agricultural equipment 526,969 
' 

7T 
Mining 647,347 

-- - 
5. I = 

Tobacco Um 
Im 1 

- - 
2 

- 
T- 

Paper 673,724 7 T I 
Petrochemical 707, 
Steel 796,597 
Computer Hardware 1,026,691 
Cement 1,312,482 5 4 
Petroleum and gas 1,431,68U 1 U 

Total 

There is no way to define a frontier between the labour-intensive and the capital- 
intensive sectors. However, as many sectors as possible were selected starting from the 

top of the list (the smaller the AV/E ratio, the more labour-intensive a company is). The 
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criteria to define the limit was the number of companies that can be managed according 
to the resources available for this research. In this form, the economic sector selected for 

the field investigation were (in alphabetical order): 

Automobile 
Autoparts 
Beverage 
Clothes 
Communications Equipmen7- 
Construction 
Electrical appliances 
Electrical machinery 
Food 
Leather and shoes 
metallic furniture 

Metallic products 
Non electrical machinery 
Non-terrous metals 
Non-metallic mining 
Office equipment 
Office supplies 
Pharmaceutia7- 
Plastic producFs- 
Publishers ancFp-r-inting-- 

j6port goods 
II extile 

These sectors included 210 in total, 139 companies from Mexico City, 49 from 

Monterrey and 22 from Guadalajara. This group of 210 companies formed the initial 

sample. However, it was reduced to 129 companies since only they initially agreed to 

collaborate. A questionnaire was given personally to an executive (the one holding the 

highest responsibility for the quality management function within the company) of each 

of these 129 companies. These executives received in person an initial detailed 

explanation on the questionnaire's content and ob ective, and had about two weeks to j 

answer it. The people who finally answered the questionnaire had the following 

characteristics. 

Cuaracteristics of the persons interviewed 

Position: r = a large variety of positon names, but all 
highest position for the quality function 
4 
I 

holding the 
at his/her locatio 

Re ports to. President / Director L 38 0 perat ions Manager 
Quality Vice-PresiLent 189/61 71%6 1 Human Resources Manager 

lEducation in TQM (average # hours 359 1 

It can be seen that on average, persons interviewed were not only top level executives, 
but also experts on the field of quality management. 

Only 82 executives returned the filled-in questionnaire, some of them after some 

pressure. The rate of response was 63.6% (82 of 129 companies); 11 (61%) from 

Guadalajara, 26 (44%) from Mexico City, and 45 (86%) from Monterrey. The rate of 
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response was higher in Monterrey because in this city most of the executives 
interviewed were graduates of ITESM, and normally are more willing to collaborate 

with projects of this university. 

71 out of the 82 companies responded positively to having in operation a quality 

management programme. The information provided by these 71 organisations was 

analysed in search of evidence on quality management implementation experiences. 
Because the objective of the research aimed at a correlation andlysis of the depth of use 

of quality management processes and the financial performance of the companies under 
investigation, it was necessary to look for detailed financial information on these 

companies. Only for 40 companies was it possible to find such information, so at this 

stage the sample reduced to 40 organisations. During the statistical analysis of the 
information provided by these 40 companies, it was found that only 21 showed a 

consistent statistical performance (one from which it was possible to draw a 

conclusion), so the other 19 organisations were discarded and the sample reduced to 21. 

These final 21 organisations were those that provided the strongest evidence to answer 
the research question and to make a conclusion on the research hypothesis. 

To form the final group of companies, it was intended to include organisations having a 
foreign cultural influence. This situation was feasible because some of them recently 

sold part of their stock or agreed a joint venture with a foreign company, or because 

they have 100% foreign ownership. These companies with a foreign cultural content on 
their management system were selected to form a control sub-group within the final 

group in search of conclusions in the final analysis. Companies of the control group had 

to be recognised as world class organisations without any doubt about their 

competitiveness. The control group was used as well to probe if the lack of 

competitiveness in Mexican companies is due to poor or inappropriate management 
systems or leadership, and not to bad work habits of workers (laziness, irresponsibility, 

lack of competence, etc. ). Remember that in Chapter 1, it was mentioned that there is 

evidence that important Japanese and American companies, (Ford, General Motors, 
Sony, etc. ) have very productive plants in Mexico, and that the most wealthy state in the 
United States of America, California, mostly supports its production operations 
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(agricultural and manufacturing) with Mexican labour. The Mexican managerial style or 
culture has little influence on foreign companies operating in Mexico, and obviously 
little influence on Californian companies. 

6.2 Questionnaire design 

To begin the investigation, a questionnaire was designed considering the 

recommendations provided by Schuman & Presser (1981) and Oppenheim (1992) for 

this purpose. It was then sent to the 129 companies that originally agreed to collaborate. 

The questionnaire was designed to meet the following objectives: 

determine the percentage of companies involved in a quality management 
implementation and operation experience during the last 10 years. 

find out which quality management processes (see Chapter 5) are used more in their 

quality system. 

investigate how they manage the quality management processes they use 

find the most important difficulties presented during the implementation process. 

to determine for each company what sub-system (see Chapter 5) was considered to 
be: 

- the most related to the company's competitiveness 

- the hardest to implement 

- the one that involves more employees 

0 estimate how long it took them on average to incorporate quality management into 

their management system. 
determine the implementation sequence suggested by them. 

to know how they measure the effectiveness of incorporating quality management 

processes into their management system, and how this measure was related to their 

economic wealth. 

One difficulty of the questionnaire was that it had to communicate or to 'leacW' the 

proposed system in Chapter 5 to the person being interviewed. This system was created 
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as a conceptual answer to the research question and hypothesis, and the main purpose of 
this questionnaire is to measure the extent in which the proposal is actually being used 
by Mexican industrial organisations. The questionnaire format, as used to gather 
information in Mexican industry, is shown in Appendix A 

63 Information gathered on the field investigation 

In this section, a summary of the information provided by the 82 companies that 

responded to the questionnaire is presented. At the beginning of the questionnaire each 

company was asked if it has been involved in any type of Total Quality formal practice 
during the last 10 years. If they answered yes, the questionnaire continued; if not, it 

ended. Seventy-one companies (86.6%) answered to have a quality management 

programme in operation. The industrial sectors from which information could be 

gathered, as well as the number of companies in each sector, whether they answered yes 

or not to the previous question, are presented next in the following format: sector's 

name (number of companies with a quality management programme in progress, 

number of companies without a quality management programme in operation). 

automobile (2,0) 
auto-parts (9,0) 
beverages (3,1) 
construction (2,3) 
electric appliances (2,1) 
equipment for communications (1,0) 
electrical machinery (4,0) 
food (7,0) 
glass and glass products (8,0) 
leather and shoes (1,0) 
metallic products (9,2) 
non-electric machinery (5,0) 
office supplies (2,0) 
pharmaceutical (3,1) 
plastic products (3,0) 
publishers and printing (2,2) 
steel (1,0) 
textile (4,1) 
tobacco (1,0) 
other manufacturing (2,0) 
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The individual data of the 82 companies that answered the questionnaire are included in 

Appendix B. 

The information presented here onwards corresponds to data coming from the 71 

companies that reported to have a quality management programme in operation. For 

questionnaire's section number 3, that asked to assess the degree of implementation of 

each of the system's processes, the following results were obtained. To be able to 

perform a numerical analysis on the answers to this question, the alphabetical scale used 
in the questionnaire to assess the degree of implementation of each process (A, B, 

F) was transformed to a numerical scale, as shown next. 

A- 6 
B- 5 
C- 4 
D- 3 
E- 2 
F- 1 

The numerical scale was not used in the questionnaire from the beginning to avoid a 

misunderstanding of its meaning. This numerical scale, when averaged, represents the 
"degree of implementation" or DI of each process. Table 6.2 presents the average DI's 

for the system and for each sub-system obtained for the whole sector. 

Because this numerical averages have no meaning in terms of the original classification 
(A, B, F), groups of processes with similar statistical mean were identified using a 
test of hypothesis on means with a confidence level of 95%. Table 6.3 shows how each 
quality management process was on average reported. 
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Table 6.2 Average DIs at system and sub-system levels 

System's process 
O- 

DI (mean) DI (sdev) 
-- - ons tl)Understanding of 3151zenolders expecFaTI 5.2 r7r 

L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 5.3 
--- - --- - L3) Mission and vision statements 37 T7U 

L4) Corporate social and cultural values 5.1 1.1 
Leadership 5.3 

- 
0.8 

- - S I) Strategies -stakeholders'& customers' expectations 4 9 17 

SIT. 51-ra-tegies -capital available 4.9 
S37t-ra-tegies - mission, vision and corporate values 5.4 1.1 

S4) Strategies --befichn-_ king 4.0 
_ 

1.7 

S5) Strategies -re-engineering actions TT 
- _ _ S6) Quality policy 5.7 T. T 

S7) Benchniarking anaFy-sis 
S8) Business process re-engineering 4.2 1.8 

Strategic planning 
H 1) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 4.2 1.9 

H4) hmployees' degree of satisfaction on the job 4.2 
- 

1.8 

H5) Employees' perFor-mance. 4 4 

- - - - - H6) Modification of t _e corporate culture W. 6 74 
Management of human behaviour 4.4 1.3 

M I) Customer satisfact-ion 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 

M3) Competitors' quality, strengths & weaknesses 4.4 .7 
M4) Market share 5.2 1.5 

Marketing 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process planning 
03) Administration process planning 4.4 1.6 

04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / adifim-istration information systems 

- 
1.7 

- 06) Performance of the administrative process 3 
.4 

1=. 

07) Productivity of the production process 5.5 1.0 
- - 08) Quality of the finished product TU 

Operations management 
.................. ................... C 1) Work meth ds and standards . 5. 

C2) Exercise of process contr-oTactions 5.0 

--- 
1.4 

C3) Statistical process control 
Process control 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 4.6 1.7 

Management of suppliers 5.0 
Q 1) Quality improvement projects. 4.9 
Q2) Audits to the management system 4.6 

Q3) Quality steering committee 5.0 1.6 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 
Quality improvement 4.8 

System 4.8 
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Table 6.3) DI statistical average of each QM process 

- Reported on average as: 
- - - - 

System's Processes 
-7Vj-d eTy us eTa nd 

documented 
(mean 6) 

Widely use ut 
not documented 

(mean 5) 

Used but different 
and not documented 

(mean 4) 
Leadership 
L I) Understanding of stakeholders expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
U) Mission and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
Strategic planning 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders & customers' expectations 
S-)) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - mission, vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchmarking 
7TTtr-ategies -re-engineenng actions 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benclunarking analysis 
S8) Business process re-engineerui. - 
Management of human behaviour 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) I raining and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' perfbrmance. 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
Marketing 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) Competitors' quafity. strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
Operations Management 
0 1) Design of products and services 
02) Production process planning 
03) Adriumstration process planning 
04) Redesi. -n of products and services 
05) Production / a3r7m-istration iriffirmation svstems 
06) Perfbrmance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
Process controF 
CI) Work methoTs a. -n-d-stan-Fa-rFs 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
Management of suppliers 
PI ) Assurance of the quality of-inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Quality improvement 
QI) Quality -improvement projects. 
Q2) Audits to the management system 
Q3) Quality steering committee 
Q4) I earnwork for quality improvement 

The average degree of implementation for all processes is statistically equal to 5 with a 

significance level of 95%. No activities were found to have a statistical average equal to 

3,2 or 1. 
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Figure 6.1, which shows the system proposed in Chapter 5, is also a graphical 

representation for the statistical mean of the degree of implementation of each process. 

In this diagram the following visual notation was used: 

ME 0=1111 processes widely used as described, and documented in a manual 
F--aFc-ý 

process is widely used as described, but in an informal manner 

processes also used, but with some changes and informally 

managerial entities where strategic or operational decisions are taken 

Figure 6.1 DI statistical average of each QM process 

Expýwi- xpe"At- 

Satisfactim 

vaý 

op-h- 

P. fiýy 

-Ky 

1 R-Z-ng 

S. - L). it. 

P, rfonnanc, 

I Q. aby Stenng - -- --- - 
LCOm. attee r }E- -- - 
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The management sub-systems identified as critical for a successful incorporation of the 

quality management processes into the management system (accumulating at least 80% A-- 

of mentions from respondents), from the most to the least mentioned were: 

* supporting company's competitiveness: 

leadership, strategic planning, quality improvement, and operations management. 

9 presenting the strongest resistance to change: 

management of human behaviour, process control, quality improvement, and leadership. 

9 requiring the strongest support of human and/or financial resources: 

operations management, quality improvement, process control, management of human 

behaviour. 

The most important difficulties faced during the incorporation of the quality . 
management processes into the management system were: 

Type of difficulty 
%asmost 
important 

%as2ndmost 
important 

%as3rdmost 
important 

% not 
important 

I op management involvement 30% 8% 6% 
Low educational level 23% 17% 15% 
Lack of quality suppliers 4% -8% 13% 

- Lack of working methods 19% 21% IN% 42% 
Oposition of middle management UFO- 17% 17% 52% 
Low technological level I 17o 8% 14% 
Customer doo not demand quality 1% 8% 8% 82% 
Lack of firmcial. resources 3% 6% 3% 
Other 7% 60/0 61/0 82% 

The estimated time for the implementation of their QM programme, from planning up to 

the point in which all procedures and techniques were in operation (even if not in 

optimal conditions), has an average 4.06 years, with a standard deviation of 1.9 years. 

In section 7 of the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to suggest an ideal 

sequence of implementation, assigning an order from I to 25 to each process, as they 

considered when would be more appropriate to implement it. Number one was assigned 
to the process he/she would implement first. A different sequential order had to be 
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assigned to each process. The sequence assigned was the respondent's suggestion, and 

not necessarily the one followed by his/her company. Table 6.4 compares the sequence 

suggested in the proposed system versus the one obtained in the survey. The survey's 

sequence was obtained from an statistical analysis on the individual means with a 

confidence level of 95%. The most significant differences are highlighted in bold. 

Table 6.4 Suggested sequence of implementation versus the one obtained in the 

investigation 

Quality management process Proposal Survey 
T-S-takeholders expectations 1 2 
j. Mission and vision 2 3 
y. Social and cultural values 3 22 
p. Strategic planning process 4 4 
o. Quality policies 5 5 
v. Design of the administration process 6 14 
n. Product/service planning 7 9 
in. Production process planning 8 8 
d. Quality steering committee 9 1 
k. Management of operation 10 1 10 
e. Management of suppliers 11 19 
f Process control 12 15 
s. Quality improvement projects 13 11 
q. Training and educational programmes 14 6 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 15 7 
u. Rewards and recognition 16 23 
a. Audits for the quality system 17 12 
w. Business operation outcome 18 16 
x. Customer satisfaction 19 13 
1. Market share 20 17 
h. Profits distribution 21 25 
c. Competitors' quality 22 18 
t. Re-engineering management 23 24 
T Benchmarking 24 20 
g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectation 25 21 

From this table, it was possible to conclude that most of the executives interviewed 

suggested for the implementation of a quality management programme should start by 

the formation of a quality steering committee (QSC). Presumably, the initial task of the 
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64 qsc" consists in the search of the expectations of customers and stakeholders to be able 
to define company's mission and vision. Once this is done, they become involved in a 
strategic planning process to define the quality policies that should be deployed into the 

operation of the company. Next, they put in progress an intensive educational and 
promotional programme in quality, and only a few executives recommended to start in 

parallel the redesign of their main products and services and/or their production process. 
The educational and promotional programme normally takes place in several stages, 
from top to bottom of the organisation. After this programme is completed, the next step 
is to start-up a quality and productivity improvement programme through teamwork. 
This programme is primarily focused on production aspects and related to problems 

with the quality of the finished product and customer satisfaction. There is not a clear 

common sequence for the rest of the processes, but evidently only on very rare 

occasions it was recommended to include the following elements: 1) a policy for the 
distribution of benefits aniong stakeholders, 2) business process re-engineering, 3) a 

rewards and recognition programme, 4) promotion of corporate values, 5) measurement 

of stakeholders satisfaction and 6) benchmarking analysis. 

To measure how effective has been the incorporation of quality management processes 
into the management system, industrial companies in Mexico use the indexes presented 
in Table 6.5, in order of importance from 1 (the one used more) to 3 (the one used least). 

Table 6.5 Indices used to measure the effectiveness of TQM in Mexican industry 

index 

- 

%1 %2 %3 
Y6 no t 

used 

Quality & Productivity 1 n-dexes 52% 17% 11% -2-0% 

Financial profitability 21% 25% 32% 1 --! uo-t 

cost of poor quality 8% 20%; 171; 55%; 
Market share 6% 20% is% 561; 
Quality Awards 

- - 
3 %; 

1 
4%; 71; 85%; 

Empl yees, satisfaction o 0V ý 11 -1% 791; 
Uther 

1 
8% 1 4% 1 31; -'1-3V- 

The degree in which the satisfaction of stakeholders has been improved due to the 
implementation of quality management processes was also assessed. This was 
performed by the use of the following subjective scale: 
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-1 (if decreased), 

0 (if stays the same), 

+1 (if observed a small increment), 

+2 (if observed a large increment). 

As an indicator of the degree of satisfaction achieved on the fulfilment of stakeholders' 

expectations (SS index) in each company, the average effect reported for the five 

stakeholders selected was estimated. 

Since all the companies under study reported their financial performance in the 500 

Expansion list, a subjective profitability index (P index) was also estimated. The scale 

used for this purpose was the same, from -1 to 2. To compute this index, 5 financial 

indices were analysed for the period of 1992 to 1995 (reported in the 1993 to 1996 

issues): 

Net Margin (profit/loss as % of sales), 
ROI (profit/loss as % of total assets), 
Profit/Loss per employee, 
Total Sales, and 
Total Assets per employee. 

The criteria used to grade each company from a financial perspective was: 

-I if it had a consistent negative tendency in its fmancial perfomiance 
0 if it experienced stable (no growth, no decay) conditions 
+1 if it showed an average positive growth in 2 or 3 of the indices 

+2 if it had an average positive growth in 4 or 5 of the indicators 

The mean, standard deviation, the confidence interval of the effect achieved on each 
stakeholder, and the "SS and the P indices" are presented in Table 6.6 
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Table 6.6 SS and P indices by stakeholder 

Stakeholder 
Mean SDev 

Confidence 
Interva (95%) 

Shareholders 1,127 0,773 0,9 1,3 
Top Management 1,408 0,645 1,3 1,6 
Employees 1,169 1 0,737 1,0 1,3 
Suppliers 0,859 1 0,816 0,7 1,0 
Customers 1,366 0,702 1,2 1 1,5 

SS index 1,186 0,495 + 1,3 
P index 0,370 0,849, 0,2 0,6 

6.4 Analysis of the information 

In the first stage of the analysis, it was intended to probe in general (for the whole 

sector) two aspects related to the research hypothesis: 1) if there was correlation 
between the degree of implementation of quality management processes (DI) and the 
level of satisfaction achieved on the fulfilment of the expectation of stakeholders (SS); 

and 2) if there was correlation between the degree of implementation of quality 

management processes (DI) and the profitability achieved (P). 

After a statistical analysis conducted on the relation of the system's DI index and the 

performance indices (SS and P), it was concluded that stakeholders satisfaction (SS) is 

significantly correlated to the system's DI (0.45); while profitability (P index) is not 
(0-04). This situation could suggest that the implementation of quality management 

processes, if indeed it helps to keep the stakeholders satisfied, it does not assure a better 

profitability state. 

Performing the same analysis but using the sub-system's DI indices, it was found that 
the sub-systems more correlated to SS were: 

Quality improvement (0.46) 
Leadership (0.42) 
Marketing (0.39) 
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Whilst the only sub-system slightly correlated to profitability was: 

Process control (0.19) 

The correlation analysis between the processes' DI and the SS and P indices, permitted 

to observe that the 5 processes more correlated to SS were: 

Q4) teamwork for quality improvement (0.431) 

LI) understanding of stakeholders' expectations (0.423) 

Q3) quality steering committee (0.383) 

S6) quality policy (0.360) 

C I) work methods and standards (0.347) 

On the other hand, the 5 processes better correlated to the P index were: 

H I) promotion of a quality culture (0.199) 

C3) statistical process control (0.185) 

Q3) quality steering committee (0.173) 

H5) employees performance (0.130) 

S5) reengineering strategic actions (0.123) 

It is important to notice that according to Fisher's rule based on sample size, correlation 
figures obtained for the SS index are statistically significant; however, that is not true 
for the P index. 

6.5 Stratification analysis 

The analyses performed up to this point correspond to information coming from the 

whole set of 71 companies; however, it was considered appropriate to stratify the 
information in search of more specific conclusions. By using the information related to 
the industrial sector and the products manufactured, each company was classified 

according to the following criteria: 
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a) type of market attended: durable and capital, non-durable, intermediate; 

production process volume: low and high; 

C) type of material used as main components of the finished products: metal, 

plastic/glass, food, and auto industry; 

the origin of its capital: Mexican or foreign; and 

e) some combinations of the above. 

Because of the diverse characteristics of each company, they were assigned in more 
than one category. The list of sub-sector and the number of companies associated to 

each one are shown in Table 6.7 

Table 6.7 List of industrial sub-sectors 

Category Companies 
Auto Industry II 
Durable + Capital Goods 18 
Food / Agriculture II 
Foreign Capital 23 
High Volume 37 
High Volume Intermediate 17 
High Volume Non-Intermediate 20 
Intermediate goods 35 
Intermediate goods (metal) 17 
Intennediate goods (non-metal 18 
Low Volume 34 
Low Volume Intennediate 18 
Low Volume Non-Interinediate 16 
Metal 30 
Mexican Capital 48 
Miscellaneous II 
Non-durable goods 18 
Plastic / Glass 19 

Some groups are relatively small for statistical significance, but interesting conclusions 

were obtained any way. 

The average DI indices on each sub-system, as well as the SS and P indices obtained for 

each sector are presented in Table 6.8 
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Table 6.8 Average DI, SS and P indices by sub-sector 

Performance 
Index 

Sub-system 

Sub-sector SS Profit L SP H IM O IC IP Q 
Durable + Capital Goods 1.29 0.39 15.2 4.6 4.4 4.6 4.7 4.6 14.7 4.5 
Non-durable goods 0.96 0.72 5.2 4.6 4.6 4.7 5.0 4.7 4.9 4.9 
Intermediate goods (metal) 1.27 0.18 5.3 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.7 4.9 5.1 14.8 
Intermediate goods (non-metal) 1.23 0.17 5.4 4.6 

, 
4.8 

, 
4.7 5.1 4.9 5.1 5.2 

Intermediate goods 1.25 0.17 5.4 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.9 4.9 
. 
5.1 5.0 

High Volume Intermediate 1.24 0.24 5.5 4.6 4.9 4.7 5.0 4.7 5.3 5.0 
Egh Volume Non-Intermediate 1.07 0.85 5.3 4.8 4.7 4.9 5.0 4.9 5.1 5.0 
Low Volume Intermediate 1.27 0.11 5.21 4.6 4.5 4.7 .8 5.1 4.9 4.9 
Low Volume Non-Intermediate 1.19 0.19 5.1 4.3 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.4 4.5 4.4 
High Volume 1.15 0.57 5.4 4.7 4.8 4.8 5.0 4.8 5.2 5.0 
Low Volume 1.23 0.15 5.1 

_4.5 
4.3, 4.5 4.7. 4.8. 4.7 4.6 

Metal 1.31 0.37 
. 
5.3 4.6 4.51 4.6 4.7 4.8 5.01 4.7 

Plastic / Glass 1.19 0.21 1 5.4 4.6 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.5 5.0 4.8 
Food / Agriculture 0.85 0.73 5.3 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.3 5.1 5.0 5.2 
Miscellaneous 1.18 0.27 5.1, 4.5 4.6 4.3, 4.9 5.0 4.7 5.0 
Auto Industry 1.41 0.64 5.5 4.8 4.8, 4.9 5.0 5.3. 5.5 5.1 
Mexican Capital 1.15 0.19 5.2 4.7 4.61 4.6 4.8 4.6 4.81 4.8 
Foreign Capital 1.26 0.74 5.3 4.5 4.51 4.8 5.0 5.3 5.21 5.0 
Tabour Intensive Manufacturing 1.19 0.37 1 5.3 -4-. 6 --4-. 6] 4.7 

, 
4.8 4.8 5.01 4.8 

Figure 6.2 shows the relative position (9 = the highest relative mean, I= the lowest 

relative mean) of the DI indices (system and sub-systems) for each of the sub-sector 
involved in this analysis. 

0 
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Figure 6.2 Relative position (mean) of DI indices by sub-sector 
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Additionally, Figure 6.3 shows the relative position (9 = the highest relative standard 

deviation, I= the lowest relative standard deviation) of the DI indices (system and sub- 

systems) for each of the sub-sector involved in this analysis. 

Figure 6.3 Relative position (standard deviation) of DI indices by sub-sector 
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It is clear that regardless of the sub-sector and although DI scores are relatively high for 

all sub-systems, leadership always gets the highest mean and the lowest standard 
deviation, and process control almost always gets the lowest mean and the highest 

standard deviation. The second highest DI score is operations management, except the 
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for auto industry in which the second highest is process control, and for foreign 

companies in which management of suppliers takes the second place. These graphs are 
an interesting indication about on what sub-systems organisations of a given sub-sector 

are focusing their quality management implementation efforts. 

In the correlation analysis performed for each category, it was found that some of them 

were more correlated than the others to the SS index. Table 6.9 is a summary that shows 

the sub-system to which the different categories are significantly correlated to this 
index. 

Table 6.9 Correlation of sub-systems to the SS index on each sub-sector 

Category Correlation Sub-system 
Metal 0,517 
Intermediate goods to Quality 

Plastic / Glass 0566 improvement 

Intermediate goods (metal) 0,462 
High Volume Intermediate to Management of 

human behaviour 
Low Volume Non-Intermediate 0,753 
Miscellaneous 0,411 
Low Volume Intermediate to Leadership 
Low Volume 0,868 
Mexican Capital 
Non-durabIe goods 
High Volume Non-Intermediate 0,265 
Labour Intensive Manufacturing to Marketing 
High Volume 0,543 
Food I Agriculture 
Foreign Capital 0,643 Process Control 
Durable + Capital Goods 0,397 
Auto Industry 0493 Strategic Planning 

Untermediate goods (non-metal! 0,316 1 Mgt of Suppliers 

From this table it is possible to conclude that organisations having a high performance 
in the SS index are those: 

* from the metal, intermediate, and glass or plastic sub-sector that focus their QM 

efforts in quality improvement programs. 
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" with production processes of low volume or of Mexican capital that centre their 
QM management system on leadership strategies. 

" selling non-durable goods or food, or with production processes of high volume 

concentrating their QM programme in marketing. 

" from the automobile sector supporting their success mostly in adequate 

competitive strategies. 

of foreign capital or selling durable or capital goods with a quality management 

system intensified on statistical process control. 

In the same way, Table 6.10 shows the sub-systems to which the different sub-sector 

were significantly correlated to the P index. 

Table 6.10 Correlation of sub-systems to the P index on each sub-sector 

Category Correlation Sub-system 
Miscellaneous 0,132 

Quality 
Foreign Capital to improvement 
Non-durable goods 
Metal 0,248 
Low Volume to Marketing 
Low Volume Non-Intermediate 0,523 
Durable + Capital Goods 
Intermediate goods 
Plastic / Glass 
High Volume Intermediate 0 206 
Mexican Capital , Process Control 

Labour Intensive Manufacturing 
to 

0,436 
High Volume 
Intermediate goods (non-metalý 
Food / Agriculture 
Intermediate goods (metal) 0,260 
Low Volume Intermediate to Strategic Planning 
Auto Industry 

.34 
I High Volume Non-Intermediatj 0,522 1 Mgt of Suppliers 

Similarly, from this table it is possible to conclude that organisations; with a high 

performance in the P index are those: 
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" of foreign capital or in the non-durable goods business that focus their QM 

efforts in quality improvement programs. 

" from the metal, low volume, durable or capital goods sub-sector that centre 
their QM management system on marketing strategies. 

" selling intermediate goods or food, or products containing plastic or glass, or 

with production processes of high volume, or of Mexican capital concentrating 

their QM programme in the use of statistical process control methods. 

offering intermediate goods (non-metal or low volume) and from the 

automobile sector which base their financial success mostly in appropriate 

competitive strategies. 

On the other hand, it was not possible in the stratification analysis to find any evidence 
that a specific sub-sector faced different obstacles than those found for the whole sector, 

except that the high volume category faced some problems in relation to the quality of 

the raw materials they use. 

It was found that for all sub-sectors, profitability and quality & productivity indices are 

used to measure the effectiveness of their quality management programme. However, 

those companies from the end consumer or low volume markets, also use the market 

share as an index for the same purpose, while others use the cost of poor quality, and 

only companies of the food/agriculture category measure the degree of satisfaction of 
their employees for this purpose. 

For all the sub-sectors, a strong correlation (the lowest was 0.604 in the plastic/glass 

category) was found between the sequence of implementation of the system's processes 

and the priority sequence proposed in Chapter 4. The strongest correlation observed was 
in the auto-industry and in the food/agriculture categories (0.94). 

No statistical evidence was found, in relation to differences among the sub-sector on the 
time required for the implementation of a quality management programme. Using 
Duncan's test, with a confidence level of 95%, it was concluded that the average 
implementation time is the same for all categories, around 4 years. 
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At this stage of the investigation it was possible to conclude that a high proportion of 
Mexican industrial organisations have tried to incorporate QM processes into their 

management system to become more competitive in international markets; however, 

most of them are facing many difficulties, with the consequence of waste of money and 
time. 

Mexican large industrial organisations, generally speaking, use the quality management 

processes included in the proposed system; however, only 5% of the processes are 

widely used and formally documented; 65% are widely used but in an informal way 
(which is characteristic of Mexican management style), and 30% are also used but in an 

unconventional manner. 

Leadership and strategic planning are critical for the competitiveness of Mexican 

industry; however, there is more resistance to change in the management of human 

behaviour and on quality improvement, and more utilisation of human and financial 

resources for the management of the operation and for process control. 

The implementation of a quality management programme in Mexican industry takes on 

average 4 years, and confronts the following obstacles: 1) a weak top management 
involvement, 2) workers' low educational levels, and 3) the lack of working methods, 

which is characteristic on Mexico's work culture (Lawrence and Yeh 1994). 

Industry mostly follows the priority sequence proposed in the model (only 4 processes 
had a significant difference). The most important disagreements are: 1) the low priority 

gave in practice to social and cultural values, 2) the reluctance to reward and recognise 
the employees because of their quality achievements, and 3) the lack of dedication to 

plan and design an adequate administration process; in contrast, a high priority is given 
to the formation of a quality steering committee, which is not considered in the 

proposed system. An explanation could be that in the proposed system, the quality 

steering committee is part of the quality improvement sub-system, and in most of the 

cases investigated the quality management programme is visualised in a reduced 
perspective, not in the broad one considered for the development of the proposed 
system. 
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Profitability and productivity & quality indices are the most common measures used to 

assess the effectiveness of the management system; however, in some sub-sector, 
market share is also used. Employees' satisfaction and quality awards are definitely not 
measured for this purpose. 

Employees, top management, and customers are the most satisfied with the 
implementation of the quality management programme; shareholders and suppliers are 
less happy. There is no correlation between stakeholders' satisfaction and profitability. 
However, enough evidence was found to conclude that a complete understanding of the 

expectations of the stakeholders, the search for quality improvement through teamwork, 

the definition and deployment of quality policies, the operation of a quality steering 

committee, and the control of the administration process, lead to a better degree of 

stakeholders' satisfaction. On the other hand, there is no correlation between the 

utilisation of quality management processes and profitability; however, the promotion 

of a quality culture, the implementation of a statistical control, the operation of a quality 

steering committee, an effective administration of employees' performance, and the 
definition of reengineering strategic actions, are fundamental to support a strong 
financial health of any organisation. 

Some of the sub-systems contained in the proposed system are more likely to have a 

positive influence than others in terms of stakeholders' satisfaction and profitability. 
Based on the findings of this study, a company in a particular category should 

concentrate its implementation efforts on a specific sub-system to improve the 

satisfaction of its stakeholders and its profitability. Table 6.11 can be used for this 
purpose. 
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Table 6.11 Emphasis of the TQM system by sub-sector for stakeholders' satisfaction 
and profitability 

Stakeholders' satisfaction Profitability 
Category - concentrate 

QM efforts in: - concentrate 
QM efforts in: 

Auto Industry Strategic planning Strategic planning 
Durable + Capital Goods Process Control Marketing 
Food / Agriculture Marketing Process Control 
Foreign Capital Process Control Q. improvemeni- 
High Volume Marketing Process Control 
High Volume Intermediate Wt Human Behaviour Process Control 
High Volume Non-Intermediate Marketiniz Mgt of Suppliers 
Intermediate goods Q. improvement Process Control 
Intermediate goods (metal) Wt Human Behaviour Strategic planning 
Intermediate goods (non-metal) Mgt of Suppliers Process Control 
Labour Intensive Manufacturinp Marketing Processl Control 
Low Volume Leadership Marketing 
Low Volume Intermelate Leadership Strategic planning 
Low Volume Non-Intermediate Mgt Human Behaviou Marketing 
Metal . improvement Marketing 
Mexican Capital Leadership Process Control 
Miscellaneous Leadership Q. mprovernent 
Non-durable goods Marketing 0. imorovement 

. 
Plastic / Glass Q. improvement Processl Control 

The people interviewed had a reasonable level of education in quality management. For 

this reason, the conclusions of this survey are strong enough to consider that they can 

provide a sound basis for decision making when planning the incorporation of quality 

management processes into the management system in the labour-intensive industrial 

sector in Mexico. 

The model proposed in this thesis could provide a solid platform from which companies 
could plan or redirect their efforts regarding quality management implementation and 
competitiveness improvement. 

The hypothesis of this research states that "organisations are more likely to succeed if 

they develop a culture of total quality, by the incorporation of TQM into their 
management system, for planning, control and improvement of their operation. The 

periodical analysis of the expectations of stakeholders and customers provides the basis 
to define or modify and deploy quality policies for the operation, to satisfy market 
needs, and as a consequence, to create the economic wealth required to fulfil 
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stakeholders' expectations". However, the field investigation found no evidence to 

assure that quality management is helping Mexican industrial organisations to become 

more profitable, despite the fact that their stakeholders express a high degree of 

satisfaction. 

Certainly other factors not considered in the theory of quality management, external and 
internal to the organisations, must be affecting their profitability. Some of these factors 

could be: 

* quality management theory has been developed in countries with a radically different 

culture, and there is still much knowledge to be created for the Mexican case, 

" there has not been enough time to learn how to operate effectively a company within 
the new policy of free markets, 

" the macro-economical, social and political problems associated to this change are 

causing an instability that make more difficult to learn how to manage effectively an 

organisation, 

" and many more factors that could be hiding or delaying the benefits of using quality 

management processes. 

Learning from the experience of Mexican industry could help to accelerate the 

consolidation of quality management as a key factor in Mexico's competitiveness and 

external image. However, still remains the question on which other factors a 

management system should consider, apart from quality management processes, to help 

the company to improve, not only the satisfaction of their stakeholders, but their 

profitability. 

6.6 Detailed analysis of external factors 

The analyses discussed in previous sections were performed using a subjective 
profitability index. To strengthen the conclusions of this research, it was decided to 

enhance the correlation analysis with the original financial ratios, instead of the 

subjective interpretation made before. For this in-depth analysis, the following financial 

variables of the year 1995 were considered: 
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Net Margin (Net profit/loss as % of sales), 

Profitability (Net profit/loss as % of capital), 

Debt/Worth (Total liabilities/capital), 

Assets/Worth (Total assets/capital), 

Liquidity (current assets/current liabilities), 

Sales per employee, and 

Sales/Total assets ratio. 

Only for 40 out of the original 71 companies was it possible to find information on 
these variables. This was because some of them did not report detailed financial 

information on their own but included it in the report of the holding company to which 
they belong. 

A statistical analysis was performed on the financial information of these 40 

organisations and the data previously obtained in the questionnaire. In this analysis, few 

significant correlation figures were found between the sub-systems of the model and the 
financial variables listed before. Some of the most important conclusions at this stage 

were: 

the human behaviour management sub-system is correlated (0.542) to profitability 

profitability and the debt/worth ratio are also correlated (0.571) 

process control is correlated as well to the debt/worth ratio (0.446) 

All other correlation figures are not significant 

These figures suggest that to obtain a high profitability performance and a good debt to 

worth ratio in the industrial sector, QM programmes should have a strong sub-system 
for the management of the human behaviour, while keeping an acceptable debt to worth 
ratio requires additionally concentration in piýocess control. 

No other significant conclusions could be made for the rest of the financial variables, 
which meant we still did not have a satisfactory answer to the question on how to 
improve profitability by the incorporation of quality management processes into the 
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management system of an industrial organisation in Mexico. So, it was decided to 

analyse the performance of each financial variable against the DI indices (system and 
sub-system). 

By this analysis, it was expected to classify each company in any of the following 

categories: 

I) high DI index with high financial performance, 
II) low DI index and still high financial performance, 
III) low DI index and low financial performance, 
IV) high DI index but low financial Performance, 
Q mid DI index and mid financial performance, and 
0) unable to classify 

Companies type I and III are those that show a positive correlation between the DI 

index and the measure of financial performance under analysis, which in fact would 

probe our hypothesis (the more quality management incorporated into the management 
system, the more profitable a company must be); organisations type II and IV have a 

negative correlation; type C are those with no correlation in any sense, and companies 
type 0 are those that have a performance far away from the rest. Figure 6.4 shows 

graphically the characteristics of each type of organisation. 
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Fi=e 6.4 Statistical performance of each type of Organisation (I, II, III, IV, C) 
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Each organisation, was classified in each of the combinations for a given financial 

performance variable and a given DI index. The total variables involved were: 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: 
System 
Leadership 
Strategic Planning 
Management of human behaviour 
Marketing 
Management of operations 
Process control 
Management of suppliers 
Quality improvement 

RESPONSE VARIABLES: 

Stakeholders' satisfaction indices: 

-Shareholders 
-Top management 
-Employees 
-Suppliers 
-Customers 

Financial health indices: 

-Net margin 
-Profitability 
-Debt/worth 
-Assets/worth 
-Liquidity 
-Sales/employee 

However, because the DI indices of the sub-systems strategic planning, management of 
human behaviour, management of operations and quality improvement were highly 

correlated, their DI's were averaged and considered as one group. The same situation 
applied to process control and management of suppliers. So the original 9 independent 
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variables reduced to 4: system, leadership, (strategic planning / marketing / management 
of human behaviour / management of operations / quality improvement), and (process 

control / management of suppliers). 

The 7 financial performance variables, plus the 5 variables measuring stakeholders' 

satisfaction (12 in total) were used as response variables on this analysis. However, for 

some companies it was not possible to find information on some of the financial indices. 

Each combination of independent to response variable was considered on this 

classification analysis. 

For each combination, the analysis started with a visual classification of each 

organisation. Then the correlation of each set (positive: I, III and Q or (negative: II, IV 

and C) was computed. Using an iterative approach, the points around the boundaries of 

each area were introduced one at a time to see if correlation improved. This procedure 

stopped when correlation could not be improved. It is important to notice that a given 

organisation did not classify as the same type in all combinations. The diagram 

presented in Figure 6.5 shows how the analysis for each combination of variables was 

performed. 

Fiaure 6.5 Procedure to classify each company by type 

FOR EACH PAIR OF VARIABLES: 

Make a waner diagram warninate 
including all points (cach one point 
)oint represent a company) (company) 

no 
minate by observation O'el Introduce one I jyes 

T 77 

points (cds) that don' the companies 

I \ý 

contribute to correlation previously 
Compute 

(a"= a> 9) 

1 

eliminated 

Actual Ir is the beg possible 

On the first part of this analysis, the system's DIs were compared to each response 
variable. Depending on the position of each company in the scatter diagram of each 
combination, it was classified as type 1,11,111, IV, C or 0. Table 6.12 shows how many 
times each company was classified in each type (numbers under the NA column 
represent the number of response variables for which information was not available). 
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Table 6.12 Analysis of the system's DI index versus each response variable 

Number offinses dwsiW as ty . 
Company's N2me I III III JIV C IO INA 

General Motors de M6xico 5 10 0 2 0 3 1 2_ 
Chrysler de Mexico 

- 
5 0 0 0 0 5 2 

5 RUPO VITRO 0 L 3 2 3 3 0 
GRUPO ALFA 0 0 1 2 5 4 0 
Grupo Industnal BIMBO 0 0 0 5 0 7 0 
Ernpresas La Moderna 1 0. 0 6 3 2 0 
YEMSA Cerveza 2 0 0 5 1 4 0 
Grupo IMSA 0 0 0 6 0 6 0 
Urupo CYDSA 0 0 0 7 0 3 2 
Grupo Industrial Maseca 2 0 2 0 5 3 0 
FEMSA Empaque 

- 
0 4 3 0 0 5 0 

Tm botelladora Metropolitana 1 0 0 3 2 6 0 
Ganaderos Prod. Leche Pura 2 0 0 0 0 10 0 
BASF Mexicana 0 1 1 0 0 8 2 
John Deere 2 0 0 1 1 8 0 
Metalsa I 1 0 1 2 7 0 
Ladrillera Monterrey 0 1 6 + 0 4 0 
ZTe-ff ey 0 0 7 1 4 0 
Helados Holanda 0 1 5 0 1 3 2 
Fab. Calzado Canada 0 1 4 0 0 7 0 

Number of times do sified as type. 
Company's Name 1 11 111 IV C 0 NA 
VaIvulas URREA 1 0 5 . 0 1 5 0 
Electro Optica 0 2 2 1 0 4 3 
Berol 1 0 2 0 0 9 0 
Equipo, Autornotriz Hernex 0 1 2 2 0 4 3 
SEARLE de Mexico 6 0 0 1 0 5 0 
Industria Automotriz 2 0 0 4 0 6 0 
Fab. y Represent Industriales 0 4 2 2 1 3 0 
Chocolatera de Jalisco 2 2 3 0 0 5 0 
Soc. Electromecanica 0 0 3 0 2 6 1 
Hilasai Mexicana, 0 0 2 1 2 7 0 
Refre-Mex 2 3 1 0 3 3 0 
Industrias BAGO 3 2 4 0 2 0 1 
Molinos; Azteca 1 0 0 5 1 5 0 
Ind. Metalicas Monterrey 6 0 0 2 0 4 0 
Galvak 1 0 1 2 2 6 0 
TERZA 0 2 1 2 0 5 2 
Galvarnet 0 1 4 0 1 6 0 
HYLSA 2 0 0 2 0 8 0 
Teleindustria Ericsson 1 0 0 3_ 2 6 0 
Bebidas Azteca, del Golfo 2 01 01 2 1 6 1 

Table 6.13 shows a surnmary of the analysis of the Leadership's DIs versus each 
financial variable. 
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Table 6.13 Analysis of the leadership's DI index versus each response variable 

Nu. beroft, dassiried as typr. 
Company's Name I I II I III IV IC 10 N 
Z; eneral Motors de Mdxico 4 0 10 2 11 13 2 
Chrysler de Mixico 

R 
7 0 0 1 0 2 2 

UR UPO VITRO 0 0 1 4 7 0 0 
GRUPO ALFA 1 0 0 1 6 4 0 
Grupo Industrial BIMBO 

- 
1 0 0 5 0 6 10 

E mpresas La Moderna 4. 0 10 5 1 2 10 
FEMSA Cerveza 21 0 11 3 0 6 0 
Grupo IMSA 

- 
3 0 0 4 3 2 0 

Ur upo CYDSA 0 0 1 2 5 2 2 
Grupo Industrial Maseca 0 2 2 0 4 4 0 
FEMSA Empaque 

- 
0 5 2 0 4. 1 

-0 Fm botelladora Metropolitana 0 2 6 0 0 4 0 
Ganaderos Prod. Leche Pura 0 1 1 2 3 5 0 
BASF Mexicana 0 2 2 0 0 6 2 
John Deere 4 0 0 2 0 6 0- 
Metalsa 7 0 0 2 0 3. 0 
Ladrillera Monterrey 0 3 4 0 0 5 0 
Cerrey 3 0 L 0 4 3 2 0 
Welados Holanda 0 0 . 51 0 0 51 2 
Fab. Calzado Canada 1 0 0 2 0 91 0 

Number of times dassified as type. 
Company's N2me 1 11 111 IV C 0 NA 
Vaivulas URREA 0 2 5 0 0 5 0 
Electro Optica 6 0 0 0 2 1 3 
Berol 0 0 1 0 0 11 0 
Equipo, Automotriz Hem" 0 3 0 0 0 6 3 
SEARLE de Mexico 7 0 0 1 1 3 0 
Industria Automotriz 3 0 0 4 0 5 0 
Fab. y Represent Industnales 3 2 0 0 4 3 0 
Chocolatera de Jalisco 0 3 1 0 0 8 0 
Soc. Electromecanica 3 0 0 3 0 5 1 
Hilasal Mexicana 0 3 4 0 1 4 0 
Refre-Mex 0 4 1 1 1 5 0 
Industrias BAGO 0 2 2 0 0 7 1 
MolmosAzteca 1 0 0 5 2 4 0 
Ind. Metalicas Monterrey 7 0 0 3 0 2 0 
Galvak 0 3 3 1 2 3 0 
TERZA 1 5 0 0 0 4 2 
Galvamet 3 0 0 1 0 8 
HYLSA 0 1 0 1 5 5 0 
Telemdustria Encsson 6 0 0 0- 0 6 0 
Bebidas Azteca del Golfo 2 0 0 3 0 6 1 

Table 6.14 shows the results obtained when the average DI of the sub-systems strategic 

planning, marketing, management of human behaviour, management of operations and 

quality improvement, were compared to the response variables. 

Table 6.14 Analysis of the average DI of the sub-systems S-M-H-O-Q versus each 
response variable 

Number of times dassireed as type. 
Company's Name I 1 11 111 1 IV C 0 NA 
General Motors de M6xico 3 0 1 3 0 3 2 
UTysler de M6xico 3 0 0 2 0 5 2 
GRUPO VITRO 0 0 3 0 5 4 0 
GRUPO ALFA 1 0 1 0 4 6 0 
Grupo Industrial BIMBO 1 0 0 6 0 5 - 01 
Ernpresas La Moderna 0 0 1 3 14 14 0 
FEMSA Cerveza 2 0 0 8 0 2 0 
Grupo IMSA 2 0 0 7 0 3 0 
Grupo CYDSA 1 0 0 6 0 3 2 
Grupo Industrial Maseca 1 0 0 2 5 4 0 
FEMSA Ernpaque 1 3 4 0 0 4 5- 

Embotelladora Metropolitana 1 0 0 5 0 6 0 
Ganaderos Prod. Leche Pura 2 0 0 4 0 6 0 
BASF Mexicana 

- 
0 1 3 0 0 6 2 

Toh n Deere 1 0 0 2 0 9 0 
Metalsa 6 0 0 3 0 3 0 
Ladr Ilera Monterrey 0 0 8 0 0 4 0 
Cerrey 2 0 0 7 0 3 3 0 
Helados Holanda. 0 2 6 0 0 0 2 2 2 
Fab. Calzado Canada 0 1 3 0 0 0 8 8 0 

Numbe reffimesda ifiedestypr. I 
Company's Name 1 11 111 IV C1 0 NA 

Valvulas URREA 0 1 9 0 0 2 0 

Electro Optica 0 1 3 0 0 3 3 

Berol 0 2 3 0 0 7 0 

Equipo Autornotriz Hemex 0 2 2 0 0 5 3 

SEARLE de Mexico 5 0 0 1 0 6 0 
industria Autornotriz 0 0 0 6 0 6 0 

Fab. y Represem Industriales 0 4 1 0 2 5 0 

Chocolatera de Jalisco 0 2 3 0 1 6 0 
Soc. Electromecanica 0 1 4 0 0 6 1 
Hilasal Mexicana 2 0 0 3 1 6 0 
Refre-Mex 0 4 4 0 1 3 0 
Ind ustnas BAGO 0 2 3 0 0 5 1 
Molinos Azteca 3 0 0 7 0 2 0 
Ind. Metalicas Monterrey 5 0 0 2 0 5 0 
Galvak 1 0 1 4 2 4 0 
TERZA 0 1 2 0 0 7 2 
Galvarnet 0 0 3 0 0 9 0 
HYLSA 2 0 0 5 0 5 0 
Teleindustria Ericsson 3 0 0 4 1 4 0 
Bebidas Azteca del Golfo 0 0 0 -5- 0 6 1 
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Finally, Table 6.15 the results obtained when the average DI of the sub-systems process 
control and management of suppliers, were compared to the response variables. 

Table 6.15 Analysis of the average DI of the sub-systems PC and MS versus each 
response variable 

Number of times dassified as type 

ýCompany's Name I II III IV IC IO INA 
General Motors de Mexico 5 0 0 1 0 4 2 
i5h-rysler de M6xico 7 0 0 0 0 3 2 
GRUPO VITRO 0 6 0 5 3 4 0 
GRUPO ALFA 4 0 0 4 3 1 0 
Grupo Industrial BIMBO 3 0 0 6 1 2 0 
Empresas La Modema 2 0 0 5 0 5 01 
FEMSA Cerveza I 1 0 2 5 3 0 
Grupo IMSA 

- 
5 0 0 2 0 5 0 

upo CYDSA Ur 0 1 0 2 2 5 2 
Grupo Industrial Maseca 0 4 4 0 4 0 0 
FEMSA Empaque 

- 
0 4 1 0 11 6 0 

botelladora Metropolitana Tm 0 0 0 21 01 101 0 
Ganaderos Prod. Leche Pura 1 0 0 31 11 7 0 
BASF Mexicana 0 1 5 01 01 4 2 
John Deere 2 0 0 01 01 10 0 
Metalsa 1 2 1 0 21 6 0 
Ladrillera Monterrey 0 2 7 0 0 3 0 
Cerrey 2 0 0 3 0 

M 
7 0 

M 

Tielados Holanda 0 1 4 1 1 3 2 
Fab. Calzado Canada 0 1 0 0 0 11 0 

Number of times dassified as type. 
Company's Name 1 11 111 IV C 0 NA 
Valvulas URREA 0 1 5 0 0 6 0 
Electro Optica. 2 0 0 1 0 6 3 
Berol 0 1 1 0 0 10 0 
Equipo Automotriz Hemex 2 0 0 1 0 6 3 
SEARLE de Mexico 7 0 0 0 0 5 0 
Industria Atitornotriz 2 0 0 2 0 8 0 
Fab. y Represent. Industriales 0 6 3 0 0 3 0 
Chocolatera de Jalisco 3 2 1 0 4 2 0 
Soc. Electroinecanica 1 1 4 0 1 4 1 
Hilasal Mexicana 0 2 4 0 2 4 0 
Refre-Mex 0 7 2 0 0 3 0 
Industrias BAGO 1 0 0 1 0 9 1 
Molinos Azteca 2 0 0 3 0 7 0 
Ind. Metalicas Monterrey 6 0 0 1 0 5 0 
Galvalk 0 1 1 1 2 7 0 
TERZA 0 3 4 0 1 2 2 
Galvamet 0 3 6 0 0 3 0 
HYLSA 3 0 0 2. 0 7 0 
Teleindustria Ericsson 2 0 0 0 0 10 0 
Bebidas Azteca del Golfo 0 0 0 1 01 101 1 

The final classification of each company into one of types mentioned before, was made 

considering the type in which a given organisation fell more in the total 4 sets just 

presented. This total number of times is shown in Table 6.16 in which figures indicated 

in bold were used to highlight the classification of each company. 
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Table 6.16 Total number of times each company was classified in each type 

Number or times classified as type: 
Company's Name 1 11 111 IV C 0 NA 
General Motors de Mixico 17 0 1 8 1 13 8 
Chrysler de M6xico 22 0 0 3 0 15 8 
URUPO VITRO 0 1 7 11 18 11 0 
GRUPO ALFA 6 0 2 7 Is 15 0 
Grupo Inclustnal BIMBO 5. 0 0 22 1 20 0 
Em-presas La Moderna 71 0 1 19 8 13 0 
FEMSA Cerveza 71 1 1 IS 6 15 0 
Grupo IMSA 10 0 0 19 3 16 0 
Grupo CYDSA I 1 1 17 7 13 8 
Urupo Industrial Maseca 3 6 8 2 IS I1 0 
FEMSA Empaque 1 16 10 0- 5 16. 5 
Embotelladora Metropolitana 2 T 6 10 2 26 1 0 
Ganaderos Prod. Leche Pura 5 1 1 9 4 28 0 
BASF Mexicana 0 5 11 0 0 24 8 
John Deere 9 0 0 5 1 33 0 
Metalsa 15 3 1 6 4 19 0 
Ladrillera Monterrey 0 6 !5 1 0 16 0 
Cerrey 7 0 0 21 2 1 4 16 

-0 Helados Holanda 0 4 20 1 
ý 

2 13 8 
Fab. Calzado Canada I 11 3 7 2 0 35 0 

Number of times dasur-ed as type: 
Company's Name 1 11 111 IV C 0 NA 
VaIvulas URREA 1 4 24 0 1 Is 0 
Electro Optica 8 3 5 2 2 16 12 
Berol 1 3 7 0 0 37 0 
Equipo Automotriz Hemex 2 6 4 3 0 21 12 
SEARLE de Mexico 25 0 0 3 1 19 0 
Industria Automotriz 7 0 0 16 0 25 0 
Fab. y Represea Industriales 3 16 6 2 7 14 0 
Chocolatera de Jalisco 5 9 8 0 5 21 0 
Soc. Electromecanica 4 2 11 3 3 21 4 
Hilasal Mexicana 2 5 10 4 6 21 0 
Refre-Mex 2 Is 8 1 5 14 0 
Industrias BAGO 4 6 9 1 2 21 4 
Molinos Azteca 7 0 0 20 3 18 0 
Ind. Metalicas Monterrey 24 0 0 8 0 16 0 
Galvak 2 4 6 8 8 20 0 
TERZA I I1 7 2 1 18 8 
Galvamet 3 3 4 13 1 1 26 0 
HYLSA 7 7 1 EI 0 10 51 25 1 01 
Teleindustria Ericsson 12 0 0 0 7 

. 
31 261 01 

Bebidas Azteca del Golfo 4 0 0 0 1 IL 11 281 4 

In summary, the companies more representative of what was called type I tend to be 

large, foreign owned and from the automobile sector: 

Company's Name 
Position 

1996 
1 

Relative 
size 

- 

Origin of 
capital 

Industrial 
sector 

General Motors de Mdxico 3 Ta-rge 
- - 

-Toreign Automobi 
Chrysler de Mdxico 4 Ta rge -Nocreign Automobi 
SEARLE d. Mexico 1 271 1 Medium I Foreign Pharmaceutical 
Industria Metalicas Monterrey 445(94) Small Mexico Auto-parts 

The companies more representative of type II tend to be medium to small, Mexican and 

serving the market of intermediate goods: 

Company's Name 
Position 

1996 
Relative 

size 
- ý 

Origin of 
capital 

- 

Industrial 
sector 

FEMSA Enipaque 87 Eaýrge Mexico EFe-nne-. 0ate 
Fabricaciones y. Kep. TridURFE-FT ---MT- -MRm-m -Me-xr-o Tn-te-mi-eTiate 
Refracia-iýs ITe-x 1 426 1 * Small I Mexico I Intennediate 
I*A conglomemte of meditm sized organisation 
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Companies type III are medium sized, Mexican and attending diverse industrial sectors: 

Company's Name Position 
1996 

Relative 
size 

Origin of 
capital 

Industrial 
sector 

' Ladr-Wera Monterrey -= 
- 

=e i-um 
- - - 

Mexico 
- 

Construction 
Helados Holanda --2U6 m eMu M 7-exico Food 
Vaivulas URREA 225 edium Mexico Metal 
Cleaver Brooks de Mdxico 320 Medium Foreign Auto-pasj 

Companies type IV tend to be large, all Mexican, and mostly serving end-consumers 

markets (food, tobacco, beverage, textile): 

Company's Name Position 
1996 

Relative 
size 

Origin of 
capital 

Industrial 
sector 

Urupo, Industrial 13ýmbo ---rZ-- -Ua-rge 
- - 

-Mexico 
- - 

Food 
hmpresas La Modema, Ea rge Tfee xico Tobacco 
Cerveceria Cuauhternoc 30 

- 
Large 

- - 
Mexico Beverage 

Unipo IMSA --37 
- 

Ea rge 
-- - 

Mexico 
- 

Auto-parts 
Urupo CYDSA T(T Ua rge Ve-xico 

- 
Textile 

Cerrey -793- -P [edi-um -Ve xico 
- 

Capital goods 

. 
Mohnos Azteca, 1 20 

. 
ITe=ico Food 

And companies type C are very large industrial conglomerates, Mexican and producing 
basic inputs for other companies: 

Company's Name 
Position 

1996 
- 

Relative 
size 

-- - - 

Origin of 
capital 

- - - 

Industrial 
sector 

--- URUPO VI I RO 5 E a rge 
-- - 

M ex ico 
- - 

U ýs 
-- - - - URUPO ALFA --T- Ea rge 

- 
Me xico 

- - ' 
S te eF 

[Urupo Industrial Mas= 59 1 rge I La W- xico I 

After classifying the companies, the next step was to try to determine how other factors, 

external and internal, could be effecting negatively the profitability of these companies. 

The following factors, presented in alphabetical order, were examined: 
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attitude and lack of co-operation of workers union 
availability of substitute products 

capability of the production process 
competence of top management 

competence of workers 
corporate values 

cost and availability of process technology 
cost of financing 

culture and social habits in the region 
customer value strategy 

development and design of new products 
educational level in the region 

effectiveness of middle management 
effectiveness to prevent and solve problems 

environmental restrictions / regulations 
flexibility to respond quickly to changes 

fringe benefits given to employees 
future perspective of the business 

history and reputation of the company 
income taxes 

infrastructure available to support operations 
internal decision making process 

leadership of top managers 
logistic systems for supply and distribution 

long term strategic pI ig 
management of financial resources 
management of human resources 

marketing and promotion activities 
maturity obsolescence of products offered to the market 

morale / enthusiasm of employees 
operatioes planning 

organisational culture 
power of competitors 

power of suppliers 
pressures from social groups 

productivity of the production process 
profits re-investment policy 

purchasing power of customers 
quality policies 

rewards and recognition policy 
scarcity of raw materials 

service attitude of employees 
social and political environment 

status of domestic economy 
status of World's economy 

threat of new competitors entering into the market 
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To assess the negative influence on profitability that each of these factors could have, 

the same executives who responded the first questionnaire were interviewed again. They 

were asked to grade how strong each factor was - influencing negatively their 

profitability, according to the following scale: very strong (VS), strong (S), weak (W), 

very weak (VW), and no-negative impact (NNI) perhaps positive influence on 

profitability. The answers provided by these people were validated using secondary 
information published (newspapers and business magazines) regarding the companies 
involved in the analysis. 

Figure 6.6 below summarises the conclusions of this analysis. Factors not included in 

this diagram do not have a significant effect on the profitability of the companies under 

analysis. Factors located in the middle of the vertical axis were mentioned for both 

rypes of companies. 

Figure 6.6 Analysis of factors influencing profitability by type of company 

Factors with no negative (perhaps positive) influence on profitability 

High P 
T)pe 11 Type I 

(Intermediate) (Auto industry) 
Customer value strategy 

Future perspective of the business Productivity of the production process 
Management of finsocial resources Competence ol top management 

Service attitude of employe" Leadership of top managers 
Logistic systems for supply &ad distribution Development /design of new products 

Marketing sod promotion activities Quality policies 
Ung term strategic planning 

LAYw DI High DI 

Availability of substitute products Flexibility to respond quickly to changes 
Pouer of suppliers Effectiveness to prevent and solve problems 

IM real of new competitors in the market 
Cost of Gaancing 

Purchasing power of customers 

(Diverse not so large industry) (Diverse large industry) 
Type III 

L01 P 
Type IV 

Factors influencing negatively the profitability 

It is interesting to notice that there is more to learn from what is not influencing 

negatively the P index (upper half) than from what is effecting it negatively (lower 

half)- The most important conclusions from this diagram are: 
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organisations type I rely on the productivity of their production process, and in 

excellent planning and leadership 

the profitability of organisations type II is supported on the same strategies as in type 
I (with the exception of productivity), plus a customer orientation and good 

managerial decisions regarding the use of fmancial resources 

C) in the case of organisations type IV, their low P index, despite their high DI index, is 

mainly due to their rigidity and inability to respond fast to market needs, their 

ineffectiveness to prevent and solve problems, and a decreased purchasing power of 

consumers during 1995 

organisations type III not only had consumers with a low purchasing power during 

1995, but they are also supplied by organisations stronger than them, compete in a 

market where many substitute products are available and easy to enter in, and have 

high costs of fmancing. 

In summary, profitable organisations know how to manage effectively their own 
business, while organisations with low profitability are controlled by external factors. 

Finally, the recursive approach used for the analyses presented in the present chapter, 

that went from general aspects to very specific details, allowed the following general 

conclusions to be made. 

1) Although total quality management is a management concept widely adopted by 
Mexican industry, the programmes analysed concentrate primarily in defming their 

Organisations through a mission statement, and setting-up procedures to assure the 

quality of the finished products. Other quality management processes are also 
incorporated; however, most of the processes that must play the role of feeding 
information back in the sub-systems contained within the system are not receiving 
Proper attention, with the exception perhaps of the quality improvement sub-system (see 
Figure 6.1). For example, companies do not take care properly on the way the 
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expectations of other stakeholders than shareholders and customers, are being satisfied. 
This situation means they may not have a clear policy on how to distribute the benefits 

generated by the operation. Mexican industrial companies do not have suitable 

procedures to create and deploy strategic guidelines down to the operation, they only 
I 

develop generic competitive strategies which are neither totally useful, because 

normally do not consider the information on competitors' strengths and weaknesses as 

an input; even and when they assign a considerable amount of resources for education, 

training and promotion of a quality culture, the loop is not closed with the measurement 

and analysis of the employees' performance and satisfaction plus a reasonable 

Programme of rewards and recognition; fmally, not the production process, neither the 

administrative process are properly controlled. 

2) It is easy to argue that the lack of correlation between the degree of implementation 

of quality management processes and profitability is due to strong external factors, such 

as the peso crisis faced by Mexican organisations during 1995 (year from which 

financial information was gathered). Nevertheless, it is important to highlight that 

despite those problems, companies with management systems supported on a strong 

leadership, capable of supplying the operation with competitive strategies and with 

procedures to improve the quality and productivity of their processes, or perhaps with 

the ability to switch fast to foreign markets (most companies type I are foreign owned), 

were able to face successfully the economic crisis of 1995, regardless of their DI indices 

and the sector in which they compete. Moreover, this study provides useful information 

on which sub-system a company should put more emphasis according to the experience 

of successful organisations from its industrial sector. 

Table 6.17 shows clearly why companies type I with high DI indices have also high P 

indices, while companies type III with low DI indices got the worst financial 

Performance. Companies type 11 have a high P index although their QM system is weak, 

mainly because their internal strengths, based on the practice of other management 
techniques, as shown in Figure 6.6; however, companies type IV with a reasonable DI 

index, showed a financial performance not so good because their management system 
does not include complimentary management processes in addition to quality 
imProvement and management of operations. 
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! able 6.17 DI indices by type of company 

Type I I Type 11 Type III Type IV 
DI-Leadership 5.8 ----41F- - 5.6 
DI-Strategic Planning 
DI-Human Behaviour Manaje--ment 
DI-Marketing 
DI-Operations Management 4.6 4.1 5.5 
DI-Frocess Control 6. U 2.5 2.3 
DI-Management of Suppliers -T. U- --= --= 
DI-Quality improvement 
DI-System 
SS index 0.7 0.9 15 

_] iF index I 0.75- t 0.8 1 -0.3 1 0ý 

3) the implementation of quality management indeed contributes to strengthen the 
fmancial position of a company, but only if it is done using a systemic or total approach, 

as in the proposed system, reinforced with good management practices such as having 

an effective customer value strategy, good management decisions on the re-invest of the 

fmancial surplus resources, a service attitude of employees, a competent logistic system 
for supply and distribution, marketing and promotion activities, an effective leadership 

by competent top managers and a productive production process. QM without these 

elements has proved not to be effective in Mexican industry. 
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CHAPTER 7 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INCORPORATION 

OF TQM INTO THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

7.1 Introduction 

The investigation performed on Mexican labour-intensive organisations and discussed 

in Chapter 6, confirms the hypothesis that quality management is present in almost 

every company of this industrial sector. However, its outcome showed a wide variety of 
implementation and management strategies. This fact proves that the incorporation of 

quality management processes into a management system should consider the special 

needs and characteristics not only of each industrial sub-sector, but also of each 

company. 

The four types of companies identified at the end of Chapter 6 provided important 

information for the design of a quality management system. Perhaps the most important 

lesson obtained is that using every quality management process available is not an 

indispensable requirement to achieve good profitability. This does not mean that quality 

management theory is worthless for the Mexican environment. Depending upon the 

particular characteristics of each company, some QM processes are more appropriate 

than others. On the other hand, the implementation of quality management as an 

isolated programme within the management system proved not to be effective to 

improve the profitability of a company. The incorporation of a quality management 

programme into the management system of a company should be performed in a 

systemic way. A systemic approach requires the consideration of the technical and 

cultural background, as well as the capacity of the organisation to manage, not only 
intemal, but also extemal forces. 

The administrative system of an organisation, the products and services' quality 

requirements expected by customers, and total quality concepts should interact to 
integrate a total quality management system. 
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Company's CEO, its Director, and his or her immediate team is responsible to provide 
the direction required at the operational level of the organisation. Direction ensures the 
fulfilment of its mission, and the move towards its vision within the boundaries defined 

in the corporate values. Top management and middle management play a different role 
in a TQM system. However, the basic functions used for management are the same. 

Top management should do two things to promote effectively the implementation of 
TQM: 1) participate in activities for product's quality assurance, identifying customers' 
requirements and making sure to fulfil them, and 2) put in practice a TQM system, 
establishing corporate quality policies, and promoting their intemalisation by respecting 
them without exemption. 

Total quality is an activity that should be performed as an integral part of the normal 

operation in a company. For this reason, it needs to be managed by the PDCA cycle, as 

shown in Figure 7.1 

Figure 7.1 The PDCA cycle 

lz"A 

C 

P: Plan 
D: Do 
C: Check 
A: Act 

I 
Under this concept, in the implementation of a total quality system, the PLAN phase 
focuses on the identification of problems to solve by the implementation of a TQ 

system; in the DO phase, the organisation develops and implement the total quality 

processes to include in the system; in the CHECK phase, an audit to the system is 

performed; and in the ACT phase, the original plan is standardised or modified, 
depending on the outcome of the auditory. 
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An important pillar of a quality management system is the continuous improvement of 

every organisational process assuring the fulfilinent of company's mission. Top 

management provides direction to the organisation defining a mission oriented to fulfil 

stakeholders' expectations through customers' satisfaction. However, the leadership of 

top managers will never be effective just because they provide direction. They need to 

be involved in the continuous improvement required to move organisational processes 
in the right direction and at the right pace. Despite this clear need of their involvement, 

the lack of interest in doing so is usually the main obstacle for the implementation of a 

quality management system. Some of the most important reasons for this behaviour 

could be: 

1) Top managers knowjust a little of total quality management theory. 

2) They show apathy because do not believe in the benefits of TQM. 

3) They think are acting in the right way, but they do not know they are not. 

4) They do not know their role in the implementation and execution of a total quality 

system. 

5) The objectives for implementing the system are not clear. 

6) There are not clear policies for customers' satisfaction (which is only a mere slogan). 

7) There is a misunderstanding between incorporating quality management into the 

same administrative system and its redesign under a quality management scope. 

8) The lack of a clear and adequate implementation plan. 

9) The implementation plan gives much emphasis to theory and not to ensure the 

practical learning of TQM techniques. 

10) A misunderstanding of the role of teamwork, specially at the lower levels where 

sometimes the quality control circles are conceptualised as a problem-solving 

mechanism and not as a process for human development. 

A quality management system starts with the analysis of the reasons that led to its 

implementation, defining the goals and objectives pursued. This analysis supports the 
implementation plan required to achieve these goals and objectives, under a continuous 
improvement approach. This plan should detail the quality management activities 
recommended to incorporate into the management system, to improve company's 
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competitiveness. Additionally, it requires an organisational plan detailing the 

responsibilities of each team in every process of the value chain. 

Companies structured by functions, not by processes, usually create an inter-functional 

(matrix) structure. Such structures do not contribute to develop a collaborative attitude 

within the organisation. Inter-functional structures require a global co-ordination from 

top management. In the absence of a culture of continuous improvement and customers' 

satisfaction, this co-ordination tends to be an almost impossible task, because of the 

different interests of the people responsible for each function. 

Top management should promote educational activities to reinforce the development of 

a culture of continuous improvement and an attitude oriented to customers' satisfaction. 

Once the quality management system has started, top management should check if the 

original plan is being effective. Usually, these audits to the system are conducted twice 

a year, and their outcome should be incorporated into the next plan. 

The implementation of total quality requires a change in the behaviour of individuals 

and teams, but also the set-up of an organisational infrastructure that supports its 

operation. On the other hand, there is not a system applicable to all companies; each one 

of them has its own characteristics, and therefore each system requires some 

modifications to make it more effective. The conceptual model introduced in Chapter 5 

is a generic one and needs some adaptations to make it more useful. It is necessary to 

start with a self-diagnosis to know the company's status regarding the technology, 

organisational processes, social environment, etc. The guide to perform this self- 

diagnosis is introduced in the next section of this Chapter. 

The model's implementation requires the re-definition of its processes in terms of 

procedures and techniques, assigning a team responsible for their management. Each 

team will act as processors, suppliers or customers, depending upon its role in each 

process of the model. 

Additionally, each process should have an indicator to measure its effectiveness in 

contributing to achieve the expected performance of the organisation. These indicators 
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are a quantitative index related to each process' outcome, and are used to assess team's 

performance. Each organisation should define its indicators according to its own 

characteristics and needs of competitiveness. Organisational performance can be 

measured by several indicators: the cost of poor quality, financial profitability, market 

share, employees' satisfaction, the achievement of a quality award, the quality of the 
finished product, the productivity of its operation, etc. However, the recommendation is 

to use an index that combines several of those indices just mentioned, in such a way that 
it measures the fulfilment of company's mission. 

An important step at the beginning of the system's implementation is the establishment 

of a Quality Steering Committee, and the assignment of a co-ordinator. The QSC and its 

co-ordinator are responsible for planning and executing the implementation process. 

This chapter presents a set of recommendations on how to implement a quality 

management system, integrating it effectively into the management system of the 

organisation. These recommendations are supported on the findings of the field 

investigation, and perhaps apply only to companies with similar characteristics to those 

of the organisations investigated. In the first section, it is introduced a procedure to 

determine the weaknesses and strengths (technical and cultural) of the organisation. 

This procedure will be called the "self-diagnosis". The self-diagnosis' outcome is used 

for selecting the most appropriate quality management processes to be incorporated into 

the management system that will allow the organisation to improve its financial 

performance after implementation. The section after presents some strategies to plan the 

implementation programme, including how, when and who is responsible for the 

incorporation of the QM processes selected. Once defined the implementation strategy, 

the next step will be to discuss the involvement of top executives in the leadership for 

the operation of the quality management system. The following aspects will be 

presented for this purpose. 

1) Analysis of company's mission, vision and values regarding their 
focus on the fiilfilment of stakeholders' expectations. 

2) Analysis of weaknesses and core competence of competitors, through Benchmarking. 
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3) Development of corporate strategies and determination of the quality policy for 

customers' satisfaction. 

4) Strategic re-engineering actions for the re-invention of major processes required to 

assure the fidfilment of company's mission and vision within the corporate values, 

and in the direction established by the strategies. 

5) Deployment of the strategic guidelines as an input to the operational planning of 

products, processes and administrative procedures. 

6) Assessment, compensation and recognition of human performance under the new 

managerial concept. 

7) The role of top and n-ýdddle management in the quality steering committee. 

8) Methods to improve the communication and participation of people. 

9) Characteristics of the educational and training programmes. 

10) Procedures to manage teamwork for the control and continuous improvement of 

quality. 

11) Measurement of mission's fulfilment in direction to the vision within the corporate 

values and showing respect for the quality policy. 

12) Suggestions to solve the obstacles presented during the implementation and 

operation of the system. 

Finally, the last section introduces the suggested procedure to perform the audit to the 

management system by the QSC. Audits allow the tracing of the performance of the 

system detecting possible obstacles, to assess the convenience to redefine it or to change 
the strategies being used for its implementation. 
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7.2 The self-diagnosis 

The purpose of the self-diagnosis is to assess the current conditions in which the 

company is operating. It is recommended to perform a self-diagnosis, not an external 

one without participation of company's employees and managers. This strategy 

reinforces the idea that the implementation of the quality management system responds 

to a need internally recognised for improving the company's competitiveness. This self- 
diagnosis should covers technological and social aspects, as well as the organisation's 

managerial capability and the congruency between its culture and the "ideal" cultural 

environment required for the lowest possible resistance to change. 

The self- diagnosis concentrates on the following aspects: 

1) historical background and reputation of the company 

2) top management leadership and commitment 

3) business definition (mission, vision and values) 
4) influence of stakeholders 
5) customer needs, expectations and satisfaction 
6) competitors' strengths and weaknesses 
7) strategic planning process 
8) administrative procedures 
9) process technology and production facilities 

10) management of suppliers and incoming materials control 
11) human relations and work environment 
12) education and training 
13) product design 
14) operations management 
15) innovation, research and development 
16) production process planning and control 
17) quality control of the finished product 
18) product delivery and customer's service 
19) continuous quality improvement 
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It is important to notice that the aspects included in the questionnaire are focused on 

measuring the presence or absence of the processes, activities or techniques suggested 
in the conceptual model introduced in Chapter 5. 

To conduct the self-diagnosis, affirmative phrases covering diverse aspects of each area 

are presented to different people within the company for its assessment. It is important 

to include the opinion of at least two people from each organisational level (operational, 

middle and top management) and from each major organisational process in the 

assessment of each phrase. 

To assess each phrase, it is suggested to use a scale of four grades. The recommended 
four grades are: 

(1) if his or her opinion is totally opposed to the one in the phrase. 
(2) if he or she disagrees, 

(3) if he or she simply agree, and 
(4) if the respondent totally agrees with the statement of the phrase, 

The purpose of using four options (and not five) is to avoid the respondents taking a 

central tendency. This situation occurs when a person feels that his or her opinion will 

not be seen well by the bosses, or because a self-critique is involved in the statement 

under assessment. 

The questionnaire to use for the self-diagnosis is presented next. The fonnat shown after 

the questionnaire in Table 7.1, is suggested for the summary of the responses of each 

person. 
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SELF-DIAGNOSIS 

The following statements intend to describe "ideal" situations required for quality 
management implementation. Please grade each condition using this scale: (1) if your 
opinion is totally opposed to the one presented in the statement, (2) if you disagree, (3) 
if you simply agree, and (4) if you totally agree. 

Position of respondent 
Date (day/month/year) 

Historical background, reputation and future of the company 

1. The company has been long time in the business without any major concerns 
regarding its external image and reputation. 

2. The most important shareholders of the company are well respected persons, and 
their reputation is without any doubt the best possible. 

3. Never, any product associated to the company in the market has been involved in a 
major quality or liability problem. 

4. The CEO or any of the top executives of the company has been never involved in a 
public scandal that could put in doubt his or her own, or company's reputation and/or 
image. 

5. Any employee of the company has been never involved in a public scandal affecting 
company's reputation and/or image. 

6. Company's future is very promising since its business is in an early stage on the 
maturity curve, or because technological, social, demographic and/or economic factors 
indicate so. 

Top management leadership and commitment 

7. Top management knows clearly and fully understands what each stakeholder expects 
from the company. 

8. Top management measures (at least once a year) the degree of satisfaction achieved 
on the falfilment of stakeholders' expectations. 

9. Each of the top executives responsible for each major area of the company is totally 
committed to the success of the quality management system. 

10. Top managers, with no exemption, are fully involved in planning, controlling and 
improving the operation of his or her area towards the satisfaction of their internal and 
external customers. 

II- The company has a formal procedure to perform audits on the quality management 
system and uses audit's outcome to redirect (if necessary) the total quality programme. 
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12. The company has a quality steering committee whose responsibilities are to manage 
the quality improvement projects, to implement procedures and actions to modify the 
corporate culture, and to promote individuals' innovation and creativity. 

Business definition (mission, vision and values) 

13. The company has a mission statement supporting the definition of the strategic and 
operational framework that allows the fulfilment of the stakeholders' expectations. 

14. There is also a vision statement, which helps everybody in the organisation to know 
the desired competitive position in the near future. It is also used to define the strategic 
and operational framework. 

15. The corporate social and cultural values are clearly defined and used as well to set- 
up the strategic and operational fi-amework of the company. 

Influence of stakeholders 

16. The group of shareholders is committed to company's ftiture by supporting its 
competitive position through adequate strategies and policies in search of a world-class 
organisation. 

17. The society in general has a very favourable attitude to the operation and existence 
of the company. 

18. Regulations imposed by the Government to the company do not cause any serious 
disruption in its operation and fulfilment of its mission. 

19. Employees' interests are congruent with company's interests, which assures their 
collaboration in any effort intended to strengthen the company's competitive position. 

20. The best way (if not the only one) to stay in business is by keeping satisfied 
permanently the customers' expectations on the most important market segments. 

21. The expectations and interests of the most important suppliers are congruent with 
company's own expectations and interests, so it is very feasible to establish a 
collaborative effort for total quality. 

22. The company has an adequate policy for profits and benefits distribution among 
stakeholders, so their expectations can be accomplished. 

Customer needs, expectations and satisfaction 

23. The needs and expectations of the customers in each market segment are known and 
understood. The company is fully capable to include them into the products and services 
it offers. 

24. Customer satisfaction is frequently measured by comparing the product and/or 
service of the company against competitors' product and/or service. 
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25. An interdisciplinary team in the company is responsible to study the process 
followed by customers to decide whom, where, when, how and what to buy. 

26. The company's market share is known for each segment market in which it 

participates. 

27. Complaints from the market are quickly attended, restoring in most cases the level 

of satisfaction of the customer(s) involved. 

28. A quality policy is established to make clear the importance for the company of 
satisfying customers' needs and expectations. 

Competitors' strengths and weaknesses 

29. Every competitor (direct and indirect), as well as the main products and services 
they offers are clearly identified. 

30. The quality, strengths and weaknesses of competitors' products are fully analysed 
and compared to company's own products. 

31. Benchmarking analysis or another similar technique is used to incorporate to the 
company's operations the "best processes" used by competitors or other companies. 

32. Company's products are strongly positioned (in comparison to competitors' 
products) in their respective market segments and their brand names are a symbol of 
quality. 

Strategic planning process 

33. The generic strategy (cost, differentiation, etc. ) is clear and congruent with the 
mission and vision statements, and oriented to create the core competence of the 
company. 

34. The mid-term and long-term strategic planning process is helping the company to 
get a competitive position. 

35. Goals and objectives, clearly related to company's mission, are defined at all 
organisational levels. 

36. The company's strategic guidelines are defined considering the availability of 
process technology (soft and hard) as an input variable. 

37. The strategic guidelines are defined as well in terms of the capital available for re- 
investment according to a policy used for this purpose. 

38. For the definition of the corporate strategic guidelines, company's mission, vision 
and the corporate social and cultural values are also taken into consideration. 

39. The benchmarking analysis technique is used to support the definition of the 
strategic guidelines. 
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40. By using information on company's performance, re-engineering actions are 
implemented to adjust the strategic planning process. 

41. The company has a quality policy, which is extended throughout the organisation, 
so each administrative and productive process can periodical and congruently define 
their own goals and objectives. 

42. Business process re-engineering or another similar technique is used by the top 
managers when they realise that the lack of fulfilment to goals and objectives is so 
strong that a major change is required in the business. 

Administrative procedures 

43. The administration process supporting the operation allows everybody within the 
company to make decisions congruent with the total quality management principles. 

44. The information system of the company provides data efficiently and on time for 
decision making at all levels. 

45. In congruency with the strategic guidelines, and the goals and objectives of the 
company, the administrative process is structured as a value chain of processes oriented 
to satisfy the needs of their internal customer, according to the quality policy. 

46. To assure its effectiveness, every process of the administrative process is formally 
measured and documented. 

Process technology and production facilities 

47. Process technology used for production, as well the respective machinery and 
equipment, provide the capability required to satisfy the customer needs today and in 
the future. 

48. Actual production facilities (machinery, equipment, building, etc. for production and 
materials handling) are in a very good shape and constitute one the core competence of 
the company. 

49. There is an efficient maintenance programme that helps to keep the machinery and 
production equipment in good shape and capable to meet operational requirements. So, 
the production programme does never suffer unexpected breakdowns. 

50. The production capacity is larger enough than demand from the market. So, there is 
no risk of being motivated to force the process to produce beyond its capacity, 
increasing the probability of delivering low quality product to the market. 

5L The risk of a shortage in electricity or other type of energy supply is so low that it is 
almost impossible to deliver late, or in poor quality conditions, the finished product to 
the market because of this cause. 

52. There is an efficient off-time programme for preventive maintenance. 
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53. The plant has the most adequate equipment for materials handling to perform this 
operation in the most efficient way and to avoid product damage during transportation. 

54. Work-stations are ergonomically designed in such a way that production workers 
operate in the best possible environment. 

Management of suppliers and incoming materials control 

55. There are efficient procedures within the company to assess the potential capability 
of new and current suppliers. 

56. Delivery time from suppliers is reliable and has never delayed a delivery of finished 
product to the market. 

57. Suppliers always become paid on time and the risk for a shortage in supply because 
of a late payment is very low. 

58. The raw materials inventory policy is adequate and in any way contributes to 
diminish the quality of the finished product or the delivery time. 

59. There are documented procedures for the reception, sampling and inspection of 
incoming materials. 

60. The areas set aside for non-quality products (quarantine), are clearly apart from 
those assigned to quality products ready for next process. 

61. The specifications for raw materials are in a written and actualised form, and always 
available for everybody within the production process and the laboratories. 

62. There is a formal programme for the calibration of precision measurement 
instruments. 

63. The company requires to its suppliers the implementation of a statistical process 
control programme, so they can provide statistical evidence of the conditions in which 
each lot was produced. 

64. There are formal procedures, fully documented to assure the quality of inputs from 
suppliers. 

65. The company has a programme to select suppliers, and to audit and improve the 
quality of inputs. 

66. In general, the suppliers of the most important incoming materials are capable to 
operate on a "just-in-time" basis. 

67. The logistics system for procurement of raw materials is capable to supply them on- 
time and in the variety and volume required for production. 
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Human relations and work environment 

68. The workers' union is collaborative and does not interfere the operation affecting 
the quality of the finished product or its on-time delivery. 

69. The expertise of the administrative staff is at least the one required to manage 
adequately the operation. 

70. The personnel's turnover rate at the administration staff level is so low that the 
company's operation is not affected by it. 

71. The hiring policy and its associated procedures are appropriate for the total quality 
management system and congruent with its principles. 

72. Skills of production workers contribute to provide the capability needed for a 
competitive production process. 

73. The personnel's turnover rate in the production staff is so low that the company's 
operation is not affected by it. 

74. Employees' compensation is competitive, and in any case a source of 
dissatisfaction. 

75. Top management and/or the quality steering committee (qsc) monitor the 
employees' performance and satisfaction to defme or modify the way in which quality 
concepts are promoted among them. 

76. Top management and/or the quality steering committee measure the performance 
and degree of satisfaction of employees to defme or modify the training and educational 
programmes on quality. 

77. Top management and/or the quality steering committee, rewards and recognises 
those employees achieving an outstanding quality performance, to reinforce their 
satisfaction and performance. 

78. There is a formal procedure to measure the employees' degree ofjob satisfaction. 

79. The company has a formal procedure to measure the employees' on the job 
performance. 

80. Top management and/or the quality steering committee frequently take action to 
adjust or modify the corporate culture as necessary. 

8 1. The morale prevailing among the employees at all levels is high and is the source of 
their motivation for a quality performance. 

82. Employees, specially those attending directly customers, observe a high "service 
attitude", and are always willing to satisfy customers' requirements. 
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83. The labour climate is good and appropriate for the collaborative effort required for 
teamwork in the quality management system. 

84. The employees, specially those who directly attend customers, always observe a 
quality service attitude. 

Education and training 

85. The company's training and induction programmes are adequate and provide 
support for the quality management system. 

86. There is a formal training programme assuring the development of the production 
workers' skills. 

87. There is a formal educational programme supporting the human development of 
employees at all levels and helping to develop the collaborative attitude required in the 
total quality system. 

88. Every production worker is effectively trained in statistical process control. 

89. All production workers are formally trained to use the same methodology to analyse 
and solve problems through teamwork. 

90. The company has a policy for the promotion of the educational development of its 
employees at all levels. 

91. The promotion and compensation systems used in the company consider as an 
important factor the progress and interest of the employees in training and education. 

Product design 

92. Company's products and related services are designed only after a wide analysis of 
the market needs and expectations, and every specification is intended to satisfy them. 

93. In the event of a trade-off between a product specification and its manufacturing 
cost, the prevailing criteria is always the satisfaction of customers' needs and 
expectations. 

94. The (re)design of new products and services is always congruent with the mission 
statement. 

95. Company's products and related services are designed in congruency with the goals 
and objectives determined in the quality policy. 

96. To design new products or to review the existing ones, the company has a formal 
procedure based on the use of the "quality function deployment" technique. 
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Operations management 

97. There are formal information systems that link the production operation to the 
administration process. 

98. To assess the effectiveness of the production operation, the productivity of the 
production process is formally measured and documented. 

99. To assess the effectiveness of the operation, the quality of the finished product is 
formally measured and documented. 

100. The manufacturing system can be considered a "lean" process in which the 
production follows a smooth sequence of activities without unnecessary waste of time. 

101. There is an effective system to forecast the sales level that helps to manage the 
operation in an optimal way. 

102. The production scheduling system is capable to manage in an effective way the 
facilities available in relation to the volume, variety of products and delivery time 
demanded by customers. 

103. The facilities and procedures available for inventory management allows the 
optimisation of the production process in terms of quality, cost and customer service. 

104. Actual layout is congruent with the production and inventory systems required for 
an effective management of the operation. 

105. There are formal methods and work standards, as well as material handling 
procedures and production control devises to optimise the production process. 

106. Company's operation is as flexible as required to respond quickly to changes 
coming from the market. 

Innovation, research and development 

107. The actual technological level of the manufacturing process is the most appropriate 
to support a competitive position. 

108. A department of technology research and development is established or hired to 
support the company's competitive position. 

109. The company is technological independent assuring the development of new 
products and services. 

110. The research and development department receives support from external research 
institutions to improve its performance. 

I 11. It is a company's policy to stay ahead of competitors in technology research and development. 
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112. The employees at the research and development department are very competent. 

113. The laboratory where the company's technology is developed is high tech. 

114. The company has established agreements with the most important suppliers for 
technology development, assuring confidentiality. 

Production process planning and control 

115. The current design of the production process is the most appropriate to meet the 
customer needs and expectations. 

116. The production process is planned in congruency with the goals and objectives 
defined in the quality policy. 

117. Every production operation and its respective control items are formally 
documented, and these procedures are available without restrictions for all those 
involved. 

118. There is an efficient system to trace back any quality problem during the 
production process. 

119. Statistical Process Control (SPQ is effectively applied to control all the relevant 
process variables. 

120. The procedure used to define the relevant process variables follows the general 
principles of the process control theory. 

121. The SPC system is linked to a decision making process capable to re-establish any 
out-of-control situation and to support the continuous improvement effort. 

122. The most important production processes are capable to produce the specifications 
required by customers according to the SPC "6a" criteria. 

123. There is a formal programme for the frequent calibration of the equipment for 
measurement. 

124. Different procedures and techniques, in addition to SPC, are used to exercise 
process control actions. 

Quality control of the finished product 

125. If there is a quality problem in the finished product, a team of top level executives 
analyses the consequences of sending it to the market. Customer satisfaction gets a very 
high priority in this analysis. 

126. All the criteria to determine the acceptability of the finished product are defined, 
documented and available to the personnel involved in the production process. 
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127. In the event of a non-conformance lot of finished product, the team involved in 
determining its "fitness for use" is totally aware and respectable of the customer needs 
and expectations. 

128. There are formal and strict procedures to ensure that never a non-conformance lot 
of finished product will be sent to the customer. 

129. It is a company's policy to attach a "certificate of quality" to every lot of finished 
product. On it, statistical evidence of the conditions that prevailed during the production 
process is included. 

Product delivery and customer service 

130. The delivery system of finished products to the customer is capable to operate on a 
"just-in-time" basis, providing the required quantity and quality where and when the 
customer needs them. 

13 1. The warehousing facilities (in the plant and at the distribution centres) provide the 
environmental conditions to avoid the deterioration of the quality of the finished 
product. 

132. The service department has high quality facilities and competent people to support 
a quick and effective response to every complaint coming from the market. 

133. There is statistical evidence about the opinion of the customers regarding the 
service provided to attend their complaints and enquires. 

134. The logistics system for the distribution of finished products is fully capable to 
deliver them on-time and in the amount and variety demanded by the customers. 

Continuous quality improvement 

135. There is an appropriate programme for the continuous improvement of process 
capability. 

136. A programme for continuous improvement of quality and productivity is 
implemented and in operation. 

137. There is a formal process fully documented for the management of quality 
improvement projects. 

138. Teamwork is used to carry out quality improvement projects with the objective of 
improving the manufacturing operation, quality of inputs, and to modify the corporate 
culture. 

139. The PDCA cycle is internalised by every employee, who fully use it for the 
continuous improvement of his or her daily routine work. 

140. In general, the company counts on effective procedures to solve and prevent 
problems. 
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Table 7.1 Format for individual answers on the self-diagnosis 

Position of respondent 

Date (day/month/year) 

Past, reputation, future 

1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
11 21 T r 47 

Leadership 
7 1 2 3 4 
8 1 2 3 4 
9 1 2 3 4 
10 1 2 3 4 
11 1 2 3 4 
12 111 21 3 4 

Mission, vision, values 
13 1 2 3 4 
14 1 2 3 4 
15 1 2 3 4 

Stakeholders 
16 1 2 3 4 
17 1 2 3 4 
18 1 2 3 4 
19 1 2 3 4 
20 1 

- 
2 3 4 

F21 :1 11 -2 1 3 p 

22 1 11 21 3 4 

Customers' satisfaction 
23 1 2 3 4 
24 1 2 3 4 
25 1 2 3 4 
26 1 2 3 4 
27 1 2 3 4 
28 1 2 

Competition 
29 1 2 3 4 
30 1 2 3 4 
31 1 2 3 4 
32 1 2 3 4 

I 

Strategic planning Human relations Innovation 
33 1 2 3 4 
34 1 2 3 4 
35 1 2 3 4 
36 1 2 3 4 
37 1 2 3 4 
38 1 2 3 4 
39 1 2 3 4 
40 1 2 3 4 
41 1 2 3 4 
42 1 2 3 4 

Administration 
43 1 21 3 4 
44 1 2 3 
45 1 2 

t 

3 
46 1 2 3 4 

Process capability 
47 1 2 3 4 

48 1 2 3 4 
49 1 2 3 4 
50 1-1 21 3 4 
51 11 2 3 4 
52 1 1 2 3 4 

-Y3- 1 2 3 

4 

4 
54 1 2 

Suppliers 
55 1 2 3 4 
56 1 2 3 4 
57 1 2 3 4 
58 1 2 3 4 
59 1 2 3 4 
60 1 2 3 4 
61 1 2 3 4 
62 1 2 3 4 
63 1 2 3 4 
64 1 2 3 4 
65 1 2 

[ 

3 4 
66 1 2 3 4 

- 67 3 4 

68 1 2 3 4 
69 1 2 3 4 
70 1 2 3 4 
71 1 2 3 4 
72 1 2 3 4 
73 1 2 3 4 
74 1 2 3 4 
75 1 2 3 4 
76 1 2 3 4 
77 1 2 3 4 
78 1 2 3 4 
79 1 2 3 4 
80 1 2 3 4 
81 1 2 3 4 
82 1 2 3 4 
83 1 2 3 4 
84 1 

Education / training 
85 1 2 3 4 
86 1 2 3 4 
87 1 2 3 4 
88 1 2 3 4 
89 1 2 3 4 
90 1 2 3 4 
91 1 2 3 4 

Product design 
92 1 2 3 4 
93 1 2 3 4 
94 1 2 3 4 

95 1 2 3 4 
96 1 2 3 4 

Operations mgt. 
97 1 21 3 4 
98 1 2 3 4 
99 1 2 3 4 
100 1 2 3 4 
101 1 2 3 4 

102 1 2 3 4 
103 1 2 3 4 
104 1 2 3 4 
105 1 2 3 4 
106 1 2 3 4 

107 1 2 3 4 
108 1 2 3 4 
109 1 2 3 4 
110 1 2 3 4 
111 1 2 3 4 
112 1 L 31 4 

11131 11 2 4 
P141 1 12 3 4 

Production control 
115 1 2 3_ 4 
16 1 2 3 4 

117 1 2 3 4 
118 1 1 2 3 4 
119 1 2 3 4 
120 1 2 3 4 
121 1 2 3 4 
122 1 2 3 4 
123 1 2 3 4 

-72-4 1 2 3 4 

Quality control 
-125 1 21 3_ 4 
-126 -1 2 3 4 
-T2-7 -I T2 3 4 

128 1 2 E 3 4 

129M I 2 3. 4 

Customer service 
130 11 21 3 4 
131 11 21 3 4 
132 1 2 3 4 
133 1 2 

- 
3 

- 
4 

-T3-4 
- 

--I 
---- 

T-2 T 
L ---- 

3 
L- 

-4 
L--j 

C Improvement 
135 1 2 3 4 
136 1 2 3 4 
137 1 2 3 4 
138 1 2 3 4 
139 1 2 3 4 

1 1401 11 
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It is recommended to apply the questionnaire to 31 persons within the company as 
follows: to the company's Director; to the top managers responsible for each of the six 

major processes in the value chain (procurement, manufacturing, product design, 

marketing, operatiods technical support and operation's administrative support); to two 

middle managers, and to two operational employees of each major organisational 

processes. In this way, the opinion of more people from different organisational levels 

will provide a stronger assessment of the real situation of every aspect involved in the 
diagnosis. 

Before accepting as valid the average opinion of the 31 people involved in the self- 
diagnosis, it is suggested to perforni a statistical analysis to check for consistency in the 

two organisational directions involved: hierarchical level and process of the value chain. 
There are two statistical tests recommended for this purpose. In both cases, it is 

suggested to use confidence level of 95%. 

1) An Analysis-of-Variance (ANOVA) (Montgomery 1991) using as "treatments" 

the answers supplied by people from different hierarchical levels (upper, middle and 
lower). If the analysis shows an inconsistency for one or more process, a further 

investigation will be required until consistencY is reached. 

2) An estimate of the "confidence interval" for the means obtained on each process 
of the value chain. If one or more means were out of the confidence interval, a further 
investigation will be required until all means are within the interval. 

To ease the statistical analysis, the 31 data obtained for each question can be 

summarised on Table 7.2 
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Table 7.2 Summary of answers by question 

Question number = 
Process in the value chain 

I-- Operation s SupjU. ýl 
I Procurement I Manufacturimil Product Desiznl Marketinp I lVechnical I Administrative I 

Sample a b 19 a b 9 a b1 9 a b 9 a b a b 9 ILT 

Upper managi-mint"I 
Middle management 

-Uprationai personnel 
; Vve---ge 

- IM ulý --, -p- F-y .- 
sample 2 the answer oftlie person in charge ofthe process involved. 
** Respondents should be selected randomly 

The purpose of both statistical analyses is to validate the answers. If for every 

organisational level, and every major process all answers are statistically the same, the 

mean obtained represents strong enough evidence to make conclusions on that question. 

If not, the team in charge of the self-diagnosis will have to use other tools, such as 

observation and the analysis of past information, before reaching a conclusion. Three 

examples can help to understand this concept. 

Example 7.1 Analysis of answers for a given question showing consistency 

Question number 24. Customer satisfaction is frequently measured by comparing the product and/or service of the 
company against competitors' product and/or service. 

Process in the value chain - Operation's SupPort 
I ]Procurement I Manuf2ctunnE I Froduct Desien i Marketine 

PIecbmc2I 

I AUminestrative 

Sampitl aI b 11 a bI A a b1 11 2 bI PI a b P a b 
Upptr managemen ' 2 

- 
5 5 5 2 3 ; L5 1 2 2 2. U A 

Middle ma"gemen 12 men 

I1 

-3 

'! 

2. b 

1 

3 4 3.51 4 3 J-b J 

0 11 Uperational pen one 3 on 

1 g J 

Ag V erag . 

ANOVA considering Procurement Manufacturing ProduCt Design Marketing 'Iechnical 
- 

Administrative 
- 

organisational levels as 33T - 1-5 W --5.5 33T 1-5 8 -7T3 W -5.3 

treatments SST, - 0.0 SST, - 4.0 SS, 0.0 SST, - 1.3 S&ft - 2.3 Ssr, - 1.3 

SSE - 1.5 SSE " L5 SSE 1.5 SSE - 1.5 SSE - 5.0 SSE - 4.0 

FOOS. 23 - 9-55 FO - 0.0 FO - 4.0 FO - 0.0 IF, - 1.3 FO - 0.7 
- - 

F, - 0.5 
- - - 1-765sistent 1--r-onsistent I -- ýr=stcni- j--ro-nsiwstent 1 77n sistent r 76 -i stent 

Analysis on the means of the chain value processes Total Sample 
W --9-00 

UM MMI OP I IL fEo-n-fidence Interval: 2.41 to 2.811 SST, - 2.17 

Procurement 2.5 2.5 12.5 12.5 SSE - 5.83 

Manuf2cturing. 1.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 FO - 0.6 

Product Design== -73 2.5 Conclusion: Consistent I 
Marketing -= == -77 

Technical support -77T = 17 ANOVA shows a consistencyon the opinion at different organisational levels. 

Administrative suppori IM- 73-T The individual means ofeach process are within the confidence interval 

wt-i-D it is statiscally valid to consider a grade of2.61 for this question. 
StlDev9 
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Example 7.2 Analysis of answers for a given question showing inconsistency 

among the organisational levels. 

Question number 80. Top management and/or the quality steering committee frequently take action 
to adjust or modify the corporate culture as necessary. 

Process in the value chain f_- Operation 5 Sup 
Procurement I Manufacturing I Product Design I marketing I Jectlawal I ACIMInistrative 

Sample a b A 
" 

a b IA 2 b 11 1a b a b 
- 

9 a b 9 ýLT 
----U-pper management 1 2 IS --I 1 1.0 1 2 1 1 1. 1 .0 . Middle manig-ement 

--- 
-T- 

- -7 
-"-T- 73. T --J- -T- 73.3- --S- -4- 

- - 
3 

- - 
3.5 

' 
4 3 J. 5 

- - 
J. J 

Operational personnel 3 -7- -3T- r 4 JV. 3T 
Average -zr = IrT 

Iforganisational levels are Frocurement Manufacturing ]Product Design - Marketing Technical Administrative 
- considered as treatments: 

Foos" 7 9.55 

337 -=5.5 

SS7), - 4.0 
SSE - 1.5 
FO - 4.0 

'337-= 773- 

SST, = 8.3 

SSE - 1.0 

FO = 12.5 

3,9T - -9 _8 

SST, - 5.3 
SSE - 1.5 
%-5.3 
-' 

337-- W 

SST, - 2.3 
SSE - 2.5 
FO = 1.4 

337-----; -9.5 

SST, - 7.0 

SSE - IS 

FO = 4.2 
- - 

- 75 337 

SST, - 7.0 

SSE - 0.5 
FO = 21.0 
- 

1 --Co-nsistent 1 -Ti-c-onsistent l =on-sistent I-T-onsistent =o nsistent Sconsistent 

117processes in the value chain are considered as treatments Totai hample 
W- 18.75 

SST, - 3.04 

Procurement UM MMI OP I [Eo-nfid-ence Interval: 2.37 to 2.90 SSE - 15.71 

Manufacturing 1.5 3.5 2.5 12.5 Fo - 0.3 

ProductDesign 1.0 3.5 1. / Conclusion: --Uo--nsstent 

Marketing 1.5 3.5 3.2.7 
Technical support -2. T 7T -z. r ANOVA shows an inconsistent opinion among the organisational level in the 

Administrative support == processes ofmanufacturing and administrative supportý but very consistent 
_IV. 717, among other processes. 

O-Can The recommendation is to have ftirther discussions with people ofthese 
Sto I Dev processes until getting consistency. 
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Example 7.3 Analysis of answers for a given question showing inconsistency among 

the organisational processes. 

Question number 61. The specifications for raw materials are in a written and actualised form, and always available for everybody 
within the production process and the laboratories. 

Process in the value chain Operation's Sup 
Procurement I N12nuf2etnrinv met D"ian I Marketina I T. eh. iel I Ad-inkfe. ti.. I 

Sample a b a b 9 a b p a b 9 a b a b p PT 
Uppermanagemen 1 1.5 3 4 3.5 4 3 3.5 4 4 4.0 2 3 2.5 11 3 2.0 2.5 

mien Middle manage 

j 

1 3 2.0 2 2. 2 4 3.0 4 4 4.0 4 4 4.0 1 1.5 IT 
ne 

_Operational 
personne I 1 1.0 

--L 
4 4.0 4 4 4.0 2 3 2.5 3 4 

1 
3.5 1 1 1.0 1.0 

It A ag verag 1.5 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.31 1.5 1.6 

If organisational levels are 
considered as treatments: 

Fo. os, 2j = 9.55 

Procurement Manufacturing Product Design Marketing Technical Administrative 
SST = 3.5 SST = 3.3 SST - 3.5 SST - 3.5 SST - 3.3 SST = 3.5 
SST, = 1.0 SST, - 2.3 SST, -1 .0 

SST, - 3.0 SST, - 2.3 SSTr - 1.0 

SSE = 2.5 SSE - 1.0 SSE - 2.5 SSE - 0.5 SSE -1 .0 
SSE - 2.5 

Fo = 0.6 Fo = 3.5 Fo - 0.6 Fo - 9.0 FO - 3.5 FO - 0.6 
Consistent I Consistent I Consistent I Consistent I Consistent I Consistent 

If processes in the value chain are considered as treatments 

Iconfidence interval: 2.5 to 3.06 

Product Conclusion: 

Tot2l Sample 
SST = 32.4 

SST, - 1.3 

SSE - 31.1 

Fo - 0.1 

CoWs-istent 

Technical supporl 2.5 4.0 3.5 3-3 ANOVA shows a consistent opinion among the different organisational 
Administrative supporl 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 levels and among all processes. However, the means of all processes are out of the 

Mean 2.78 confidence interval, which represent a general inconsistency. It is necessary 
Std Dev 1.2 to make a further analysis on this question before using its actual overall average. 

Once we have a consistent opinion average for each question, the next step is to 

estimate an average for each section of the questionnaire. The form presented in Table 

7.3 can be used for summarise this information. This summary provides a solid basis to 

assess the actual state of the potential quality management system. 
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Table 7.3 Self-diagnosis summary of answers format 

SELF-DIAGNOSIS SUMMARY OF ANSWERS 

Reputation, future 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Compaition 

29 
30 
31 
32 

A 

Strategic planning 
33 
34 
35 

36 

37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

Suppliers 

Human relation3 

Education / training 
93 
84 
85 

86 
87 
88 
89 

Prod. control 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 

120 
, 19 

121 

Leadership 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

Mission, vision 

Stakeholders 

16 
17 
is 
19 
20 
21 
22 

Customers' satisE 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

Administration 
43 
44 
45 
46 
li 

Process capability 
47 
48 
49 
so 

51 

219 

Product dcsign 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 

Operations mgL 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
A 

Innovation 
104 
105 
106 
107 
109 
109 
110 

Qu2lity control 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 

Customer servic 
127 

128 

129 

130 

A 

C Improvemen 

131 
132 
133 
134 
135 



73 System's Design: selection of quality management processes 

The outcome of the self-diagnosis supports the selection of the most appropriate QM 

processes and techniques to improve the organisation's performance. Information 

provided by the self-diagnosis must be interpreted in terms of the quality management 

processes contained in the conceptual model introduced in Chapter 6. For this purpose, 

each individual item of the questionnaire is re-classified according to the corresponding 

quality management process as presented in the conceptual model. This information can 
be summarised in the format provided in Table 7.4, where each group has as an 
identification the same code use in Chapter 6 to identify the QM processes of the 

conceptual system. 

As concluded in Chapter 6, different industrial sub-sectors put more emphasis on 
different sub-systems and QM processes to succeed as an organisation. However, while 
looking for more specific conclusions, a correlation analysis performed on the 
individual DI indices of each QM process versus the SS and/or the P indices generated 

some interesting conclusion. Depending upon the industrial sub-sector in which a given 

company participates, its quality management system should assign a higher priority to 

certain QM processes according to Table 7.5 (Note. - Processes with higher priority are 

represented by a shadowed spare). In this table, the notation used to identify the 
industrial sub-sectors is: 

Set Sub-sector 

11 Durable + Capital Goods 
12 Non-durable goods 
13 Intermediate goods (metal) 
14 Intermediate goods (non-metal) 
15 Intermediate goods 
21 High Volume Intermediate 
22 High Volume Non-Intermediate 
23 Low Volume Intermediate 
24 Low Volume Non-Intermediate 
25 High Volume 
26 Low Volume 

Set Sub-sector 

31 Metal 
32 Plastic / Glass 
33 Food / Agriculture 
34 Miscellaneous 
41 Auto industry 
51 Mexican Capital 
52 Foreign Capital 
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Table 7.4 Self-diagnosis summary of answers (classified by QM process) 
SELF-DIAGNOSIS SUMMARY OF ANSWERS 

(CLASSIFIED BY QM PROCESS) 

Ll 
2 
4 
7 
9 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21 
23 
A 

S4 HS 
5 
69 
72 
79 

ss 82 
F4-OT---l 

ss 
r-4-OT--l 

S6 

L2 S7 

31 

39 

D 
1 
6 
13 
14 
A 

LA 

si 
36 
107 
108 
ill 
112 
113 
114 

S2 

S3 

10 
33 
34 

ss 

Hi 
71 
75 
83 
84 
90 

H2 
76 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
91 
A 

H3 

H4 
68 
70 
73 
74 

78 
81 

A 

5 
69 
72 
79 
82 

H6 
80 

ml 
3 
24 
25 
27 
93 
130 
132 
133 
134 
A 

M2 
22 

M3 
29 
30 
p 

M4 
26 
32 
tL 

I 

01 

92 

95 

109 
110 

02 
47 
49 
50 
51 
52 
106 
115 

116 
117 
9 

03 

04 

os 

06 

07 

08 

99 
lis 
123 
125 
126 
127 

128 
129 
131 
11 

H 

cl 
48 
53 
54 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 

105 
I'm 

C2 

121 
122 
124 

0 

119 

120 
9 

Pi 
58 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 

P2 
55 
56 
57 
59 
65 
66 
67 
A 

Ql 

135 

136 
137 
139 
140 

Q2 

Q3 

Q4 
r 13-8 [---l 
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Table 7.5 Matrix of QM process emphasis by sub-sector 

Set 11 12 13 14 15 1 I., L /. -ij /. 4 251 261 31 321 331 34 411 511 52 All 
TT - 
LT 

TT 
LT 
si 
S2 

S5 
S6 

- ST 
S8 

TT 
H2 
H3 

T16- 
mI 
wff 
mx - 
-MT 
01 
02 

- OT 

OT 
06 

'7U'r 

I)y 

C2 
-CT 
-PT 

QI 
Q2 
Q3 
w 
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With this information on hand, the strategy to design the quality management system 
for a given company should follows this procedure. 

STEP 1 

Identify four industrial sub-sectors associated to the company under analysis (by type of 

market, volume, main component and origin or capital). 

STEP 2 

Using Table 7.5, count how many times each QM process is considered of higher 

priority in those sub-sectors. This count will be called the "emphasis index" (E index). 

STEP 3 

For each QM process compare the E index to the figure obtained in the self-diagnosis, 

which will be called the SD index. This comparison should be performed by deducting 

the SD index from the E index. 

STEP 4 

Select the QM processes to be strengthened and those that currently represent a strength 

of the actual management system. If the difference obtained in STEP 3 is positive, that 

particular QM process should be strengthened during the implementation process. On 

the other hand, if the difference is negative that particular QM process currently 

represent a strength of the actual management system of the company. 

STEP 5 

According to the current classification of the company under analysis (refer to Section 

6.6 "Detailed analysis of external factors". and more specifically to Figure 6.6), 

determine which other management processes should be included into the system and 
how to manage externalities. This step will increase the possibilities of moving the 

company to a more profitable status when the TQM system becomes more mature. 

This procedure is now explained through an example. 
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ExamRle 7.4 Procedure to design the quality management of a company 

Let us assume a Mexican company actually experiencing a hard situation in terms of its 

fmancial performance, although there have been some efforts to implement Quality 

Management processes and techniques. This company is in the auto-parts business, 

operating a high volume process of intermediate metallic products. 

The outcome of the self-diagnosis of this company is presented in next table. 
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SELF-DIAGNOSIS SUMMARY OF ANSWERS 
(Company example 4) 

Ll 
2 2.9 
4 3.6 
7 3.5 
9 2.7 
16 1.5 
17 3.9 
is 3.8 
19 2.3 

21 2.4 
23 1.9 
P 2.9 

L2 
N81.4 

20 2.1 
A 1.8 

U 
1 1.4 
6 1.7 
13 3.1 
14 2.6 
A 2.2 

LA 

r-1-5F -2.0 -1 

si 
36 3.9 
107 3.7 
108 2.4 
111 2.5 
112 1.9 
113 2*3 
114 1.5 
A 2.6 

S2 
F -377-3-3--l 

S3 
R 10 1.2 

33 1.7 
34 1.4 
A 1.4 

S4 
a 35 1.2 

38 1.9 
A 1.6 

S5 
F7; UT-2. -4-1 

S6 
E 28 3.2 

41 2.6 
2.9 

fl 

S7 
31 3.4 
39 2.7 
9 3.1 

ss 
r -42T-2.7--l 

Hi 
71 2.9 
75 3.8 
93 1.4 
94 1.9 
90 3.5 

2.7 

H2 
76 3.2 
95 2.6 
86 3.3 
87 2.9 
88 3.7 
89 3-7 
91 3.4 

[ýý3.3ý 

H3 
r -77T-23-1 

H4 
68 3.4 
70 3.6 
73 2.3 
74 2.1 
73 2.0 
81 19 

HS 
5 1.3 

69 1.4 
72 1.1 
79 1.8 
82 1.9 
911.5 

B6 
so 1 19 

mi 
3 3.7 
24 3.5 
25 3.6 
27 3.1 

93 2.9 

130 3.7 

132 3.5 

133 2.5 

134 2.8 

A 3.3 

M2 
[-22 1 37ý 

M3 
29 3.1 

30 23- 
3.0 

M4 
26 3.1 
32 3.1 
A 11 

01 

92 2.1 
95 2.2 
96 2.5 
109 3.1 
110 2.1 

11 1 2.4 

02 
47 3.1 
49 3.5 
so 3.6 
51 3.4 
52 2.2 
106 2.1 

116 1,7 
!!! 1*9 

117 3.5 

11 2.8 

03 
m 43 1.2 

45 1.8 
A 1.5 

04 
r 9-4 1--2--7-1 

os 
g 44 2.2 

97 1.9 
9 2.1 

g 

06 
r--46-F -3.97-1 

07 

08 
1.3 

118 1.6 
123 1.3 
125 1.5 
126 2.1 
127 1.9 
IVI ,0 
129 1.4 
131 1.7 
9 1.6 

ci 

48 3.2 
53 3.2 
54 3.8 
100 2.1 
101 3.7 
102 2.5 
103 l* 5 
104 2 *5 
105 3.7 

1.5 

3.197 
2.9 

C2 

121 1.2 
122 1.2 
124 1.5 
ýL :: I 

ý33 

C3 

119 3.7 
120 1.5 
A 2.6 

Pi 

58 2.1 
60 2.5 
61 3.1 
62 2.1 
63 1.9 

64 35 

P2 
55 1.2 
56 2.1 
57 1.3 
59 1.3 
65 1.7 
66 1 2.3 

67 2.1 
[-Il 1 1.7 

Ql 

135 2.3 

136 3.1 

137 2.7 
139 1.9 
140 2.1 
ýL I L4 

Q2 

Q3 
r- -127-173-1 

Q4 
riTST-1-9-1 
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With this information on hand, the procedure to design the TQM system for this 

company is as follows. 

STEP I 

The four sub-sectors more related to this company are: 21) high volume intermediate, 

3 1) metal, 4 1) auto industry and 5 1) Mexican capital. 

STEP 2 

In this case, the E index is estimated as follows: 

QM Process I Ll I L2 1 13 1 IA I Sl I S2 1 S3 1 S41 S 
Sub-sector2l 
Sub-sector3 
Sub-sector4l 

. 
Sub-sector 1 

El 
t 

- 
1 

lEmphasis Index 312 11 12 121-21 2- 11131 3 121 01 41 

QM Process - 1 H2 ID H4 H5 H6 MI M2 1M3 M4 01 02 
Sub-sector2l 
Sub-sector 
Sub-sector 
Sub-sector5l 
Emphasis Index 23 2 21 2-1 1 1112 2 11121 

QM Process 1 05 1061 071 081 Cl I C2 PI P2 Q2 3 
Sub-sector2l 
Sub-sector3l 

d 

Sub-sector4l 
m 

?l 

Sub-sector5l 
-- Emphasis lTd ex 212 21 41 3141 4 
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STEP 3 
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STEP 4 

Current Processes to 

strengths streng 
L I) Stakeholders and customer expectations 
L2) Stakeholders' satisfaction 
U) Mission and vision 
L4) Social and cultural values 
S 1) Technology availability 
S2) Capital available for re-investment 
T3) Strategic planning 
S4) Strategic guidelines 
S5) Re-engineering strategic actions 
TO Quality policies 
S7) Benchmarking analysis 
S8) Business process reengineering 
H 1) Promotion of a quality culture 
142) Training and educational prograrns_ 
1-13) Rewards and recognition 
144) Employees' satisfaction 
115) Employees' performance 
H6) Influence on the quality culture 
M I) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Profits distribution policy 
Ki3) Competitors' Operation 
M4) Market share 
01) Product and/or service design 
02) Production process planning 
03) Administration process planning 
04) Review of products design 
05) Information systems 
56) Administration process performance 
07) Productivity 
68) Quality Control of finished product 
Cl) Production control 
C2) Process control actions 
C3) Statistical Process Control 
P I) Quality assurance of inputs 
P2) Management of suppliers 
Ql) Quality improvement projects 
Q2) Audits to the quality system 
Q3) Quality steering committee 
Q4) Teamwork 
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In this table it is possible to conclude that although the current system is relatively rich 
in terms of the amount of processes already implemented (the difference between E and 
SD is negative), this company is missing very important QM processes. 

The company under analysis has to put more emphasis and increase its efforts to be 

more effective in the implementation and execution for the following actions: 

a) establish a Quality Steering Committee (or perhaps review its operation if the 

company already has one); 

b) the auditory system is not working properly and it should be re-defined (this could 
be the reason why the whole system is not operating properly) 

c) make a more detailed analysis of its stakeholders' expectations and measurement of 

their satisfaction; 

d) improve its strategic planning process, considering the possibility of using BPR with 

strategic purposes; 

e) define and spread throughout the organisations; more adequate quality policies; 

f) start a programme to improve the activities performed with the purpose of 

promoting a culture of quality among employees at all levels; 

g) design and implement a programme to reward and recognise the achievements in 

quality and productivity improvement; 

h) assign to the QSC the responsibility of measuring the employees' performance as a 

way of giving more direction to "Management of Human Behaviour" sub-system, 

i) re-plan or totally redefine the administration process (this could be a good 

opportunity to assess the possibility of moving the company to an administration 
based on processes instead of the actual functional administration; 
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j) make sure that SPC be used to execute actions for process control; 

k) review and define a different strategy to make more effectiv e the teamwork 

activities carried-out for quality improvement through the analysis of improvement 

projects. 

STEP 5 

Since this company is one with an actual TQM system with a relatively high DI index, 

but experiencing a poor financial performance, it can be classified as Type IV 

organisation (Section 6.6). However, the main purpose of this study should be to take 

this company from its actual position to convert it in a Type I organisation (one with an 

even better TQM system and good financial performance). 

On the basis of the conclusions of Section 6.6, companies Type IV in the Mexican 

industrial sector do not have the flexibility required to respond quickly to changes. 
Additionally, they usually are ineffective to prevent and solve problems. On the other 
hand, they usually do business with customers who have a stronger purchasing power. 
In fact, this is the case of the company of our example. Its quality improvement sub- 

system is not working well, and in the auto-parts business, assembly plants (their 

customers) are without any doubt a stronger force to negotiate with. 

This company should concentrate its efforts in making more effective its quality 
improvement sub-system. The competence of top managers in leading this change 
towards a more productive and flexible operation is a key element in getting a better 

position in terms of profitability. Additionally, this company should improve its 

capacity of innovation for the development of new products. Finally, a long-term 

strategic plan accompanied with appropriate quality policies will give the direction 

required by the operation to focus the improvement actions. 

The procedure just presented supports the analysis of the current state of the TQM 

system, and contributes to identify the QM processes that require more attention. In 
fact, the QSC should repeat it frequently (perhaps once a year) to audit if the TQM 
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system is operating correctly and giving direction to the company towards a more 

profitable status. 

The audit to the system allows the tracing of its performance to detect possible obstacles 

that suggest, its redefinition, or to change the strategies being used for implementation. 

The audit to the system is performed basically following the same procedure presented 
in this section, but it should incorporate the previous experiences had since the first 

attempts to incorporate QM processes into the management system of the company. 

A detailed analysis of the main causes of resistance to change can be very useful. The 

findings of this research indicate that the most important resistance to change is 

observed in top and middle management. For this reason, it is recommended to perform 

the audit with the support of an external agency (a consultant firm) to assure more 

objectivity on this analysis. 

7.4 Recommendations for the implementation and operation of the TQM system. 

After the analysis and selection of the QM processes in which the implementation 

should concentrate, the next step is to comment something on the programmes used to 

support the system. 

This section includes recommendations on the training and education programmes 
required to support the change, management of improvement projects through 

teamwork, reward and recognition systems, measurement of customers' satisfaction, 

sequence of implementation, and the recommended protocol to start up system's 
implementation. 

7.4.1 Training and educational programmes 

One of the QSC's responsibilities is the c6ntinuous monitoring of the effect of the 

performance and satisfaction of employees on the productivity and overall performance 
of the operation. As a result of this monitoring, the QSC should define training and 
educational programmes for the development and promotion of a culture of quality 
throughout the organisation. 
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The quality system requires a very strong educational support. Education is needed to 

get a change in mentality in all personnel, from operational workers to top managers. 
The main purpose of the educational programme should be to contribute in the creation 

of a culture of quality. The most important characteristic of this culture is the service 

attitude observed by all employees; an attitude of competitiveness and of fulfilment of 
the internal customers' requirements. 

On the other hand, in a total quality system, as in any other system, the people involved 

require to learn to perfonn on it. People need to develop certain intellectual skills such 
as Problem analysis and solving, the use of statistical tools, etc. These skills are needed 
for an appropriate execution of continuous improvement actions. 

The training and educational programme should covers the 3 phases of the Juran's 

Trilogy, since every employee must have skills to contribute in the whole cycle within 

the managerial process in which he or she is involved. Depending upon the specific 

responsibilities of each person, he or she has to define his or her own educational plan. 

The global educational objective for each stage of Juran's Trilogy is: 

I- Quality planning: to know how to use the QFD (quality fimction deployment) 

techniques and experimental design (ED) for the analysis and development of the 

quality characteristics of a product or service. 

2. Quality control: to know how to use control charts to detect abnormal situations (out 

of control), how to create quality standards, and how to decide where in the 

production or administrative process to locate items of control. 

3. Quality improvement: to know how to use the "7 basic tools" for the analysis and 
improvement of the production process, as well as to know how to use the "new 7 

management tools" for planning and improvement of the administrative process. 
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7.4.2 Education by type of responsibility 

Top management. - Education of top managers is not an easy task. However, the most 
important factor to succeed in TQM implementation is the attitude and commitment 

observed by them towards total quality. For this reason, education at this level plays an 
important role. 

Although the people of the top team are usually very busy with not much time for 

quality control activities, their contribution to quality planning and improvement is 

fundamental because of their experience and level of authority. within the organisation. 
The education of top managers should follows these recommendations: a) conduct it 

through short seminars, b) base it on the analysis of practical problems of the company 
(not from other companies), c) motivate top managers to participate in exhibitions and 

congresses inside and outside the company, and d) provide them appropriate reading 

material. 

The objectives of top management education should be: 

1) To make them conscious on the importance of total quality for the improvement of 

company's profitability by the elimination of processes that do not contribute to it. 

2) To convince them that the improvement in profits can be done without increasing 

company's capacity. 

3) To keep them informed and involved in the analysis and solution of the most 
important obstacles for TQM implementation. 

4) To demonstrate them that total quality concepts have been applied successfully to 

real life situation all over the world (there is an enormous amount of published 

articles to support this statement). 

5) To provide top managers the skills required for leading the TQM system in their 

company. 
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Middle management and staff personnel. - It is undeniable that operational personnel 

require to know how to apply the statistical tools. However, it is important not to put an 

over emphasis on this subject. Only few people within the organisation need to do 

sophisticated analyses to solve their problems. Because middle management could 

represent the strongest opposition to the implementation of the TQM system, middle 

managers should be trained in the following aspects: a) quality management theory, b) 

control charts, c) basic statistical tools, and d) the implementation aspects of the system. 

Technicians, engineers and some production workers should go deeper in the following 

aspects: a) more sophisticated statistical tools such as hypothesis testing, statistical 
inference, correlation analysis and analysis of probability distributions; and b) test 

methods and metrology. It is recommended the use of software to support the education 
in statistics. 

Production workers. - Training for production workers needs to be adapted to their 

educational level. It is important to notice that in Mexico the average years of formal 

education are between 5 and 6; although for the companies investigated in this study, 

this indicator must be at least 9 years or even higher in the case of the youngest 

population. It could be stressing to try to offer them sophisticated training in quality 

control at the beginning. 

The most important skills for production workers are to the able to follow the work 

methods and standards, and know how to apply control charts for the improvement of 
their own process. 

On the other hand, line supervisors deserve special attention in the educational 

programme. It is important to take care of the following aspects in training line 

supervisors. 

1. Supervisors need to know how to take advantage of their accumulated talent through 

the years of practical experience they normally have. 
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2. Because, nobody like to worker or longer, the first step when educating supervisors 

should be to demonstrate them how inefficient are sometimes the traditional 

methods they use, and how total quality can make them easier and more productive. 

3. Supervisors should understand the importance of their role for achieving quality and 

productivity improvement goals. 

4. Most supervisors are not used to think in statistical terms. 

5. Training in total quality for supervisor should be more than giving them a set of 

simple instructions. 

6. It is important to understand the importance of work standards and their relation to 

quality. 

7. Supervisor should exchange ideas and experience on TQM implementation with 

other supervisors from other organisations. 

8. A clear, direct and simple language should be used to train supervisors in total 

quality. 

9. Supervisors must be convinced that the company and top managers are taken 

seriously the implementation of the TQM system. 

A typical training programme in total quality. - As an example, a typical training 

programme in total quality is now presented. This programme focuses on all the 

organisational levels of production and administration, from top managers to production 

workers. Contents and duration of every seminar or workshop could vary depending 

upon the organisational level to which it is focused. Training should be partly 
theoretical, partly practical. Practice should include real situations the company is now 

experiencing, so people can start using the techniques and procedures for problem 

solving they are learning. 
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Table 7.6 shows how many hours of training are recommended for a given 
organisational level and a given topic. However, this is only an example and the 

appropriate time and emphasis on each topic should be determined according to needs 
observed in the self-diagnosis and on the basis of the QM process that have a higher 

priority for implementation. 

Table 7.6 Recommended educational programme 

UKU. LLVL `. ) j t-L an Middle Administrative Supervisors, Production 
ý Top Management Staff Quality Assistants Staff 

TOPIC 
ý 

rC 
- - 

anagement (all processes) (white collar) and Lab personnel (blue collar) 
U 0 ership for 
Competitiveness 24 12 ------ ------ ------ through TQM 
Customer service 16 24 16 16 8 and satisfaction 
Quality strategic 
planning and policy 24 12 8 8 
deployment 
Quality Function 
Deployment and 8 16 16 16 
product design 
Benchmarking and 
Business Process Res. 16 24 
engineering 
TQM philosophy 24 24 16- 16 8 and basic theory 
rrocedures and 
techniques for 8 16 24 24 24 
problem solving 
Statistical Process 
Control 4 16 24 24 24 
(control charts) 
Design of 
Experiments and 4 8 16 16 -- Statistical Inference 

- Teamwork for 
continuous 8 16 16 16 16 
improvement 
Human relations, 
motivation and 8 16 16 8 8 
communication 

- MatEe ematics and 
introduction to 16 16 
statistics 

7.43 Management of improvement projects through teamwork 

To put in practice a management system for teamwork is crucial element in any total 
quality management system. Projects usually focus on the improvement of 
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manufacturing operations, the quality of incoming materials, and in influencing the 
development and promotion of a culture of total quality. 

Improvement projects are executed to allow the organisation to solve the most 

significant problems that are obstructing it in getting its goals. Because of the different 

organisational levels and the responsibilities associated to each one of them, 
improvement projects vary from level to level. Middle managers and their personnel are 

usually involved in problems related to the deployment of strategic guidelines and 
quality policies into the operation. However, the administrative staff, supervisors, 
quality assistants, lab personnel and production workers are responsible to focus on 
operational problems. But in both cases, the methods used for problem solving are the 

same. 

Top managers' responsibilities usually include the analysis and solution of problems 

related with the definition of strategic guidelines in congruency with company's mission 

and vision. They are responsible for giving direction to the organisation. However, it is 

common to see top managers solving strategic and policy operational problems and 

middle managers solving production problems, while workers are not allowed to 

participate in problems solving. If this situation is happening, supervisors and workers' 
talent is wasted and what is even worst, nobody is taking care of giving direction to the 

company. 

Teamwork for improvement has two main purposes: 1) to contribute to improve 

company's performance, and 2) to ease people's intellectual growth allowing them to 

use their creativity in doing their work. An effective implementation and operation of 
teamwork requires of the following conditions: 1) individuals' interest to learn new 

concepts and skills, 2) freedom to participate voluntarily, 3) to give the same rights and 

responsibilities to all members of one team, 4) a balanced participation of all members, 

and 5) discipline in the use of techniques and procedures for problem solving. 

Teamwork will be incorporated into company's culture if its role is clear and does not 
take-over the responsibilities and authority of the formal organisational structure. 
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Topics discussed by team members should compatibles with company's policies and 

related to their job and responsibilities. Additionally, the analysis and solution of the 

problem under study should take no longer than 3 to 6 months. 

It is recommended to assign a room ffilly equipped for teams' activities. Meetings' 

frequency can vary from one hour per week to one hour per month, but it is very 
important that team members decide it. The Japanese recommend to manage teams' 

meetings outside working hours; however, in Mexico most companies use 50150 rule 
(half time in working hours, half time after work). 

Typically, the process to manage teamwork in many organisations in Mexico is as 
follows. 

1. The QSC invites everybody to form teams to participate in a quality improvement 

contest. 

2. The invitation includes an explanation of the rules of the contest: 

9 One month after the invitation, teams should register their projects. Projects 
have to contribute to company's quality goals set in the strategic plan. 
During the next 3.5 months, projects will be analysed following the established 
procedure for problem solving. At the end of this period, the analysis and 
solution process should be documented and sent to the organising committee 
(QSC) for evaluation. 
Projects' evaluation is done by an evaluation committee composed of QSC 

members. Every member has to select one winner team, one second place and 

one third place on each category. 

* The most common categories are: innovation, process optimisation, product's 

quality improvement, improvement of the working area, etc. 
The criteria for the judgement of each project are: problem selection, teamwork, 

creativity in the proposal of the solution, the use of standard methods for 

problem solving and benefits (not only monetary benefits) of the solution. 

* One month after the projects are collected for evaluation, the evaluation 
committee will dictate a verdict. 
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* At the time of the invitation, the QSC has to communicate the reward offered to 

the winners on each category. Non-winner teams will receive a recognition prize 
for their participation. 

4. Winner projects will be automatically recommended for implementation if the QSC 

considers it is feasible to do so. If not, they are asked to justify the reasons that caused 
them to reject project's implementation. 

5. The reward and recognition ceremony is not only the end of the quality improvement 

contest, but the beginning of a new one. At this point, it is important to incorporate the 

experience acquire to improve the management of teamwork in the company. 

7.4.4 Reward and recognition 

Top management, through the QSC, should offer rewards and recognition to those 

employees achieving their quality objectives and observing a culture of quality. The 

main purpose of rewards and recognition is to strength people's satisfaction and 

performance. 

Reward-recognition systems should take into account that to be more effective, they 
have to consider that each person has different needs. Any external force that 

contributes to satisfy his or her needs for sure will have an influence on his or her 

behaviour. An interesting reward-recognition system used in Mexico for this purpose is 

presented next. 

The system gives people being rewarded some kind of tickets or bonuses that can be 

exchanged for household goods. Each team member receives the same amount of tickets 

according to place got on an improvement contest. For example, members of the team 

that got the first place receive 1000 points, the second place gets 750 and third place 
500 points each. An individual can exchange his or her points for goods according to his 

or her own needs. In this way, a married person would like to exchange them for a small 

appliance or save them to be used later for a larger one; a single person would prefer to 

save his or her points to exchange them later for a bus ticket to the beach during his or 
her vacations. 
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Individuals' needs are as varied as people themselves. Any mechanism used for 

regulation of human behaviour should be as flexible as required to satisfy this wide 

variety of human needs. This is just an example and many more ideas can be used to 
design a flexible and effective reward and recognition system. However, it is important 

to mention that although money meets the characteristic of flexibility, it has probed to 
be effective only for a short period of time. 

On the other hand, some organisations recommend to promote the participation of 

employees' families in the recognition ceremony. This idea works in two directions: 

employees increase their satisfaction for the achievement obtained and family member 
become interested in total quality concepts. This last element contributes to promote a 

culture of quality among society member, and also it works for the future of the 

company since in Mexico most companies encourage their employees to invite their 

relatives to work for them. 

Rewards and recognition should be a way of keeping employees involved in problem 

solving through teamwork. However, they should never be the most important means to 
fulfil employees' basic needs. Salary and their share in the distribution of profits (an 

enforced 10% in Mexico) should be the best recognition for the performance of each 
employee. Extra reward and recognition in a quality system are only an external 
stimulus to motivate the change in culture required for people involvement and decision 

making; which is a pre-requisite of empowerment as mentioned in Chapter 4. 

Teamwork is only the mechanism to strengthen employees' responsibility and make 
them proud of what they are doing. In fact, it is incorrect to expect a significant 
improvement coming from projects executed through the different forms of teamwork 

such as quality circles, etc. The real improvement comes by the indirect effects of 
teamwork. Teamwork contributes to create a culture of quality and to establish a 
discipline of productivity and continuous improvement; these are the real consequences 

of teamwork. 

Finally, the most important objective of recognition should be the promotion of the 
fundamental human and work values for TQM. Values such as respect to others' ideas 
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and opinions, decision making through consensus, creativity, punctuality, responsibility, 
discipline in the use of techniques for the analysis and solution of problems, etc. 

7.4.5 Customers' satisfaction 

A key element of a TQM system is the measurement of customers' satisfaction. 
However, an important characteristic of this process is that it should be done in a 

relative form, comparing own quality level to the competitors' quality in relation to how 

it is perceived by customers according to their expectations. 

It is important to remember that customers' satisfaction does not come only from 

product's attributes, but also from the service activities associated to it from the point in 

which the order is generated up to the situation when the product requires service, 

maintenance or even replacement for obsolescence. To support total customers' 

satisfaction it is recommended to implement the following activities as part of the 

marketing sub-system. 

1. The analysis of consumers to define adequate policies in relation to the management 

of prices, product return and claims, advertising, environmental impact, public critiques, 

governmental regulations and company's relation with social groups. 

2. A system capable to offer a fast response to consumers' claims, to public critiques 

and to governmental regulations. The main purpose of this system is to contribute to 

keep a good external image of the company. A good external image has a favourable 

impact on the perception of quality by customers. 

3. The establishment of communication channels to make public the efforts carried out 
by the company to manufacture safe, quality and environment friendly products. 

4. To keep a close contact with community and social leaders who can have a 
favourable effect on the image of the company and its products and services 
(researchers, social and opinion leaders, etc. ) 
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5. To offer seminars to the community or to participate in congresses in which the 

company let know the society about its social responsibility and how it is achieved. 
To achieve total satisfaction of consumers, manufacturers should have an effective 

communication channel to inform them about how the product can fulfil their needs, 

now and in the future. 

The development of a reputation of quality is the most valuable asset of any 
organisation. However, a permanent reputation can not be built only with advertising. 
Only a quality product and service can do it. Even world-class manufacturers offer a 
quality guarantee policy to support the image of their products. 

7.4.6 Recommended sequence of implementation 

The outcome of the practical research indicates that the recommended sequence of 
implementation seems to be appropriate. However, this section of the questionnaire was 
interpreted by respondents in terms of the implementation steps needed to implement 

the system at its operational level (quality improvement, operational planning, 

management of human behaviour, management of suppliers and quality control sub- 
system. In general, the implementation sequence followed by the majority of Mexican 
industrial organisations is Presented in Figure 7.2. 
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Figure 7.2 Recommended sequence of implementation 

Steering Conunittee 

stakeholders and customers' 
expectations 

mission and vision 

Policies 

policies into the operation 
of the company 

impiementation ot an Keciesign ot proclucts ai 
intensive educational and production processes 

promotional programme in 
total quality 

I 

impiernentanon oi a quanty 
and productivity 

improvement programme 
through teamwork 

(focused on the quality of 
the finished product and 
customers' satisfaction) 
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It is important to notice that the investigation could not find a strong evidence to support 

a recommendation for the sequence of implementation of these QM processes: 
distribution of the benefits among stakeholders, business process re-engineering, 

rewards and recognition, definition and promotion of corporate values, measurement of 

stakeholders' satisfaction, employees' performance and satisfaction, planning of the 

administrative process and the measurement of its performance, analysis of competitors 

and benchmarking. For their implementation sequence, it is suggested to follow the 
theoretical flow proposed in Chapter 5 for these processes. The QSC should give special 
attention to the appropriateness of these recommendation. 

Another significant recommendation at this point is to make sure that mission and 

vision statements, as well as the definition of corporate values serve to provide an 

effective direction to company's operation. Real leadership for a company's success 

consists in defining and making sure all employees understand the direction towards the 

organisation should move, and have the means and ability to contribute to this purpose. 
This kind of leadership is only possible if the following conditions are met: 

1. The Mission statement is created around the generic strategy of the company and the 

expectations of customers and stakeholders. Company's top executives should choose 

the strategy of offering a differentiated product or service, or to be cost leaders. This 

statement should declare what the company is actually offering into each market 

segment, the technological level used for this purpose and who and how it intends to 
benefit. 

2. The Vision Statement should communicate the intended competitive position for the 

company in the future. 

3. Corporate values should be congruent with company's main shareholders and top 

executives own values and principles, but also with those values socially accepted. 

4. Quality policies have to inforin in simple words the benefits, in terms of value added, 
that the company is committed to transfer to customers through its mission fulfilment. 
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5. The proper identification of customers (in each market segment), as well as their 

requirements and expectations (tangible and intangible), are required. 

6. Strategies should answer the question: what should we do to ensure the fulfilment of 

company's mission and to direct it towards the point indicated in its vision? 

7. Strategies must be congruent with the generic strategy and placed within the 

framework provided by corporate values and the quality policies. 

8. The definition of competitive strategies requires the full understanding of the decision 

making process followed by the customers / consumers at the time of buying. 

9. There should be at least one strategy for each stage on the value chain: procurement, 

production, design, distribution, marketing, financial 'management, operation 

management, information management and human resources management. 

10. From each strategy, the QSC should develop strategic guidelines. Figure 7.3 shows 

the form in which the strategic guidelines are spread throughout the organisations, from 

top management to the operational level. 

Fisn, ire 7.3 Spread of strategic guidelines 

TOP 
MANAGEMENT 
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11. These actions constitute the basis for creating the "macro management process" or 
MaP, needed to fulfil company's mission and to move it towards its vision. 

12. The Mal? should be integrated and interconnected to form the organisational. 

management system. Each one has its inputs (which are the outputs of other MaPs), 

internal activities to process inputs, and its outputs (which are the inputs of other MaPs). 

13. Each macro management process is composed of a set of also interrelated more 

specific "Micro Management Processes". A MiP is a set of specific management actions 

executed by a permanent team assigned for this purpose. Each MiP team is responsible 
for the satisfaction of its customers' needs and expectations. 

Fimire 7.4 Macro and micro-management processes 

SUPPLIERMaP 

14. At this point, the PDCA cycle becomes a key element for the Quality Improvement 

and Quality Control Sub-systems. MiPs' planning is the result of the procedure just 
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described in this section. However, to complete the cycle, each MiP should have 

defined an item of control. So, the team in charge of its execution can exercise the 

verification and the action steps as frequently as needed to make the necessary 

adjustments to assure the satisfaction of its internal customer. MiP teams using the 

PDCA for this purpose is the real essence of continuous improvement. The performance 

assessment of individuals for reward and recognition purposes should be based on their 

contribution to continuous improvement. 

Continuous improvement is as effective as the effectiveness achieved by company's 
leaders in providing the direction required by operational employees to focus their 

efforts towards the fulfilment of mission and vision. 

7.4.7 The protocol for the start-up of the Quality Improvement Sub-system 

For people at the operational level, the Quality Improvement and Control sub-systems 

are the part of the system they can feel more closer to their own work. For this reason, it 

is important to follow an independent procedure for the start-up of the operation of 

these sub-systems. This procedure will be called "the protocol for the start-up of the 

Quality Improvement and Control Sub-systems", which is better explained through the 

diagram presented in Figure 7.5 
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Fijzure 7.5 Protocol for the start-up of the quality control and improvement sub-systems 

Control Programme by the Company's 

Director and the OSC 
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Consolidation of contin ous 
improvement in pilot (nezut) MiP 

Improvement and Control 

proRramme to next MiP 

Lducation in TQM for all employees 

at the operational level (as described 

in Table 7.6) 

Audit to monitor the performance of 
the Quality Improvement and Control 

Selection of a pilot (or next) MiP and 
its team for the start-up of the Q1 &C 
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7.5 Leadership for the operation of the TQM system: the role of the Quality 

Steering Committee and its co-ordinator 

The outcome of the practical research showed that some of the most important obstacles 
faced by Mexican industrial companies during TQM implementation are related to the 

natural resistance to change. There is resistance to change in top managers as well as in 

middle managers. This resistance can be explained from a cultural perspective. As 
discussed in Chapter 4, Hofstede found that Mexico's culture has a high distance power, 
a relatively high uncertainty evasion and tends to be more collective than 
individualistic. As a consequence of these characteristics, an average Mexican tends to 
follow his or her formal leader without questioning anything, and expects from him or 
her an order before making any movement. This kind of attitude is stronger at the lower 

organisational levels, but as a complement, top leaders expect such behaviour from their 

subordinates and are not very prone to assume risky strategies. Additionally, the 

collectivist characteristic of the Mexican culture also suppresses the innovation required 

to stay ahead of competitors. In summary, there are too many followers and not enough 

real leaders. 

Obviously there is not a simple solution for the problem just explained. However, 

industrial leaders should make the first movement to change the culture of their 

organisations towards a more aggressive one. They should be willing to work closer to 

operational employees and to encourage them to participate in the continuous 
improvement process. Top leaders are responsible as well of providing direction and 
focus to the operation (according to company's mission, vision and values), and to let 

natural leaders at this level to use their talent in conducting teamwork activities in that 
direction. 

Top management should have an active participation in the Quality Steering 

Committee. The QSC is usually integrated by top managers and a full time co-ordinator. 
It is responsible for monitoring the performance of the TQM system and its effect on the 
fulfilment of the expectations of stakeholders and customers. This monitoring process 
should be done by the frequent analysis of the performance of the QM process that act 
as feedback elements within the sub-systems and in their interconnection. . The QM 

processes that act as feedback and / or interconnection elements are: 
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1. Stakeholders' satisfaction 
2. Customers' satisfaction 
3. Effectiveness on the spread throughout the organisation of strategic guidelines and 

quality policies 
4. Employees' performance and satisfaction 
5. Productivity of the operation 
6. Quality of the finished product 
7. Performance of the administration process 
8. Bechmarking of competitors and best practices 
9. Audits to the quality system 
10. Quality of incoming materials 

Other important responsibilities and activities performed by the SQC are: 

The analysis of company's mission, vision and values regarding their 

focus on the fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations. 

The analysis of weaknesses and core competence of competitors, through 

Benchmarking. 

e To develop corporate strategies and to determine the quality policy for customers' 

satisfaction. 

To conduct strategic re-engineering actions for the re-invention of major processes 

required to assure the fulfilment of company's mission and vision within the 

corporate values, and in the direction established by the strategies. 

To spread throughout the organisation the strategic guidelines as an input to the 

operational planning of products, processes and administrative procedures. 

9 To assess, compensate and recognise human performance under the new managerial 
concept. 
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e To manage the implementation of the TQM system. 

To participate in the training and educational programme especially designed for 

them. 

* Directors or Managers having the highest responsibility on each major management 

process of the company must be the most enthusiastic promoters of the system's 
implementation and success within their own areas. They should assess the 

performance of their subordinates in terms of contribution to quality achievements. 

SQC should meet as frequent as possible (at least every 15 days at the beginning of the 
implementation process). A typical agenda of these meeting could be: 

a. Monitoring of the implementation process for detection of obstacles or 

problems being faced. The most important difficulties to look at are those 

related to the cultural change such as the movements towards a collaborative 
decision making, employees' interest for teamwork participation, the 

effectiveness of the reward and recognition system, the competence and effects 

of the training and educational programme, the increase in innovation 

throughout the company, etc. 

b. Checking of progress achieved in the build-up of the managerial infrastructure 

(sub-systems, techniques, procedures, etc. ) required for the operation of the 

system. 

c. Monitoring of the 10 performance indices mentioned at the beginning of this 

section. 

Meetings are usually conducted by the QSC co-ordinator, who should procure a 
balanced participation of all QSC members. 
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It is important to mention that the QSC co-ordinator needs full support of the top 

management team, so he or she can have free access to every organisational process 
throughout the company. 

7.5.1 The QSC co-ordinator 

Organisational position 

QSC co-ordinator should be a ftdl time position, and it is not recommended to combine 

with other responsibility within the company. It has to be a different position to the 

quality manager, who normally is responsible for auditing and support to the quality of 

the finished product. QSC co-ordinator reports directly to company's Director, who in 

fact should hold the highest responsibility for the success of the company. The TQM 

system is expect to be the most important support for this purpose. 

The QSC co-ordinator usually has the following responsibilities: 

1. To promote and procure the growth of the TQM system within the company. 

2. To co-ordinate, supported by QSC members, the development of the quality 

policies. 

3. To supervise the elaboration of the operational plan of each organisational process. 
This plan should contain their commitment for quality. 

4. To make sure that all employees have received a basic training in problem solving 

and quality/productivity improvement. 

5. Work as an internal consultant for the implementation of the PDCA cycle and the 
definition of the items of control in everý major organisational process. This activity 
includes the determination of the most appropriate technique to be used for 

controlling such items. 
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6. Design of the information system required for measuring the 10 performance indices 

that the QSC is responsible to monitor periodically. 

7. To select the organisational process in which to start the pilot test for the 
implementation of the quality improvement sub-system, and the subsequent 

processes to continue it. 

8. To monitor the progress achieved on quality and productivity improvement in each 

organisational process. 

9. To design a training programme for new employees so they can participate as soon 

as possible in the activities of the quality improvement sub-system. 

10. Design and implement the reward-recognition programme, and later he or she 

should monitor how it is working. 

1. To monitor the evolution from the actual decision making and leadership style to a 

one more supported on consensus, collaboration and participation. 

12. To promote and manage the implementation and execution of the concept of 
teamwork for quality improvement. 

13. To organise meetings to exchange and share experiences with people from other 
companies. If the company is part of a large conglomerate, this activity is relatively 

easy. If not, the QSC co-ordinator must find the appropriate place and opportunity to 

expose company's achievements in the implementation of TQM. 

14. To co-ordinate the QSC meetings, supporting company's Director to conduct them 

and contributing to assure the execution of the strategies issued by the committee in 

relation to the implementation and operation of the system. 

It is recommended to select QSC co-ordinator among the personnel who has been long 

time in the company. It is important to make sure that he or she has a good reputation as 
a person fully committed to quality. 
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It is meaningfiil to mention that TQM implementation needs the total consideration of 
the outcome of the self-diagnosis and a detailed analysis of the strategy required for 

achieving the change towards a culture of quality. By doing this, it would possible the 

correct selection of the most appropriate QM processes and an adequate planning of the 

strategy for implementation and operation of the system. 

A final and important suggestion is to make sure that the incorporation of TQM into the 

current management system will not be an unmanageable disturbance for company's 
direction and operation. This situation usually occurs when a management system is 

deeply rooted into an organisational culture opposed to total quality fundamentals. In 

this case, TQM implementation has to be slower because a change in culture is always a 

very slow process, especially if it is not motivated by a crisis. The company's direction 

and the SQC have to be patient. If the implementation process were inappropriately 

accelerated, it for sure would constitute a waste of money and time, and what is even 
worse, the organisation would get "inoculated" against TQM. 
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CHAPTER 8 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

,I 

8.1 Summary and originality of the research 

Business management literature has given a strong emphasis to TQM during the last 10 or 

15 years. However, this is not a surprise. Companies throughout the world are really 

worried about their future. They have realised that to get the preference of the market, they 

should offer a product or service that provides a value-added much larger than the efforts 

made by the consumer to acquire it. This seems to be an easy and logical idea; however, it 

is a hard one to make it real, especially in countries where the word "competition" was an 

unknown term until recently. Suddenly, not only Mexican companies, but Mexican people 
have to face very strong domestic competition because of the changes in trade regulations, 

as explained in Chapter 1. This Chapter also addresses the economic turbulence prevailing 
in Mexico due to the obsolescence of the previous macro-economic model based on an 
import-substituting policy. The most significant consequence of this problem has been the 

reduction, despite the increase in population, of the domestic demand. So, the problem of 
Mexican companies has been not only to face a stronger internal competition inside the 

country, but also to turn to go outside in search of markets where to distribute their 

products. In summary, Mexican organisations; are not any more in a privileged situation; 

they have to be competitive or disappear. 

When the change started in the mid 1980s, only some industrial sectors reacted and 
immediately started to search for process and management technology that would help them 

to become more competitive. The sector that did this with most success was the auto 
industry; assembly plants first, suppliers later at their request. Other sectors started making 
some efforts to implement quality management techniques (not systems), but not very 
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successfully. This situation was clearly demonstrated in this research. The only industrial 

sector that could be considered as Type I (high DI and high profitability) was the auto 
industry; the two assembly plants investigated and one of their suppliers. 

An important factor for the success of auto-assembly plants in incorporating total quality 

management into their management system is their unquestionable need for being world- 

wide competitive. Mexican assembly plants are the best chance for American auto 

companies (because of the cost of labour in Mexico and the attitude of unions in the USA) 

to compete against the Japanese in their own domestic market. American auto 

manufacturers decided, at the beginning of the 1980s, to do their best in improving the 

quality and productivýtY of their operation in Mexico. Now, the auto industry in Mexico is 

the most important contributor to the export of manufactured products. In fact, this industry 

could easily adjust its operation focusing on exports after the problems occured to the 

Mexican "peso" at the beginning of 1995. This adjustment was only possible due to the 

consolidation of the TQM systems implemented by these companies. On the other hand, not 

only the automobile sector has became more competitive because of TQM implementation, 

other individual Mexican companies (not whole sectors) have succeeded in this effort. This 

research identified the strategies followed by successful companies (in terms of 

profitability) in incorporating TQM into their management systems. Based on this 
identification, it also proposes a methodology for the selection of the most adequate quality 

management processes for a given industrial company with similar characteristics to those 

of the companies investigated. 

After justifying the importance of using TQM as a strategy to improve the competitiveness 

of the Mexican industry, the next big problem faced by this research was to define TQM 

itself. Many people talk about it as if it was a clearly defined term. However, when they 

start to describe it, it is easy to notice that each person is talking about something different. 

Perhaps the only commonality is that everybody considers TQM as a managerial concept 
for quality and productivity improvement. Because of this situation, it was very important 

to define TQM before going into its measurement and analysis in the Mexican 
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environment. In order to avoid the use of others' interpretation of the original concepts of 

total quality management, it was decided to start from the ideas provided by the so called 

"quality gurus". These ideas were listed, classified and interrelated to develop a TQM 

conceptual model, which was the foundation for the field investigation performed on the 

Mexican labour-intensive industrial sector. The theoretical framework was enhanced by the 

research of other managerial topics related to quality management, such as teamwork, 

decision making, customer value, product development, management of suppliers, process 

design, benchmarking, continuous improvement versus radical improvement, and 

systematic approaches to quality improvement (ISO 9000 and Quality Awards). The 

conceptual model, extended in terms of managerial processes, was then used as the ideal 

TQM system. The research hypothesis at this point was: the more processes of the model 

implemented by a company, the more healthy (financially speaking) it should be. The rest 

of the research concentrated in analysing the validity of this hypothesis in different 

industrial sectors. 

The combination of a theoretical and practical research allowed to get much useful 

information to ease the implementaiton of TQM in Mexican industry. The fluee most 

significant and original contributions to knowledge provided by this investigarion are: 

1) It introduces a comprehensive TQM model that integrates into one management system 

most, if not all, of the quality management techniques available in the literature. 

2) It explores the emphasis given to different quality management process in different 

industrial sectors, and proposes a methodology to use this information for the design of an 

adequate TQM system; one that follows the path followed by the "winners". 

3) On the basis of an extensive literature research and the analysis of the information 

provided by the organisations investigated, this study presents a complete set of 

recommendated procedures to followed during the implementation and management of the 

system. 
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This knowledge was not available in Mexico before; in fact it is not available worldwide. 
Each company has to create its own strategy for TQM implementation; to apply the 

strategies followed by those that succeeded can save money and time. Certainly it will 

contribute to propitiate the appearance of more and more competitive industries in the 

country. 

8.2 Contribution of the research to knowledge. 

The theme addressed by this research, the implementation of TQM systems, is one of the 

most discussed topics on the specialised literature. However, although there are many 

publications regarding this issue (Tannock 1989), (Gomez-Aguirre 1990), (Griffiths 1990), 

(Russell 1990), (Weaver 1991), (Persico 1992), (Brocka & Brocka 1992), (Kane 1992), 

(Raymond 1993), (Spechler 1993), (Steele 1993), (Wellins et al. 1993), (Creech 1994), 

(Falconi 1994), (Salaza 1994), (Jablonsky 1995), (Weaver 1995), (Barron & GJerde 1996), 

(Kanji 1996), (Terziovski et al. 1996), (Liang 1996) just a few of them attemp to provide a 

systemic approach to the implementation of total quality management. The previous 
knowledge regarding this topic is very poor. It could be said, and not only for the Mexican 

case, that none of them provide a systemic approach as the one presented in this study. For 

this reason, it was decided to start this research from the basic thoughts on TQM; those 
I provided by the so-called "quality gurus". An analysis on the publications mentioned above 

could lead this study to a biased conclusion. 

However, there are some publications that need to be mentioned at this point because they 

make some interesting contributions to this field of knowledge. One of them is the study 
"TQM: Forging ahead or falling behind? ", conducted by Development Dimensions 

International, the Quality and Productivity Management Association and Industry Week 
(1993) to identify the specific practices that have contributed to the success of more than 
500 organisations in North America (Canada, USA and Mexico). Another study is the one 
published by C. Carl Pegels (1995) with the title "TQM: a survey of its important aspects", 
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which is mostly bibliographical research that integrates most of the quality managment 

techniques available. Both studies are very interesting, but their analyses were made 

considering the total quality techniques in an isolated way, not from a systemic perspective. 
Another publication of experiences on TQM implementation is the book "Cases in TQM" 

from Oakland & Porter (1994). This book contains interesting cases of European companies 

and its focus is more integrated than others' because it includes not only the implementation 

of techniques for quality improvement and control, but also the cultural change required for 

TQM implementation and the incorporation of the business strategies into the quality 

system. Many other books have tried to provide a guide for TQM implementation since the 

beginning of this decade; however, there are not many books on the field published 

recently. Perhaps writers are realising that it is impossible to develop a universal guide for 

this purpose. Each company, although following general steps, has to create its own 

strategy for the implementation of TQM systems. 

Another characteristic of the literature available for the implementation of TQM is that it is 

mostly related to the experiences of American or European companies in their participation 
in Quality Awards, such as the Malcolm Baldrige Award or the European Quality Award. 

The Japanese are not very keen on publishing their experiences. Magazines such as Quality 

Progress and the Quality Management Journal of the American Society for Quality, Total 

Quality Management from Carfax Publishing Company, etc. frequently issue cases and 

experiences on the implementation of some TQM practices and techniques, but not of the 

whole system. On the other hand, consulting fmns that offer training and advise for the 

implementation of TQM as part of their services dislike to make public their experiences, 

perhaps because it is what they sell. The research on the field conducted by universities 

world-wide has not been as ample as required. One possible reason is that the academicians 

who consider it just as an application of traditional managerial concepts have 

misunderstood the topic, and they have not recognised the enhancement given to 

management theory by the holistic approach of total quality. Boaden (1996) as an example, 

argues that the principles commonly accepted as defining TQM are not unique to it but are 
part of other organisational change proposals. This argument is not false, but what this 
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article does not consider is that TQM is in fact the integration of all those techniques into 

one system for managing the business. The result is that TQM is promoted more by people 
from industry and consultants than by academicians. It is only recently that universities are 

starting research lines on the field. TQM as a Systems theory has faced a similar obstacle, a 
failure to develop methods for dealing with the forces for the status quo (Molander & 

Sisavic 1994). 

Another perspective addressed by this study, usually not considered in research or articles 

on this field, is the analysis of the economical impact of TQM on the companies that 

implement it. Chong (1996) in a study conducted in California demonstrated that 

companies that actively embrace TQM will not guarantee financial success because much 

of it depends on the rate of their effective adoption vis-a-vis their competition in the market. 
This kind of approach could have been used in the research conducted in Mexican industry, 

which only considered a direct relationship between the company's DI index and its 

financial performance without analysing the interrelation of all competitors seeking the 

same total sales volume in a given market. In summary, previous knowledge on the field of 
TQM implementation was enhanced by the results of this research because it provides a 

systemic Total Quality Management model. This model integrates all the techniques 

available and introduces a methodology that helps the organisation in defining those that 

need more emphasis to have a better chance of achieving financial success. 

Chapter 1 justifies the importance of TQM for the Mexican economy after the opening of 
its markets to foreign competition, and how it was immediately adopted by industrial 

organisations. Despite the interest and commitment of most managers for investing money 

on this purpose, the study demonstrated that just a few of the companies implementing 

TQM are really having an acceptable financial performance. Although it is hard to quantify, 
the total amount of money spent in this country for the implementation of quality 

management is a huge amount of money. The lack of knowledge available in Mexico on 
how to incorporate quality management concepts into the management system of a 
company causes a waste of money, perhaps the scarcest resource in the country. 
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Usually, the typical recommendation to start a TQM programme (not necessarily a system) 

that a Director receives from a consultant is to begin with an extensive educational 

programme. The argument used is that it will contribute to ease the cultural change required 

for quality and productivity improvement. This argument is not false, but it is incomplete. 

Culture is more influenced by the system (social and technical) in which it operates than by 

a given number hours of training. If the social and technical sub-systems change within a 

company, training will be required to acquire the skills needed to perform well in the new 

system, and people will ask for it. But training per se does not necessarily change a social 

(less a technical) system. Educational programmes are very expensive and their benefits 

hard to estimate or quantify. However, they provide a sense of progress in the 

implementation of the system. This does not mean that this study recommends the 

elimination of educational programmes in quality, but that they should be introduced just 

when they are needed, not before. On the other hand, to establish a strategy to decide what, 

who and when to implement the different elements that conform the sub-systems of a TQM 

model is not an easy task and progress seems to be slow; however, it is the foundation of 

the system. To build a system with a solid base will be eventually more cost and time 

effective. 

The findings of this study, which derived into the methodology introduced in Chapter 7, 

could help industrial organisations with similar characteristics than those investigated to 

save money and time in TQM implementation. This knowledge was not previously 

available in Mexico, and now large (and medium) sized organisations can use it to facilitate 

the incorporation of a TQM system into their management system. 

83 Limitations and applicability of the results. 

Due to its own subjective and in some sense intangible nature, this investigation has some 

limitations and its conclusions and recommendations regarding its applicability are not 

universal. The most significant ones are listed and commented next. 
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1. As commented in Chapter 3, Total Quality Management is a concept without a precise 
definition. However, this lack of precision has not been an obstacle for the popularisation of 

the term all over the world, but it is important to recognise that its wide and relative 

meaning involved some risks for this research. Before analysing a proposal regarding TQM 

implementation it is important to know how the author defines TQM. Most definitions do 

not have a systemic approach, and usually refers to only three of the sub-systems contained 

in the system proposed in this study: management of suppliers, quality improvement and 

process control. An important limitation of this study is that its conclusions and 

recommendations refer only to the TQM practices and techniques contained in the 

conceptual system supporting this study, and in the form they are interrelated. In this way, a 

company using the methodology proposed by this study has to consider the implementation 

of the whole system, giving the recommended emphasis to different management processes 

according the its own classification (see Example 7.4). 

2. Although the investigation focused on labour-intensive large industrial organisations, its 

application could be extended to other industrial sectors such as medium sized or capital 
intensive companies. This recommendation is feasible only if the audits to the system are 

conducted more frequently, monitoring its impact in improving company's financial 

performance, and correcting the implementation strategy as needed. However, it is not 

recommended to extend its use to micro and small organisations. Due to their own nature, 

this kind of organisation usually concentrate many managerial processes, decisions and 

responsibilities in one person, which gives him or her a very high level of authority and 

power. The concentration of power makes difficult to practice effectively basic TQM 

concepts such as participation, delegation, consensus, teamwork, empowerment, etc. This 

does not mean that TQM is not applicable to micro and small organisations, but that more 

research on this topic is needed, especially for the Mexican case where most of these 

companies operate very informally and outside fiscal regulations. On the other hand, the 

applicability of this research can not be either extended to service organisations, or any 

other type of organisation (government, education, etc. ). Such organisations, due to their 
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nature, need definitely a much stronger emphasis on the management of human behaviour 

and the marketing sub-systems than an industrial organisation. In industry, blue-collar 

employees normally do not face directly the customers, while in service organisations these 

employees have the responsiblity to provide them a direct service. The TQM system has to 

be very effective to develop a strong service attitude and good manners among all 

employees because these elements are the most important factor in quality perception in the 

service sector. The proposed model in this thesis does not make a significant contribution 

on this matter. 

3. Because of the limited budget available to conduct this research, the process utilised to 

gather information from the selected companies was not the ideal one. Although the persons 
interviewed demonstrated to be people very informed and with so many hours of training in 

the field, the whole study is based on the opinion they have about the performance of the 

quality system they created, manage and are responsible for. The ideal situation would have 

been to conduct a more detailed audit to the quality system of the companies involved in 

the study, perhaps to apply a more extensive questionnaire such as the one proposed for the 

self-diagnosis in Chapter 7, which involves more people's opinion. However, doing so in 

82 companies would have consumed a huge amount of resources, and not many 

organisations would have been willing to collaborate. 

4. At the time when most, of the information was gathered, during the period 1995-96, the 

companies investigated were operating under a very hard economic situation because of the 

severe crisis of the Mexican economy, and their financial performance was experiencing a 

strong pressure because of this situation. This condition necessarily altered their individual 

implementation programmes, and the emphasis given to each element on the system could 
be responding to a particular need of that moment, and not as part of the original or the 

most appropriate strategy. It is important to mention, however, that for some companies 
Mexico's economic crisis represented a good opportunity for improving their financial 

performance. Some companies with an operation requiring a low level of working capital 
and having a low debt had the opportunity to take a financial advantage by managing the 
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cash surplus. On the other hand, companies that were surprised by the peso crisis at the end 

of 1994 having a debt in dollars (that suddenly doubled in less than 24 hours) or a high debt 

in pesos (interest rates in pesos went from 18% to around 60%), had to face an 

unmanageable problem that, without any doubt, affected their financial performance. This 

"noise" contained in the information used in Section 6.6 could have altered the conclusions 

of the analysis of externalities and the classification of companies as Type I, II, III, IV or C. 

5. The study was conducted in companies located in the 3 largest cities of the country, and 

although 90% of the sales volume of the 500 Expansion list is concentrated in these 3 

places, the conclusions of the research do not necessarily extend to the rest of Mexico. 

Perhaps a more precise title for this research could be "analysis of the TQM implementation 

strategies followed by industrial organisations located in Mexico's 3 largest cities". Many 

factors of all types are different in these cities than the rest of the country. The availability 

of infrastructure, human resources, financial resources, raw materials, health services, 

education and consulting services, communications, entertainment, customers and almost 

everything required to rim a business is much better in these 3 metropolitan areas than in 

other places, not to mention that most transactions and decisions related to government 
have to take place in country's capital. So companies prefer to be close to where the action 
is. In summary, because organisations operating outside these 3 geographical zones face 

other difficulties in form and intensity, the emphasis they should give to the QM processes 

of the proposed model must be different. 

6. Changes in process and information technology combined with the consolidation itself of 

the open-economy policy in Mexico as well as in other countries and in general of the 

globalisation process, will require organisations to develop new capabilities to succeed in a 

more competitive and interrelated world. To know how to foresee and manage effectively 

externalities, such as the frequent financial crisis provoked by political or economical 
decisions made at the other side of the globe, will constitute the best asset for any company 

and the most important skill of top managers in the future. Because of this, the conclusions 

of the research are valid only for a relatively short period of time and will need to be 
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constantly updated. Research centres on the field in Mexico and everywhere need to be 

committed to permanently conduct investigations like this one. 

This investigation has many more limitations, but those addressed in this section are the 

most important since they cover the dimensions of content, information used, availability of 

resources, and geographical and time applicability. 

8.4 Suggestions for future research on the topic. 

Due to its scope and limitations, this research provides an sound answer to the starting 

question, but left many more questions unanswered. The list of ftirther studies that can be 

done in the area based on the questions not answered by this research because of its scope 

and limitations, and the new questions appeared as a consequence of this study, is presented 

now. 

1. The effect of TQM on the profit of a company considering the efforts of competitors to 

capture market share. A company's profit is the consequence of two elements: the 

productivity of its operation and the acceptance of its product in the market. It could be 

interesting to analyse and quantify how TQM contributes to improve customers' 

preference in relation to the effectiveness achieved by competitors with the same 

purpose. 

2. Organisations are evolving from a functional structure to one based on a management 
system structured as a set of interrelated processes congruent with company's strategies 
for the falfilment of its mission. It is said in literature that TQM would be more 

effective in process organisations. However, this hypothesis has not been proved yet 
because most organisations still operate on functional structure. As companies evolve 
from a functional to a process structure, it will be necessary to investigate if current 
TQM principles perform better or if they need a dramatic adaptation. 
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3. In general a TQM system is composed of a technical and a social sub-system. However, 

depending upon the particular characteristics and conditions of competition of each 

organisation, which sub-system is more critical (technical or social) to contribute to 

company's mission fulfilment? The analysis of this topic would provide interesting 

information on the cultural aspects of TQM, which is a factor mentioned frequently but 

poorly investigated. 

4. Since the outcome of this research easily becomes obsolete, it is recommended to 

investigate its use, and to review and adapt it in case of detecting it is not being useful 

to design a management system that effectively contributes to companies' 

competitiveness. 

5. A management system like the one proposed in this research work implies radical 

changes in the skills required by people to perform effectively. On the other hand, the 

frequent changes on the conditions for competitiveness requires the organisation to keep 

learning how t6 stay competitive. For this reason, it is recommended an investigation on 

the processes to follow to assure human as well as organisational learning for TQM 

implementation. 

6. Another recommendation is to perform a study like the one presented here, but focused 

on the implementation of TQM in micro and small organisations. As mentioned before, 

these organisations have unique characteristics that make inappropriate to just adopt the 

strategies followed by larger companies for this purpose. The adaption of this strategies 

to their own charactersitcs is an important and interesting opportunity for future 

research. 

7. Because of the globalisation of world economy, companies are frequently exposed to 

external factors (out of their control) that necessarily affect their performance. However, 

how effective is TQM to protect a company against the frequent macro-economical 
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turbulence? The analysis of this topic would contribute to provide the knowledge 

required "protecting" or anticipating the effect of such externalities. 

8. Since this study focused on the industrial sector, it would be appropriate to conduct 

other similar studies but for the service sector and for institutions dedicated to 

education. These sectors are becoming more important for any economy and the impact 

they have even in industry is much stronger than before. The analysis of TQM 

implementation on these sectors would provide more answers related to the cultural 

aspects of this field. 

9. The study of the relevant cultural aspects involved in TQM implementation, analysing 
how the current culture can evolve to a culture more appropriate for TQM, how the 
individual's culture interacts with corporate culture and the importance of having some 
degree of congruency on both. The results of a research on this topic could be very 
interesting and useful, but at the same time, it could be rather difficult to conduct it. The 

key point for getting good results in a study like this is to create a good method to 

measure the characteristics of the current and the ideal culture. 

10. Because TQM implementation involves a dramatic organisational change, another 
topic for future research is the analysis of the available models for change management, 
to define how should the change management process be executed to be more effective 
in the implementation of TQM. In relation to this change, it would be interesting to 
investigate if the change should be dramatic or by a slow adaptation, and if situations of 

crisis are more adequate for this purpose, and if so, if it would be recommended to 

create a crisis intentionally. 

1. The area of leadership is another good opportunity for research on the field. There is 

not much information to define, given the own characteristics and needs of a company, 
which leadership styles are more appropriate for TQM, the role of leadership in a TQM 

system, the most adequate leadership styles in middle and lower levels, what do people 
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expect from their formal and informal leaders in a quality management system, and how 

leaders become committed to lead their organisations under a TQM system. 

12. One more area for future reserach is the analysis of the importance of strategic planning 
for the effectiveness of a TQM system, how to define appropriate strategies to improve 

the competitiveness of the organisation and how strategic guidelines should be 

incorporated into the organisation's operation. 

13. Because modem organisations; tend to be structured in processes as a value chain, their 

information systems should have different characteristics providing on time data on the 

quality of the internal products or services to the teams responsible for the operation of 

each process. Additionally, a process management structure requires a different 

accounting system, which involves another financial approach. A research on this topic 

would contribute to improve the effectiveness of a TQM system reducing the problems 

associated with the lack of congruency between modem management concepts and old 

management structures. 

14. The sub-system of management of human behaviour needs a lot of research work, 

some topics on which the investigation in this field can focus are: 

Employees' motivation to work and the pride developed by doing the work that 

copes better with their needs, competencies, expectations, etc. 

The characteristics of production jobs in an organisation that operates with a TQM 

system (from a full division of labour to enriched jobs with responsiblities shared by 

team members). 

The form in which middle and lower level employees learn and develop a 
commitment to quality planning, improvement and control. 
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* The procedures to develop an employee's ownership attitude to work (stock option 

plans, net revenues sharing, etc. ). 

* The large difference in salary levels between top executives and lower level 

employees as one of the main reasons for dissatisfaction and lack of commitment to 

the company's goals on the last group. 

o What procedures for reward and recognition are more adequate for a given 

organisation. 

The establishment of empowerment under different leadership and decision making 

styles, and if this concept contribute to make a worker more motivated and proud. 

The type of training required during TQM implementation and the most appropriate 

timing for conducting it. 

o The analysis of how to develop the communication skills, trust and confidence 

required to motivate every employee to participate more actively in operational and 

strategic decisions. 

9 Does teamwork (self managed teams, quality circles, etc. ) cope with individuals' 

culture in Mexico?, is it a requirement for quality improvement? 

o How traditional performance assessment procedures should evolve to be congruent 

with total quality ideas and how they influence on people's perfonnance? 

9 The congruency between individuals' goals and company's goals as a requirement to 

succeed in TQM implementation. 
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Analysis of the main fears suffered by employees in Mexican organisations and how 

do they influence on company's performance. 

A study on the human values considered as sacred by Mexicans and how they 

should be taken into account for TQM implementation. 

15. The marketing process of the company usually creates customers' expectations. 
Sometimes the marketing strategies used are not congruent with the total quality 

principles. These two facts constitute a handicap for the rest of the operation when the 

expectations of customers surpass the ability of the company to satisfy them. The 

operation of a company should be designed with the capacity to satisfy customers' 

expectations, but marketing strategies should take care of not developing expectations 

that the operation is not capable to satisfy. The relation between marketing strategies 

and customers' satisfaction given the quality potential of the company's operations is 

another oppommity for future research. 

16. Another field not sufficiently investigated yet is the relation between ethics and quality 

or customer satisfaction. Despite the approach used on this research work (TQM 

implementation for profitability improvement), quality should be moie than a money 

related matter because there are other non-monetary factors involve on it. On decision 

making for customer satisfaction, the ethics code that a person has internalised in his or 
her mind should be stronger than the pressure exerted by the most powerful stakeholder 

or a law or rule that regulates that decision. The ethics code of an individual is 

something that TQM can change. Honesty and respect for others! rights are cultural 

values required by a TQM system. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE FORMAT 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
Number 
Date 

1. Information on the company 
Company's name 
City where it is located 
Industrial Sector 
Products / Services 

2. Involvement in Total Quality Management (TQMO 
Has your company been involved in any type of Total Quality programme during the 
last 10 years? 

13 Yes. Please go to section 3. 
El No. Please comment what techniques or management strategies have 

been used to maintain and improve the competitiveness of your company. 

End of questionnaire. 

3. Degree of utilisation of Total Quality procedures and techniques. 
The 

' attachment I of this questionnaire presents a list of procedures and techniques 
commonly used in a TQM programme, please indicate in the appropriate row in what 
degree each of them is used in your company according to the following criteria: 

A. The process is widely used as described, and presented in a manual 
B. The process is widely used as described, but in an informal manner 
C. The process is used, but with minor changes and informally 
D. The process is used, but with significant changes and informally 
E. The process is used occasionally and informally 
F. The process is never used 
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Ll El IHI ID 10 0 ID H2 FLI IHI 19 ff] ED 05 El IHI ff] 10 El 10 

L2 El IHI 19 10 ED ID H3 El IHI El 10 rEl El 06 El IHI 19 10 El El 

U El 10 19 10 IE El H4 El 10 19 10 E ID 07 El El E 10 19 ID 

L4 El IHI El FRI 19 ID H5 El ID ID 10 ID El 08 El 10 19 El 0 IEI 

SI El El [D DM Ff] H6 El IHI ID 10 IEI rF1 CI El IE ID 10 E ID 

S2 El El 19 10 El ID MI El E 19 10 E 10 C2 El 10 19 10 M ID 

S3 El 10 El 10 E ID M2 El 10 El 10 E El C3 El E ME ID IEI ID 

S4 El 19 10 E ID M3 El E ID ID El ID PI El El 19 10 Ifl ID 

S5 El ED 10 IE El M4 El E 19 El El FEI P2 El 10 19 10 ME ID 

S6 FAI [D ff] [E [D 01 El 10 ID 10 ID El Ql E] MB E] [0 E] [D 

S7 E] MC [0 ME [E] 02 El Z 19 10 El 10 Q2 El IE FS] 10 M ID 

S8 El 10 ID 10 E ID 03 El El FC1 ID E ID Q3 El FBI 19 FRI El ID 

HI El El 19 TI ID El 04 El 10 19 10 0 El Q4 AM E 19 10 IE El 

4. Critical sub-systems to have a successful implementation of a TQM programme 
The following list includes the sub-systems that are normally part of a TQM system (for 
a better understanding of each, please review the list in attachment I of this 
questionnaire): 

a. Leadership 
b. Strategic planning 
c. Marketing 
d. Management of human behaviour 
e. Operation's management 
L Process control 
g. Suppliers management 
h. Quality improvement 

Please indicate in the square at the left of each of the following sentences, the 
appropriate letter corresponding to the sub-system that better fits each one of them: 

13 critical sub-system for company's competitiveness 
El hardest sub-system to implement due to change resistance 
E3sub-system that used more human/financial resources 

5. Difficulties faced during implementation of the TQM programme 
Please assign an order of importance to the following difficulties that could have been 
present during implementation of the programme. Assign a grade from I to 8 (or 9 if 
another difficulty is added), where I is for the hardest difficulty and 8 (or 9) for the 
easiest one. 
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11 Top management involvement 11 Opposition from middle management 
El Low educational level of El Low technological level 

workers and supervisors Customers do not demand quality 
El Lack of quality suppliers Lack of financial resources to 
13 Lack of working methods implement the TQM programme 

(process standardisation) 
1: 1 Other (indicate) 

6. Time required for programme's implementation 
On the basis of your experience, how long it took (or will take) to implement the TQM 
programme from planning up to the point in which all procedures and techniques were 
in operation (even if not in optimal conditions)? 

1: 1 0-1 year El I-2 years 
13 2-4 years 

El 4-6 years El 6-8 years 
E3 8 or more years 

7. TQM procedures implementation sequence 
The attachment 2 of this questionnaire hows in alphabetical order the list of procedures 
normally followed during the implementation of a TQM programme, please indicate the 
sequence in which you consider each procedure should be implemented (none of them 
in parallel) to "maximise" the probability of success. The sequence asked is the ideal 
from your point of view, and not necessarily the one followed by your company. Please 
write the sequential position for each procedure in the square at the left by giving a 
number from 1 to 25, where I is for the procedure you suggest to implement first. 

El aDg 13 m El s 1: 1 b 13 h E3 n El t 
MC1: 1 iM01: 1 U 1: 1 dDj 13 p E3 v 1: 1 e 1: 1 k 13 qDw E3 f 131 13 r 1: 1 x 1: 3 y 
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8. Quality management effectiveness 
Please assign an order of importance from I (the one used more) to 3 (the one used less) 
to the 3 indicators that are used more to measure the effectiveness of the TQM 
programme (assign a4 to all others). 

13 Cost of poor quality 
DMarket 

share 
DQuality 

awards 
D Other (indicate) 

9. Effect of TQM implementation on stakeholders' satisfaction 
Please asses the effect your quality management programme is having on the fulfilment 
of the expectations of stakeholders. 

Shareholders Decreased Ej] [0 Q [D increased 

Top management Decreased F--Iý Fol 0 F21 increased 

Employees Decreased EK] [D M n2 increased 

Suppliers Decreased [EI] [D 0 [D increased 

Customers Decreased F-Tj [0 [1] E2] increased 

10. Information of respondent 
Name 
Approximate number of hours of training in TQM 
Position 
Position to which you report 
Phone FAX 

EDFinancial 
profitability 

EDEmployees' 
satisfaction 

EDQuality & Productivity indexes 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
List of procedures and techniques 

commonly used in a TQM programme 

Leadership 

Ll) Top management knows clearly and fully understands what each stakeholder 
expects from the company. 

L2) Top management measures (at least once a year) the degree of satisfaction achieved 
on the falfilment of stakeholders' expectations. 

M) The mission and vision statements are defined to aim the organisation towards the 
fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations and are the foundation of the company's 
strategic and operational framework. 

U) The corporate social and cultural values are clearly defined and used as well to set- 
up the strategic and operational fi-amework of the company. 

Strategic Planning 

Sl) The company's strategic guidelines are defined considering the availability of 
process technology (soft and hard) as an input variable. 

S2) The strategic guidelines are defined as well in terms of the capital available for re- 
investment, according to a policy for the distribution of benefits. 

S3) For the definition of the corporate strategic guidelines, company's mission, vision 
and the corporate social and cultural values are also taken into consideration. 

S4) A benchmarking analysis is executed to support the determination of the strategic 
guidelines. 

S5) By using information on company's performance, re-engineering actions are 
implemented to adjust the strategic planning process. 

S6) The company has a quality policy, which is deployed throughout the organisation, 
so each administrative and productive process can periodical and congruently defme 
their own goals and objectives. 

S7) Benchmarking analysis or another similar technique is used to incorporate to the 
company's operations the "best processes" used by competitors or other companies. 

S8) Business process re-engineering or another similar technique is used by top 
management when they realise that the lack of fulfilment to goals and objectives is so 
strong that a major change is required in the business. 
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Management of Human Behaviour 

H1) Top management and/or the quality steering committee (qsc) monitor the 
employees' performance and satisfaction to define or modify the way in which quality 
concepts are promoted among them. 

H2) Top management and/or the quality steering cominittee measure the performance 
and degree of satisfaction of employees to define or modify the training and educational 
programmes on quality. 

H3) Top management and/or the quality steering committee, rewards and recognises 
those employees achieving an outstanding quality performance, to reinforce their 
satisfaction and performance. 

H4) There is a formal procedure to measure the employees' degree ofjob satisfaction. 

H5) The company has a formal procedure to measure the employees' on the job 
performance. 

H6) Top management and/or quality steering committee frequently take action to adjust 
or modify the corporate culture as necessary. 

Marketing 

MI) Customer satisfaction is frequently measured by comparing the product and/or 
service of the company against competitors' product and/or service. 

M2) The company has an adequate policy for profits and benefits distribution among 
stakeholders, so their expectations can be accomplished. 

M3) Somebody within the company has the responsibility to study competitors' quality, 
strengths and weaknesses. 

M4) The company's market share is known for each segment market in which it 
participates. 

Operation's Management 

01) Company's products and services are designed in congruency with the goals and 
objectives deployed from the quality policy. 

02) The production process is planned in congruency with the goals and objectives 
deployed from the quality policy. 

03) The internal supplier - customer chain concept is the base to design the 
administrative process, which is done in congruency with the goals and objectives deployed from the quality policy. 
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04) To design new products or to review the existing ones, the company has a formal 
procedure based on the quality function deployment technique. 

05) There are formal information systems to link the production operation to the 
administration process. 

06) To assess the effectiveness of the operation, the performance of the administrative 
process is formally measured and documented. 

07) To assess the effectiveness of the operation, the productivity of the production 
process is formally measured and documented. 

08) To assess the effectiveness of the operation, the quality of the finished product is 
formally measured and documented. 

Process Control 

Cl) There are formal methods and work standards, as well as material handling 
procedures and production control devises to optimise the production process. 

C2) Different procedures and techniques are used to exercise process control actions. 

C3) Statistical process control is used as a technique to control the manufacturing 
process. 

Management of suppliers 

P1) There are formal procedures, fully documented to assure the quality of inputs from 
suppliers. 

P2) The company has a programme to select suppliers, and to audit and improve quality 
of inputs. 

Quality improvement 

Q1) There is a formal process fully documented for the management of quality 
improvement projects. 

Q2) The company has a formal procedure to perform quality audits on the management 
system and uses audit's outcome to redirect (if necessary) the total quality programme. 

Q3) The company has a quality steering committee whose responsibilities are to 
manage the quality improvement projects, to implement procedures and actions to 
modify the corporate culture, and to promote individuals' innovation and creativity. 

Q4) Teamwork is used to carry out quality improvement projects with the objective of improving the manufacturing operation, quality of inputs, and to modify the corporate 
culture. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
Procedures and techniques commonly used in a TQM 

(alphabetical order in Spanish) 

a. Audits to the quality system: Implement an auditing procedure for the quality 
system, using the company's operation outcome. 

b. Benchmarking: Use of benchmarking or some other similar technique to incorporate 
to company's own operation the "best processes" from competitors or similar industries. 

c. Competitors' quality: Conduct studies to know competitors' product and service 
quality, as well as their strengths and weaknesses. 

d. Quality steering committee: Install a quality steering committee with the 
responsibility of managing quality improvement projects for the product and the 
production process, as well as to put in action procedures to modify the quality culture 
among all employees. 

e. Management of suppliers: Design and implement a programme to select suppliers, 
and to improve quality of inputs. 

E Process control: Implement a statistical process control programme as a tool to 
control the manufacturing operation and improve its capability. 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations: Top management should measure, at 
least once a year, the degree of stakeholders' satisfaction on fulfilment of their 
expectations from company's operation. 

h. Profits distribution: Design and implement a policy that helps to define the way to 
distribute the financial resources generated from the operation, to accomplish the 
expectations of each stakeholder. 

L Stakeholders expectations: Top management should know and understand what each 
stakeholder expect from the company. 

j. Mission and vision: Mission and vision statements should be created on the basis of 
the expectations of stakeholders customers. 

k. Management of operation: To manage the operation of the business, formally 
document the following procedures: a) assurance of the quality of inputs from suppliers, 
b) design of new products and review the actual ones, c) design of the production 
process (layout, methods and work standards, material handling, etc. ), d) management 
of the internal supplier - customer chain and the administration process to support the 
operation, e) how top management and/or the quality steering committee should take 
actions to modify the quality culture among all employees, f) management of the quality 
improvement projects and g) definition and implementation of process control actions. 

I. Market share: The knowledge of market share for each of the segment market in 
which company participates. 
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m. Production process planning: Plan (design) the production process in congruency 
with the goals and objectives derived from deployment of quality policies. 

n. Product/service planning: Plan (design) products and/or services in congruency 
with the goals and objectives derived from deployment of quality policies. 

o. Quality policies: Develop and deploy the quality policy throughout the organisation 
to enable each department to define periodically congruent goals and objectives. 

p. Strategic planning process: Definition of strategic guidelines in the strategic 
planning process by the use of the following input variables: a) technology available, b) 
the corporate social and cultural values, c) company's mission and vision, d) 
benchmarking outcome, e) re-engineering strategic actions. 

q. Training and educational programmes: Top management and/or the quality 
steering committee should monitor employees' satisfaction and performance to define or 
modify the training and educational programmes on quality. 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality: Top management and/or the quality steering 
committee should monitor employees' satisfaction and performance to define or modify 
the way in which quality concepts are promoted among them. 
s. Quality improvement projects: Implement a procedure to carry out quality 
improvement projects with the objective of improving the manufacturing operation, the 
quality of raw materials and other inputs, and to modify the quality culture. 

t. Re-engineering management: Top Management should start using business process 
re-engineering or some other similar technique when they realise that the lack of 
fulfilment to goals and objectives is so strong that a major change is required. 

u. Rewards and recognition: Top management and/or the quality steering committee 
should give rewards and recognition to employees with outstanding achievements in 
quality, to reinforce their satisfaction and performance. 

v. Administrative process design: Design and plan the administration process in 
congruency with the goals and objectives derived from the quality policy using the 
concept of the "internal supplier - customer chain". 

w. Business operation outcome: Develop and implement formal procedures to 
measure the effectiveness of the operation through the following variables: a) 
performance of the administration process, b) productivity, c) employees' satisfaction, 
d) employees' performance, e) quality of the finished product. 

x. Customer satisfaction: Develop a system to measure the degree of customers' 
satisfaction based on the comparison of the quality of own company's products and/or 
services against competitors' in relation to fulfilment of customer expectations. 

Y. Social and cultural values: Define the company's strategic and operational 
framework on the basis of the stakeholders' expectations and the corporate social and 
cultural values. 
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APPENDIX B 
INFORMATION GATHERED BY COMPANY 
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Company No. 
1. General Information 

Glass and ass lIndustrial 
Sector 

LProducts / Services 
products 

Glm contmners 

lweWement In TQM 

3. Degres of Implementation of system's processes 

Processes widely used and documented 

I YES 

L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectattom 
1.2) Satisfaction ofstakeholdere expectattom 
1.3) Mssion and vision statements 
1.4) Corporate social and cultural values 
Sl) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vision and corporate vzlues 
S4) Strategies -benchmarlang 
SS) Strategies -re-eninneermg actions 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benchmarking analysis 
S8) Busmess process re-engmeering 
M4) Market share 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Produclion process planning 
06) Perforniance of the adirumstrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
PI) Assurance of the quality ofinputs 
Q2J Audits to the nimmagement system 
Q3) Quality steering comituttee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Procenes widetv mud but mot d-onted 
IHI)Qtýtyprornotton 
H3) Rewards and recogmtion 
H4) Employees* degree of satisfaction on the job i 57) Employm' perfonnance 
03) Admmstmtion process plmuung 
P2) Prograu=e to select s%Vphers 
Ql) Quahty improvement pMects 

Procenes ased in a rnodffW way and documented 
M2) Pohey for profits and benefits disinbution 
M3) Competitorsr quahly, sb=gft & weaknesm 
04) Redesign of products and serv2"s 
C3) Statistical process control 

Processes used in a usedifled was, but at d-, tA 
H2) Trauung and educational progranunes 
H6) Mochfication of the corporate cWture 
MI) Customer satsfactLon 
05) Production / adnumstraton infomatiOn "em 

Proemes used speradleaDy and not docomented 
rN-one I 

Proces3es never and 
lNone 71 

4. Crkkal sub-sysftms for- 
lcompanys CMEChtlý- 

, U, I,,,, , Pffl=q2e 
Impre n, 

limplementalhon due to rmstý 
-i Procm COE,, 

10. Characterbtks of r«pendest 
Cluef of Quality 

Position Assurance 
Reports to: Quality Manager 
Education mTQM (#hours) na 

S. Dfffteftles dering huplementation 
Low educational level I 
Lack of worlang methods 2 
Poor understanchng of quahty management 3 
Opontion of nuddle management 4 
Lack of quality suppliers 5 
Lack of financial resources 6 
Low technological level 7 
Customer do not demand quahty 
7; management involvement 

6. That for Implementation (years) 

7. Recommended lawlemestation 
cl. Quality steering committee I 
i. Stakeholders expectations 2 
q Training and educational programmes 3 
b. Benchmarking 4 
1. Market share 5 
1. Mission and vision 6 
0. Quahtypolicaes 7 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 8 
y Social and cultural values 9 
p Strategic planning process 10 
a. Audits for the quality system II 
c. Compeutors'quality 12 
rn. Production Process planning 13 
n. Product/service plamirrig 14 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 15 
k Management of operation 16 
a. Management of suppliers 17 
f Process control 18 
g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectabons 19 
x. Customer satisfaction 20 
s. Quality unprovernent Projects 21 
w. Business operation outcome 2 3 
h, Profits cbstribution B 

u Rewards and recognition 24 
t. Re-engmeenng rnanagOnlent 25 

S. Effectiveness measure of the OM 
INo. of customersV lauks I 
Quahty & Productivity indexes 2 
Fummal profitability 3 

9. Improvement In the sathfaction of. 
Shweholders I 
Top Management 2 
Employees I 
supphen 0 
Custorners 2 
Stakebolden' satisfacUom iodex 1.20 

It. Esthusted prenbbWty index 
fP -Ind" I too 
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Company No. = 

1. General Information 

Industnal Sector 

I ; bscco 

Products / Sevices ci tt; i 

ýters 

F 

L lavolvement in TQM 

3. Degree of Implementation of systems processes 

Processes widely used amd docomeoted 

I YES 

L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
D-) Ntssion and vision statements 
1.4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders'& customers' expectationg 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - mismon, vision and corporate values 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) BenchmarkmR analysis 
H2) Training end educational proggxammes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H4) Employees' degree of satis; faction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance 
M2) Policy for profits and beriefits distribution 
M3) Competto& quality, gths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
PI) Assxwance ofthe quality ofwputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Q3) Quality steering committee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Processes widely used bwt not doscomeeted 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholden' expectations 
S8) Business process re-engineenng 
H6) Modification of die corporate culture 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical pTocess control 
Q') Quality -Pro--t projects. 

Processes ased In a modIfled way and documented 
S4) Strategies -benchmarkLng 
SS) Strategies -re-engmeenng actions 
M I) Customer satisfaction 
03) Adauzustration process planmng 

Processes used in a inodifled way but met documented 
HI) Quality promotion 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process planmng 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / adnurustratLon mforination systerns 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
Q2) Auchts to the martagement system 

Processm used spomdkally and sot dwamented 
rN- .I 

Proý swer used 
None :1 

4. Crft"l swbýystems for- 
IMM! 1ý5 comEntiveness I Leaderslup 

i-- Stmtegic Ptanmn i 
Process Control 

10. Cbamcterbtks of respondent 
Quahty Amnnwm 

Posifion Managff 
Repom to: Plant Mýger 
Education m TQM (# hours) 200 

5. DiMcalUes dwring Implementation 
Top martagemmt molvement I 
Poor producton procen documentabon 2 
Lack ofworiang methods 3 
Lack of quality supphers 4 
Customer do not demand quahty 5 
Oposition of nuddle management 6 
Lack of financial resources 7 

llto= lev*j 
- LEI W i. I. Vel 

6. Time for implemostatiom (years) 

7. Remmmended hnviementation 
i. Stakeholders expectations I 
I Market share 2 
c Coinpetitorsquahty 3 
j. Mission and vision 4 
o. Quality policies 5 
n. Product/service planning 6 
in. Production process planning 7 
w. Business operation outcome 8 
R Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 9 
h. Profits chstribution 10 
d. Quality steering cominittee II 
b. Benchmariang 12 
f Process control 13 
a. Mansgement of sWphers 14 
x. Customer satisfaction is 
y. Social and cultural values 16 
p. Strategic planning process 17 
q Training and educational programmes 18 
k Management of operation 19 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 20 
aL Audits for the quaW systern 21 
! Quahty improvernerd projects 
- 

; ; 
u . Rewards and recogration 21 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 24 

It Re-enjancering management 25 

L Effectivesess messure of the QM programme 
Quahty & Productivity mdexes I 
Cost of poor quahty 2 
Market share 3 

9. lmprwvememt In the satisfaction of. - 
Shareholders; I 
Top Management I 
Employe" 2 
Supphers 2 
Customers 2 
Stakeholden* satisfaction Index 160 

11. Estimated prontability index 
rP- I -ndex 100 
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Company No. = 

1. General ImforMlItION 

Publishers d pnntLng lIndustrial 
Sector 

I 

I Products / Services I Flemble, packa: g:: 

ý 1: 

2. lovolvement to TQM I NO =1 

10. Cbsmcterbtin 6f rmnamdeat 

(22ef of Qualty 
Position Assurmice 

Plant Manager 
Repom to, 
Edueatim m TQM (0 hom) 24 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

6. TIme for impitmootatiom (yesrs) 

Processes widely used but mat documented 

Processes used to 9 modified way mad docomested 

Processes used In a madtned way bet met docamested 

Precen" and sporodkaUy and not docamexted 

Effectiveness measure of the OM program o 

91. Improvement In the satisfaction or. - 
Shareholders 
Top Management 
Employees 
Supphen 
Customers 
Stakebolders' satisfaction index 

Processes never used 
I -- I 

4. CritiCal sub-systems for. 
lcompanys competiti- 
IIMPICMent3tim d- M -m- 
lutwsRll()n of hunwrUfuumcial resources 

11. Estimated Profitability lmdex 
fP- I -ndcx 
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Compasy No. = 

1. General Isfortuatlow 
Non electrical 

Industrial Sector machinery 
Proch, cts / semces Machumy for glass 

production 

Involvemost IN TQM I YES = 

10. Chmmeteristies of respondent 

Position 
Chief of Quality I 

Reports to: 
Process ýýE 

Education in TQM (# hours) 192 

3. Degree of Implemestation of system's processes 

Processes widely used sod documented 
L 1) Understandmg of stakeholders' expectations 
L3) Mssion and vision statements 
U) Corpmte social and cultural values 
S3) Strategies - nussion. vision and corpmte values 
S4) Strategies -benchmarlong 
S6) Quahty pohey 
SIF) arlang analyns 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits distnbution 
06) Performance of the adnumstrauve process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the firushed product 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
PI) Assurance of the quality of mputs 
2D Audit& to the management systern 
Q3) Quably steenng committee 
Q4) Teamwork for quahty 

Preemes widely used but not documented 
R2 Production / admuustration infonnabon s"ems 

Work methods and standards 
[Ql) Quality -pro--t projects 

Processes used Im a modined wav *ad 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholderW expectations 
ý1) -Strategies 

-stakeholders' At customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
SS) Strategies -re-engmeenng actions 
SS) Business process re-engmeering 
01) Design of products and semces 
02) Production process planning 
03) Adrimstration ess planrimg 
al- Statistical process control 

LP2) Prograrme to select inippliers 

Processes used In * medffied way bot mot docamested 
4 Quahty ot 

Hil 
') 

TQr"auhung and educattonal Mgrwnmes 
H3) Rewards and recogmton 

Processes and sporadically and mot decumeeted 
H4)Employees'de cofsatsfactiononthelob 
H5) Employees' perforatance. 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M3) Competitots' quality, strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 

Process" mnw used 
104) Redcagn of products and service, 

4. Crttical sub-mtems ron 
[cornpanys cornpetit 3 Leadership 
lunplementation due to resista- 
futuisation of human/financial resources 

Process Control 
I Quhty Imp.;;; w--t 

S. DWkukies during bnplementatiom 

Lack ofworlang methods I 
Top management mvolvement 2 
Oposition of middle management 3 
Customer do not demand quahrf 4 
Lack of quahty supphers, 3 
Low educatiorud level 7 
Low tochnologtcal level 
- 

8 rL 
ack of fimmcial resourtes 9 

II 
I 

6. Thne for hoplementation Oman) 

7. Rftommeoded hoplemestation 
ir. Promotion of a culture of quality I 
, q. Training and educational prognumes 2 
o. Quality policies 3 
3. Quality unprovemerit piqects 4 
1. Mission mid vision 5 
cl. Quality steering corniniftee 6 
It Management of operation 7 
f Process control 8 
a. Audift for the quality rystem 9 
P. Straiteit, PI-gPrOcess 10 
x Custýý satisfaction II 
Y. Internal supplier - customer chain 12 
in. Production process planning 13 
i. Stakeholders expectations 14 
g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations, is 
y. Social and cultural values 16 
a. Management of suppliers 17 
1. Market share 18 
b Benclunaricing 19 
c. Compettors'quahty 20 
w. Business operation outcorne 21 
u. Rewards and recognition 22 
h Profits distribution 23 
t. Re-enguieenniz management 24 
n. Product/service planning 25 

Effectiveness measure of tho OM 
ity & Pmdtiftvity indexes I 

Fmancial profitabthty 2 
Market shm 31 

9. ImDrevemeot In the sudsfaction of. - 
Shamholders 2 
Top Management I 
Employ- I 
Supphers 0 
Castomers I 
Stakeholders' satisfaction index 100 

I I. FTUmated prefItablMy todel 
rP--Index 
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Company No. = 

1. Gever2l IMIOrM2tlOR 
Non clemcal 

Industrial Sector mactunery 
Products / Semces Constructkon 

macNnery 

2. Involvement Is TQM I YES = 

10. Ch2r3eterlstics of respondent 
QuaLity Cluef 

Position 
Piant Manager 

Repmb to: 
Education in TQM (# hours) 0 

3. Degree of Implementation of qstem*s processes 

Processes widely used and documented 
LI) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of Stakeholders' expectabow 
U) Mission and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social mid cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -captal available 
ý3-) Striategies - mission, vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchmarking 
S5) Strategies -re-engmeenng actions 
SO Quality policy 
S7) Benchrnaxkmg analysts 
HI) Quality promotion 
1-12) Training and educational prograrnmes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H4) Employees' deRree of satisfaction on the job 
1-15) Employees' performance 
H6) Mochfication of the corpointe culture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) Corripetitore quality, gths & weaknesses 
M4) Market Share 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
02) Production process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production I administration information "ems 
06) Performance of the adintrustrabve process 
07) Productivity of the production process 

08) Quality of the finished product 

Cl) Work methods and standards 

C2) Exercise of process control actions 

P2) Programme to select suppliers 

Ql) QtWity improvement projects. 

Q3) Quality steering committee 

Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Processes widety used but not documented 
rO--3)Admuustrahm 

pr- pl-g I 

Proýsm ýd IN a modIned way and docameoted 
Business process reýngmecmg_ 
Stalastical promm cmtrol 

Processes used im 2 medffkd w2y bet mot doscomented 
INone 

Processes used sporsdk: s" and not dwomented 
rNone 

Processes never used 
ý1) ýtssurance of the quahty of mputs 
Q2) Audits to the mma system 

4. Crftiml sub-systems rom 
ness Strategic Ran= 
resistance sulyph- M 

mprovement 
_Mncial 

resowim Quality I 

IV 

5. DtMcnides durine Implementation 
Oposition of nuddle management I 
Lack of working methods 2 
Lack of quahty suppheTs 3 
Low educational level 4 
Low technological level 5 
Top management involvement 6 
Customer do not demand quality 7 

ILackof cial resources 8 
I Other 9 

6. Time for Implementmdom (years) r- -1to-2 --I 

7. Rýmmemded bnolementation 
i. Stakeholders expectations I 
d. Quality steering conmuttee 2 
P S-Lac PI-g Process 3 
1. Mission and vision 4 
q Trauung and educational prograrnmes 5 
m. Production process plaruang 6 
k. Management of operation 7 

rL Product/service planiang 8 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectattom 9 

a. Audits for the quality system 10 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain II 
y. Social and cultural values 12 
f. Process control 13 
w. Biraness operation outcome 14 
o. Quality policies 15 
r Promotion of a culture of quality 16 

9 Quality improvement projects 17 

u. Rewards and recogmtton 18 
x. Customer satisfaction 19 
t Re-engLneenng management 20 
c. Competitors! quality 21 

enc nx 22 
Managemerit of suppliers a 2 

1. Market share 

l 
24 

IL Profits distribution 1 25 

S. Effectweness Measure of the OM prezramme 
L"ty A uctivity mdexes I 
Employees! satisfaction 2 
Fummal pmfitabdity 3 

9. Improvement to tbo sathfactiom of, 
Shareholders 2 
Top Management 2 
Employees 2 
Supphers I 
Customers 2 
StakehoMen'satisfaction kAdex 1.8 

11. EsUmated prefitabUtty index 
rp -w-_ 
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Company No. = 

1. Gememl Imforin2tion 

FL. d-9 -S- Auto-parts 
[Products/ Semces Body part% nms 

L Involvomext In TQM I YES = 

10. Cbarscterbtks of respondent 
! Po! ution I Quahry M-g- 
RepeTts to, I Plant Manager 
Education in TQM (#hours) I NA 

3. Degree of Implementation of system*s processes 

Process" widely used and documented 
1L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
1.2) SatLsfaction of stakeholdere expectations 
LS) Msmon and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
iT) Strategies - nussion. vision and corporate values 
S6) Quably policy 
S8) Business process re-enjaneermir 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational progranunes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
1-14) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) E-ployees' perf-ce 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
Ml) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M4) Market sham 
3-1) Design of products and services 
02) Production proem planning 
03) Adrimustration proem planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / adir=stration information "am 
06) Perfonnance of the adriumstrative process 
07) Productmty of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise ofprocess control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assurance of the quahty of inputs 
P2) Progranune to select suppliers 
Q 1) Quality improvement proj ects. 
Q2) Audits to the management system 
Q3) Quality steering coninuttee 

Preemes wtdely used but not documented 
SI) Stmtegies -stakeholders' & "omem' expectatiom 
S2) Strategies -capital avulable 
S5) Strategies -re-engineenng actions 
M3) Compettors' quality, sUmgths & wealatesses 

Pr*cesses amed Im a modined way and documented 
lNone 

Proýses used In a modifled way but not documented 
119 Stmtegies -benchmarkmg 
S7) Benchmarlang mudyms 

Prectues used sporodkally and met documented 
rN-; Te I 

Frýenes mever used 
None I 

4. Crk"I sub-Mtems for. - 
lcompanys coTnpetLti Strategic Plarimng 
Implementation due to remstance Process ContrDl 
Lutihsation of hunmWfinanclQd 1 0. Improvement 

S. Difficultim during Implementation 
Top management involvement I 
Low educatonal level 2 
Low technological level 3 
Lack of quality suppliers 4 
Opoutionofnuddlemanai; W, t 5 
Lack of financial resources 6 
Lack of working methods 7 

12atomer do not demand quality ! 
Other 

i 
1 

6. Tlm* for Implementatics (ynn) 

7. Rýmmemded bnpletnestadon 
o. Quality policies I 
p Stratepc planning process 2 
q. Training and educational prograinines 3 
r. Prornotion of a milture of quality 4 
k Managernerit of operation 3 
w Business operation outcorne 6 
in. Production process planning 7 
n. Product/service planning 8 
1. Market 9 
j. Msmon and vision 10 
i. Stakeholders expectations II 
h Profits distribution 12 
a Audits for the quality systern 13 
b Berichmarking 14 
c. Competitors! Quality is 
d. Quah steering conuruttee 16 
f. Process control 17 
a. Management of suppliers 18 
u. Rewards and recognition 19 
v. Internal suppher - customer chain 20 
t Re-engineenng management 21 

Ig FWfilment of stakeholders' expectations 22 
Social and cultural values 23 
Quahty unprovernent projects 24 

Ix Customer satisfaction 25 

L EffecOveness messure of the OM 
lQmhty & Pfoductivity indexes 
Market share 
Ftnanc3al profitabihly 3 

9. Imorovemeat Im the satisfaction oft 

Shareholders I 
Top Mariagement 2 
Employees I 
Supphers .1 
Customers 2 
Stakebelden* satisfactin imilex 1.0 

11. EsUmated profltabMty lodex 
fF Index 10 
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Company No. = 

1. General lafoýztlem 
Metallic p ucts EI. 

d-. ial Sector 
I 

I Products / Services I Metal . 

2ý 

2. Involvemest In TQM F- YES 
-- 

in r.......... 4. t... 
Total Quýty 

Position Manager 
Reports to' DLrector 
EducatLon in TQM (# hours) 400 

3. Degree of Implemeistation of system's prtwesses 

Prarne. widely tied and dnnmeated 
L 1) UnderstanclLng of stakeholdm' expectattons 
1.3) Mtsmon and vision statements 
1.4) Corporate social and cultural values 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - nussim vmon and corporate values 
S6) Quahýr pohcy 
S7) Benchmarkmg analysrs 
HI) Quahty promotiort 
H2) Tratrung and educational programmes 
1-13) Rewards and recogmtion 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M3) Competitors' quality, strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
03) Admimstrabon Process plartrung 
05) ProductLon / acinumstration inforniation system 
(5ý)-Performance of the administrabve process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quahty of the fuushed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
PI) Assurance of the qualttýr of mputs 
P2) Programme to sel ct supphers 
Ql) Quahty improvement projects 
Q2) Auchis to the management system 
Q3) Quahty steenng corrututtee 
Q4) Teamwork for quahly unprovement 

110-.. U. ý ... A k- - A.... -A 

L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders! expectatons 
- Sl) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 

M2) Policy for profits and benefits distnbution 
02) Production process planrung 

... a 1. . -. din. d - .. d d--.. td 

34) Strategies -benchrruaiang ý4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance 
01) Dmgn of products and services 
C2) Exemse of process control actions 

Procewes wied In a moddled w2y but %at documented 
lNone 

Procesm used sporadically and not documented 
f-Nme 

Procewes never used 
S5) stratemes - eenng actions 
S8 Businen gineenng 
04) Redesign of products and services 
C3) Statistical process contol 

A f', k"l 

i company's competitt ess Op's Management 
limplementabon due to resistance Process Control 

noal resources I Process Control 

Lack ofworlang methods I 
Lack of quality suppliers 2 

Lack of financial resources 3 

Low educational level 4 

Customer do not demand quality 5 

Opowbon of middle management 6 

Top management involvement 7 

technological level ! M 
1 

6. Thne for Implementsdom (Yean) 

i. Stakeholders expectations I 

1. Mission and vision 2 

0. Quality Policies 3 

y. Social and cultural values 4 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 5 

x. Customer satisfaction 6 

p. St-tegic plamung process 7 
d Quality steering committee 8 

m. Production process plwmmg 9 

n Product/service planning 10 
k. Management of operation U 

r Promotion of a culture of quality 12 
q. Trammg and educational progrimmies, 13 
f Process control 14 
b. Senchmarlang 15 

s Quality unprovemertt Projects 16 

a. Audits for the quality system 17 

v. Interiml supplier - customer chain 18 

c Compatitor; 'qualtry 19 

a. Management of suppliers 20 

w Business opemtion outcome 21 

are 22 
lu. Rewards and reco tion 23 
I h. Profits distribution 24 
It Re-engineenng management 25 

f IL. AM 

Fuw=al priDfitabihty 2 
[Employftf satsfaction 3 

I .. IL. -. -. .ý Sharcholden 2 
Top Management 2 
EMPIMOS 2 
supphem I 
Custoincis 2 
Stakeholden'satisfacdom Index Is 

11. Estimated proMabUfty Index 
FP I. dex 
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Company No. = 

1_ t:.... i 

Metallic Products 
Industrial Sector 
Products / Services Galvanized metal 

sheets 

2. Izvolvemest In TQM I YES -1 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

L2) Satisfaction of st3keholdetV expectations 
L3) Mssion and vision swernents 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
, FT Stratee2es - mission, vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchrnwiang 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benchmarlang analysis 
HI) Quahty promotion 
H2) Trammg and educattonal programmes 
77) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
MI) 
M4) Market shwe 
04) Redesign of products and semces 
06) Performance of the adnumstrative process 
07) Produchvity ofthe production process 
08) Quality of the fimshed product 
Cl) Work methods and stmdards 
PI) Assurance of the quahty of mputs 
P2) Programme to select supphers 
Ql) Quahty unprovement projects. 
Q2) Audits to the management system 
Q3) Quahty st-g -ttee 

Processes widely used hat not docameoted 
SS) Busmem process gmeenng 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits distnbution 

V- ... A A. . -AýA --.. A 

L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations, 
1.4) Corporate social and cidrui-al values 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S5) Strategies -re-engmeenng actions 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
02) Production process planning 
03) Adriumstration process planning 
05) Production / adininistration information systerm 
C2) Exemse of process control actions 
Q4) Teamworic for quality improvement 

Processes used Is s modffled way bet not documented 
1!! ýEmployees' performance. 

CompetitoTV quahlyý strengft & weaknesses 

Processes used s radically sad not documented 
H3) Rewards and recogrution 
C3) Ste sttcal process control 

Processes never used 
INone 

companys coniveut, ess Leaderstup I 

-ustance OVs Management 
[utdisation of huntan/financial resources Quality Improvement 

Iß .. 4. rktfr 

f of Quality 
Position Assurance 

Operations 
Rep" to- Manager 
Education in TQM (# hours) 100 

flIfffr. It4. I.. 4. 

Lack of quahty supphers I 
Oposttion of middle management 2 
Lack of workmg methods 3 
Lack of financial resomes 4 
Customer do not demand quahty 5 
Low technological level 6 
Top management involvement 7 
Low educational level 8 I 
gýW 9 

6. TIme for bnplementatiom (y"rs) 

7 p_. _. _.... I. 1 

i. Stakeholders vcpectations I 
g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 2 
1. Mission and vision 3 
It. Profits distribution 4 
b. Benchmarking 5 
1. Market share 6 
C. Competitors, quality 7 
p. Strategic planning process 8 
a Audits for the quality systern 9 
d Quali steering committee 10 
k Management of operation II 
n. Product/service planning 12 
in. Production process plariving 13 
w. Business operation outcome 14 
x Customer satisfach 15 
0. Quality policies 16 
e. Management of suppliers 17 
f. Process control 18 
q. Training and educational prognimmes 19 
s. Quality unprovement projects 20 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 21 
jr. Promotion of a culuire of quality 22 
t. Re-engmeenng management 23 
y Social and cWturial values 24 
u. Revrarb and recogrutton 

IL F. ff-d- t th. MW 
lFutancial profitabdity 

-1 Market share 2 
Qýry Awards 3 

4 1.1L. #I 

Sharcholdws 2 
Top Mamgesnmt I 
Employm I 
supphers 2 
Custonwn 2 
Stakebolden* sathfaction iodex 16 

11. EsUmated prentabWty ladex 
Fl-ndex 10 
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Company No. F-9-1 

1. Gmýl Isforumdom 

IndustmA Sector 
I Produm / Scrvwa M4 

L b"Wou"t b TQM F- YES 

pesition 
Qualay 

engineering 

Reports tw 

Duvctor 

Educatton in TQM (#hours) 200 

L Degm of Impinwatallon of system's p 

... J .. 1 

L 1) Understanchnir of stakeholders' expectstom 
1.2) Satisfaction of staketwAdersvTectations, 
L3) Musion and visim 
31) StrineLves, -stakeWders' & customers' expectations 
H)-Stralepes 

-capital ir"Aable 
33) Stratelpes - mrswoM Ymon and conx)Me vahm 
V) Strategies -berichmarlarig 
36) Quality pohcy 
H2) Treating aid educational prosrammes; 
143) 
H4) Employees' degý of simsfaction on the job 
H5) Ean)ioj-' perforinaince 
H6) Modification of the corporate, culture 
M 1) Customer salisfactiort 
M2) Pobcy for profits vind benefits distribution 
M3) Compebtorv quality, sirmgths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
01) Design of products wid CeS 
02) Production process planning 
03) Admirustration process plainming 
(7) Redesign of products sind services; 
05) Production / admimstration mformatton rystems 
06) Performaince of the adirmistrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quahly of the finished product 
CI) Work metho& and standards 
C2) Exermse of process; control actions 
2) Stabstical proem Contra 
Fl-)A-utrance 

of the quahty mputs 
P2) Propwrime to select supphers 

j21j0! Xunpo,., nen pMet, 
Q; ) ty steering comstattee 

I Q4) Team-ork for quahty ttTýem 

P__ _ld. ý -A ý .- A----A 

L4) Corporaft soctal and cultmal vahics 
S5) Strxtegim -re-mgmeerme acttý___ 
" Benchn-l-g -alyms 
S8) B- pr- m-nmnemnir 
Q2) Au&ts to the manamnmt mtem 

Proý 2"d he a ondifled ýy sod docamested 
FH71) -Quablyprorrftm 

Proceý used In a modified way bwt not decomm" 
rN-.. 

Prsceý and speradk-ak and met docamested 
rNme 

Precesm never wed 

4. Crid-I f- 
1 MarketLng 

'n due tD r=starice I Stmftgic Plarmmg 9EVl'hunmWfinanct9 
msourm I Quality Imp--t 

Know-how for implementation I 
Lack of finx=al resourva 2 

Lack of woriang methods 3 

Opomtkon of nuddle nwagement 4 

Low technological level 5 

Customer do not denmd quahty 6 

Top management involvement 7 

cdýttonal levet l 8 

ck of quahty supphcrs 

tn 
7::: qý 

6. Thne for hapkimentation (yean) 

1. Mission and vision I 

L Stakeholders vtpectations 2 
L Market share 3 

a, Management of suppliers 4 
f Process control 5 

o. Quality policies 6 

p Strategic pl-g pr- 7 

q TrammIt and educat Programmes 8 

in. Production process planning 9 

(I Quality Steenng comatiftee 10 

& Au(bts for the quality system II 
k Management of operation 12 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality 13 

s. Quality unprovement protec" 14 

v. Internal suppher - customer cham 15 

ii. Rewards and recognition 16 
b Benchmarking 17 

c Compet quality is 

rL Product/service pl-g 19 

y Social and cultural values 20 

t Reýgmecrmg it 21 

,w Business operation Out: omc 22 
Iz FWfilmentofstakeholders'e)rPectabow 23 

Profits distribution j4 

mty mdmes F=ý=ý- 2 
1 Quahty Aww'ds 

Shareholders 2 
Top Management 2 
Employees I 
Supphers 0 
Customers 2 
Stakeboiders' satisf2ction lodex 1.4 

It. Estimated pmftubfty ludex 
rP Index 
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CýPamy No. = 

1. Geme"I lor"llmd" 

IndustrW Sector 
Office vipphw II 

Office, furrult-ure I Products / Ser"Ce's -q, 

Tochrucal semces 
PoEtion martager 
Reports to' Dwector 
Educaton m TQM (# hom) 50 

2. lwvelnýt in TQM I YES 
- 

3. Degree of lmpkýtmdm of synem's procames 

FN-; w- 
Preý widely used and documented 

L I) Understaridzrig of stakeholders' vqwmom 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' oTectortims 
L3) Mission arid vision 
SI) StrineLaft -stakeholders' & customers' expectistICKS 
F) Strategies -captal avulabie 
S3) Strategies - missim vision md corporate values 
MI) Cmnomer sartisfoiction 
M3) Competitors' quahty, strmgft & weaknessm 
M4) Market 
01) Design of and services 
02) Prodticton prý plartruing 
04) Redesign of products and services 
PI) Asstawrive of Ow quality of mputs 

Prý owd in m modined w. y and dýmmttd 
IN(me I 

-" 
1.4) Coý socLal and cultorld vW,,, 
S5) Strategies 4e-engmeemg nions 
9) Qhy P. I. -Y 
S8) B- F- -engineering 
HI) Quahty promotton 
H2) Traming and educatonal prognunmes 
H6) Modficatim of dw corpome ctjjtý 
M2) PohcV for Profits and benefits duanbution 
03) AcinummMon proem plarumg 
05) Prodamon / admamsmon mforrimton rtstem 
08) Quahty of the firashed product 
Cl) Work methocks and sWuiards 
C2) Exercise of pi control actions 
Ql) Q-hty -p-wnent projects 
! 231 Audits to the nmage. wn rvm 

1 Q3) Quahly immmg conomnee 
I Q4) Tearawork for quahty 

INZ=- 
EW spermftýny sod not dýommted 

Lack of fýmai msources I 
Lwk of woriang methods 2 
Custorner do not demand quahty 3 
Low educational level 4 
Top tiýgement invoivemmt 5 
Lwk of quaht 

,y 
supphers 6 

Opostion of nuddle mýgcment 7 

ýteglo mm g o 
- h2logg2cal lewl Low t oc 

=7j 

6. Thot for haplementation (Tmn) 

1. Mimmon and vision I 
d. Quality steering cornmintee 2 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 3 

i. Stakeholders expectations 4 
k. Management of operation 5 

n. Product/service planning 6 

in. on process planning 7 
b Bencluniniang 8 

* Competitors! quahty 9- 

* Quahty pohmes 10 

P. Strategic Planning 11 

r. Prormotion of a culture of quahýr 12 

u. Rewards and recognition 13 

y. Social and cultural values 14 

s Quality unproverricrd pMects 15 

v Internal suppher - customer chain 16 

x Customer satisfaction 17 
L Market sham 18 

q Training and educational progranunes 19 

L Re-engineeringmanagement 20 

a. Audits for the qaahtýr system 21 

a. Managwrient of supphem 22 
' l 

nou outcome 
[; 

; 7=--= 
JIL Profits distribution 

ty 
I Fulamal pT4tahhty 

S4) Sbategm 4michnuriang 
S7) Benchnumiang anidyms 
H3) Rewards wid rewgrati 
H4) Empljý' deRrm of satsfiction on the job 
H5) Employees' perfornmce 
06) Perfomwcc of ti. 
07) Produmýty of th. p, ý p,. 
C3) Staftsbcal ý -m 

I n) Progrwný to select supphm 

4. CrNe»1 zub-synom fär- 

iconm, anY9 compeutiwness i Leadý 
mon dm to mutý Qmhty Irnrgý=EJ 
of humawffimmal procm 

Shmeholdem 2 
Top Management I 
E-Plo)- 1 
supphers I 
customem 2 
Stakeholders' satisfaction index 1.4 

11. EsUmated p"fkabWq Index 
fP Index 
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r, ---l CýPamy No. II 

1. Gmýl Istwontlem 
Constroction 

IndusbrW Sector 
Produm i Services Prefabncatcd waU and 

I 

ceilings 

lxvelveý in TQM 

I D*" of Impleolwatatlea of system's pw*cessm 

rrocý widely used sea ammusested 

I YES 71 

L2) Smsfactom of stakeholdezv'expKfttotu 
L3) Msmon and vmon wteemmts 
L4) Cmporme smal and catnral vahms 
, F) Sbvegm - nt=on. vision and corp"t vahms 
M2) Pohcy for profits and bemfits dLsMbubon 
01) Design ofprodwu wW semees 
02) Prodwbm pý plýg 
06) Perfonnwbee of the adrr=sbftve pmCess 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quahty of the fimshed 
C2) Exýw of pý corcnýl acbý 
PI) Assuranm of the qmhty of mptm 

Prý wMely výd but mot dýýmted 
LI) UndarmAng of stakdwiden' vTecmom 
SI) Sowtegin -stakeW&ý' & custý' expectatons 

Lýl 
.n 

Cmýtore quahty, sb=gft & weWmý 

Processes oned In a ondffkd way end decomented 
HO Mochfication of the corporate extimm 
03) AdrminstM*n pmcm plarming 
Cl) Wot mcdwds and standards 
QI)Q-htynm-pm- 

Prveenes and be a usoallned warr but not documented 
S6) 

- 
Q-hty pobcy 

71) Custoý smsfaction 
05) Productum f admuusu"on mfommuon system 
C3) Smstical process 
P2) Progrwmne 6D select supphm 
Q2) Audits tD the managemem rystem 

Processes owd sporadkady sod Not documented 
S2) Stxwtegies -caotad available 

1, Hl) Quality on E) TMningEm ortal propwrurtes 

S4) Stimtepm -benchmariang 
S5) Stn"gim 4em gmeenng acttons 
S7) - aly- 
s8) Bwuýa proý rýgmftmg 
H3) Revnads and rcc omttm 
144) EnqAayeý' deg ft of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Empf yý' perf ýce 
M4) Market 

e2 c l- 
Qi) 

m 
;ý for ýM ly urmrovemerit 

4. Crkk-al seb-gystem fý. 
leompwws comDftt- CVs Mznagmý' 

Mon due ID renstum . 11 

i 

Quabty improv 

E; 
=, 

)fhumamlfinýal I Mgt H- BeIR 

10. Chamcteristki of respondent 
Cue of Quality 

Position Assurance 
Manufactunng 

Reports to, Manager 
Education in TQM (# hours) 0 

S. DUT"ftks durime lmDtemtstatiom 

Top mmagemert mvoivement I 
Lack of firimcial resources 2 
Opcwbon of rtudclIe ýgernent 3 
Lack ofworkmg methods 4 
Custmcr do not demand quality 5 
Lack of quality supphers 6 
Low educatiorail level 7 
Low hnological level 

OL Thu* for hoplementation (years) 

7. Rýmmemded implementation 
i. Stakeholders expectations I 

p Strategic plwuung 2 
o Quality policies 3 
n. Product/service planning 4 

in. Production process planning 5 
k. Matnagement of operation 6 

x Customer satisfaction 7 

c Compeutonquality 8 

1. Mission and vision 9 

q Tra=g and educational pmgmnrnes 10 

r Pro-ttm of a culture of quality II 
e. Maitagement of suppliers 12 
f Process control 13 

a. Quality vement projects 14 
d. Quality steering coriumftee 15 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 16 

y Social and cultural values 17 
b Benchmarking 18 
1 Market share 19 

aL Audits for the quahty system 20 
w. Business operation outomine 21 

Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 22 
li 

ýlt. 
distribution 

ý 
23 

lu. Rewards and recognition 24 
It Re-enguiecringmanagement 25 

S. EffectIvemm measure of the OM 
I Quahty & Productviýr mdexes I 
Cmt of pow quahry 2 
Fumnoal pmfitabihty 3 

1. Imerwemmt In the utisfactwm ell 
Sharcholdem 0 
TOP M-9--t 0 

Emplo)ý I 
supphas I 
custý I 
Stakebolders' satisfaction index 06 

11. Estimated profitability Index 
[P Index 
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C, mpamy N& 1 12 

1. Gemýl IstmustlDs 
5ýw - Se- 

- I Producfz I Scrica Tiles 

2. lav*Wwmwot is TQM -- :1 

Techrucal Manager 

I 
Quahty Duvcti 

Edumtion in TQM (# hows) I 
--go - 

L DeVee of lmpinýtsdom of systt=*s proccaft 

-ý -mew am s-. -- 

Precý widely ased bet not dwiemested 
i- 

- 

Precesý ased Im a ondW" wsy and dým"ttd 

Prwesý ft" Im s modhled way bwt set dýmemttd 
pI 

Precenes ined sperodk-aDy and set documented 

6. Thme for haplemestation Cycan) 

a. Audits for the quahty 
b Bencbmrkmg 
c. Compeuto& quahry 
d. Qmhly steenng corrinuttee 
a Managernent of supphers 
f Process control 
g FWfilment of stakeholders' expectations 
IL Profits chsinbution 
i. Stakeholders expectattons 
1. Mssion and vision 
k. Management of operation 
1. Market share 
rm Production process plmuung 
n. Producttsemce plannmg 
0. Quahty pohocs 
p Strategic planrung process 
q Traimng and educational progrýes 
r Promotion of a culture of quahty 
s Qualityunprovement projects 
t. R&-engmeenngrmanagement 
u. Rewards and recogrution 
v Internal suppher - customer chmn ý. -. Bustness on- 

Ix customer sftsfaction 
ly. Social and cultural values 

& Effectwesess wesswre Of the om programme 

[Qtýly Awards 

9. Improvement to the satisfactlem of., 
Shareholdem 
Top Managemew 
Employees 
supphem 
cutomen 
ýjulcrboid. no nthf. ctlo WeX 

11. Estimated profitability Index 
rP Index 
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coarmy No. = 

1. Ge"TA lmfýstlv 
I AjEERý E-ýEd --S-- 

Pmduct, I semces Batt" P- 

2. Im"k-emod ho TQ? 4 YES = 

I Onef of I 

I Piant Mýgý 
Educal3m in TQM (# hours) 1 150 

3. Degr« er Im) * taden of systems p 

V- -U. ý -A .. A A---.. A 

L I) Understarw&ng of rtakeholdem'expectatow 
L2) Sftsfaction of setketwiders'wTectaroons 
L3) Nfimen and vmm 
SI) Sov"es -stakeholders' & customers' C(pectaftons 
S2) Stwtepes -capted avWabic 
S3) Sawwoes - numm nizon and corporate vahws 
34) Strvepes 4michmmiang 
SS) Stivepes ýSnwwnng wbons 
S6) Quabry pohcy 
H6) Mothficaton of the wrporvtc cultwe 
01) Desip ofprodtwu and savices 
02) Productim pmcess plýg 
03) Adnwhstmon pmoess plarinmg 
04) Redmgn of produces wA semm 
05) Production / admunsmon mformatim rmteim 
06) Perfonnance of the adnwusmw proem 
07) Productwty of the productim pmoess 
08) Quahty (W the fimshed product 
Cl) Work Tiwdiods wbd 
C2) Examse of pmeess contral scums 
C3) St3usbcal pmeess conuml 
PI) Assunwice of the quahty of mputo 
P2) Propmamwe to select wipphers 
Ql) Quahty -wrovancm pmects 
Q2) Audits to the mwmpm, m, systern 
23) Quahty steennIr cmtrmttee 
Q4) Teamwork for quahty unprovenmd 

-;; 
Prý widly owd but a*t dýýted 

rN I 

Prý usd spýd"Ry sad at dýmmted 
S7) Benchniarkmg analyn, 

lNone 

4. Critksl sub4ysftm for- 
lCommwsýh- Stve%mc ptanmn 

on due to remstance prý ýtl 
huntaWFm;;;; ý Procm omtr(, 

l 

Low educational level I 
Lack of qmhty suppliers 2 
Low technological level 3 
Lack of finartmal resources 4 
Opontion nuddle management 5 
Customer do not demand quality 6 
Lack of worbng methods 7 

IT gement involvement 

C Thm for haplementatlem Cyimn) f---2to-4--7 

r. Promotion of a culture of quahty I 

& Auchis for the quahty "em 2 
1. Market share 3 

m Pfoduction process p1mmmg 4 

m Product(serwce plarmng 5 

o (Zaahtypohmes 
_6 

YL T Satsfaction 7 

v. Internal suppher - custormer chmn 8 

w Business operation outcome 9 
b. Benchmariang 10 

a Quahty mprovement pmects II 

P Sminegic plýg 12 

q. Trm=g and educational progýes 13 

c Competttorsquahty 14 
d Qýy steenng coýttee 15 

e. Managemerd of supphers 16 
f Process control 17 

g FWfilmentofstakeholdem'c)qxetations 18 

y. Social and cultural values 
IL Profits distribution 20 

iL Rewards and recoputon 21 
t gmeenng riumagemerd 22 

lk MamRmnmt of operation 23 
li. Stakeholders expectatons 24 

nsion 

[QualityAwards 
[Famcial profit3bhty 
I Cbst of poor quahty 

Sharcholden 2 
Top Mý 2 
E-Ploy- 2 
Supphm 2 
customm 2 
Sukek. ldý'mtftlmvdom indx 20 

it. FAtimated prefitablUty hdex 
P Index 
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Company No. = 

1. General Information 

Industrial Sector 
Metalhc products 

Products / Services Pewter vassels 

L Ixvotvement Is TQM I YES -I 

10. Chamcterhdcs of respeadest 
Onef of Qiýty 

Position Control 
manufachms 

Reports to: ManaRer 
Educatkon in TQM (# hours) 48 

3. Degree of implementation of system's processes 

Processes wideiv used and documented 
L3) Mission and vision statements, 
L4) Corporate social and cultural aes 
S7) Benchmarking analysis 
S8) Business process re-engineenng 
iF4-) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
M4) Market share 
04) Redesign of products and services 
Q3) Quality steering coninuttee 

Procvwes widely s3ed bet not documented 

L 1) Understanding of sukeholdem* expectatimis 
SI) Strategies ýtakeholdm' & customem' expectations 
S2) StmtegLes -capital avmlable 
S3) Strategies - nusmon, vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchniarkmg 
S5) Strategies -re-engLneenng actions 

Processn used In a modUkd way sod docamested 
H2) Trammg and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recogration 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
06) Performance of the adnitrustrative process 
07) Producttviry of the pvodýon process 
F8-) Quahty of the firushed product 
P2) Programme to select supphers 
212 Q*dy improvement projects. 
Q, 4) Teamwork for quabt)r improvement 

Promsses used In s modffied way but mot docomemited 
Cl) Work methods and standards I 

Processes used sporad"Hy and mot documented 
L2) Satisfacton of stakeholdere expectatLons 
HI) Quality prmotion 
HS) Employees' perfoffnance. 
M3) CoTnpetitorV quality, strengft & weakne3ses 
C2) Exemse of proces3 control actons 

Processes never used 
S6) Quahty policy 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distinbution 
01) Demgn of products and semcei; 
02) Production proceiti; planning 
03) Administration process planning 
05) Production / administimtion infomation system 

lW3) 
stab L- c ontrol 
X&-nwsw=5ftih7c7qucahty 

of inputs 
LQ21 Audits to the management system 

4. Crkical sub-mtems for- 
companys com t, en I Leaderslup 
iinplmentaton 

To 
to remstance I P. t. 1 

Lytthm6on of humarYfutancial resoiwm I QtWity improvemmt 

S. DUncukles durimp hnWemembdom 
Oposition of nuddle management I 
Lack of worlang methods 2 
Other 3 
Low educational level 4 
Low technological level 5 
Customer do not demand quahty 6 
Lack ofquahty supphers 7 

cl 1' !' of r " o ' " 
T M. m v o llve ment 

:p 
r 

WenI 
9 

6. Ilme for implementadom "n) 

7. Recommended truDlementatiom 
d. Quality steering comrmtt" I 

1. Mission mid vision 2 

a Audits for the quality system 3 

o. Quality policies 4 

q Traintrig and educational Programmes 5 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality 6 

y. Social and cultural values 7 

x Customer salisfacti 8 
b. Benchmarking 9 

c Competitors' quality 10 

p. StrateLac planning process 11 

m. Production process planning 12 

ji. Productfservice planning 13 
1, Market share 14 

& Quality improvement projects 15 

t. Re-en eenng management 16 
f Process control 17 

e. Mana mentofsuppliers 18 

1. Stakeholders expectations 19 

g Fulfilment of stakeholden' expectations 20 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 21 

!u Rewards and recognition L' L 22 

w n e-ss operation outcoine 3 N 
Ih. Profits distnbutton 
1 It. Management of operation 25 

S. Effeelvesess measure of tke OM programme 
ý-& 'ý-- indexes 
Fumcial profitability 
Employees, satisfaction 3 

9. ImDrovemest he the sathfocdom of' 
Shamholden I 
Top Mampment I 
Finploy- I 
supphom I 
customen 0 
Stakeholden' sathfaction lodel 08 

11. Estimated pmfttabitky indel 
f-P-ly-7dex7 
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Company No. = 

I. Gtmýl Informatlow 
Electneal maclunery 

Industrial Sector 
Products / Services Refrigeration 

compressors 

L Iwelvemest In TQM I YES 

10. Cbmracteristk-s of mpoodent 

Position 
CluefofQuality 

Assurance 
General Manager 

Reports to- 
Education m TQM (# hours) 300 

3. Degree of Implementation of ortena's processes 

Processes widely used viad documented 
11) Understanding! of stakeholdets' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholdere expectations 
U) Mission and vision statements 
ýE) Training and educational programmes 
06) Perfomkance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
Pl) Assurance of the quality of inputs 

Processes widely used but not documeoted 
HI) Quality promobon 
H3) Rewards and recogmiion 
M4) Market share 
04) Redemgn of products and services 
08) Quality of the firushed product 

Process" used In a muddled way and documented 
SS) Bunness process re-enmneenng 
01) Dengn of products and services 
U5-) Produebon / admunstratton mformation systems 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C3) Statistcal process control 

Preýel used In a Modified wav bat met documented 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
73)-Strategies 

- rrussion. vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchmariang 75) -Sttegies 

-re-engmeenng actions 
S6) Quahty pohey 
S7) Benchmartng analysis 
H5) Employees' performnance, 
, q6) Modification ofthe corporate culture 
M I) Custmer satisfaction 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits (hstnbution 
M3) Compebtors' quahty, strengths & weakness" 
02) Production Process planning 

3, A=tmtion ss plarmung 
of process control actions 

JQ4) Teamwork for quahiy uncrovernent 

Pr*ct&"s used svoredica0v and not d-entod 
H4) Emplo yees' degree of sabsfaction on the job 
P2) Progra mme to select suppliers 
Ql) QiWily unprovement piolects 
Q2) Auchts to the management srtem 
Q3) Quality steertng coninunee 

--------- 
2rocesses anw used FN-one :1 

4. CrItical sob-svitenis for: 
lcompanys competiti LeadeNup 
1g: mennron due to remstanm 

7 0f 7-I 
Quality Improwment 

a ab bon fhumantfinancial msourcm Process Control 

S. DIMuffles derime hnplemeetation 
Top management involvement I 
Lack of financial resources 2 
Opmtion of nuddle management 3 
Low educational level 4 
Lack of quahrf supphers 5 
Low technological level 6 
Lack of working methods 7 
Z: ner do not demand quality I 

9 

IL Time for hoplementation (years) 1-2 -to 4-1 

7. Remmmeaded imokmentation 
d. Quality steering comnuttee I 
q Training and educational prograrnmes 2 
i Stakeholders expectations 3 
1. Mission and vision 4 

0. Quality policies 5 
IL Management of operation 6 
M. Production process planning 7 
YL Productfservice planning 8 
0 Management ofsupphers 9 
x Customer ntisfaction 10 
9. Quality improvement projects it 
w. Business operation outcome 12 
b. Benchmarlang 13 
p Strategic planning process 14 
t, Re-engmeennR management is I 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 16 
f Process control 17 
a. Audit$ for the quality "am 18 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 19 
u Rewards and recognition 20 
1. Market sham 21 
c. Competitors'qualily 22 
g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 23 
y. Soaal and cultural values 24 
ki. Profits distribution 25 

L EffeeWeness measure of the OM 
mW pmfitabtbt), I 

Employeae utisfaftm 2 
Cmt of poor quality 3 

9. Improvemeat IN SO nthfaction of, 
Shareholders I 
Top Management I 
Employeas 2 
Suppliers I 
Customers 2 
Stakeholders' satisfaction index 14 

I I. Esthnated prothabfflty bides 
rP- -Index I 
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Compamy No. 7-1-61 

1. General Information 
Other 

, efraý Products / Services Refractory 

2. lwolvtmemt In TQM I YES = 

10. Ch31reclerhiks of respendent 
Quality M-s- 

Position 
Repmb to: Dnvdor 
Education in TQM (# hours) 300 

3. Degree of Implementation of system-s procesm 

Procesm widely used and documented 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholderVexpectations, 
L3) Mission and vision statements 
SI) gim -stakeholders' & customers' expectations, 
S3) Strategies - mission, vision and corporate values ý) -Q-hty 

P-hey 
S7) Benchniarking arialysis 
S8) Btismess, process re-engmeenng 
H3) Rewards and recogmton 
H6) Moch fication of the corporate culture 
M3) Compettors' quality, strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of die production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
F) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs, 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality improvement projects 
! 23ý Auditi; to the management systern 
Q3) Qtzahty steering committee 

Processes widely used but not documented 
SS) Stratepes qv-engineertng actions 

Processes used In a madined way sod documented 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits (lastribution 
02) Production process plannmg 
03) Adaumstration process plaraung 
ET) Statistical process control 
Q4) Tewnwork for quably unprovement 

Procenes aged Is a M44ined WaY bet %at docameoted 
L4) Corporate social and cultizal valum -ý2-)-Strategies 

-captal avmlable 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Trainmg and educational programmes 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' perfortnance. 
M 1) Customer satsfaction 

104) Redesign of products and services 

Processes used sperodkally and not dýwmemted 
05) Production / a&mruswation infonnation systems 

Processes never used 
S4) Strategies -benchmarkmg 

4. Crk"l sub-mtems for- 
cornpan3es ess Process Contml 

IMElementation due to rmstance Leadenh, p 
I Ouabty Impmvement 

S. DWkulties darlat hoolemeetatiom 
Lack of woriang methods I 
Low technological level 2 
Top management involvement 3 
Oposition ofituddle management 4 
Lack of financal resoumes 5 
Lack of quahty suppliers 6 
Low educational level 8 

tomer do not demand quahty 9 

& Time for hoplemostatioa (yeors) 

7. Rftommeoded hoplemestation 
i. Stakeholders expectations I 
d. Quahly steering coriuruttee 2 
o. Quality policies 

-3 p StrateLme pi-g process 4 
x. Customer satisfaction 5 
j. Mssion and vituon 6 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 7 

Training and educational pro 8 
k Managementofoperation 9 
g. FWfilment of stakeholders' expectations 10 
Is. Benchmarking II 
w. Bustness operation outcome 12 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 13 
f Pmcess control 14 
a. Audits for the quality system, 15 
m. Production process planning 16 
n. Product/service planning 17 
1. Market ithare 
c. Competitors! quality 19 
a Management ofxupphefs 20 
h. Profits distribution 21 
u. Rewards and recomtion 23 
s. Quahty tinprovement projects B 

t. Re-engmeenng management 24 
y, Social and cultural values 25 

S. EffecWteen measure of the OM 
rQ--! *t y& Prmocdwtývi mdexes 
Cost of poor quahty 2 iFowncial 

profitatnhty 3 

Impravement im tb* sathfaction of. - 
Sharchoiders 0 
Top Management I 
Employees 2 
suppliers 0 
Custmers 2 
Stakeholders' sonsfactiom iodex 10 

I I. Esthnsted profitabUfty lodn 
rPF-I. d. x 
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Company No. 

1. Gememl Information 
Non-clectacal 

Industrial Sector machinery 
Producu / Somces steam gawrators 

2. Involvement In TQM I YES 
- 

7] 

10. Chameteristin of regipondent 
Total Qualiyt 

Position Manager 
Operations 

Reports to: Manager 
Education in TQM (# hows) 320 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

Processes wideiv ased 26d docameated 
LI) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
72)-Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
L3) Mssion and vision statements 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
, T2-)Stmtegies 

-cMtaI available 
S3) Strategies - nussaim, vision and corporate 

; Uu-es 

S4) Strategies -benchmarking 
S5) Strategies -re-engmeering actions 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benchmarking analysis 
S8) Business; process re-enp ing 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educatimal prozrammes 
H4) Employees' degree of satLsfaction on t1te job 
1-15) Employees' pe ance 
H6) Modification of the corporate culwre 
01) Design of prodticts and services 
03) Admimstration process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / administration information systems 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quahty of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process 22ntrol 
PI) Assurance of the q ty of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
! Rj2 Quality improvement projects. 
02) Audits to the maniagement system 

I Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Processes widely used but mot documented 
M2) Pohey for profits and benefits distnbution 

Processes used b it modined way and docameated 
L4) Corporate social and culftwal values 
M3) Competto& quahty, stmgft & weakneun 
02) Produchon procen p1mming 
Q3) Quahty steering cm=ttee 

Processes used in a modMod way but not docomeoted 
H3) Rewards and recogrution I 

Processes used spomdk-aUy and not docamented 
rNone I. 

Processes sever used 
LIE 1) RE 

h:: 
""C'l 

4. Critical sub-mtems for- 

companYs competth Strateinc Pla=ng 
Implementation due to rmstance Strategic Planting 
lUtill3ation of human/financial resourves Mgt Human Behaviour 

S. DMIcultles durime hnDlement2tion 

Top management involvement 1 
Opositon of nuddle management 2 
Low educational level 3 
Lack of working methods 4 
Lack of quality suppliers 5 
Customer do not demand quality 6 
Low technological level 7 
Lack of financial resources 
Other 

6. Thae for implemestation (y*ars) 

7. Remmmended bnolementatiom 
j. Mission and vision I 

p. Strategic planning 2 
d. Quality stecring committee 3 
1. Market share 
y. Social and cultural vidues 5 

o Quality policies 6 

r. Promotion of a culture of quahly 7 
k. ManaRement of operation 8 

a Qualityunprovement projects 9 
t. Re-engineenng management 10 
b. Benchmarking II 

m. Production process planning 12 

n. Product/service planning 
_ 

13 

v. internal supplier - customer chain 14 

w. Business operation outcome 15 

x Customer satisfaction 16 

c. Competitoriquality 17 
IL Profits distribution is 

i Stakeholders expectations 19 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholden' expectations 20 
f. Process control _ 21 

Mans nt of suppliers e 22 
Audits for the quality system 23 

q. Trmmng and educational propwmes 24 

u. Rewards and recogtutkon 25 

L Effectivemen tommare of th* OM 

Muket shwv 2 
EmploMV satisfwhon 31 

ImprWeintot Im the sathfaction of., 
Shamholders 2 
T(T Management 2 
Employ- I 
SUPRhen 0 
customen I 
Stakebolders' latisfactlem lodel 1.2 

11. Estboated prontabUfty lodex 
FP -Index 10 
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Company No. = 

1. Gemer2l Information 

Industrial Sector 

steel 

Products / Semces Steel sheets 

2. Iuvolvement in TQM F- YES :1 

10. Cbaracleristies of resDendent 
Quality Planning 

Position Manager 
Human Rcxo=es 

Reports to: Manager 

Education in TQM (0 hours) 20DO 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

Processes widely used and documented 
L 1) Understanihng of stakeholders' expectations 
L3) Mission and vision statements 
SI) Stmtegies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S3) Strategies - mission, vision and corporate values 
S5) Strategies -re-engineenng actions 
S6) Q-hty pohcy 
HI) Quahty promotion 
H2) Trammg and educational progmmines 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits distiabutton 
M3) Competitors' quahty, strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production Process planning 
03) Adimnistinstion process planning 
04) Redmgn of products and semces 
05) Production / admirustration mformation systems 
06) Performance of the admunstrative process 
07) Productvity of the production process 
08) Qiýty of the fimshed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assurance of the quahry of mpft 
P2) Progmmme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quahiy improvement projects. 
Q3) Qwhty steenng committee 
Q4) Teamwork for quahty improvement 

Prcýcesses widety end but not documented 
1.4) Corpmate social and cultural values 
S7) Benchmarlang analysis 
MI) Customer satisfaction 

Processes ased bm a medined way and documesited 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
S4) Stmteioes -benchmariang 
S8) Bumness process re-engineenng 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H5) Employees' performance 

Prwesses used In a modtned way bwt not dwomexted 

S2) Strategies ýpital avmlable 

Prýses used spamdicaHy and not dommented 
Q2) Audits to the manapment srtein 

Processes mever used 
]None I 

4. Critical sub-systems for- 
1-mpmys com ettiveness S"tegic Planrun 
Implementation due to remstance Sul)pher3 Mgt 
lutdisation of humwVfinanmal resoumes I Quahty Improvement 

S. DIMeakits durimr knolementation 
Lack of financial msources I 
Lack of wcniong methods 2 
Low technological level 3 
Lack of q ity suppliers 4 
Oposition of nuddle management 5 
Low educatonal level 6 
Customer do not demand quahty 7 

11 management mvolvanent 8 
0r 

%th 

6. Time for bnplemeatation (years) 

7. R---.. d. d ImMementation 

P. Strategic planning p-ro-Cess 

y. Social and cultural values 2 

0. Quality Policies 3 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 4 
b. Benchmarking 5 
d Quality steering corturrunee 6 

1. Mission and vision 7 

m. Production process planning a 

n. Product/service planning 9 

q Trauun and educational pro -s 10 

a. Management of suppliers it 
f. Process control 12_ 
k. Mans ent of operation 13 

satisfaction x Customer 14 
-- _ 1. Market share is 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 16 

u Rev/mds and recognition 17 

v. Internal supplier - custorner chain 18 

a Audits for the quality "em 19 

w. Business operation outcome 20 
h. Profits distribution 21 

i. Stakeholders expectations 22_ 

s. Quality unprovement projects 
t. Re-engineering management 24 

c. Competktors'quahty 25 

S. Ffftedweness measure of the OM 
[Quality & Productivity indexes I 
lCost of poor quality 2 
I Financial profitability 3 

9. Imoravement is tht latisfactlom of' 
Shareholders 0 
Top Mamgernmt 2 
Employees I 
Suppliers 2 
Customers 2 
Stakeholders' vatisfactiou index 1.4 

11. Esthnsted profitabWty index 
f-p-Index 
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Company No. r--1-9-l 

1. Geme"I Information 

Industrial Sector 

Construction 

Products / Services Cerwmc Til 

2. lovelvemeot in TQM I YES = 

10. Characterlstks of respondest 
Cluef of fimshed 

Position products auditing 
Reports to: Sales marvager 
Educatton in TQM (# hours) 200 

3. Degree of Impkinestation of sysum*s procenes 

Processes widely used and documented 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SS) Strategies -re-engineenng actions 
S6) Quality policy 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
01) Design of products and services 
FF) Quality of the finished product 
C Work methods and standards 
FI')'Assmwce ofthe quality ofmputs 

Procewes widely used but Not docameoted 
L3) Nfission and vimon statements 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vison and corporate valu" 
S8) Business process re-engmeenng 
HI) Quahty promoton 
M4) Market share 
02) on process, plamung 
2! ) Redesign of products and senices; 

! Ql; QUallty -P---t PrOjeCt3 

Processes used In a modified way and documented 
SI) Stmtegin -stakeholders' & custorners' expectations 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
05) Produchon I adnumstration mfoffnatton systems 
06) Perforniance of the admuustrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
Q2) Auchts to the management system 

Processes used is 2 modffled way bot Not documented 
LI)Undmtanding of stakeholders' expectations 
34) Strategies -benchmarlang 
S7) Benchmadang analysis 
1-15) Employees' performance. 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
03) Adriumstration process planrung 
C2) Exercise ofprocess control actions 

, 
5ýlect suppliers 

conmuttee 
I Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovement 

Procesm used sporadk*Uy and not documented 
ýC- titors, ly, strmgths & weaknm 
IC3) Statistical procem control 

Precessies never used 
1-12) Trmmng and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
1-14) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 

4. Crklcal sub-Mtemis for., 
cmpenvls t1ti I Stmtegic Planrung 

Implementation due to rCM$tance Process Control 
lutLhsatkon of hurnan/finannal resources CVs Mýgernent 

S. Diflicskles durior hnimlemestation 
Lack of worl=g methods I 
Lack of quality suppliers 2 
Oposition of nuddle management 3 
Low educational level 4 
Custorner do not dernand quality 5 
Lack of financial resources 6 
Low technolopcial level 7 

1L management invol. ent 
-- O%th 

6. Tim* for implementation (years) r -2t-o 

7. Recommended hoplementatiom sequence 
1. N&ssjon and vision I 
t. Stakeholders expectations 2 
0. Quality pohmes 3 
d. Quality steenng coninuttee 4 
a. Management of supphers 5 
1. Market share 6 
C. Comp"tow quality 7 
m Production process plantung 8 
It Management of operation 9 
n. Product(service plamung 10 
r PromotLon of a culture of quahty ii 
b. Benchnuý-g 12 
f. Process control 13 
p. Strategi plamng proms 14 
y. Socral and cultural values 15 
s. Quality unprovement projects 16_ 
v. Internal supplier - customer chmn 17 
w. Bustriess operation outcorne 18 
X_CUStOfnef Satl3faction 19 
a. Auchts for the quahty systern 20 
g. FWfLIment of stakeholders' expectations 21 

It Re-engmeeringr management 2 
mn Mdeducational programmes 23 ý ý 

and recogration 24 
1h. Profits chstnbubon 25 

S. Effect"ness measure of the QM programme 
Famcial profitsbthty I 
Market sham 2 

1 Quahty & Productivity indemm 3 

9. Improvement In the satisfaction of, 
Shareholden 0 
Top Managemeatt I 
Employ- 2 
Suppilen I 
Custormms 0 
Stakeholden' satisfaction hides: 08 

11. Estimated profitability ludex 
rP- -Index 
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Company No. r-20 -1 

1. General Information 

Tndustrial Sector 
Beverage 

Products / Semces Bea 

2. Involvement In TQM I YES 

10. Cbzracterbtim of respoodest 
OD and quably 

Position manager 
Human Ramrces 

Reports to, Manager 
Education in TQM (# hours) 200 

3. Degree of Implemestation of system's processes 

Processes widely used and documented 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders! expectations 
1.3) Mssion and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - mission. vision and corporate values 
S6) Quality policy 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
iTT) Rewards and recogmtion 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) Compeutore quality, strengths & weaimesses 
M4) Market share 
04) RedesiRn of product& and services 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
PI) Assurance offlie quality finputs 

im 
_ent 

projects. 
12031 

i ZZY 
steering comrruttee 

I Q4) Teamwork for quality impro 

Processes widely used bet not documented 
S4) Strategies -benchmarlang 
S5) Strategies -re-engLneenng actions 
S7) Benchmarlang analysis 
S8) Business process re-engineening 
Ml) Customer satisfaction 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
02) Production process planning 

103) Adniiiiistnition process planning 

Procewes used is a modifled way and documented 
H4) Employees' de of satsfaction on the job 
HS Ern II ce. 
05) Production t admmustraton udonnation systam 
C3) Statistcal process control 
ýýgranvnc to select supphen 

Precosms used In a modMed way bet not docamested 
rHI) Qhly pfton 

r -7 
Pr"esses used sporadicaDy and not documented 

N no 

Processes never used 
IQ2) Audits to the management system :::: = 

4. Critical sub-systems for. - 
1cornpany ýEtm ess I SupphERE: 1 

-plernentation due to resistance Mgt H man Behaviourl juthsabon 

of human/financial resources I Mgt Human Behaviour 

S. DWkskies durtog hnplement2don 
Top management involvement I 
Oposibon of nuddle management 2 
Lack of worlang methods 3 
Customer do not demand quahty 4 
Low oducabonal level 5 
Low technologLcal level 6 
Lack of financual resources I 
Lack of quality supphers ! F(57-- 9 j 

C Thoo for Implemestation (vmrs) 

7. Recommem4ed bnplementatics sequence 
d. Quality steenng comffuttee I 
j. Nhssion and vmon 2 
o. Quahty pohcies 3 
q Trammg and educatonal programmes 4 
k. Management of operation 5 
f Process control 6 

0. Mana of supphers 7 

x. Customer satisfact 8 

w. Busmess operation outcome 9 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 10 
m. Production process planrung II 

n. Productiservice plamunit 12 

P. stmteg)c plarimna 13 

c. Competttors' quahty 14 

i. Stakeholders ow is 

1. Market share 
- - - 

16 

(ht3 for ; 7e 
quahly rystern 

; rA 
u 17 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations is 

u. Rewanis and recogration 19 

a. Quality improvement projects 20 

r. Promotion of a culture, of quahtY 21 

h. Profits distnbution 22 

b. Benchmariang 23 

t. Re-engmeenng management 24 

y. Somal and cultund values 25 

S. Effeedvestess measure of the QM programme 

Quality A Productivity indexes 2 
Market share 3 

9. Imprevement In the Satisfaction of, 
Shareholders I 
Top Management 2 
Employees I 
Supphers I 
Customers I 
Stakebolders' satisfaction Index 1.2 

It. Estimated profftobWty index 
rP-I-ndcx 
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Compamy No. 7-2-11 

1. ce. eml 
lIndustrial 

Swor 
El 

I Product& I Semces 

2. Involvement in TQM I NO 

10. 

Quality assurance 
Position mamger 
Repom to, General Manager 
Education in TQM (# hom) 0 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

and docamented 

rrwmn 

S. DiMmidn dierimp bnalementation 
Top management involvement 0 
Low educational level 0 
Lack of quality suppliers 0 
Lack ofworkmgmetliods 0 
Oposition of middle management 0 
Low technological level 0 
Customer do not demand quality 0 
ýV of financial resources 0 

ea r 

6. Thu@ for huplemeetation (y"rs) 

7. Rýomw.. d. d h-l-otation s"vence 
a, Audits for the quality rystent 0 
b. Benchmarking 0 
C. Competitors' quality 0 
d Quality steering committee 0 
e. Management of suppliers 0 
f. Process control 0 

g Ful film of stakeholders' expectations 0 
h Profits distribution 0 

1 Stakeholders expectations 0 

1. Nfismon and vision 0 
k Mýgernent of operation 0 
1. Market share 0 
m Production process planning 0 
m Product/service planning 0 
0. Quality policies 0 

p Strategic planning process 0 

q Training and educational programmes 0 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 0 
s. Quality improvement projects 0 
t Re-engmeentrigmanagement 0 
u. Rewards and recognition 0 
v. Internal supplier -customer chain 0 
w. Business operation outcome 0 
ý Custofner satisfaction 
y. Social and culftuial values 

& Effoctivemen messure of the OM oropramme 
ost of quahty 10 i S, 

M-iw-ket share 0 
1 Quahty Awwds 0 

9. Tron-ment Im the tathfictlem aft 
Shmholden 0 
Top Mwmgement 0 
Employees 0 
SUPJ? Ilen 0 
Customers 0 
Stakeholden'satisfaction bdel 00 

I I. Estimated profitability lodex 
rP-I-ndex I :: O= 
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Company No. r-2-21 

1. Ge 
lIndustrial 

Sector 
Electncal nu ch--: y 

Products I Semces Electne motom 

2. Involveinest in TQM I YES 

10. Cbaracterbtks of respondent 
Quahty --I 

Posidon mansM 
Reports to* Duvdor 
Education in TQM (# hours) 300 

3. Degree of Implemesitation of system's processes 

Processes widely ased sod decomeoted 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
M4) 
04) Redesign of products and services 
06) Peffonnance of the administrative proms 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quahty of the fimshed product 

'he 
pl' " ýce off the quality of inputs 
i52) Audits to management system 

Promses widely used bwt Not docamented 
L4) Corporate social cultww value3 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M3) Competttors'quahty, strengths & weakmsm 
01) Demgn of products and smices 
S8) Business process re-engtnýg 

Processes used In a modifled way sad documented 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistcal process control 
HI) Quality promotion 
H5) Employees' performance 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits (hstribution 
02) Production process Plitrining 
03) Production / adrnimstration infonnation systems 
P2) Progritriume to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality improvement projects 
Q4) Tearnwork for quahry unprovement 
S2) Stristegies -capital evalable 
S4) Strategies -benchniarlang 
SS) Strategies -re-engtneenng actions 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benchmarlang analysis 

Processes used In a modined way bet set decomeated 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
LI) Understandtng of stakeholders' expectatims 
L3) Mssion and vision statements 
03) Admtru.. process planrung 
Q3) Quahty steenng conurattee 
SI) Stmegies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vision and corporate values 

Pr"enes used spomd"By aud mot documented 
4 Ln- = ducationalprogrumes m 

H133 
ý) ýi 

andd 
em-coputim 

Premsses sever used 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 

4. Crtfical sob-sysums for. 
companYs competiti ess Statepc Plaruung 

I implementaton due to mmstance Mg! t Human Behavi; Z 

lutihsation of humanifinancial remmrces Opees Management 

5. Dlfflcwhies diring linplementation 
Top management involvement I 
Oposition of nuddle management 2 
Low educational level 3 
Lack of working methods 4 
Low technological level 5 
Lack of financial resources 6 
Lack of quality suppliers 7 
Cusper do not dentand quality 8 
5ih 

6. Time for hoplemestation (yean) 

% Remmmeaded hoplemeotation 
i. Stakeholders expectations I 
j Mission and vision 2 
YL Product/service planning 3 
0. Quality policies 4 
P Strategic pl-g pro- 5 
d. Quality steenng committee 6 
y. Social and cultural values 7 
1. Market share 8 

q Training and educational prograrnmes 9 

v Internal xWher - customer chain 10 

in. Production process planning II 

r Promotion of a culture of quality 12 
k. Management of operation 13 
f Process control 14 

a. Mariagement of suppliers is 
a. Audits for the quality system 16 
w. Business operation outcome 17 

x. Customer satisfaction 18 

.R 
FWfilmentofstakeholden'expectabons 19 

s. Quality improvement prot tts 20 
u. Rewards and recognition 21 
t. Re-en ng management 22 
b. Benchmarking 23 
c. Competitors'quality 24 
h Profits distribution 25 

S. Effft-Memess messuro of tho OM prorrammo 
Qualiry & Productivity indexes I 
Financial profitabihty 2 
Cost of poor quality 3 

9. Improvement in the ntisfactiom oft 
Sharcholdem 2 
Top Manapment I 
Employý 0 
Supplien I 
Customers I 
St. keholdml satisfactiom ludex 1.0 

It. Estimated profitability ladex 
rP-I-. d.. 
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Company No. = 

1. General lafartastion 

Industrial Sector 
Other manufacturing 

Products / Services Bricks for furnaces 

2. Involvement in TQM I YSS 71 

10. Ch2racterbucs of remondent 
TecWucal Manager 

Position 
General Manager 

Reports to, 
Education in TQM (# hours) 100 

3. Degreo of Implementation of sysUm's procesm 

Proemes widely used and documented 
LI) UnderstandLng of stakeholders' expectations 
U) Mission and vision statements 
S6) ty pohcy 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M3) Compettors' quahty, strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
02) Productton process plamung 
03) Admmisti-aton process planmng 
04) Redesign of products and sermces 
06) Performance of the adriumstrative process 
08) Quahty of the firushed prochict 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actLons 
PI) Assurance of the quahly of utputs 
P2) ýýto select supphers 
U2) e management systern 

JQ3) Quahty steertng conunittee 

Processes widely ased but met doeventoted 
ýSli) Stmtegies - nussion, vimon and corporate vgues 
I S4) Strategies -benchmarkLng 
101) Design ofproducts and services 

Processes used In a modWed way and docamemited 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholderV expectations 
LAI) Corporate social and cultural values 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S? ) Benchmarlang analysis 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits (Itstribution 
05) Production / administration inforniation systerns 
2Z2 Productivity of production process 
Ql) Quality unproverrient p_Mects. 

I Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovement 

Processes used In a modffled way but not documented 
HI) Quality promotion 

I H2) Trw=g and educational prograrnines 

I 

Processes used sporsilkAy and %at documented 
1SI)Et tegies -stakeholders'& custorners' expectati 
W3) 

avloyees' 
performance 

_ 

iiq 

Processes never used 
H5) Employees' perfýrrnmqii. 
S5) Strategies -re-engineenng actions 
S8) Business process re-engLneenng 
H3) Rewards and recoRnition 
H4) Employees' degree, of satisfaction on the job 
C3) Statistical process control 

4. Critical sub-systems for- 
companys compett ass 

-I 
Strategic Planning 

limplemnentation due to remstance Mgt Human Behavi; 7 
I utthsation of hurnarLIfinancial resources Supphers Management 

S. DUMaki" dwring bnplemeotation 
Lack of quality sTphers I 
Low educational level 2 
Opoxtion of nuddle management 3 
Custmer do not deniand quality 4 
Lack of financial m-soums 5 
Top inanagement involvement 6 
Lack of working medw& 7 

FEE 8 
I Low technological level 9 

6. Than for Implementation (years) 

7. Recommended bnDltMeMt2tlOM 
d. Quality steering conirruttee I 

0. Quality polices 2 
p Strategic plannnig process 3 

q. TrainmR and educational programmes 4 
r Promotion of a culture of quality 5 

y. Social and cultural vWues 6 

u. Rewards and recognition 7 

a. Cvahty irrivrovement ects 8 

c. Competitors' quality 9 
b. Benchmarking 

-10--- 
g FWfilment of stakeholders' expectations 11 

i. Stakeholders expectations 12 
j. Mission and vision 13 
k. Management of operation 14 

m. Production process planning 13 

n Product/service planning 
_ 

16 

w. Business operation outcome 17 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 18 

x Customer satisfaction 19 

e Management of suppliers 
'20 f. Process control 21 

. 1. Market share 22 

a ý Audits ty 33 ! 

. p 0 t, 
= 

Fv 6 2 
It Re-engineenng management 25 

3. Effecdvemess ineware of the OM pretramme 
Financtad profitabthty I 
Cost of poor quality 2 
Market share 3 

9. Improvement to the sathfaction of, 
Shamholders 2 
T(T Management 2 
Fmployees I 
Supphom I 
Customm 2 
Sakeholdws'pathfaction isdex 1.6 

I I. Estimated prontabilfty ladex 
rp -I. d. X- 
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Compamy No. r- -24M 

1. Central lefortnation 
Metallic products 

Tndustrial Sector 
Products / Services Metallic residuals 

processing 

2. Involvoluent in TQM I YES 
-7 

10. Ch2raeterbtin of rnpondent 
Quahty Controi 

Pceition Mmager 
opentions 

Repor" to: Manager 
Education m TQM (# hows) 0 

3. Degree of Implementatlow of system*s processes 

Processes widely used nod documented 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' exTectations 
H 1) Quahty promotLon 
iTO Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance. 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
02) Production process plamung 
03) Adrmmstratton process plamung 
05) Producton / adnumstration information systems 
06) Performance of the admirustrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quahty of the firushed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) ercise of process control actions 

Stattst tporfocess control 
ý ýasuran the quality of mputs 

P2) Programme to select supphers 

rN-one 
Prýses widely used bitt not documeoted 

I 

Processes used im a modtned wav and documented 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' vq)ectations 
L3) Nfismon and vision statments 
Lil) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customets' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchnimiang 
S5) Strategies -re-enluneering actions 
SO Quahty Pohcy 
S7) Benclunadang analysis 
H2) Tmrung and educational progranimes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H6) Modification of the corpomte cultm 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
04) Redesign of products and services 
Ql) Quality unprovement projects 
Q2) Audits to the management system 
Q3) Quahty steering comrmttee 
Q4) Tewnworic for quality unprovetnent 

Precems used Is a wedOW way bwt not docomeRted 
lNone 71 

- 
Precen" used 2poradk%Uy sod mot documented 

FS8) Bustnms process rý emn I 

Promsses sever used 
W-M qualityý stmmgths & EiEý 

4. Crklcal svbýtems f- 
eMpany's wmImt1ti mM etLnR 

Supphem Management 
lutatsatton of humaWfinclal msources I Mrt Human Behaviour 

S. Dtffkuhks during implementation 
Low educatonal level I 
Customer do not demand quality 2 
Lack of financial resources 3 
Oposition of nuddle management 4 
Lack of worlang medw& 5 
Lack of quality supphers 6 
Top management mvolvement 7 

- technological level L a M 1 
er 

6. Thus for Insplementatiom (years) 

7. Rýmmexded hoplemestotiom 
m. Production process planning I 
d. Quality steering committee 2 
k Management of operstion 3 

n. Product(semce planning 4 

i. Stakeholders expectations 5 

j. Mission and visnon 6 

a. Management of suppliers 7 
f. Process control 8 

o. Quality potictes 9 
q. Trauung and educational programmes 10 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality - - II 
a. Audits for the quality systent 12 
p Strate c planning process 13 
s Quality improvement prolects 14 
u. Rewards and recognition 15 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 16 
t Re-enguiecting management 17 
g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 18 
w. Business operation outcome 19 
x Customer satisfaction 20 
y Social and cultural values 21 

22 
23 

ct C; quality 24 
lit Profits distribution 23 

L EffecOvemen mmývro of the QM programm* 
IM at lham 
Quahty Awards 
Employces'satisfaction 

9. Improwment In the sathfacUou of., 
Shamholders 1 
Top Mmagemmt I 
Employees I 
supphan I 
customen I 
Stakebolden' SaUslactlem lodex 10 

It. Estimated pmfttabiMy ludex 
1PIndex 0 
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-7 Company No. 7-25 

1. General Information 

Indushial Sector 
Metallic products 

Products / Services Imulturaum SWO-Puts 

2. lwmlvemeiat b TQM I YES 

10. Characterbtim of r«pondent 
ToW Quahly 

Position Director 
General 11-clor 

Reports to: 
Education m TQM (# hours) , 2000 

3. Degrts of Implemnestatiom of system*s procems 

Preces3es widely used sod documented 
1L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
1.3) Mssion and vision statements 
U) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' eVectabons F2-) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - nusmon. vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchmadang 
S6) Quality policy 
SIP) Benchmarlang analysis 
S8) Business process re-engmeennor 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Tramirtg and educabonal programmes 
H5) Employees' performance 
H6) MoMication of the corporate culture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) Competitore quality, strengths At weakný 
74) Market share 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / administration information systems 
06) Performance of the admiustrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the firuilied product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality improvement pr(nects 
Q2) Au(hts to the management system 
Q3) Quality steering committee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovement 

rRone 
frýes widely msed but mot decomemud 

I 

Processes used in s modffled way and docameoted 
S5) Stratelnes -re-en g actions 

IH3) Rewards and re gnition 
[H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the jl=ý 

Prýesses used in a madined way but met dwomented 
lNone 

p used sporadicaDy mad m9t dwunmeated 

Procesm mýer and 
103) Admmstration process plarimng 

4. CrNkA sub-svitems ton 
mess Strateme Planmn 
remstance P. C. b-. 1 
iancial resources Markebrig 

ý 

S. DIffic-altles during implementation 
ýLow educational level I 
Customer do not demand quality 2 
Oposition of iniddle ffmmgemcnt 3 
Lack of worlang methods 4 
Lack of quality supplim 5 
Lack of financial resourcei; 6 
Low technological level 7 

1T- nagement involvement ýw 8 
r 9 

IL Time for Implementation Cyears) r- Tt-o -6-7 

7. Recommtoded Implementation 
1. Mission and vision 
0. Quality Policies 2 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 

_3 W. Business operation outcome 4 

x. Customer satsfaction 5 

y. Social and cultural values 6 
b. Benchmarking 7 

c Compettors! quality 8 

in. Production process plamning 9 

n. Product/service planning 10 

p. Strategic planning Is$ II 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 12 

q. Training and educational programmes 13 
f Procesit control 14 

a. Management of simphers 

s. Quality improvement projects 16 

a. Audits for die quality system 17 
d. Quah steering committee 18 
1. Market share 19 

i. Stakeholden expectations 20 

u. Rewards and recognition 21 

It. Re-engmeenng management 22 
F h. =Profits ý(dbaMon z 23 
k Manaemen operation 24 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' om 25 

8. Effeedvemess measure of the OM 
I er 
Futancial profitabihty 

i 
il 

Quahty & Productvity indexes 13 

t. Imprevemeat in the latisrocuou of.. 
shareholders I 
Top Management 2 
limployeas 2 
Supphers I 
cus 2 
Stakebelilers'sathfaction lodex 16 

11. Estimated prefftabiHty Index 
rP- Index 
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Company No. = 

I. Geseral Information 
! =Sector I A 

_ Semces I chýses 

2. lavolvemest in TQM I YES = 

10. Characleristin of respondent 
1positi I Quahty Mana 
Reports to: 1 Director 
Education mTQM (#houn) i0 

3. Degree of Implemestation of system's processes 

Prýts widely ased *. d doe. mented 
'L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
1.3) Mission and vision statements 
1.4) Corporate social and culftiral values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customen' expectations F2) Strategies -captal available 
S3) Stmtegies - nusmon, vision and corponate, values 
S4) Stratepes -benchmarking 
S5) Strategies -re-engineenng actions 
S6) Q-lity policy 
S7) Benchniarking analysis 
S8) Business process re-engmeenng 
1-13) Rewards and recoprtition 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M, S) Market share 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
Ql) Quahty unprovement projects. 
Q2) Audits to the rrumagement system 
Q3) Quality steering corimuttee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovement 

Processes widely used but mot documented 
HI) Quahty promotion 
iF6) Mo&fication of the corporate cultum 
M2) PohcY for Profits and benefits distinbution 
M31) Cornpetitors' quality, stmngdo & weaknesses 
E2) Production process planning 
03) Adffumstmtion process planning 
08) Quality of the finished product 
212 Work methods and standards 

lC2) Exemse of process control actions 
LCM) Statistical process control 

Procesm ased Is a m*dUkd way and dwumested 
H2) Trai=R and educatonal progmmmes 

107) Productivity of the prcduction =77d 

S. DffMakks durimi! buiplemextation 
Lack of worlang methods I 
Opombon of middle managemerit 2 
Low technological level 3 
Lack of quality suppliers 4 
Lack of financtal resources 5 
Customer do not demand quahty 6 
Low educational level 7 

Magement involvement 

C Time for froplementatlem (years) 

% Recommended hnplementatiom sequence 
0. Quality policies I 
p Strategic planning 33 2 
y. Social and cultural values 3 
f Process control 4 
1. Mission and Asion 5 

c. Competitors' quality 6 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality _ 7 

Q Training and educational procrammes, 8 
d. Quahty steering comrruttee 9 
i. Stakeholders expectations 10 

m Production process planning II 

n. Product/service planning 12 
k Management of operation 13 

x Customer satisfaction 14 
1. Market share 15 
b. Benchmarking 16 

a. Quality improvement projects 17 

v. Internal supplier - cwtomer chain 18 

w. Business operation Mcome 19 

e. Managwrierd of suppliers 20 

a. Audits for the quality system 21 

g FWfilmentofstakeholden'expectatkons 22 
h. Profits distribution 23 

u. Rewards and recogration 24 

t. Re-engincering management 

Processes used In a modined vrmy but Not d-mesited S. EffectWevess onvisure of the OM 
HO Emplciym' degree of satisfactton on the job 
H5) Employees' perfomance. 
04) Redeagn of products and servim 
05) Production / adumustration mformation rymms 
06) Perfomiance of the adnumstrative process 
P2) Propaimne to select supphers 

Procesm used sporadically and mot documented 
lNone 

Procenes mever used 
lNone 

4. Crkkal sub-sweems fen 
companys ! 2MEntivenen StmtegicPlanmng_ 

Quahty Improvement 
me$ Opes Management 

Cost of poor quahty I 
Market thwe 2 
Quality & Productivity mdexes 3 

9. Imarevement in the sathfacdoo of- 
Shareholdem 2 
Top Management 2 
Employ- 2 
Supphm 2 
Custmnas 2 
Stakeholders' satisfaction hides: 20 

I I. Estimated profitability lodes 
F7; ww- 1 
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Compikey No. =1 -I 

1. Gemeral Informatlon 

Industrial Sector 

Glass and glass 

products 
Products / Sermces Glass products 

2. Involvement In TQM I YES-ý 

10. Cbaracterbtics of respondent 
Fia=ng & 
Operations 

Position Manager 
Duvctor of 

Reports to* Operations 

Education in TQM (# hours) 200 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

Processes widely used sod documented 
1.3) Msmon and vision statements 
M) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S3) Strategies - mission, vision and corporate values 
SS) Business proem re-engineenng 

Processes widely used but not documented 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
H2) Trauung and educational programmes 
HS) Employees' performance. 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M4) Market sham 
01) Design of products and services 
07) Productivity of the production process 

Preýsses asod In a modgkil w! l mad deciemented 
S5) Stratespes -re-engmeenng actions 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M3) Competitone qualitY, strýmgths & weaknesses 
02) Production process Planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
06) Perfonnance of the adininistrative process 
08) Quality of the firushed product 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
PI) Ammw" of the of inputs 
Q3) Quality steening coinnuttee 

Prwftses used In a modMed wav but not documented 
L 1) Understanchng of stakeholders' expectations 
S4) Strategies -benchmrkLng 
SO Quahry pohcy 
S7) Benchmarlang analysis 
HI) (Nahty promotion 
H6) Modification of the corporate cWture 
03) Adnunistration process plannang 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C3) Statistical process control 
Ql) Quahty unprovement projects 
Q2) Audits to the management system 
Q4) Tearnwork for quality improvement 

Processn owd spamdimUy and not dwvmeoted 
FOS) Production / adnmustmtton mformation systo! 
I P2) Programme to select supphem 

H 

Processes sever used 
INOne ---I 

4. Crkk-al sub-mtems for: 
lcompanVs t, Leaderstup 
limplementatton due to rxmstwwe Q, 3*y Improvement 
I utihsation of humawfinancial resources Oper's Mmagement 

S. Dffncukks duriml! implemeetation 

Lack ofworiong methods I 
Customer do not demand quality 2 
Top gement involvement 3 
Lack of financial mources 4 
Opomtion of rruddle mana it 5 
Low educational level 6 
Low technoiolpcal level 7 
1, kofquahtysupph 8 1 
C: er 

; 

6. Than for Implementation (years) 

% Recommended hUDIOnsestation 
o Quality policies 
d. Quality steering committee 
j. Stakeholders expectati x 3 
1. Nfission and vision 4 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 5 

q. Training and educational programmes 6 
y. Social and cultural values 7 

X 8 
-- in. Production process planning 9 

IL Management of operation 10 

* Product/service planning II 

* Managementofsupphers 12 

f Process control 13 

c. Competitore quality 14 

b. BenchmarkLng is 

1. Market share 16 

p, Strategic planning process 17 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 18 

w. Bunness operation outcome 19 

a. Audits for the quality system 20 

t. Re-en neetwx management 21 

Quithry improvement projects n 22 

u. Rewards and recognition 23 
ffi g 

en, of stakeholders' ! 2Mectattons 24 

Lp its ,1 Profits distribution 25 

3. Effeettyemess amemore of the OM 

IMarket than 2 
1 Quahty & Productivity mdexes 13 

9. Improvemeot In the sathfaction of' 
Shareholders 0 
Top Management 0 
Employees 0 
suppliers 
Customen 
Stakeholden* satisfaction index 04 

I I. Estimated prothabil" lodex 
p ndex .1 

r i7 I 
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Company No. = 

1. General Information 
Industrial Sector Auto-parts 
Products / Services Plastic auto-parts 

2. luvolvement le TQM I YES -7 

10. Cbsracteristies of respoodest 
PontLon Quahty M-. R- 

Gencrai Mamgcr 
Reports to: 
Education in TQM (# hours) 0 

3. Derree of Implemestation of system's iprocesses S. Difficulties darlog implemeststion 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholde& enectations 
L3) Mission and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and culmral values 
S 1) Strategies -stakeholders' & customm' vq)ectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - rrussion, vision and corporate %mines 
S4) Strategies -berichmarking 
S5) Strategies -re-engmeenng actions 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benchmarking wWyns 
H5) Employees' performance 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M3) Competttors' quahly, strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process plamung 
04) RedemRn of products and services 
05) Production / administration mfbrmation systems 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the prodtiction process 
08) Quality of the firushed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Prograrnme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality improvement projects. 
! 232 gement "am 
Q3) 

=ng 

Q4) Tewnwork for quality improvement 

- 
Prýn widely used but met dociemeeted 

rH6-)Modification of the corporate culture 71 

Processes used In a wed way sod docameNted 
S8) Busmess gmeenng 

H2) Tm=g and educational propa=es 
H4) Employms' degree of satsfaction on the job 
03) Admqustration prmess plamung 

Processes used to a modffkd way but not docameoted 
IN eI 

Prý used spomdkaBy and not decomeated 
rN--.. I 

Process" never used 
H3) Rewards and recepution 

LM2) Pohcy for profits and benefits disinbubon 

4. Crttical sub-systems for: 
lempany's b Suppliers Management 
unpl 

I 
ementation due to resistance P... Ctol 

utdisation of humardfinancial resources Oper's Management 

Top management involvement I 
Lack of working methods 2 
Low educational level 3 
Oposition of middle management 4 
Low technological level 5 
Lack of quality suppliers 6 
Lack of financial resources 7 

ýýcr do not demand quality g 8 7 
9 

6. Thu* for hoplementation (years) 

Recomentuded himplemestation sequence 
d. Quality steering comiruttee I 
j Mssion and vision 2 
o. Quality policies 3 
p Strategic planning process 4 
i. Stakeholders expectations 5 
m. Production proem planning 6 
s. Quality unprovement projects 7 
f. Process control 8 
k. Mana of operatt; W 9 
n. Product/3ervice planning 10 

a. Management of suppliers II 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 12 
b Benchmarlang 13 
q Traming and educational programmei, 14 
r. Promotion of a culture of quahry 15 
a Au(hts for the quality "am -- 16 
w. Business operation outcome 17 
x. Customer satisfaction 18 
t. Re-eriguteenng management 19 
u. Rewards and recognition 20 
c. Compet, quality 21 

I g. Fulfilment of stakeholden' expectations 22 
1L M! ýEet share 23 
V. social and cultural values 

1h. Profits distribution 

& Effeclivemess measure of the QM programme 
lQuahty & Productivity indexes I 

quahty 2 !; ýýfitability 
3 

9. Improvemeat Is the satisfactloo at' 
Shareholders 2 
Top Management 2 
Employees I 
supphon 2 
Customers 2 
Stakeholders' satisfactiom tadex 8 

11. Estimated profitability lodex 
rP-I-ndex 
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Company No. = 

1. ctmýl T. f. -. ti.. 
Food 

Industrial Sector 
Products / Semces Com flourý tarbH=6 

chips 

L Iwolvemeat b TQM I YES I 

10. Ch2mrt-iltlý of rm-doot 

Q. & Productivq 
Position Manager 

Hunian 
Repmb to, Director 
Education in TQM (# hom) 0 

3. Degree, of Implemestatloo of system's processes 

ýld. N ... d .. d 

L2) Satisfaction of stakeholderV expectations 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & emstomers' expectations 
S6) Quality pohcy 
HI) Quahty prornotiort 
H2) Trauung and educational prosmarrimes 
H3) Rewards and recoiaution 
H4) Employees' degree of sabsfaction on the job 
, H6) Modificabon ofthe corporate cWturc 
Ml) Customer 3attsfaction 
M3) Competiton' quahty, strengths & weaknesm 
M4) Market share 
04) Redesign of products and semces 
08) Quality of the faushed product 
Ql) Quality unpro-evit projem. 

Qi) 
ýýg comiruttee 

quahly mprovemerit 

Prým widetv owd but not d-eated 

L 1) Understanding of stakeholden' expectatow 
U) Mission and vision statements 
S2) Strategies -capiW available 
S3) Stmtegies - mmon. vision end corponste values 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits chstnbution 

Processes used In a modifled way and documented 
1.4) Corporate social and culftnal values 
S5) Strategies -re-engLneenng actions 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
02) Production process planning 
03) Administrmtion process Planning 
06) Performnance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of theproctuction process 
2ý Exercise of control actions 

10) Statistical process control 
I Q2) Audits to the management "tem 

Promses used In a modffled w2v but at d-onted 

S7) Benchmarlang wWyus 
S8) Bunness process re-enpneenng 
H5) Employees' perfomiance. 
05) Production / acinurnstraton mformation systems 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
PI) Assurance of die quahly of mputs 
P2) Progrwme to Wect supphers 

Processes used sporadicafly mind not documented 
S4) Stratemes -benchmarkmg I 

Processes never used 
lNone 

4. criti"I S. b-t. -. f... 
[companys competit ess I Leaderslup 
unplementafton due to x-stmnce I Quality Improvement' 

. al resoturn I Op's Managernou 

S. Dh'fk--hi- d. A.. 

: Top management involvement I 
Lack of worlang methods 2 
Low educattorml level 3 
Oposition of maddle management 4 
Customer do not demand quahty 5 
Low technolopced level 6 

. 
Lack of quahty suppliers 7 

1L koffinanaal resources 
(; er er I 

6. Time for hoplemoststiom (vein) f2 to 4 

7. Recommemded hnDlementsdom 
p. Stratepc planning process I 
& Quabry steering corrunittee 2 
j Mission and vimon 3 
0. Quality Poficles 4 
y Social and cultural values 3 
q Training and educational prograrrimes, 6 
i. Stakeholders expectations I 
1. Market share 8 
m. Production process planning 9 
n. Product/semce planning 10 
k. Management of operation II 
v. Internal supplier - customer ctisin 12 
f Process control 13 
s Quality -provement Projects 14 
x. Customer satisfaction 
r. Promm of a culture of quality 16 
c. CornpebtofV quality 17 
a. Audits for the quality system is 
b. Benchmariang 19 
e. Management of'supphers 20 
u. Reww& and recognition 21 

Fulfilment of stakeholdm' expectations 22 
It. Profits disinbution 23 
w. Business operation outcome 24 
t Re-enguievning managem 25 

L Effectiveness measure of the OM arorramme 
Quahty A Productivity indexes I 
Employea satisfaction 2 
Fuiancal profitabthty 3 

C 1. th. -thf. &I.. f. 

Shamholders 0 
Top Mmagement 0 
Employm 2 
supphm 0 
customers 0 
Stakebolders' Satisfaction Index 04 

I I. Estimated profitability Index 
f-P -Index I 
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Compamy No. = 

1. General Information 
Glass and glass 

Industrial Sector products 
Products / Services Glass wmdslucldx 

2. lavotvememt b TQM I YES 71 

10. Characterbtks of mpoodent 
Quality Manager 

posibon 
Plant Manager 

Reports to: 
Education in TQM (# houm) 120 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

Procesm widety used sod documented 
Ll) Understanding of stakeholders' expectatiom 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
Hl) Quality proinotion 
H4) Employees' deeme of satisfaction on the job , F5-) Employees' performance 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
04) Redesign of products and services 
06) Performance of the adirunistrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Qtiahty of the firushed product 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
Q2) Audits to the management system 
Q3) QiWity steering conuninee 

Processes widely used but mot docomexted 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits distnbution 
M3) Competto& quaht3ý strengths & weaknesý 
03) Adinizustmuon process planmng 
05) Production I adrmmstration w&onnation systems 

Proýws wed Im a modined way and dmomeoted 
D) Mssion and vimon s; te;; wnts 
L4) Corpomte smal and culftual vidues 
S2) Sbvegies -capital avmlable 
S4) Strategies -benchmariang 
S6) Quality pohcy 
SI) Benchmarlong analyms 
S8) Business process re-engmeenng 
H3) Rewards and recogrution 
H6) Mochficaton of the corporate culwm 
02) Production process plarmng 
P2) Programme to select supphers 
Ql) Quality -p-- proj-. 

Processes ased to a modined way but not documented 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vision and corporate values 
S5) Stmtegies -re-engmeering actions 
H2) Tmuung and educational pTopwmes 
M4) Market share 
01) Design ofproducts and services 

. 
Cl) Work methods and standards 

Promses used speradkaBy sad not documented 
FN-one I 

procemes Never used rN-mc I 

4. Critical sub-systems for. - 
cotnpan, /s comvfttt ess 

-I 
ov's Management 

iMpimentation due to remstmice Op's Management 

ra ()p's MwmRement 

S. Diflicalties during Implementation 
Opaution of nuddle mwwgcmcnt I 
Top management mvolvement 2 
Low educattonal level 3 

Low technological level 4 
Customer do not denumd quahty 3 
Lack of quahty supphers 6 
Ll 2! ag methods ý = 7 

.. I k of ! Lac ( resources 9 
I Other 9 

6. Time for bumplemsesitation (years) 

% Recommended Implementation 
I Mission and vision I 
y. Social and cultival vahies 2 
0. Quality policies 3 
x Customer satisfaction 4 
d. Quality steering committee 5 
It. Profits (bstribution 6 

in. on process planning 7 

n. Product(service planrunjt 8 
f. Process control 9 

V. Internal supplier - customer chain 10 

w Business operation outcome II 

" Management of suppliers 12 

" Auchis for the quality system 13 
k Mans of operation 14 

Q. Training and educational programmes 13 

r. Promotion of a cWhire of quality 16 

u. Rewards and recognition 17 
1. Market share 18 

3. Quahty improvement projects 19 
i. Stakeholders expectations 20 

c. Competitors' quality 21 

R Fulfilment of stakeholden' wcpectations 22 

p. Strategic planning process 23 

t. Re-engmeenng management 24 
b. Benchmarlang 25 

& Effec&vwien mower* of the OM programme 
m&xes 

t. fi fit ht, 
I Quahty Aww& 

9. Imprwement In the ambfuctlem of- 
Sharehoiders I 
Top Martagement I 
Employees I 
Supliers I 
Customers 2 
Stakeholdors' satisfaction index 1.2 

11. Estimated prefitabiMy Index 
rP--Index 
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Company No. = 

1. Gememl lmfoýstlom 
Glass and glass 

Industdal Sector products 
Products i Services Templated glass 

windshields 

2. Involvement In TQM 

3. Degree of Implemestatiom of system's processes 

Processes widely used and documented 

I YES = 

L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
D) Mission and vision "ements, 
1.4) Corporate social and cultural values 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchmarking 
I S5) Strategies -re-enizineenng actions 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benchmanking analysis 
S8) Business process re-enguicenng 
HI) Quahty promotion 
H2) Training and educational prograrnmes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H4) Employeei; ' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' perfortmance 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) CompetitoriV quahtyý strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market sham 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
02) Production process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 

on 05) Production / admizustrattort inforniation systerns 
06) Perforinance of the adiministrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality ofthe finished product 
CI) w 
C2) Exercise of process con" actions 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality improvement projects 
Q3) Quality steering conurattee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Processes widely used but met documented 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & custorners' expectations 
MI) CustorneT satisfaction 
03) Adnmustmbon process planning 
C3) Statistical process contiol 
Q2) Audits to the management "em 

Processes used In a modined way and documented 
rN-one 

Processes used In a moodifled w2y but sot documented 
INone 

Processes used speradkaUy sad sot documented 
rNone 71 

Processes mever used 
None I 

4. Critical sub-systems for. - 
Ic-pany's compettl ess Qubty imp] t 
limPlernentation due to resistance Process 

aE. F- 

utthsation of humarL/financlal resources Marketing 

E 

ýTg 

10. Ch2r»eterbties of respondent 
Cluef of Quality 

position Assurance 
Operations 

Reports to, mana-ger 
Education in TQM (# hours) 1260 

S. Dffncuftift during Implemewtation 
iOther I 
Low educational level 2 
Customer do not demand quably 3 
Top management mvolvement 4 
Oposition of truddle management 5 
Lack of woriang methods 6 
Lack of quahty supphers 7 

1L 2echnologicalievel a 
L of financial rnources 

6. Time for lomplementation (years) 

7. Rýmmemded hoplementatiom sequeset 
d. Quality steering comnuttee 
j. Mission and vision 2 
p. Stratelpt: planning process 3 
o. Quality policies 4 
k Managementofoperstion 5 
m. Production process planninR - 6 
n. Product/service planning 7 
q Training and educational programmes 8 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality i 

w. Business operation outcome 10 
x. Customer satisfaction II 
a. Audit& for the quality system 12 
a. Management of stWhm 13 
f Process 14 
u. Rewards and recognition Is I 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 16 
b Benchmarking 17 
c. Conipetitots' quality 18 
s Quality improvenient pmects 19 
1. Market share 20 
1. ehol expectations 21 
h Profits di bution 22 
g Fulfi of stakeholders' expectations 23 
y. Social d cultural values 24 
t. Re-engmeenng management 25 

S. Effecdvemess mtasar* of the QM programme 
Financial fitability 
Quality & Productivity indexes 2 

lEmployets'satisfaction 

91. Improvement to the sathfacdom of* 
Shamholdem 2 
Top Management 2 
Fmploym 2 
Suppliers 2 
custome" 2 
Stakeholden'satisfaction Index 20 

11. Estimated profltabillty Index 
fP- -Ind" 
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Company No. = 

1. General Information 
MctWlic products 

Industrial SecW 
! Iýnýcts / Services L Forgmg 

2. lewelvement In TQM I YES 

10. Chamcterbtics of respeadent 
Quait Manager 

Position 
Reports to: General Director 
Education in TQM (# hours) 80 

3. Degree of Implementadom of system's procesm 

Processes widely used sod documented 
ILI) Understandmgofstakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' wTectations 
L3) Mission and vision statements 
S(S) Quality policy 
H2) Training and educational prograimes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
1-16) Modification of the corporate culture 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production pfocess planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / adinimstraton infonnaton "erni; 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 

I PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
unprovement projects. 

QQ 21; 
) Mtsyto 

th enia na, gement sys tem 
Q3) Qtiahty steenng conmuttee 

__ 
Procemes widely amd but not documented 

M2) PZ( 7-forpmfits 
and benefits chstn 

Processes used im a modifled way and documented 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
S3) Strategies - trusmork. vision md corporate vWues 
S8) Business process re-engLneenng 
HI) Quality prornoton 
03) Adnumstraton process planmng 
P2) Progranune to select supphers 

IQ4) 
Teamwork for quahty unprovanent 

Processes used lis a modified w2y but not docameoted 
Sl) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers, expectations 
S2) Strategim -capital avisuilable 
S4) Strategies -benchmarhng 
S5) Stwepes -rt-mgineenng actions 
S7) Benchmarlang analYslis 
H4) Employees' deRm of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance 
MI) C%lstoiner satisfaction 
M3) Competitors' quahty, sti-engths & weaames3es 
M4) Market share 
06) Perfonnance of the adnantstrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quahly of the finished product 

Procnsm used speradicaUy and met documented 
lNone 

Proemes sever used 
C3) Statistcal proces3 controi 

4. Crftkal sob-svstems f- 
companys comvfttvcness CVS Management 

utLhsation of humaWfmanmW rewurces 
CVS Man gement C 

PMIl 

HumanoBehaviour 

S. Diffteklm during huplementatiom 
Low educabonal, level I 
Low technological level 2 
Lack of quality suppliers 3 
Opowtion of middle management 4 
Customer do not demand quality 5 
Lack of working methods 6 
Lack of financial resources 7 

-M gement involvement TOE 1 1 
3 W = 1 1ý=d 

6. Time for hoplemestation (wars) 

7. Rýmmemded buidementatlon 

I Quality steering committee I 
i. Stakeholders expectations 2 
j. Mssion and vision 3 
0 Quality police$ 4 
k Management of operation 5 
r Promotion of a culture of quality 6 
m Production process planrung 7 
n Produettservice plaruunR 8 
p. Strategic plantung process 9 
v. Internal supplier - customer chiun 10 
y. Social and cultural values II 
s Quality provernent projects 12 
a Management of suppliers 13 
f Process control 14 
a. Audits for the quality system 15 
g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 16 
W. Business operation outcome 17 
1. Market share 18 
c. Competitors' quality 19 
b. Benchmarlang 20 
x Customer satisfaction 21 

- 
educational programmes LI 22 

u. Ri and recognition 
M 

23 
It Re-enginecring management 24 
JIL Profits distribution 

S. Effec&., vmen inessort of the OM 
lQuahty & Producbvity indexes I 
Fuianca8l profitabahty 2 
Market share 3 

9. Improveluest to the "tisfactles of, 
Shareholders 2 
Top Management 2 
Employe" 2 
Supphers I 
custorners 2 
Stakebelders'sathfaction Index 18 

11. Estimated prontabiMy index 
Fl-ndex 10 
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Company No. r-33--l 

1. General Information 
Non electical 

Industrial Sector machinery 
Products / Services Maclunery for 

actictilture 

2. Involvemeat In TQM 

3. Degree of Implementation of "an's processes 

Procemes widely used and documented 

YES I 

L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectistions 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
1.3) Mssion and vision st3tenients 
SI) Strategies stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital arailable 
S3) Strategies - nussion. vision and corporate vahies 
SS) Strategies -Te-engLneenng actions 
S6) Quality policy 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational progranxines 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) EmploYees' perfortruince 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
M2) Policy for profits md benefits distribution 
M3) Competitors' quality, strengths & wealmesses 
M4) Market sham 
01) Design of products and services 
03) Administration Proem Planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / adinimstration information systems 
06) Perfornitirim ofthe adnumstmtiw proem 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the fims ed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Asstuance, of the quality of inPuts 
P2) Propainine to select! nipphers 
212 !X ent projects 

I Q3) 
Mty 

steering cominittee 
I Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Processes widely used but not documented 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
S4) Strategies -benchmariang 
S8) Bumnen process re-enpzwmng 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
02) Production process plaruung 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 

Promses used le a iu*dW*d way aud d"musented 
S7) Benchmarking wWyms I 

llroý wýd to a modffkd way bet not dmamested 
Q2) Auchts to the management system I 

Preemm used speradimUy and not decomented 
rRone I 

FN on e 
Procesm sever used 

4. Critical sub-systems for. 
lcompmys cmpfttt ess I Quahty lmmwm-t 
junplementabon due to rmstance CVs Management 
lutihsation of human/finsinmal resources Mgt Hunmn Behaviour 

10. Charicteristki of respendent 
OD Manager 

Position 
Hunmum Resources 

Reports to: manager 
Education in TQM (# hours) 200 

S. Difnculties during bnplementation 
Low educational level I 
Lack of quahty supphers 2 

Customer do not demand quahty 3 

Top management mvolvemeW 4 

Low technological level 5 

Lack of financial resources 6 

Lack ofwoflang methods 7 

Oposition of nuddle managern 8 

Other 

L 7bne for haplementadem (yurs) r-2-to -4-1 

7. Recommended Implementation 
d. Quality steering comTmttm i 

1. Msmon and vision 2 

o Quality policies - 3 
q. Training and educational prograrnmes 4 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 5 

P. Stratep3c planning process, 6 

ri. Production process planning 7 

n. Product/service plansuriz 8 

a Quality unprovement projects 
y. Social and cultural values 10 

x Customer satisfaction II 

v. Internal supplier - custainer chain 12 

a Auditi; for the quality system 13 

e. Management of suppliers 14 
f Process control is 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 16 

i. Stakeholders expectations 17 
h. Profits distribution is 
k Management ofoperatton 19 
1 Market share 20 
b. Benchmarktrig 21 

Ic Competitors! quality 
1w. Business operation atcome 23 

u. Rewards and recognition 24 1, 
Re-aripmemiz management 1 25 

L EffetWeam messvr* of tht OM progromme 
I Fummal profitabdity iI 
Mýly- 

&. Pmducbvity indexes 13 

9. Imorwomest In the sathracdom of. 
Sharcholdem I 
Top Mmagment 

_2 Employees 2 
supphem I 
Custcnnen I 
Sýholdtrs' sstbfactiom Index 14 

it. Estimated prelltabiltty Index 
rP -In-cTex- 10 
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Company No. r-34-7 

1. General Information 
Glass and Slam 

Industrial Sector produes 
lProducts / Semces Glass cmbuner 

2. Involvement In TQM r YES 
- 

:1 

Ch2mcteristki of reslooadent 

Division Quality 
pesition Mmager 
Reports to: Dwector of Quality 
Education ui TQM (# hours) 1000 

3. Degree of Implemeetation of system's processes 

Procesm widety used and documented 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholdersr expectations 
U) Mission and vision statements 
1.4) C social and culftmil values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - massion, vision and qorý values 
S6) Quality policy 
HI) TY promotion 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recogrubon 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits (hstnbution 
M3) Competitore quality, strengths & weaknesses, 
M4) Market sham 
01) ign of products and services 
04) demgn of products and services 
06) Performance of the administrative process, 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality unprovernerit projects- 
Q2) Audits to the management systern 
Q3) Quality steennit committee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

[-N-one 
Preeftses widely used but met documeated 

= 

Prmesses used In a moddW way and dommented 
S4) Stratepes -benchmarking 
S5) Strategm -re-engmeenng actiom 
S7) Benchmarking analysis 
S8) Business process re-ongmeenng 
H5) Employees' peifoffnance. 
HO Mo(hfication of the corporate culture 
02) Production process plamung 
03) Admimstration process plamung 
05) Production / adnarustration mformation "em- 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of Process control actiom 

Proce"" used IN 2 modified way but met documeated 
rNone I 

Proemes ased spomd1caDy mod not dwomented 
[None 

Processes sever used FN--one 3 

4. CritiM sahsynenn for- 
Icampaw/s bb I Leadership 
I unplement3tion due to remstance I Stmategic Plamung 
lutihsabon ofhumart/financud resources I Marketing 

c nimenhim darfor lmDlemeotation 

Top management involvement I 
Lack of working methods 2 
Opmtion of nuddle management 3 
Low educational level 4 
Lack of quality suppliers 5 
Customer do not demand quality 6 
Lack of financial resources 7 

echnological level 8 

6. Thm for ImplemeetsUom (years) 

7. Recommeaded havlemeetation 
d. Quality steering committee I 

j Mission and vision 2 

0. Quahty policies 3-- 

x. Customer Satisfaction 4 
p. Strategic planning process 5 

in. Production process planning 6 

n. Product(service planning 7 
k. Management of operation 8- 
I Market Share 9 

i. Stakeholders expectations 10 

s. Quality provement projecti; II 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality 12 

q, Training and educational programrnts 13 

V. Social and cultural values 14 
b. Benchmariang is 
c. Competitors' quality 16 
f Process control 17 

a. Management of suppliers 18 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 19 

u. Rewards and recognition 20 
t e-enjtm g management 21 

g Fulfilment of Stakeholders' expectations 22 
h. Profits distribution N 

a. Audits for the quality system 4 
- Business operation outcome 

L EffectWem*ss measure of the OM programme 
[Other I 
cost of quality 2 
Quality & Productivity indexes 3 

9. Improvemeot in the satisfactlom 91% 
Shareholden I 
Top Management I 
Fmploy- I 
supphem 0 
customen I 
Stakeholden' satisfaction index 08 

I I. Esthuated prelitablMy Index 
FP Wex 
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Company No. = 

1. Gener2l Inform2tion 

Textile 
Industrial Sector 
Products / Servitms Nylon and polyester 

fibre 

2. lavolvement In TOM 

3. Degree of ImplementsUcs of syfttmls procomes 

Processes widely used and documented 

I YES 
I 

L2) Satisfaction of stakeholdere expectations 
U) Nfission and vision statements 
SI) Strategies -stakeholden' & customers' expectemom 
S3) Strategies - nussion, v2sion and corponite values 
SS) Strategies -re-engineenng acti ns 
S7) Benchmarlang analysis 
H3) Rewards and recogmbon 
M4) Market share 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) S stical process control 
Pl) Assurance ofthe quality ofinputs 
P2) Progranune, to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality improvement projects 
Q2) Audit$ to the management systern 
Q3) Quality st-g committee 

Procents widely used but not documested 
LI) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L4) Corporate social and cultur-al vajues 
S2) Strategies -capiW available 
S4) Strategies -benchmmiang 
S6) ty policy 
S8) Business procm reýgmeenng 
H 1) Quality promotion 
H2) Trairung and educational programmes 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) cy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) CompetitorV quality, strengths & weaknesses 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process plarviing 
03) Adnurustration process plamung 
04) Redesim of products and services 
06) Performance of the admustrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the fitushed product 
Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovement 

Processes used Im a modtned way and documented 
ICI)Workmethods standards 

Preemes used im a modffied wav but not dýumemted 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employý' perfofmmce. 
H6) Modifimtion of the corpmte culture 
05) Production / adnwustration mformation systems 

Precesses used speradk*By *ad not dývmevted 
INone 

Processes Mýr and 
lNone I 

4. Crltkal sub-systems for. - 
Leadership 

mstance MgtHýnBehsmur 
[utdimmon of hummVfinanmal resources Op's Management 

10. Characteristics of respondent 

Cluef of quality 
Position assurance 

Tecluucal Managerl 
Reports to: 
Education in TQM (# hours) 300 1 

S. DiMcakies durime hnolementatiom 
Lack of working methods I 
Low technological level 2 
Low educational level 3 

Lack of financial resources 4 
Customer do not demand quality 5 

Op-w. ation of middle management 6 

. 
Top management involvement 7 

1L. kofqualLtysupphers 8 
C: r er 

L Thme for hoplemestation (years) 

7. Re"mmeoded implemestation sequence 
j. Mission and vision i 
o Quality policies 2 

r. Promotion-of a culture of quality 3 
I Quality steering comnuttee 4 

i. Stakeholders expectations 5 
1. Market share 6 

c. Competitors' quality 7 
b Benchmarking 8 

It. Management of operation 9 

q Training and educational programmes io 

t. Re-enguitering management II 

y Social and culhuW values 12 

in Production process planning 13 

n. Product/service plannirig 14 

e Maneizement ofsuppliers; 15 

p. Strategic planning process 16 

s. Quality improvement projects 17 

v. IntLmal supplier - customer chain 18 

a. Audits for the quality systent 19 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 20 
f. Process control 21 

W. ness lion outcome 22 

x Custornersatisfaction 23 

u. Rewards and recogrution 24 
Ih. Profits distribution 25 

& Effeedveness mowers of tho OM 
lQuahty & Productivity indexes I 
lEi ncial profitabihty 2 

91. Improvement In the sathfacdom of: 
Shareholders 2 
Top Mariagement 2 
Employees 2 
Supphers 2 
Customers 2 
Stakeholders' sathfactiom iodex 20 

11. Estimated prentability Index 
rp-In-dex I :: = 
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Compamy No. = 

1. General Information 
Constfo;; n; ý 

=ng 
Industrial Sector 

-I 

I Products I Serwees 1. ng 

2. Involvement In TQM I NO 1 

IA ('h...,.. ktfr. 

Davctor of 
Position Operations 
Reports to, Dirmtor 
Education m TQM (#hours) 0 

3. Degree of implementation of system's processes 

used but mot 

A. A.. 

Top management mvolvernent 0 
Low educational level 0 
Lack of quahty supphers 0 
Lack of working methods 0 
Opositton of nuddle management 0 
Low technological level 0 
Customer do not demand quality 0 
ýýk of financial resources 0 

er 
M 

-iý 

6. Thoo for Implemeistadom (years) 

a Audits for the quality systern 0 
b Benchmarking 0 

c. CompetLtore quality 0 
d Quality steering committee 0 

e. Management of aTphers 0 
f Proms control 0 

.q 
Fulfilment Of stakeholders' expectations 0 

It. Profits (hstnbution 0 

i. Stakeholders eVectations 0 

1 Mission and vision 0 
k Managementofoperation 0 
1. Market share 0 

in. Production process planning 0 

rL Product/service planning 0 

o, Ouably pohcies 0 

p Strategic planning process 0 

q Training and educational programmes 0 

r Promotion of* culture of qual3ty 0 

s. Quality improvement prcqws 0 

t Re-engineenng martagement 0 

U. Rewards and recognition 0 

Y. Internal supplier - customer chain 2 
w. Businessoperistion outcome 0 
ix Customer satisfaction 0 
'y Social and cultural values 

2 rrr--tkvmv- m-re of the OM orwramme 

lCost of poor quahty 0 

ihare 0 
Awards 0 

I. t. ... ht*44... 

Shareholders 0 
Top Management 0 
Employees 0 
supphers 

_0 Customers 0 
StAtholders'satisfactisis bidex 00 

I I. Estimated profflability lodex 
rP--Index 10 
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company No. = 

1. General Imformation 

Industrial Sector 
Leather and Shoes 

Products / Semces Shoes and sport shoes 

2. Izvolvement In TQM f- YES I 

10. Cbsrocteristics of rtspoodest 
Quality Conbvl 

Pceition Managff 
General Managcr 

Reports to: 
Education in TQM (# hcos) 0 

3. Degree of Impitmentation of sysums procents 

Processes widely ased and dýmeoted 
LI) Understanding ofstakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
1.3) Mssion and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
S2) Stnnegies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - aussim vision and corp"e values 
S5) Stratepes -re-engineenng actions 
S6) Quality pobcy 
S8) Busmess process re-enginecting 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distnbutLon 
M4) Market share 
04) Redesign of products and services 
06) Petformance of the adrrumstmtive proms 
07) Productivity ofth production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods 
PI) Assurance of quality of inputs 

Pr*cess" widely used but sat docanaeoted 
FjS: -:::, egies -3takeholdeTs' & custmers' expectations 
MI) Customer satisfaclion 
Q4) Týwork for quality impmvemmt 

Preeftses and to a inodffied vrsy *ad dývmemttd 
F;; 7. - 1 

Preemes used in a medffied way but not dýmevted 
V4 Employees' degree of satsfaction on the job 

3) Competitors! quahly, stmngths & weaknesses 

Processes used spermdkally end met documented 
H 1) Quality prm"m 
H2) Tranung and educational progrwrones 
H3) Rewards and recogrulion 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process pl-R 
03) Adamustration process planrung 

Processes arver used 
S4) Stratepats -benchnmkLng 
S7) Benchmariang analyns 
H5) Employees' perfomance. 
H6) Mo(hfication of the corlwate culture 
05) Production i adnurustmtton mformiation spterns 
C2) Exercise of procem control actions 
C3) Statisbcal process control 
P2) Progrduune to select supphers 
Ql) Qýty unl"vement pMects. 
Q2) Audits to the management "em 
Q3) Quahly steenng comnuttee 

4. Crkical sob-sysums for. - 
lcoffTmy, s 11 ess OVs Management 
implementation due to remstance Op's Manapment 
uWisation of humanifumcial resources Strategic Plamng 

S. Difneattim durtag! hoplementat6o 
Low educational level I 
Lack of worlang methods 2 

Top management mvolvement 3 

Opoution of nuddle management 4 

Low technological level 5 

Lack of finammal resources 6 

Customer do not demand quahty 7 
ILack of quality supphers 8 

- 10ther 1 =i=ý 

C Tlame for hoplementatiom (Y"n) 

7. Rýmmemded IMDlelDe2tStIOD 
d. Quahty steenng nuttee I 
i Msmon and viston 2 
I. Market sham 3 
- k Management of operation 4 

p. Strategic planmng process 5 
x Customer satisfaction 6 
w Business lion outcome 7 

s. Oushty improvement projects 8 
t Re-engmeenng management 9 

0. Quality pohcies 10 
a Management of supphers 11 

f Process control 12 

m. Production process planmng 13 

n. Product(service plamung 14 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 15 

i. Stakeholders expectations 16 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality 17 

q. Trauung and educational programmes 18 
h. Profits chstnbution 19 

c. Compebtors' quahry 20 
b. Benclunartang 21 
a. Au(hts for the quahly rystem 2 

1u. Rawwds and recopulion 23 
v Internal suppher - customer chaut 

Social and cultural values 25 

s. Effecovexess measure of the OM 
lFumcial profitabihty iI 

& Productivity mdexes 2 IM 

po- quahty 13 

9. Improvement In the sathftetlos er. ' 
Shsreholders I 
Top Matuagement I 
Employeem 0 
Supphem 2 
Customers I 
ýýtskebolders- satisfaction Index 10 

11. Estimated profitability index 
IP Ind" 
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Company No. 

1. General Information 
Industriad Sector Beverage 
Products / Semces Coca Cola 

2. Involvement to TQM NO 

I a- CL. -ý-htj- .1 

Pontion 

TQM (# hom) 

IF] 

3. Degree of Implemestadon of system-s procents 

N3td 22d dý%MtSted 

S. DMkifties durinr huMemestti.. 
! Top management involvement 0 
Low educational level 0 
Lack of quahty suppliers 0 
Lack of woriong methods 0 
Oposition of middle management 0 
Low technological level 
Customer do not demand quahty 0 
Lý Vof financial rewurce3 0 

6. That for Implementation (years) 

7. Rým-dd 
a. Audits for the quality system 0 
b. Benchmarlang 0 
C. Compettorv quality 0 
d Quality steering committee 0 
a. Management of suppliers 0 
f Process cont" - 0 
g FWfilment of stakeholders' expectatims 0 
IL Profits distribution 0 
i. Stakeholders expectations 0 
1 Nfission and vision 0 
k Management of operation 0 
I. Marketshare 0 

_ ____ in. Production process planning 0 
rL Product/service planning 0 
0. Quality Policies 
p. Strategic planning process 0 
q Training and educational programmes 0 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 0 
a. Quality improvement projects 0 
t. Re-engLneenng management 0 
u. Rd recognition 0 
v Internal suppher - customer chain 0 
w. Business operation outcome 0 
x. Customer satisfaction 0 
y. Social and cultural values 0 

S. Effectivemns measure of the OM 
12 110 Mkodflphommquahty 

I Quahty A%wds 

E 

0q 

9- 1. th. . #I 

Shamholden 0 
Top Management 
Employý 
supplim 
custmm 0 
Stakeholders'astbtaction Index 00 

I I. Estboated prentabiMy lodex 
rP-I-ndex I 
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Company No. 
1. General Information 

11ndustrial 
Sector 

Pubhshers and P--g 

Products / Serv2ccs Flexb1o packag. 

ýng 

2. Involvement in TQM I YES I 

I fl rh.... fr, htI. .? 

Ckuefofquality 
Position Issluance 

-- operations 
Rep" to- Managger 
Education in TQM (#hours) 520 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

L3) Nfission and vision statements 
Sl) Strategies -stakeholders'& customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital avadable 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vision and corporate values 
S6) Quabry pohcy 
H5) Employees' performance 
MO Market share 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
Ql) ty improvement projects. 

Preemes widely used but not docomeoted 
L 1) Understimding of sukeholders' "Tectabons 

... a i. . _. Aýd ---A A--.. -A 

L4) Corporste social and cWtral vgues 
S4) Strategies -benchmarking 
H2) Traimng and educational prograrmes; 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
02) Productim pzýs pla=iig 
03) Adnmstration process, planmng 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / admutistration mf6mation systems 
C3) Statistical process control 
Q3) Quality steering comnuttee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovement 

pr_.. _. _ _. _l I. - Alfl_A __. 

L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectatiom 
S7) Benchmarking analysis 
H I) Quality proirnotion 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
08) Quality of the finished product 

Processes used spamdkally and not dýmemted 
FH-3)Rewards 

and recogmtion 
H4) Employý' degree of msfaction on the job 
PI) Assurance of the quahty of mputs 

S5) Stratepes -re-enRmeenng actlom 
SS) Busmess process re-enzLneering 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits disinbution 
M3) Competitorie quahly, st=gths & weWcnewes 
P2) Programme to select supphers 
Q2) Au(bts to the mamgement system 

cOmP8nYs E2MEtitkveness Leademkup 

Leaderslup 
I Op's Management 

c nifn,. hi- a. A.. 
Other I 
Top management irivolveinent 2 
Lack of worlang methods 3 
Low education. ] level 4 
Low technological level 3 
Oposmonofrruddlemariagement 6 
Lack of quahty suppliers 7 
Lack of financial resources 8 
Custmer do not demand quality ; 

6. Time for Implemagotation (Tears) 

I P..,..,.... I. A 

d. Quality steering mines i 
C. Compentors' quality 2 
j Mission and vision 3 
p Sirategic plamung process 4 
y. Social and cultut-all values 5 
b. Benchmarking 6 
0. Quality policies 7 
1. Market share 
q. Training and educational programmes 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 10 
i. Stakeholdm expectations II 
k. Management of operation 12 
n. Product/service plarrurig 13 
in. Production process planning 14 
v. Internal supplier -customer chain is 
g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 16 
u. Rewards and recognition 17 
x. Customer satisfaction 18 
e. Management of suppliers 19 
f. Process control 20 
a. Quality improvement projects 21 
t Re-en gmanagement 22 
w. Business operation outcome 23 
IL Profits distribution 24 
a. Audits for the quality "tern 

t; 
5=: 

j 

r. L. AM 

Quahty & Productivity indexes II 
Famcial profitabthty 2 
Market dLmv 3 

0 1. tb.. . #I 

Shareholders I 
Top Mariagement I 
Employees I 
Supphers 0 
Customers 0 
Stakeholders' satistmetiom lodex 06 

II. Estimated profttabWty lode% 
P Index 
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Company No. = 

1. General Information 

Industrial Sector 
Decinc Apphances 

Products / Serv2ces Reffigerators 

2. Involvement In TQM I YES 

10. Characterkties of reiDondent 
Manapr of Q. and 

Position TechnoloRy 
Duvcwrof 

Repons to: Operations 
Education in TQM (# hours) 400 

3. Degree of Implemestation of systesn's processes 

Proýft wideiv owd mod d-vated 

B) Mission and vision statements 
S4) Strategies -benchmadang 
S7) Benchmariang analysis 
HI) Quahty promotion 
H2) Training and educabonal provarnmes 
H3) Rewards and irecognition 
H4) Employm' degree of satisfaction on the job 
MI) Customer sattsfa on 
M3) Competitors' quality, strengLhs & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
08) Quality of the firushed product 
C2) Exercise of proms contivi actions 
C3) Statistical prý control 
PI) A ce of the quality of inputs 

Proýsn widely used but not docamested 
IQ') Quwlty -P-- pme- I 

Pý esed In 2 w. dkfied - .. d d-... ted 

LI) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
L4) Corporate social and culftiral values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' At customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vision and corporate values 
S6) Quality policy 
S8) Bu3mew process re-engtneenng 
H5) Employees' perfonnamice. 
H6) Modi ficalson of the corporate culture 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process planning 
03) Adriurustration process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
06) Perfannance of the adrimstrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Q2) Audits to the management sysftm 

Processes used im a modMed way but not documented 
W) -Tewnwork for quahty improvement 

Preemes and sporad"Hy and met documeoted 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits distnbution 

Processes sever used 
S5) Solupes, -re-enpneesmg actions 65) Production / adrmmstmtlon mformation "eng 

I Q3) Quahty steenng coiTirmttee 

4. Crtt&cal sub-mtem ton 
IPMLMYScom 

-tt 
ess I Quaity Improvement 

impletnenteLtion due to resastance Quahty Impro 
utilmation of human/financial resources Process Con= 

ql 

S. DgMuftks durimir bnDlementation 

Top management mvolvement I 
Other I 
Opositon of nuddle management 2 
Low educabonal level 3 
Lack of working methods 4 
Low technological level 5 
Lack of quahty suppliers 6 
Lack of financial resources 
Customer do not demand quahty 8 

6. Time for Implemeotation (years) 

7. Rýmmemd. d býulmemtalam 
1. Mission and vision I 
I Quality steering coninuttee 2 
y Social and cultural values 3 
x Customer satisfaction 4 
o Quality polices 5 
p. Strategic planning process 6 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 7 
q. Training and educational pro 

' - 
8 

S. Quality imp; ; Y;; k e; n prol 9 
it. Product/service planning 10 
m. Production process Planning II 
v Internal supplier - customer chain 12 
u. Rewards and recognition 13 
k. Management of operation 14 
f Process control 15 
a. Competitors' quality 16 
a Management ofsupphen 17 
g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 

78 

i. Stakeholders expectations 19 
___ 1. Market share 20 

b. Benchnuarlang 21 
1a Audits for the quality system 22 
1w. Business operation outcome 23 
LRe-engmeenng managernent 24 
11. Profits distribution 25 

L EffectWeness measure *f the OM arovmmme 
im M 

a profitabthty 3 
Coo of poor quahty 4 

9. Improvement In the satisfaction oft 
Sharcholders 0 
Top Mariagement 
Fmployces 
Supphan 0 
Customers I 
Stakeholders' satisfaction Index 06 

11. Estimated profitability Index 
rP- -I. dx I 
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Company No. F-471 

1. Central Information 
GIm ; U-glass 

products 
Products / Semces I Glaw sheets 

2. Involvement In TQM I YFS I 

I a- ch-t-kti- f 

Gen" Manager 
Position 
Reports to, 8D 
Education in TQM (# hours) 0 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

M. h. .AA 

L2) Satisfaction of stakeholderV expectations 
M) Mission and vision statements 
S2) Strategies -ceptal avadable 
M4) Market share 
Q2) Audits to the management system 

F. 
Processes widely used bet not decomented 

D. _. _. _ _.. 4 I_ "J 

L 1) Understan(hng of stakeholders' expectations 
L4) Corporate social and cWtural values 
S3) Stratepes - nusslon, vrRon and Corporate vWues 
S6) Quahty policy 
HI) Quahly promotion 
H2) Trauung and educabonal programmes 
H4) Employees' degree of satsfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
01) Design of products and services 
06) Performance of the adnumstrative process 
07) Productivity of the Production proceaaý 
08) Quahty of the firushed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exermse of process control acttons 
C3) Statistmal process control 
PI) Assurance of the quahly of mputs 
P2) Programme to select supphers 
Ql) Quahty unprovemertt projects. 
Q3) Quality steenng comnuffee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Processes and In a modined way bet met documented 
04) Redesign of mid services 

105) Production/ 
=mton 

mformation 

... I . _4 -. .A 

SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S5) Stmtegies -re-enLaneenng actions 
S8) Business process re-engme ing 
H3) Rewards and recoglution 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits dt! rtnbfton 
M3) Competttors' quahty, stmmgths & weaknesses 
02ý Production process plannmg 
E3) AdmnusMon process plamung 

Processes never ased 
SO Strategies -benchmariang 
S7) Benchmarlang analyms 

S 4'. 4tL.. I . l....... "__. 
1 companys empetit eS3 I Stmtegic Planmnx 
limplementaMt to remstance 
L . t, ýn of 

I Supphers Mgt 
utth humantfinancial resources I Op's Monagemcnt 

C InWn-ki- A. A.. 

Lack of working methods I 
Top management involvement 2 
Low educational level 3 
Opowtion of middle management 4 
Low technological level 5 
Customer do not demand quality 6 
Lack of quality suppliers 7 

of financial resources L7k 
r Cc . 1. 9 

& Time for implementation Cyears) 

7. Recommended Imnlemat. tis. e. 

I. Stakeholders expectations I 
_ Mission and vision 2 

X. Customer satisfaction 3 
q Trmmng and educational programmes 4 
d. Quality steennR coffunittet, 5 
o Quahry policies 6 
u. Rewards and recognition 7 
r Promotion of ii culture of quality 
s. Quality improvement projects I 
k. Management of operation 10 
p. Strategic planning process II 

_ it. Product(service Planning 12 
in. Production procm plamung 13 
1. Market iihere 14 
y. Social and cultural values 15 
Y. Internal supplier -customer chain 16 
f Process control 17 
e Management ofsupphers 18 
a Audits for the quahry system 19 
c. Competiton' quality 20 
b Benchmarking 21 
R Fulfilment ofstakeholden' expectations 
h. Profits distribution 
t. Re-engineering management 
w. Business operation outcome 

« o. k. nm 

Quality A Productivity indexes I 
[Fumcial profitabdity 2 
I Cost of poor quahty 3 

" I. *. . H. t... 1. . t. 

Shareholders 2 
Top Mtotagernent I 
Employees I 
Suppliers 0 
Customers I 
Stakeholders' satisfaction Index 00 

11. FAtimated profflablUty iodex 
rP--Index 
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Company No. r-42-1 

1. General Information 

Industrial Sector 
Elocincal Macluncry 

Products / Semces Elocinc transformers 

2. lavolvement In TQM 1 YES 

10. Cbaracterlstics of respondent 
Corpmte Quality 

Position Manager 
CEO 

Reports to* 
Education in TQM (# hours) 500 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

Processes widely used aod documented 
Ll) UndeMandLng of stakeholders' expectations 
L3) MissLon and vision statements 
SI) Stratepes -stakeholders' At customers' oTectations 
S3) Stmtegies - nusson. vision and corporate values 
S5) Strategies -re-engmeermg acttons 
S6) Quahry pohcy 
S8) Busmess process re-engineermg 
H6) Mochfication of the corporate culture 
M4) Market share 
04) Redemgn of products and services 
06) Perfonnance of the adnmustrative process 
07) Productivily of the production process 
08) Quahty of the finished product 
CO Work methods and standards 
C3) Statistical proem control 
PI) Assurance of the quahty ofmputs 
Q2) Audits to the management "em 
Q3) Quahty steennit cormuttee 
Q4) Teamwork for quahty improvement 

Processes widely used but not documented 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
HI) Quality Promotion 
H2) Training and educatonW progrwrunes 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M3) CompebtotY qualityý strengths & weaknesses 
01) Deugm ofproducts and semoes 
02) Producbon procm planning 
03) AcIffumstrabon process planning 
05) Production / adnumstration mfonnation systerns 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
P2) Progranane to select suppliers 
QI) Quality -provernent projects. 

Promses used In a modined way and documented 
lt5) Employees' perfonnance. 
M2) Pohcy for pmfits and benefits cbstnEK.: 

ý 

Prý used in a modffk-d wav but mot dswunseisted 
L2) Satl3faCtIOn of stakeholderse expectations 
S4) Strategies -benchmarkmg 
S7) B chmarkmg analysis 
H3) Revnwds and rýputton 
H4) Employees' degree of ntisfaction on the job 

Processes and speradleaRy sad not documented 
lNone 

Processes never used 
lNone 

4. Crbcal sib-synem for- 
lcompanys competti Quah m vement 

Implementation due to resistutce d -rslut) 

ow .., C., Ouallty 1ý 

m 

mpmv 

ýý] 

ement 

Difliculties during lamplemestatiom 
Oposition of nudLe gement M I 
Lackofwodang. 2 
Customer do not demand qwhý 3 
Low technological level 4 
Low educational level 5 
Lack of quality suppliers 6 
Other 

_ 
7 

Lack of financial resources 8 
Top management involvement 9 

That for hoplamentation (years) 4 to 6 

7. Rýmmemded hnplementodon 
d. Quality steering committee i 
i. Mission and vision 2 
o. (NaLity policies 3 
b. Benchmarlang 

- 
4 

7 c-petitm- quality 3 
i Stakeholders expectations 6 
w. Business on outcome 7 
x. Customer satisfaction 
g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations I 
q. Training and educational prograrnmes io 
p. Strategic planning process II 
t, Re-engineering management 12 
s. Quality improvein in prolects 13 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 14 
1. Market sham 15 
in. Production process planning 16 
n. Product/service plartrung 17 
k. Management of operation 18 
f Process control 19 
a. Management of suppliers 20 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 21 
V. Social and cultural values 22 
u. Rewards and recognition 23 
It. Profits chstnbution 24 
a. Audits for the quality system 5 

S. EffecOveness memort of the OM 
10ther 
! FMPIOYOCW sausfaction____ 
Quahty & Productivity mdexce 

9. Imorevemeot to the ndstactiom of. - 
Shucholden 2 
Top Mýgemmt I 
Employý 2 
supphem I 
Custornen 2 
StaktboMen'mthfaction hadex 16 

11. Esthasted prefitabUfty lodex 
rP--Index I 
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Company N44 r-7-37 

1. Gemerml Information 
Fofý 

A Sector 

i E., -: LProducts / Services Com Fl... 

2. Involvement in TQM I YES I 

10. Characterbtks of respondent 
Quahty -rance 

PDSifiOn mane= 
Reports to: General Mýgff 
Education in TQM (# how%) -- 1000 

3. Degree of Implemestation of system's processes 

Processes widely used and documented 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
1.3) Mission and vision statements 
S3) Strategies - mission, vision and corporate values 
Hl) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational progrinnines 
H3) Rewinds and recognition 
H5) Employees' performance 
H6) Modification of the corporate cufture 
M 1) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits (hstribution 
03) Adriumstration process plarming 
04) Redesign of products and services 
08) Quality of the finished product 
CI)w 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) stical process control 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
Q3) Quality steering conurruffee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Procemes widely used but not documented 
L 1) Undemanding of stakeholder3' expectatons 
L4) Corporate somal and culmral values 
SI) SUmtegics -stakeholdm'& customm'expectattons 
S2) Stratepes -capital available 
S4) Strategies -benchmariang 
S8) Business procew re-engmeenng 
H4) Employees' degree of satsfaction on the job 
M4) Market share 
02) Production process plamung 
05) Produclion / admuustrabon mfonnation system 
06) Perfýancc of the admuustratwe process 
Ql) Quality -Pro-ew projects 

Processes used Is a modffkd way and documented 
S5) Strategies -re-engmeenng actions 
S6) ty pCollcy 
S7) Benchmarkmg arudysis 
M3) Compettors'quality, strengths & wealmesses 
01) Design of products and services 
07) Productivity of the production process 
P2) Propwnme W select suppliers 

I Q2) Au(hts to the management "em 

Proemes used to * m*dMtd way but met docum*mt*d 
[None I 

Pýn used spomdkýlly amd mat d"emented 
rNone I 

Processes sever used 
None ----i 

4. Crkkxl sub-mtems for. - 
MEWWS clornvftb ess_ 

_I 
Leadership I 

tce I Quahty I-Pro- 
I utihsation of hwnan/financial resourm I Mark 

S. Dfffkohks darlse Implemest2tion 
Top management involvement I 
Oposition of rruddle management 2 
Other 3 
Lack of financ3al resources 4 
Lack of woriang methods 5 
Low technological level 6 
Customer do not demand quality 7 

1L k of quality supphers 2 
L! 

ýeducational 
level 1 

6. Thu* for bnplementstion ("ars) 

7. Rýmmomdtd twolementatiom 
p. Strategic planning process I 
0 Quality Policies 2 
1. Mission and vmon 3 
k. Management of operation 4 
d Quality steering corrunittee 5 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 6 
x. Custorrier satisfaction 7 

__ V. Internal supplier - customer chain 8 
q. Trm=g and educational progranunes 9 
f. Process control 10 
in. Production process planning II 
n. Product/service planning 12 
1. Market share 13 
a Quality unproverrent pmects 14 
u. Rewards and recognition 15 
y. Social and cultural values 16 
a. Management of suppliers 17 
It Profits distribution 18 
i. Stakeholders expectations 19 
c. CompettorV quality 20 
t. Re-enitineering management 21 
b. Benchmariang i 
a. Audits for the quahly systern 23 
w. Business operation *income :4 
It lFulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 25 

IL EffecWemeu wessure of the OM 
I Quahty & Productiviýtndexcs 
Employmf satisfacticm 2 

EE 

Cost of po" quality 31 

Imorwemeat In the sathfactiom of. - 
Shamholden 
Top Management 
Emplo" 
Supphen 
Cumomen 0 
Stakekolders'natiafaction Index 04 

I I. Estimsted prefkabMy Index 
rP--Index 
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Company No. = 

1. General Imformation 
Eectmc appliances 

]Products / Services I Wash ma:: 

ý 

c1l. es 

Involvemest in TQM r- Yrms -1 

10. Cbaracterhtlcs of mpeadent 
Quahty usurance 

posi6on mmaw 
Reports to: General Manager 
Educabon in TQM (# hours) loo 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's procesus 

Procem-s widely ased and decomented 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholde& expectations 
1.3) Msmon and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and culftral values 
S3) StrateRies - rrussion, vision and corporate values 
S6) Quality policy 
MI) Customer Satisfaction 
M3) CompetitoiY quality, strengths & weaknesses 
M, S) Market share 
04) Redesign of products and semces 
08) Quality of the finished product 
C2) Exercise of pmcess control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assirtance, of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Q2) Audits to the management rystern 
Q3) Quality steering committee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality impmvernent 

Preemes wWely used bet not decomemted 
S42 j!!! =chmarlanjt 

wudysis 

Proemes a" is a modIMA w3y sod docomeoted 
SI) StratesDes -stakeholden' & customers' expecmttons 
SS) Stmtectes -re-engtneenng actiom 
S8) Busine" process re-engmeenng 
H5) E-plo3-' p-f- 
H6) Modificabon of the coMmte ctdture 
01) Design of products and semces 
02) Production proms planrung 

12L) 0 ce of the admuustmtive procm 
07) 

=cMtivnrty-of 
the pmdtýon process 

Cl) Work methods and standards 

Processes used In a modified way but mot documented 
HI) Quahty promob 
H2) Trmmng and educational progwmes 
H3) Reww-ds and recogrution 
Ql) Quahty unprovement projects. 

Processes used speradicaUy and mot documented 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on thajob 

Procesm never used 
S2) Strutegies -captal available 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits chsinbution 
03) Adnmustration Process planrang 
05) Production / adnanistration mformation "ems 

4. Critical sub-systems for- 
I comparrys compett-I Process Control 
unPlernentation due to resistance Process Control 

lutthsation ofhuman/financial resources I Quahty lrnpm! ýent 

S. DUnmkks dorbit ImulementaUem 
Other I 
Lack of working methods 2 
Lack of q ity suppliers 3 
Low educational level 4 
Customer do not demand quality 3 
Low technological level 6 
Lack of financial resources 7 

tion fnuddle management i M 
, Tr Top 

gent 
involvern itt 

6. Thu* for bnplementation (ynn) -t- 6--l 

7. Recommeaded Implemeststion "newce 
i Stakeholders vqmctatiom I 

1. Nfission and vision 2 
k. Mainiagemerit of operatt m 3 
m Production process planmnR 4 
o. Quality Policies 5 
n. Productfservice plaruunR 6 
y Social and cultural values 7 

g FWfilinent of stakeholders' expectations 8 
f. Process control 9 

e. Mariagement of s=hers 10 

a. Audits for the quality system II 
& Quality eanng emumttee 12 

P. Strategic p1m%iinix Process 13 
q. Tramung and educational pro mmes 14 
r. Promobon of a culture of quality is 
v. Intenud supplier - customer chain 16 

x Customer satisfaction 17 

s. Quality improvement pronects -- is 
t Re-engtneenng management 19 

u. Rewards and recogniton 20 

w Business operation outcome 21 
lb BenchmwianR 22 

III quality t C, m 23 wet 

1h. Profits distribution I 

L Effec-"vemess movesere of the OM 
ýPýIýd-- indexes I 
I Futancal profitabdity 2 
IC-m of poor quahty 3 

11. Imprevemost to the satbracties of., 
Shwvholdws I 
Top ManaFement 2 
Employ- I 
suntlem 2 
Custornen 2 
Sukeholders' sathfacnow iodox 16 

11. Estimsted profftabUfty indel 
P Index 
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Complay Ne. = 

1. Gememl Inform3tion 
FEE-Eid Sector Construction 

Products / Savices Cermmc Wes 

2. lovolvemeat In TQM NO 
- 

I a- rb-t-ktin t r-sandeot 
1pombon 0 
Reports to: 0 lEducaton 

in TQM (#hours) 10 

3. Degree of Implementatiom of system's processes 

awe 

but not 

4- nitfk. ki- d., I.. 

Top numagement Lnvolvemenl 0 
Low educabonal level 0 
Lack of quahty supphen 0 
Lack of worlong metho& 0 
Opositton of auddle management 0 
Low technological level 0 
Customer do not demand quahty 0 
Lack of financel resources 0 

10ther 

6. Time for hoplemestatiom (years) 

T R--m.. A. A 

a. Audits for the quality systern 0 
b. Benchmarlang 0 
cý Compettors' quality 

-0 d. Quality steennR c*Tmmttee 
e. Management of suppliers 0 
f Process control 0 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 0 
It. Profits distribution 01 

i Stakeholders expectations 0 

1. Mssion and vision 0 
k. Management of operation 0 
1. Market share 0 

rn. Production process planning 0 
n. Product/service planning 0 
0. Ouahty policies 0 

p. Stratepc plartrung process 0 

q. Tramiung and educational prograrmnes 0 

r, Promotion of a culture of quality 0 

s. Quality unprovement prcmects 0 
t. Re-engineening rnanagement 0 

u. Rewards and recopubon 0 
1 Y. Internal supplier -customer chain 0 
1w. Business operation outcorne 0 

L Customer matisfactson ! 0 
,- Social and culnual values 

I 
0 

it lpff-thm. -. t tk. nm 
[Cost of poor quahly 0 

0 1MIty 
A wwds 0 

0 1. the "thtmed.. h. 

shwoholders 0 
Top Management 0 
Employ*" 0 
supphan 0 
customen 0 
Stakebolders'sathfaction Index 00 

11. Estbisat*d prefitsbUity lodox 
FP -Id. 10 
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Company N16 r--4-6 -1 

1. General Information 
Electncal Maclunery 

Industrial Sector 
Products / Semcca Eleenc cables & wuvs 

2. Involvement In TQM I YES -1 

10. Charseterbtics of reilpendent 
Cluef of quahty 

Position I"tem 
Quahty - 

Repoirls ter Managa 
Education in TQM (# hows) 0 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

Processes w1dely used and docameoted 
L 1) Understividing of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholderw expectations 
L3) Mission and vision statements 
W Corporate social and cultural values 
Sl) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -captal available 
S3) Strategies - mission, vision and corporate values 
S6) Quality policy 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H5) Employees' performance 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
iM2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
ýM4) Market share 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / administration information "ems 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the produchon process 
08) Quality of the firushed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality unpro ent projects 
Q2) Audits to the management system 
Q3) Quality steering committee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Procesm widely used but not docausexted 
FtjZýIoyees'degre 

of satisfaction on the job 
I MI) Customer sausfaction 
103) Adnunistration process pi 

Processes used In a modUled way and docamented 
SS) Stratepes -re-engLneenng actions I 

Processes used In m inodUled way but sot docameated 
S7) Benchmarlang analysis 

Processes lased speradk2ily sod not documented 
FaZj: -::, egies -ben arlang 
S8) Busmess Mcess m-engineenng 
M3) Competitors' quahty, st=gths & weaknesses 

Processes never used 
None 

4. Crkkal sub-mtems for- 
compan, /s competiti MarketLng 

resistance Mgt HumanBehaviour 
utfligabon of humart/financial resources I Quality Improvement 

S. Diffkakies dorlor hnplemestation 
! Top numagement involvement I 
Lack of worlang methods 2 
Low technological level 3 
Lack of finan-al resources 4 
Low educational level 5 
Lack of quahry supphers 6 
Customer do not demand quahty 7 

ition of nuddle management 

C Time for huplemeetation "rs) 

% Rýmmemded hoplemestatiom 
i. Stakeholders expectations I 
d Quality steering committee 2 
j Mission and vision 3 
b. Benchmarking 4 
c. CompebtoTV quality 3 
1. Market share 6 
p. Strategic planning process 7 
0. Ouality policies 81 
t Re-engineenng management 9 
n. Product/service planning 10 
in Production process plw=x II 
k. Manapement of cToeration 12 
y. Social and cultural values 13 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 14 
q. Traming and educational programmes 15 
s Quality improvement projects 16 
f Process control _ 17 
a. Management of suppliers is 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 19 
w. Business operation outcome 20 
x Customer Satisfaction 21 
iL Rewards and recognition 22 
a. Audits for the quality mtem 23 
It Profits distribution 

14::::: ý 

g Fulfilmentol'stakeholders' oris 
. 
23 

3. Effect*emen lawmart of the om 
IMuketah 
Cost of poor quality 12 
Futancial profitabihty 3 

9. Improvemstot In the sathfactlem of, 
Sharchold4ws 2 
Top Managammt 2 
Employees 2 
Supphen 2 
custoffmm 2 
Stakebolden' sathfaction lodex 20 

It. EltimsW prefftsbUfty &mdtx 
rP I. d.. 

_I 
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Company No. = 

I. General Information 

Industrial Sector 
Textdo 

Products / Semces CMPCU 

2. Involvemest In TQM I YES I 

10. Cbarscterhtki of mpoodent 
Quably - 

Position cNef 
Production 

Repom to- Manager 
Education in TQM (#hours) 300 

3. Degres of Implementation of system's processes 

Proce&ws widely used and documented 
I L3) Msmon and vmon staternents 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & custorners' expectahons- 
S3) egies - rrussim vision and corporate values 
S7) Býchmarking analysis 
H3) Rewards and recogration 
M4) Market share 
03) Adnurustration process planmng 

Perfonnance of the adnmstmtive process 121ý1)1 
Productivity of the production process 

I Q3) (Nahty steenng conumttee 

rN-one 
Procemes widely used but mot documented 

I 

Process" ased In a modMed way and documented 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S4) Strategies -benchmadang 
S5) Strategies -re-engLneenng actions 
S6) Quahty policy 
S8) Business process re-cngLneennR_ 
H 1) Quality promotion 
H2) Tramang and educational programmes 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance, 
116) Modificaton of the corporate culture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) Competttorsquahty, strengths & weaknesses 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process planning 
04) Redemgn of products and services 
05) Production / administration information systems 

. 08) Quality of the finished product 
CI) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Stabsbcall process control 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
QI) Quality -Provement pro]-. 
Q2) Audits to the manaRement systent 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvament 

Proýses used to m modined way but not decomested 
rNone 

Promm used sporadLeafly *ad act docamested 
P2) Progranune to select stipphen I 

Processes sever used 
lNone I 

4. Crkical sub-svstems for 
CCMRM-YS COMPettl s Mgt Human Behavicw 
implemmtstion due to ýstanm I Proce" ContrC4 
utibsetion of hummArummal resources I OWs Management 

S. Dfffk-skies darlog hoplemestation 
'Low educatonal level I 
Low technological level 2 
Customer do not demand quality 3 
Lack of financial resources 4 
Lack of quality supplier; 5 
Oposition of nuddle management 6 
Lack of working methods 7 
1 in gement involvement 

-m -ana 
2 E 

e r 0 th 

C Time for implemsentsdom (years) 

7. Recommended havlementstion 
d Quality steering conmutee I 
p Strategic planning process 2 
0. Quality policies 3 
q Training and educational programmes 4 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 5 
1. Mission and vision 6 
n. Product/serAce planning 7 
m. Production process planning 11 
It Managementofoperation 
g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations !0 
f Process control II 
b Benchmarlang 12 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 13 
)L Customer satisfaction 14 
y. Social and cultural values 15 
w. Business operation outcome 16 
a Audits for the quality system 17 
c, Competitors' quality is 
1. Market sham 19 
u. Rewards and recognition 20 
s. Quality improvement prqects 21 

Ia. Management of suppliers 22 
E!! Lehold expectations 23 
Profits distribution 24 

it Re-enguteenng management 25 

& Efftcdyoaon measure of the Q%f programme 
I Quahty A Productivity tndexes I 
Futanmal profitabdity 2 
Cost of poor quality 3 

9. Improvement In the satisfaction 06 
Shwvhoiders 2 
Top Management 2 
Employees 2 
supphers 2 
Customers 2 
Stakeholders, satbftctiom iffidex 20 

I I. Estimated prsofflablitty lodes 
rP-l-n3de-x 
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Company Noý = 

I 

Industrial SecW 
TM: 

I Products / Services b Rbmý 

2. Involvement In TQM I YES I 

IA ... kL. .1 

Adnumstmtive 
Posifion mamRer 

- Rep«b to: Gen" D~or 
Education in TQM (# hom) 100 

3. Degree of Implemestation of system's procents 

. �I. I. k, ... l .lA........,. 4 

L2) Satisfaction of ; a-eholderr 
expectations 

U) ýAission and insion statements 
S I) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -captal available 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchmarlang 
S5) Strategies -re-engLneenng actions 
S6) Qtimillty policy 
H3) Rewwds and recognition 
Ml) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits (listribution 
M3) Coinpetto& quality, seengths At wealmesses 
M4) Market share 
02) Production process planning 
06) Perfonnance of the adnwustmttve process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
PI)A of the quality of inputs 
Ql) Quality unp--- projects 
k2) t2i e Re ent "em 

103) 
g 

) 
Mst! en-ng-=nrmrurtee 

I Q4) Teantwork for quality improvement 

p____. _ IAh, . _a n_. 

U) Corporate social and culhwal values 
S7) Senchmaricmg analysis 
S8) Busmess process re-engmeenng 
01) Demgn ofproducts and semces, 
03) Admustration process planning 

- __A. __ ___»_Aa_____. _A 

L 1) Understandmg of stakeholders' expectations 
HI) Quahty promotion 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
HS) Employees' performance. 
H6) Modification of the corporate eWwm 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) ProductLon / adnurnstratLon information systerns 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C3) Stabsteal process control 
P2) Programme to select supphers 

Processes used In a modtned way but mot documented 
fN-onc 

Praýses and sporadically and mot documented 
rN-one 

Procems never used 
INone 

4. Critical swbývztomms for- 
icornpan3es compfttj s ontrol 
I! Mlementation due to remsbme Leader; hi 

Ouality Improvement 

C'm E 

4 Tlffn,. ki- d. ".. 

Oposition of middle management I 
Lack of working methods 2 
Lack of quality suppliers 3 
Low educational level 4 
Lack of financial resources 5 
Customer do not demand quality 6 
Low technological level 7 

1 management involvement 

C Time for hoplementatles (jemn) 

�_ 

d. Quality steennjt comirruttee i 
i. Stakeholders expectations 2 
j Mission and vision 3 
0. Quality policies 4 
in. Production process planning 5 
n. Product/service planrunR 6 
r Promotion of a culture, of quality 7 
q Training and educational programmes 8 

S. Quality improvernent prcnects 9 
X. Customer satisfaction 10 
y. Social and cultural values II 
W. Business opemon m9come 12 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 13 
a. Management of suppliers 14 
f Process control 15 
1. Market share 16 
k Management ofoperation 17 
p. Strategic p anning Process 18 
t. Re-engineentilt management 19 
u. Rewards and recognition 20 
h. Profits distribution 21 
x Fulfilment of stakehoiders' expectations 2 
c. Compentors' quahry 2 3 
b. Benchmarking 

! 
4: 24 

a. Audits for the quality system 5 

2 -f. L. MA 

[Cost of pom quahly 
ML 
u: 

ket; srhwo 
nc . Mfitability 

._ Tm. v.... * 1 tk. .. H. f.. L .. 
Shareholdem I 
Top Mamgament 2 
EmplcTen 2 
supphen 0 
Customers I 
Stakeb. 1don' latitfacOss indel 12 

11. Estimsted proth*bWty ladex 
rP -1nd;; - 10 
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company No. r- 49-1 

1. Geaml Informatiom 

Industrial Sector 
t 

Product% / Services Medicines 

2. InvoWement In TQM F- YES-ý 

10. Characterbtin of resvoudest 
Coordumtor of 

Position improvement 
Reports to: General Director 
Education in TQM (# hours) 0 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

Processes widely used sod docamested 
1.3) Msmon and vision statements 
1.4) Corporate social and cWwml values 
S3) Strategies - nusmon, vision and corporate values 
01) Destgn ofproducts and semces 
02) Production process plamung 
06) Pofonnance of the adnumstmtive pmcen 
07) Productivity of the pioduction process 

j! 285) M of the firushed product 
Q5 steenng comnuttee 

rRone 
Process" widely used but not docamepted 

I 

Procenn used Im 2 modffkd way sod documented 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
S6) Quality policy 
S8) Business process re-en mg 
H 1) Quably promotion 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
04) Redesign of products and services 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of control actions 
Pl) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programine to select suppliers 
Ql) Qiiahly unprovement projects. 
Q2) Audift to the management "em 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Processes used in s modined wav but not documented 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectatiom 
S2) Strategies -capital avmlable 
S5) Strategies -re-enpneenng acttons 
S7) BenchmarianR analysis 
H4) Employees' degree of sausfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' perfommce. 
M3) Competitors' quahty, strengft & vveaknesses 
MO Market share 

165) Production / adrmmstrabon mfomabon "erm 

Prwesws issed sporadksny mad mot dwomented 
H3) Rewards and rec pution 
HO Mochficatton of the carporste culture 
03) Adnurustmtion procem planrung 
C3) Statistical process comrol 

Processes nev*r used 
L2)Satisfactkon fstakeholdere expectations 
S4) Strategies -benchmarlang 
H2) Trwrung and educational programmes 
MI) Customer satisfaction 

4. CritkM sub-mtems for- 
Icompanys petitiveness 

-I 
Leadership 

Implementation due to resistance I Mgt Hunian Behaviour 
lutilisation ofliumantfinancial resources I CVs Martagement 

S. Dffn"hies durime Implemelktation 

Oposition of middle management I 
Lack of working methods 2 
Lack of quality suppliers 3 
Customer do not demand quality 4 
Lack of financial resources S 
Low technoloincel level 6 
Low educational level 7 

122 =gemcnt involvement 1 
0'ýT I 

6. Thne for huplementation "rz) 

7. Rýommemded buiplemestation 
d. Quality steering committee I 

Mission and vision 2 
y Social and cultural values 3- 
o. Quatity policies 4 
p. StrategieplariningpMcess 5 
w. Business operation outcome 6 

i. Stakeholders expectations 7 

m Production process plartrunr 8 

n. Product/serAce plwuung 9 

v. Internal supplier - customer chun 10 

a. Quality improvement pmects II 
h. Profits distnbution 12 
k Management of operation 13 
1. Market share 14 
f Process control 15 

a. Audits for the quahtV Wslem 16 

q Tramm and educational programmes 17 

r. Promotion of a culture of mlahtV is- 

u. Rewards and recognition 19 

x Customer satisfaction 20 
t Re-engineenng management 21 

q Fulfilment ofstakeholders' expectations 22 
b. Benchmarking 23 

c. Competitors'quality :] 
ý4 

e. Management of suppilem 25 

L Effecawans mower@ of th* OM 
JQaaliry & Productivity indexes I 
JQuahtyAwwd& 2 
I Financial profitability ,-I 

t. Improvement IN the latisfacdom of, 
Shareholdem I 
T! p MýFemcnt I 
E-Ploye- 0 
supphom 0 
cus I 
stakebolders, suthfaction kodel 06 

I I. Estimated prontability bodes 
fp- -Lndex 
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----l Company No. r 50) 

1. General Informatlom 
Textile 

Industrial Sector 
Products / Semces Fabrics 

L Involvement In TQM F- YES I 

10. Chameterbticz of mvondeut 
(3ucfofquabty 

Position Control 
Quahty contQ 

Reports to, znýw 

Education m TQM (# bows) 68 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

Promsses widely used and documented 
L3) Nfismon and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SO StrategLes -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -captal available 
S3) Strategies - nussim vmon and corporate values 
Hl) Qtuffity promotion 
H2) Trauung and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recogruton 
H5) Employees' perfortmance. 
H6) Mochfication of the corporate culture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distnbution 
M3) Competitors' quahty, strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process plartrung 
03) Admnustrabon process plamung 
04) Redesign of products and services 
06) Performance of the admirustrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quahty of the firushed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C3) Statistical process control 
Ql) Quahty improvement projects 
Q3) Quahty steenng comnuttee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Prwmn widely and bat not dýmemted 
ýýTE.: factton of stakeholdeve expectations 
1 SO Quahty policy 

d 

Processes amd Im m modffkd way and dwomeated 
INORC I 

Processes used In a modUled wav bet not docamemited 
LI) Undentanding of stakeholden' expectations 
37) Baýg analyus 
H4) Enq)loyees' degme of satisfaction on the job 
05) Production / admuustmtion mformation "em 
C2) Exercise of process control act,. 
PI) Assurance of the quahty of inputs 

Prýn used spomd"By and met dwamooted 
None 71 

Processes mover used 
S4) Strategies -benchmariang 
SS) Strategies ýRmeenng acbons 
S8) Busmess, process re-enRmeenng 
P2) Prognarrune to select supphers 
Q2) Audits to the mampment system 

4. Crtdcal swlýmtems for. - 
I cornpmys competti ess I Quahty lmpmvem v"n 

mstance I Mgt Human Behavio 

iancial sources I Strategic Ptanmng 

S. Dffneeftles dwrisr implementation 
Top management involvement i 
Cposition of nuddle management 2 
Lack of working methods 3 
Low educational level 4 
Lack of financial resources 5 
Lack of quality suppliers 6 
Customer do not demand quality 7 
Low technological level 8 
Other 

i 
:ý 

IL Time for hoplemestation (wars) 

7. Recommended hnplementstion sequence 
d. Quality steering committee i 

1. Mission and vision 2 
0. Quality policies 3 

r Promotion of a culture of quality 4 
s Quality improvement projects 5 

w. Business operation outcome 6 

a Management of suppliers 7 
f Process control a 

in Production process planning 9 

q Trammir and educational programmes io 

c. Competitors' quality II 
i. Stakeholders wTectations 12 
y Social and cultural values 13 
x. Customer satisfaction 14 

g FWfilment of stakeholders' expectations Is 

a. Auchts for the quality system 16 
k. Management of operation 17 

p. Strategic plamung process Is 
1. Market share 19 

n. Product/service planning 20 

u. Rewards and recognition 21 
h. Profits chstribunon 1 22 
b. Benchmarking 

'23 t Re-engLneenngnumagement 24 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 25 

3. Effectiveness measure at the OM programme 
Cost of poor quality I 
Fumncial profitabdily 2 
Quebty & Productmty uidexes 3 

9. ImDrovemoot In the sathfoMem St: 
Shamholders 2 
Top Management 2 
E-Ploy- I 
supphers 0 
customm I 
Stakebolders' utisfactione index 12 

I I. Estimated prolft-bWty index 
Fjýl. d- I :: = 
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Compasy No. = 

1. Gemeral Isform2tiou 

Eigg: al sector [Products i Services Chocol t 

2. Involvement in TQM I YES 

16- rb-t-kti- r r--. A.. t 

CluefofquaLity 
Position trot 
Reports; to: General Mana 
Education m TQM (# houn) 100 

I Degree of Implemestation of system's processes; 

Prýý wldelv otod a, d d-, td 
S3) Strategies - rrusmor% vision and corporate values F43) Rewards and recogrution 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance 
M4) Market share 
74) RedemRn of products and services 
06) Performance of the adriumstrative process 

R J12 Of production prxmm 58) f1le firushed product 
C2) Exercise of process conti-d actiom 
PI) Assurance of the quahty of inum 

Prýses widely used bort Not dmamented 
M2 PohcY for Profits and benefits distribution 
i2) Competitore quahty, strengths & weaknesses 

Processes used in a modined w2v and docameoted 

LI) Understanding of stakeholders' expectationi, 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholdetY expectations 
U) Nfission and vision statemenis 
U) Corporate social and cultural values 
32) Strategies -captal available 
S6) Q-hty pohcy 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
02) Production process planning 
03) Administration Process planning 
05) Production / administration information systems 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C3) Statistical process con" 
P2) Propwnme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quahty inq--- projects 
Q2) Audits to the management systern 
Q3) Quahty -g -- 
Q4) Teamwork for imality improvement 

Processes used In a madIfled way but not documented 
S" S"ne -stakeholders' & antomers' expemations T-) 4>--mhnuidang i 
M 1) Customer satisfaction J 

Processes used sperad"Ry and Not d"wasented 
lNone 

Procon" Never used 
S5) Stratemes -re-m- mnng actions 
S7) Bencranorkmg mWyms 
S8) Business Process re-enLancermg 

4. Crftfr. I I.... 
Icomp 2 Mgt Human Beha! = 
unplemenution - due to remstance Mgt Hunmn Behaviour 
utLhsfton of humantfinamal resources stmtezc plamurig 

& DMIcaftles Am, ip 
Lackofworkm ! nethods 

._- 
I 

IW vC Low educabonal z 2 
Low technological level 3 
Oposition of nuddle management 4 
Lack of financial resources 5 
Customer do not demand quahty 6 
Lack of quahty supphen 7 

1 management involvement ;Z ! 
;7 9 

6. Time for hmplementation (yurs) 

R---.. dd 

I Mssion and vision I 
o. Quality pohcies 2 
CL Quality steermg committee 3 
p Strategi planning Process 4 
q Training and educational programmes 3 
k Management of operation 6 
in. Production process plarintrig 7 
f. Process control 8 
a Manageinentofsuppbers 9 
a. Audit& for the quality rystem 10 
n. Product/service planning II 
w. Business operation outcome 12 
v Internal supplier - customer chain 13 
x Customer satisfaction 14 
s. Quality unprovervient projects 15 
u Rewards and recognition 16 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 17 
y Social and cultural values is 
i. Stakeholders WTectations 19 
g lFulfil of stakeholders' expectations 20 
IL Profits distribution 21 
It. Benchmarking 22 
c. CompebtotV vality 23 
1. Market sham 24 
t. R&. engLnmnng mariamment 23 

& Effectivemen measure of tho OM brorrommo 
I Quahty & Productivity indexes 
Employe4W satisfaction 2 
Cost of poor quahty 3 

& TmDrov. m.. t I th. ithf.. 1M. .I 
Shareholders 0 
Top Mastagement I 
Employees I 
Supph- I 
Customers I 
Stakeholders' satisfaction Index 08 

11. Eithalted profltabMV Index 
rP-I-ndex 1 :: = 
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Cqmpsmy No. = 

1. Gemmal Taromation 

Industrial Sector 
Metallic Produc, is 

Products / Services Valves and connectors 

2. Involvtmest Im TQm I YES -1 

10. Characterbtks of respondent 
Quality Vice- 

Position President 
Executive Vice. 

Reports to: President 
Education in TQM (# hours) 50 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

fN-one 
Proemes widely used and docamested 

I 

rN-7o-ne 
Proýes widely owd but met documnented 

-I 

Procvwes used In a modW*d way sod documented 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectattons 
S2) Stratezies -captal avmlable 
S3) Strategies - nussiort. vision and corporate Values 
S4) Strategies -benchmariang 
S5) Strategies -re-engincenniz actions 
M4) Market share 

). fin ance of di a [0'7L)) ýucli7fy 
;f th eeprdoffduuction 

Processes owd In a modgled way but met docameeted 
L 1) Undemtmichng of stakeholders' expectations 
SI) Benchnmrlong analysis 
M3) CmnpelitmY quahty, sb*Lmgths & weaknesm 
02) Production process planrung 
04) Redmgn of products ýd services 

Preemes used sperodkaNy and mot docomented 
rN-.. 71 

Processes never and 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
1.3) Nfission and vision statements 
1.4) social and 

; Wnral values 
SO Quality Policy 
S8) Business process re-engmeenng 
H I) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recogrution 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance 
H6) Modification of the corporate cWture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) PohcY for profits and benefits distribution 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
03) Administration process planning 
05) Production / adnmustratton information systems 
08) Quality of the firushed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C31) Statistical process control 
PI) Aiisurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality improvement prcnects. 
Q2) Audits to the management systern 
Q3) Quality steering committee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

4. Crtftal sub-Mtems for, 
conq>miyls ti 

-- -- 
1 Stwegic Planmng immlementation 

clue to r=3tance 1 Quallty Improvement luthsation 

ofhumarVfinancvh msourm OVs Managemen 

& DifMakin during! Implementation 
Lack of worlang methods I 
Opoxtion nuddle martagement 2 
Low educabonal level 3 
Top management involvement 4 
Lack of quality supphers 5 
custorner do not dmmnd quahty 6 
Low technological level 7 
Lack of financial resourm 

C Tim for buplementation Omars) 

7. Recommended Imolementatles 
1. Mission and vision I 

p. Strategic planning process 2 
d. Quality steering coffuruftee 3 
1. Market share 4 
o. Quality hoes 5 

r. Prornotion of a culture of quality 6 

3, Quality unproverrient prolects 7 

xCustornersatisfach 
y Social and culnual values 
v. Internal supplier - custorner chain 10 

q Training and educational progwivnes _ 
II 

w. Business operation outcorne 12-- 

c. Compenton'quality 13 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 14 
i Stakeholders expectations 15 

_ k. Management of operation 16 
b. Benchmarlang 17 
h. Profits distribution 18 

t Re-engmeering management 19 

u Rewards and moRnition '20 
a. Audits for the quality system 21 

a ManaRement of suppliers 22 
f Process control '23 
m. Production process planning 24 

n. Product(service Planning 23 

2- YffectWomess ineasure *t the OM 
]Ftnancml tabihty I 
fQuahty & Productivity indexes 2 
[Other 3 

9. Imorevemeat in the "thraction of' 
shareholden 0 
Top Managemerd 0 
Employm 0 
supphen 0 
custornen 0 
StakehoMers'sadsftcUon bdex 00 

11. Estimated prentsbaky index 
rp--index II 
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Company No. = 

1. General Isferamstiom 

Industrial Sector 
Metallic products 

Products / Services Bronze valve for high 

pf-ess= 

2. larvolvement Im TQM I YES 71 

10. Cb2rseterbtles of respondent 

0 
Position 

0 
Reporu W. 
Educabon in TQM Q hom) 0 

3. DeZree of Implementatiop of system's processes 

Process" widely o"d sod deciiiiiented 
Ll) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholder3expectaborts 
U) Mission and vision statements 
S6) Quahty policy 
S8) Business process re-engmeering 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) Competitors' quality, strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
05) Production/ administration mf6rutabon systems 
06) Performance of the adnimistrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
PI)Assuranceofthequahtyo mputs 
Q2) Audils to the management system 

Proceý wWelv used bet not documented 
L4) Corporate social and cultural vahm 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations; 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Stratepei; - numon, vision and corporate valmm 
34) Strategies -benchmarlang 
S5) Strategies rvi-engmeenng actiow 
S7) BenchnuwkLng analysis 
H 1) Quality promotion 
MI) Customer sati3faction 
01) Design ofproducts and servicei; 
02) Production process planning 
03) Administration process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
C2) Exercise of proce= control actions 
') Statistical procew control jFF) 

Progrzoune to select supplien 
JQI) Quality -Tro- proj-. 

Processes med In a modfned way sad documented 
H2) Trainmg and educadonal promwma 
H4) Employees' degme of sattsfaction on the job 
H5) Ernployem' pofonrmcc. 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
Q3) QtWity steermg comnuttee 
Q4) Teamwork for cMhty improwment 

Preceý used In a modlMd way but not docons. sted 
lNone I 

Processes used sporad"fly sod a" decomeoted 
I H3) Rewards md recogmtion 71 

lNone 
Precen" me"r "a 

---7 

4. Crkkal sub-Mtems for. 
s t, lstmteglcpiannmg 

impimeritation due to remstance I MarketLng 

utaisatim of human/fimncial I CVs Management 

S. Dlffkxkin darlor hnPlemestatiom 
Low technological level I 
Other 2 
Lack of woriang methods 3 
Low educational level 
Lack of financial rewurces 5 
Lack of quahty suppliers 6 
Top management involvement 7 

hon of nuddle managenient 1ýý 
ar .r do not demand quality 9 

C Thoo for bnplementshtion (yean) 

7. Rýmmemded bnolemestadois 
d Quality steering committee I 
k Management of operation 2 
f Process control 3 

in. Production process planning 4 
b. Benchinariang 5 

n Product/service planning 6 

o. Quality policies 7 

c Competitors! quality 8 

p Strategic planning p- 9 

j. Stakeholders expectations 10 
1. Market share i! 

a Management of suppliers 12 

q. Training and educational prograrnmes 13 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality 14 

a Ouahty improvement act$ 15 

t. Re-engLneenng management 16 

w Business operation outcome 17 
h Profits distribution is 

x Customer satisfaction 19 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 20 

1 Nfission and vision 21 

U Rewards and recognition 2 

a. Audits for the quality rystern 23 

Y. Internal supplier - customer chain 24 

y. Social and cultural values 23 

2- Mectivemen measure of the OM 
ýPýroducývlty 11 
Employees' sabsfaction 2 lCost 

of poor quality 3 

9. Imorevement In the ntbfsctioo of., 
Sharcholdem 0 
Top Managanant I 
F-ploy- I 
supplien I 
customen 2 
Stakebolders'satisfactiom Index 10 

I I. Estim*ttd prontabMty index 
fP Index 
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company No. = 
1. Gememl Infarmatios 

MmWc products 
Industrial Sector 
Products f Semces I Bronzv I- 

2. lav0weýat in TQM r- YES -i 

10. ch2mcterlstks of resDondent 
C3uef of quality 

Position control 
Reports to: Plant Manager 
Education in TQM (# hours) 40 

3. Degree of Implemeotatiom of xptem's procesm 

Procme3 widely u3td and dommented 
U) Msmon and visionstaternents 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital avmlable 
S3) Strategies - nussion, mmon and corporate values 
S5) Strategies -re-engtneenng actions 
S6) QuAty pohcy 
S8) Busmess process re-engineering 
M3) Compettors' quahty, strerigths & weakness" 
M4) Market share 
03) Adnmustration process planmng 
06) Perforniance of the admuustrauve process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the firushed L-ftct 
C2) Exermse of process control actions 
012 Qualityunprovernent projects. 

1 Q2) Audits to the management system 
I Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Processes widely used but met documented 
LI) Understan(ling ofstakeholden' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholde& wgiectations 
L4) Corporate social and culftind values 
S4) Sbmtegies -benchmariang 
S? ) Benchmadang analysis 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational progranunes 
H5) Employees' performance 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits disnibution 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
02) Production process planning 

Prýmes osed In a modifled way *ad documented 
lNone I 

Procewes used Im a modified way but mot docimeated 
H4) Employe"' de of sabsfaction on the job 

104) Redesign of products and semces 
I C3) Stabsucal process cmtrol 

Procesm used sborad"& and not documented 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
05) Production t adnumstration mfomiaton system 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
Pl) Assurance ofthe quahty of mputs 
P2) Progranune to select supphers 
Q3) Qýty steenng conmuttee 

Processes never used 
H3) Rewards and m-cogmton 

4. Critical sub-systtms for: 
I com1mrVs cornpetiti I Quably I-P-- 
I unplementatton due to remstance Pmcess Control 
lutLhwtion of humanffinwicial ramnuves Process Control 

S. Diffkafties derime haplementatiou 
ack of working methods I 

Lack of financial resource; 2 
Low technological level 3 
Oposition of nuddle management 4 
Customer do not demand quality 5 
Low educational level 6 
Lack of ity suppliers 7 
Odmi ! 
T; 

ýMffwamagement 
involventent 9 

6. Thae for huplementatiom (years) r-- -07- -1 --1 

7. Remmmended hoolemestation 

k. Management of operstion I 1 I 
j. Mission and vision 2 2 2 

t Stakeholders c)rpectations 3 3 3 
IL Profits distribution 4 4 4 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectationi; .5 5 5 
f. Process control 6 6 6 

in. Production process planning 7 7 

9 Ouahty improvement Drixects, 1 8 8 I 

a Audits for the quality system 9 9 
1. Market share 10 0 1 
b. Benchmarking 11 1 

1 

c. Competitors' quality 12 12 12 
t. Re-engmeeinng management 13 1 3 

u. Revviwds and recognition 14 
d. Quality steenna committee 15 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 16 

p StrateRic planning process 17 

n. Product/service planning 18 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality i9 

e. Management of suppliers 20 

W. Business operation outcome 21 

q. Training and educational programmes 22 

x. Customer satisfaction 23 

y Social and cultural values !4 

0. Quality Policies 21 

& IM--tivesess measure of the OM 
FQ-uahty & Productivity indexes I 
Cost of poor quahty 2 

EmployeeV mtsfaction 3 

9. Imorevement to the ntisfaction of' 
Sharchol I 
Top Management 2 
Employ- 2 
supphers 2 
custonws I 
Stakeholders' tothfacUon todex 16 

11. Estimated prof1tablUty Index 
rR- -Index 1 77 = 
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Company No. = 

1. Gemeral lafennatiew 

Industrial Sector 
Auto-palls 

Products / Services Auto-parts 

2. Involvement In TQM F- YES :1 

10. Ckaracterhtics of respeadent 

and of quahty 
Position lknurance 

Quably - 
Rep" W. manager 
Education m TQM (# hours) 1000 

3. Degree of Implemestation of "m*s processes 

Processes widely used and documented 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectatimi; 
13) Nfission and vision st3tements 
S3) Strategies - nussIM vision and corporate val7es- 
S6) Quality policy 
H2) Trinning and educational programmes 
H5) Employees' performance. 
M4) Market sham 
01) Desism oforothicts and services 
02) Production process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
07) Productivity of the production process 
787Qutality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standisards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical ! ýýess control 
2) Progrdmme select suppliers 

Proýes wMely used bwt not docamested 
S8) Bwmess proms re-engincenng 

Procenn ased Is a modined wav sod docomested 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
1.4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders'& customers' rTectabOm 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
34) Strategies -benchniarlang 
S7) Benchmarkmg analysis 
H 1) Quality promotion 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) Compettors' quality, surengths & weakness" 
03) Adinnustration process planning 
05) Production / adininistration Information SYstwo 
06) Perforinance of the administrative process 
PI) Assurance ofthe quality of inputs 
Q 1) Quality unprovement projects 

21 Mthe management systern Q2 
! Q-3) eemg cornnuftee 
[Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovement 

Prectsses as" Is a modffkd way but met dývmemted 
F6: ) Modification of e corpomte culture 
I MI) Customer satisfaction 

Frocmes used sporadically and set docomested 
P-7 I 

Proc"m lower ased 
SS) Stratepes -re-engLneenng actions 
H3) Rewards and recoputon 

JH4) Employees' degree of satisfactton on the job 

4. Critical sub-systems for. 
lcompanys ti Quality I-p---t 
I unplementaton due to remstance I P'. ct, -i 
luthsation ofhunmVfizmcial resourm I M. Rt Human Behaviour 

S. Dfffkuldes durint Implemestation 
opomton of nuddle management I 
Top management involvement 2 
Low technological level 3 
Lack of quahty supphers 4 
Low educattonal level 3 
Lack of financial resources 6 
Lack ofworlong methods 7 

FEEHE do not demand quality 9 
I Other 9 

6. Time for Implemeotatiom (yosrs) 

7. Recommended Insviemeotation 
x Customer satisfaction I 

c. Compentors' quality 2 
y. Social and cultural values 3 

r, Promotion of a culture of quality 4 
1 Market share 5 
b Benchmarking 6 

1. Mission and vision 7 

o. Quality policies 8 

1. Stakeholders expectations 9 

p. Strategi plamung process 10 

n. Producvseryice planning Ii 

q. Training and educational proxmirsnes 12 

v. internal supplier - customer chain 13 
k Management ofoperation 14 

w. Business operation outcome 15 

in. pm&ctlon process planning 16 

s Quality improvement Vrotects 17 
d. Quality steering comfluttes 18 

u. Rewards and recofautior, 19 
t. Re-engineering ma-gennent 20 
IL Profits (lisinbution 21 

a. Management of suppliers 22 
f. Process control 23 

a. Au(hts for the 4ualltY srtefn 2 
ý ýýj 

, ftfilment of stakeholders' e"actations 1 2 1 

L Effeedveness m"sure *f the OM 
-P-221---a indexes 

Market share 
Fummal profitabdity 3 

9. Improvement In the satisfactiom or., 
Shareholders 0 
Top Management I 
Employees 0 
SUPRhers 2 
Customers 2 
Stakeholders' satisfaction Index 10 

11. Estimated prontabil" bidet 
FP -Lndex 

-1 .11 
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Company No. = 

I T_f 

Publishem PrUltLA9 
Industrial Sector 
Products / Services Continuous printing 

fmm 

2. Involvtment In TQM I YES -I 

a 
Production 

Position Manager 

General Director 
Rep" W 
Education in TQM (# hours) 150 

3. Degree of Implemestation of system's processes 

Procnsn wide). .. e4 nA dnnntnfrd 

L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectattons 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
U) Nfimon and vision statements 
1.4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -caintal available 
S3) Strategies - nusmon. vision and corporate values 
SS) Stratepes -re-engmemmg actions 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benchmmicmg mmlyms 
S8) Business p- -gineenng 
HI) Quality Promotion 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' perfonnance. 
H6) Modification of the corporate culture 
01) Demgn ofproducts and services 
02) Production process planrung 
03) Adnumstration process; planning 
05) Production f adnamstration infonnation systems 
06) Perforinance of the adanunstrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quahty of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process con" actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
Ql) Quality unpr- p_M- 

rN-on-c 
Premý widely used but Not documented 

S4) Strategies benchrnariarýq 
MI) Customer satisfacbon 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits (hstnbution 
M3) CompetitorV quahly, strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
04) Redestgn of products and semces 
PI) Assurance of the quahry ofuqmts 
P2) Programme to select supphers 
QZ) Audit& to the mamagement rystern 
Q3) Quahty steemg conututtee 
Q4) Teamwork for quahty unprovement 

Procesý used In a modlMd way but not dýmeiatvd 
rN--one 

Frocesm used sporadkaRy and met dmamented 
rNone 

Proý wýý uýd 
[None 

a V. Ift-l - 

Fompallys cuI Q-hty Improvem--t 
mplemefftti, due w rmstanm Quahty I! nM%-mmt 

LftLsnon of humaWfinwmmal resources Mgt Human Behaviour 

Low educational level I 
Oposition of middle management 2 
Lack of quality suppliers 3 
Lack of financial resources 4 
Customer do not demand quality_ 5 
Lack of working methods 6 
Low technological level 7 

gement involvement - ! WE 
- :: 

j 
' 

6. Thus for kuplementatloo (years) 

a. Audit& for the quality system I 
b Benchmarlang 2 

c Competito& quality 3 
d. Quality steering comnuttee 4 

e. Management of suppliers 5 
f Process control - 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 7 

i. Stakeholders expectations 8 
It. Profits distribution 9 

j. Mission and vision 10 
iL Management of operation II 
1. Market sham 12 

m. Production proem planning 13 

n. Product/service plwuung 14 

0. Ouality Policies is 

p. Stratepc planning proem 16 

q. Traiturig and educational vrograrnmes 17 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality 18 

S. Quality -P---t Pro]" 19 

t. Re-engineering management 20 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 21 

w. Business opertition outcome 22 

x Customer satisfaction 23 

y. Social and cultural values 24 

u. Rewards and recognition 25 

Kost =of poor quahty 
I Market shae 
1 Quality Awards 

Shareholders 2 
Top Managwnent 2 
Employees I 
Supphers I 
Customers I 

Stakeholders' satisfaction index 1A 

I I. Estimated prontabUfty Index 
F-1--d- 

-I-0 
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Compamy Ný = 

1. General Information 

Industrial Sector 
Publishers and pnnung 

Products / Swnces Books / Todbooks 

2. Involvement in TQM I NO :3 

18- Ck2mcterhtics of rmaeudent 

0 
PcSition 

0 
Reports to: 
Educaton in TQM (# hours) 0 

3. Degree of Implementation of "=Is procnses 

and docomested 

used but met 

9- nifficufti" dortuo lmnlemeot2tiou 

Top management involvement 0 
Low educational level 0 
Lack of quality suppliers 0 
Lack of wod=g meftft 0 
OpositLon of naddle management 0 
Low technological level 0 
Customer do not demand quality 0 

FLýsc: k: -offinancial resources 0 
Odier 0 

6. Time for implementation (Years) 

R. mm. d.. 4 ImI. m.. t. tiø. 

a. Auchts for the quality system 0 
b. BenchnutrianR 0 
c. C etitors! quality 0 
d. Quality steering corrunittee 0 
e Management of suppliers 0 
f Process control 0 
g Fulfilment of stakeholders'pTectations 0 
IL Profits distribution 0 

i. Stakeholders expectations 0 

j Mnion and vision 0 
k Management of operation 0 
1. Market share 0 
m. Production process planning 0 
n. Product/service planning 0 
o. Quality policies 0 
p Strategic planning process 0 
q Training and educational programmes 0 
r. Promotion ofe culture ofquality 0 
a Quality improvement prejects, 0 
t. Re-enguteering management 0 
it Rewards and recognition 0 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 0 
w. Business operation outcome 0 
x Customer satisfaction 0 
y. Social and cultural values 0 

2. lEffectivtoess measure of the OM ororramme 
I Cost of poor quahty 0 
I Market shwe 0 
JQýIyAvmds 0 

4 h. th. .. fkf-tý. fl 

Sharetkoldas 0 
Top Mmagement 0 
Employea 0 
Supphers 0 
CUStOMer3 0 
Stakebolders' sathfaction Index 00 

11. Estimated profitability iodel 
Fp-l. -_d- 10 
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Company No. 7-5-8-1 

I-C.. rI 
Industnal Sector Piastic products 
Products / Services Luggage Bags 

2. lovelYemeat In TQM 

3. Degree of Implementation of "m's proce&ses 

Pr- wid, tw -d ,d d--td 

I YES = 

LI) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
U) &fission and vision staternents 
1.4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' At customers' expectations 
S3) Strategies - inassion, vision and corporate values 
S6) Quality policy 
H 1) Quality proniation 
H2) Trairung and educational programmes 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
M 1) Customer satisfaction 
M3) Competitors' quality, strengths & vreaknesses 
M4) Market share 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
02) Production process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / administration mfonnalion systems 
06) Perforimance of the admirusti-attvii process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
El-) Work meffiods and standards 
C2) Exemse of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assuraiice of the quality 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Ql) Qjahty hivroveriterd pmects. 
Q2) Audits to the irmagement system 
Q3) Quality steering corrumnee, 
Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovement 

Processes widely and but met dýmruemted 
rNw-o-ne I 

Pr. rn... .a1-a 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholdeiY expecIations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S4) Strategies -benchmarking 
S5) Strategies qv-emoncenng actions 
S8) Bwmess process re-engineenng 
H3) Rewards and mcogrittion 
1-15) Employees, ce. 
H6) Moclification of the corporate cultum 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits (hstnbution 
03) Admimstration process plarating 

Promms used he a modffled way but not documented 
INone 

- 
Processes used sporad"lly and not documented 

fNone I 

Procenes never used 
S7) Benchrnarkmg analyms 

A 

lcomp--Ys compett__ Leadership 
juawlernentaton due to remstance S. Ppiel MWUlgemELt 
juthsattm Of cial resources Mgt Hunwn Behaviour 

position I Quality Assurance 
Quality Control 

Reports to: 

I 
M8nBRer 

Education in TQM (# hours) I Rn 

t fleflI. 4... A.... I 

Top gement involvement I 

Low educational level 2 

Lack ofworking mediods 3 

Suppliers ý n 4 M I 
ddle management 5 

Lack of financial resourcm 6 

Low technological level 7 

er do not dernarid quality Jýý: p 

6. Thne for implemestatlem (years) 

d. Quality steenng comrFuttee I 

p Stratepc pl-g process 2 

x Customer satisfaction 3 

m. Production process planmng 4 

TL Product/service planntng 5 

o. Quality policies 6 

s. Quabry unprovement pMects 7 
k. Management of operation 

. Promotton of a culture of quahty r 11 
_ v. Internal suppher - custorner charn 10 

w. Business operation outcome II 

q Tratrung and educauonal programmes 12 
f Process control 13 

i. Stakeholders expectations 14 
tL Profits (hstnbutLon is 
L Market &hare 16 
b. Benchmarlang 17 

a. Managernent of supphen 18 
j. Mission and vision 19 

& Auchts for the quahly system 20 

t. Re-en g manaament 21 

u. Rewards and recoinution 22 

y. Social and cultural values 23 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' ons 24 

c. Compettors' quahty 

[Fuukncial pmfitabdity 
& Productivity indexes 2 

F-ployees' iiatisfactim 13 

=; 'Iders 2 
Top Management 2 
E-Ploý- I 
Supphers I 
Customms 2 
Suakeholders' satisfaction ludel_ 

it. Estimated pr*Mbg" bode% 
fiP 71. d.. 10 
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company No. r--S-9-1 

1. General Information 

1-Ti pm- F- Lnýtnal Sectm 
Products / Semces Foodtnutn for I MI 

Involvemmt in TQM r YES I 

I a- Ch-cteristks of r"madent 

Pomt, QLWity Assumnce 
Genend Dinctor 

Reports to' 
Education m TQM (# hows) 0-- 

- 

3. Degree of Implementation of system*s procenes 

Processes widely used and documeated 
108) QuaLhty of the firushed product 
I Cl) Work methods and standards 
JQ2) Audits to the management systmn 

Processes widely used but not documented 
iLl) Understanchng of stakeholden'expect3tions 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholdeW exlmctatLons 
L3) Nfismon and vinon statements 
H4) Employees' degree of smsfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' petformance 
H6) Modification of the corporate cultum 
93-) Cmnpetilore quahty, strmgths & wýknesses 
07) Productivity of the production process 
C2) Exercise of procew cmtrol actiom 
Ql) Quaw -pro-em Pine- 
Q3) Quahty steenng conuruttee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovernent 

Processes used to a modined way and documented 
1, L4)) Corporate smal and cultwal values 

T) Progranune to select supphem 

Promees used In a modMied wav but met docývnseated 
Hi) Quality protnoton 
H2) Trmmng and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recogniton 
MI) Customer wnsfaction 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits distnbution 
05) Production / adrTumstration informaton rystevvs 
06) Perfomlance of the admunstrative proý 

Procems used speradkilly and not docamented 
fRonc I 

Procesms mever wed 
Sl) strategies -stakeholden' & custornem' expectatiom 
S2) st'ategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - rrussioM vison and corporate values 
S4) Stivegies -benchmmiang 
S5) stmtegies -re-engmeenng actions 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benchniacriang welyms 
SIS) Bunnese proccis re-engmeenng 
M4) Market share 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process plaimmg 
03) Admunstraton procm plmmg 
04) Redesign of products and semcft 
C3) Statistical proem cmtvl 

. 
PI) Amurance of the quality of mpim 

4. Cridmi xub-system ton 
lcompanYs competti Leadenhip 
limplmentation due to renstance Qhty! 
lutdmbon of hAmlaWfinancial resoumes I Quahty 

9- Diffimides durimir hoolemestatiom 

oposition nuddle management I 

Customer do not demand quality 2 

Other 3 
Top management involvement 4 

Low educational level 5 

Lack of working methods 6 
rack of financtai resources 7 

suppliers 
L 7= cal level 9 

C Thne for hnplementatiou (years) 
-4-1 

I- R--ded bnolementation 
d. Quality steering comrruttee I 

j. N6swon and "non 2 
1. Market share 3 

i Stakeholders enectatLons 4 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 5 
h. Profits disinbutkon 6 

n. Producttservice planrung 7 

m. Producton process plamung 8 
k Management of opemtLon 

5 

_ f Process control 10 

a. Auchts for the quahty system II 
b Benchmarkmg 12 

c. CompetLtors'quahty 13 

e. Management of suppliers 14 

v Internal suppher - customer cham 15 

r. PromotLon of a culture of quably 16 

w Bimness operation outcome 17 

q Tranung and educational prograrnimes 18 

s. Quahty unprovement projects 19 

x Customer satisfachon 20 

t. Re-engmeenng management 21 

1) Strateipc plamung 22 

u Rewards and recogrution 23 i 

o. Quality pohmes 
__ 

24 

y Social and culftwg values 1 25_ 

2 V. Meb-ess -".. re of the OM 
ýýcial fitabibty 
Market share 
cost of P-r quahly- 

9. Imurevemeot Im the satisbcdom aft 
shareholders I 
Top Management I 

Employees 0 

Supphers 0 

Customers I 

Stakebolders'satist, acdom ladel 06 

11. Esthnsted prolkabil" Index 
FP'-ln, dex iII 
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Company No. = 

1. General lmfoýtlom 
kd= 

_d P=al/= 
In f Phamiacmbcal 

ces Medimnes 

2. lavetvemest In TQM I NO :: 1 

10. Ch2mcterisUes of reibondent 

Pmfion 0 
Rep" to: 0 
EftmtionmTQM (# hom) 0 

3. Degree of Implementatiom of "m's processes 

used 

9 Dhficaftim durior ImDlemestadom 

Top management involvement 0 
- Low educational level - 0 

Lack of quahty supphers 0 
Lack of workmg methods 0 
Oposibon fnud(Denianagement 0 
Low technological level 0 
Customer do not denuund quahty 0 
Lack of firmcial resources 2 
3a;;; 0 
C. Time for bnplementation (years) 

R--m.. dd 

a. Audits for the quality system 0 
b. Benchinarking 0 

c- C-Pettors, quality 0 
& Quality steering committee 0 
a Management of suppliers 0 
f Process control 0 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 0 
It Profits distribution 0 
i. Stakeholders expectations 0 
j Mission and vision 0 
k Management of operation 0 
1. Market share 0 
in. Production procesit planning 0 
rL Productfservice planning 0 

0. Ouahty policies 0 

p, Strategic planning process 
--0- 

q Training and educational programirries 0 

jr, Promotion of a culture of quality 0 

s Quahty-provern-tprolects 0 
t. Re-engmeenng manaRement 0 

u. Rýrds and recognition 0 

v Internal supplier - customer chain 0 

w Business operation outcome - 0 

x Customer satisfaction 0 

y. Social and cultural values 0 

it rff-tw.. - r th. OM 

i Cost of poor quahty 0 
I Market slu" 0 
1 Quahty Awards 0 

4- 1-. rýment In the »thf. ction of' 
Shamholdas 0 
Top Mýgcment 0 
Employees 0 
supphas 0 
custonms 0 
StakehoWers'satistaction indn 0.0 

I I. Fidmated pmfltabibty Index 
rP--Index 10 
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Company N& F-617 

1. General Information 
Office Supplies 

Industrial Sector 
I 

Products / Services I Handwntmg! 

ýVphh. 

2. Involvement Is TQM I YES I 

Quality Assurance I 

Position M.,., 
Tecluucal Manager 

Reports to- 
Education in TQM Q hours) 300 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

Processes; widely used and documented 
S6) Quality policy 
S8) Bwmess process re-erimneennit 

101) Design ofproducts and services 

IP. - -U. ý -. ý L- -- A----. - 

L4) Corpmte smal ind cWtural values 
SS) Stnitegies -re-en_Rmeenng actions 
S7) Benchmarlang aruslysis 
H5) Employees' Performance 
M2) Poficy for profits and benefits distnbution 
07) Productivity of the Productton Proem 
cl) Work methods and standards 

I Q3) Quahty steenng con=ttee 

. -d i. . -. Ain. A 

LI) Understanding ofstakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholdere viliectations 
S3) StiVegies; - nussion, vision and corporate values 
HI) Quality prornotion 
H2) Trmmjz and educational prograrturm 
H, I) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H6) Modificanon of the corporate culture 
M3) Competitors' quality, striengths & weaknesm 
M4) Market share 
03) Adininistration process plaimming 
04) Redesign of products and services, 
05) Production / adininistration information systerns 
08) Quahty of the finished product 
Ql) Quality unprovernent pMects 
Q2) Audits to the managernent system IQ42 

Tewnwork for quality unprovement 

-tnt- I. - . alfla 

U) Mmmon and vision statements 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders'& custorress' exIiectations 
S4) Strategies 4x-nchmarjan 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
02) Production process plarmmg 
06) Performance of the adnmsftbve process 
2) Exemse of control actions 

Ipl) Assurance of the quality of uVub 
I P2) Progranune to select supphers 

Process" End Sporadically and met doesumted 
ýS--gies 

-captal avmlable 
C3) Statistical process control 

Precessa ww wed 
[None 

a_ . *ti. I r_... 

O-m-YS coffmettl 1 stmtegae Planmng_ 
ImMlenlentah(m due to rmstmee 1 Leadesinp 
lutLhuton of hmnan/finannýd ;; Z; ý 1 owhty 1-p--em 

Oposition of nuddle umnagement 
Customer do not deffmnd quahty 2 
Top management involvement 3 
Lack of finanmal resourm 4 
Lack of working methods 5 
Low technological level 6 
Low educatonal level 7_ 

fsupph of quahr !, k 1 : 
, Ce 9 

6. Thu* for hnplemeotatiom (wars) 

y Social and cultural values I 

1. Mission and vision 2 
tL Profit& chstribution 3 

0 Quahiýf pohcies 4 

q Tramung and educational prograrmes, 5 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality 6 

p Strategic pl-g 7 

c. Competitors' quahtY 8 

9 Quality improvement rMects, 9- 
f Process control 10 

m. Production process p1wming II 

IL Producttservice plarmmg 12 
k. Management of operation 13 

t. Re-engmeenng mwiagement 14 
b. Benchmarkmg 15 

x Customer satisfaction 16 

a, Managemerl of suppliers 17 
& Quabity steering committee is 

w. Business operation outcome 19 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 20 

a. Audits for the quahty system 21 
1 Market sham 22 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 23 

IL Rewards and recognition 
F4 

1. Stakeholders eoq)ectations 

.L fltt 

vity indexes I 
cost of poor quality 2 
Market Share 3 

" I. EI.. .. fl. f.. d .. f 

Shareholders 
Top Management 
Employees 
supphOM 
Custmen 
StakehoMen'sathfactloo index Lo 

11. Esthuated profftablbty ladex 
[P -Index 
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Company No. 

Autattic e 
Industrial Sector 

I 

Producls / Services I Autmobqil- 

lwv*Wemtat Im TQM I YES :1 

I& Cb2MCterhtkS of r"Dondest 
Staff Quality 

Posi6on ManaW 
Reports tw. Gena-al DwectLort 
Education mTQM (#houis) 100 

-1 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's p 

Process" widely used sod decmumeoted 
LI) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholde: V expectations 
U) Mssion and vision statements 
LO CorPorate social and culhiral vslues 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - missim vision and corporate values 
S4) StrMegies -benchmarking 
S5) Strategies -re-eninneering actions 
S6) Quality pchqr 
S7) Benchmarking analysis 
S8) Business Process Te-ertpneenng 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Tmmng and educational programmes 
H4) Employeeii' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance, 
HO Modification of the corporate cWture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) Competitore quabir, strengths & weaknases 
M4) Market sham 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process planning 
03) Administration process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / admirustration information inyverns 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical PMCCIS Contrej 
PI) Assurance of the quality of uqnft 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Ql) Q11ality improvement proyects. 
Q2) Audits to the management system 
Q3) Qtialily steering committee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality improvement 

Precý wide =a bet not 4ývmemted 
Nme 

Processes owd In a modr" way and dýamemted 
H3) Rewards and recogmon 

Processes used In a woodbled way but met doeveneated 
lNone 

Processes wed sporadicaRy mad met docooneated 
Nme 

Processes never osed 
INme 

4. Crkkal sob-system for- 
compmys comvfttl LeaderMup 

- 
I 

reastarme Mgt Human Behawom 
I inaisabon of human/finaricial lesomves Op's Mýgýt 

& Dfffieukks durbe bnplementatiom 
Low educattonal level I 
Lack of wodang medMx 2 
Lack of quahty supphers 3 
Low technological level 4 
Oposilmon of rruddle management 5 
Lack of financial resources 6 
Top nmagement involvement 7 

er do not dernand quality M! i : 
- 9 

6. Thot for huplementation (yean) 

7. Rýwme. dd Imalementsdom 
d. Quality steering conurnittee, I 
j. Mimon and vision 2 

0. QuitItty policies --3 
r Promotion of a culture of quality 4 
a Audits for the quality system 3 
f Process control 6 

n. ProducVsemce planning 7 

in. Production process planning 8 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 9 

P. Strategic plartrung procesm 10 

x. Customer satisfaction 11 
k, mana of operation 12 

q Trm=R and educational proovarnmes, 13 
IL Profits distribution 14 

1. Stakeholders expectations is 
1, Market share 16 
b. Benchmariang 17 

C. Comp, quality 18 

a. Maniagernent of suppliers 19 

u. Rewmds and recognition 20 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 21 
1w. Business opesiation outcome 22 
it Re-eninneenrigmanagement 2 2 
Is Quality improvement projects 2 4 
IV Social and cultural values 25 

& Fffecovemess mtszore of the OM 

dexes I 
2 

Muket skwo 3 

9. Imorevemest ho the sathtmetion of, 
Shareholders 2 
Top Management 2 
Employms 2 
Supphers 2 
Customers 2 
Stakeholders' ssitistoction isides: 20 

11. Esfimated profltabWty Index 
[-P-Index 12 
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Company No. = 

I. General Information 
Non-clac Cal 

mach;; 

ýý EInd M 

Products / Services I UndetEmd 

L Invol"ment in TQM r YES 

"n CL..... t... ktfr... tn.... A.. t 

Tecluucal Manager 

Position 
Reports to- General Manager 
Edwation in TQM (# hours) 840 

3. Dezree of Implementatbm of sylum's pr*cnm 

p_.... _ .a... i 
'L 1) Understanchng of; t-t-keholders' expectatons 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholdeiV vcpectabom 
1.3) Msmon and vwon statements 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectabons 
S2) Stmtegies -ctqnW available 
g3-) Stnategies - massion, vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchmarkmg 
S6) Quably pohcy 
S7) EL-nchnwkmg analyms 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits thsinbutton 
01) Desagn ofproducts and services 
02) Production process plwimng 
F4-)Reclesign of products and semces 
08) Quahty of the fimshed product 
CO Work methods and standards E) Exercise of process control actions 
PI) Assurance of the quably of mputs 
Ql) Quahty improvement ýMects 
Q2) AuchtB to the management system 

Processes widely used bat not documented 
JH6)Modificatonof a corporate cWture 
JMI)CustomtTsattsfacton 

PQ Prograsme to selw mwhers 

Processes ased Is a meddled way and documented 
None 

Processes used In a modffkd way but not docomeated 
F! jl] Quahly prnm 
I H2) Trmmg and educational progrumnes 
107) Prodmtv" of the production oc 

Processes used sporadically and not docummeated 
M4) Market share M) 

Statistical process Ombnol I 

SS) StrateLoes -m-engtneenng wbow 
S8) Bumnew processmýg 
73) Rewards and nmogrution 
H4) Employm' deine of satmf&ction on the job 
H5) E-plcý-' perfomiance 
M3) CompetitoiY quahty. svengths & weakný 
03) Adýustmtion woý plw=g 
05) Production / adrmmsmon mfonnation 
06) Perfonnance of the adnurusmve procem 
Q3) Q-hly swering comrmnee 
Q4) Tewlvwork for pý mTrovernent 

A. erkk-l-bý- r- 
jcýys t, I Leaderstup 

_ implemerytabon due to remstance I Mgt Humin Bamviow 
utdmbon of humaWfizioncial resources I OVS mmagemept 

lick of woriang methocis I 
Other 2 

Customer do not demand quahty 3 
Lack of quahty supphers 4 

of c1le management 5 
level 6 

Low technolopcal level 7 

E' f 'f 0 L : ft- 
mvolvenwnt 

M 
9 

6. That for lomplementation (years) r---o t-o, --I 

'0 Quality Policies I 
P. Strategic Pl-g 2 

q Trwrung and educational programines 3 
d. Quality steering corrunittee 4 

1 Mission and vision 5 

r Promotion of a culture of quality 6 

c. Competitors' quality 7 

s. Quality improvement projects 8 

c. Management of suppliers 9 
f Process control 10 

in. Production process planning II 

n Product/service Planning 12 

a Audits for the quality system _ 13 
1. Market sham 14 
b. Benchmarkmg is 

v. Internal supplier - customer chan 16 

w. Business operation outcome 17 

x customer satisfaction 18 

t. Re-eriginee-9 inimagentent 19 

1. Stakeholders expectations 20 

y. Social and culturail values 21 
60 22 
k. Management of OPeration. 23 

u Rewards and recogrution 24 
IL Profits distribution 'Yi 

r. L. n%4 

[Cost of poor quality I 
lQuahty & Productivity mdexm 2 
[Fumcial profitabihty 3 

Shareholders 0 
Top Management 0 
Employees I 
Supphers I 
Cusunners I 

Stakeholders' satisfacOom hadeX 06 

ii. Fstimated prefflablitty ladex 
FP -Index I 
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Company No. = 

1. Gemeral Imformation 
McWhc Products 

Industrial Sector 
Products / Services Pressure Cookers 

L IýKvmmt i. TQM I NO 

10. C r. trIstfrt of rno. d.. t 

Quality cono-ol 
Position Managa 

General Manager 
Reports to: 
Education in TQM (# hours) 0 

3. Degree of Implemeetation of sptem's procomes 

used sod documented 

S. DiMcuftles darime boDlementation 
Top management involvement 0 
Low oducationaI level 0 
Lack ofquahty supphen 0 
Lack of worlang methods 0 
Oposition of nuddle management 0 
Low technological level 0 
Customer do not derrumd quality 0 

Of financial ýV 2 
l 0 

6. Time for hoplementation "rs) 

7. R*commeaded Implemestattom movence 
a. Auchts for the quality system 0 
b Benchmarlang 0 
C. competitors quality 0 

ity steering committee 0 
e Management ofsupphen 0 
f Process control 0 
g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 0 

ýh. Profits clistribution 0 
i. Stakeholders expectations 0 

1. Mission and vision 0 
k Management of operation 0 
1 Market share 0 
tit Production procew planning 0 
n. Product/service planning 0 

0. Quality Policies 0 
p Strategic planning process 0 
q. Training and educational programmes 0 
r. Promotion of a culture ofquahty 0 
s. Quality unprovernent projects 0 
t. Re-enguiecring manitgement 0 
u. RevAu, & ond recognition 0 

- v. Internal supplier - customer chain 0 
w. Business operiation outcome 0 
x. Customer satisfaction 

y. Social and culturvil values 

IL rff-tkvý --. - t th. f)M 
Ic. of quah 
Market shwv IQýtyAwm"Ls 

0 

9. lmorvvemeet to the satidsetham st- 
Shamholden 0 
Top Management 0 
Employe" 0 
Supphen 0 
customess 0 
Stakeholders' sathfacOon Index 00 

I I. EltimsWd prentablMy lodex 
ffl7ndex - -1 
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company No. 1 65 

1. General Information 
FL-ý-: 

al Sector Auto-parts 
LlPtýucts / Services Auto-paM 

2. la, velvemeet la TQM YES -71 

10. Characterbtks of respoodtat 
ým = Mana 
Repom to* Quably Dtmctor_ 
Education in TQM (# houn) 60 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

Processes widelv used sod documented 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders'expectations 
1.3) Mixon and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
S6) Quality pohcy 
06) Performance of the adaumstrative process 
07) Productivity of the production proem 
08) Quahly of the fuushed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise ofprocen control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assurance of the quahty of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality improvement projects 
Q2) Audits to the mwmgement system 

Processes widely ased but not documented 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
S3) Strategies - inission, vision and corporate VIllues, 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits clistribution 
M4) Market sham 
01) Design ofProducts and services 
35) Production / adininistration informationiystenis 

Process" used is a snodined way and documemsed 
102) Production process plasuang I 

Precenes used In a modified way but sot documented 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & custornen' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
M) Quality Promotion 
1-12) Trairung and educational progrwnmes 
1-13) Rewards and recopution 
H4) Employees' deRree of sattsfaction on the iob 
H5) Employees' perfomiance 
1-16) Mochfication of the corporate culture 
MI) Customer satsfaction 
03) Adnumstration process plarainR 
04) Rede! ngn of products and stry1ces 
Q3) Quality st-g conwattee, 
Q4) Tearnwork for quahry unprovement 

[N;! 
ýý used speradkaUy md mot documented 

Processes mewr used 
S4) Stratepes -bmchnumictng 
S5) Stmtepes -re-enoneenng acttons 
S7) Benchmarianit arWyms 
SS) Bmness proms re-enRineenng 
M3) Compebtors! quahty, stremgths & weaknessa 

4. Crtfical sub-syneras for: 
Icompan3es corn ti 

. 
Leadevitup 

unplementation due to resistance Process Control 
lutamation offunnan/financial resources Process Control 

S. DMIcakin dariog bnplementation 
Low educattonal level I 
Top management mvDIvement 2 
Opontion of nuddle managemmt 3 
Low technololpcal level 4 
Lack of workmg methods 5 
Lack of financial resources 6 
Lack of quahty supphers 7 

er do not demand cluýty ! ýý 

C TIme for Implemestades (yoan) -1t. -2 -1 

7. Rýmmemded bnDlemeotation 
d Quality steering comrruttee 
x. Customer satisfaction 2 
j Mission and vision 3 

i. Stakeholders expectat, s 4 

g. FWfilment of stakeholders' expectatom 5 
k. Manzigement of operation 6 

n. Product/service planning 7 

0. Quality Poheles 8 

P egic planning process 9 

q Tnnmng and educational programmes 10 

T. Prornoton of a culture of quality II 

v. Internal suppher - custmer chami 12 

mr. Business operation outcome 13 

a Audits for the 9!! Lhty "m 14 

c Compettors'quahty 15 

e Mmagementofsupphers 16 
f Process control 17 

s Quahty improvement protects 18 
1. Market sham 19 
t, Re-engmeenng nianagement 20 

m. Production process planning 21 
IV Social and cultural values 1 22 

nd recognition a R 23 = 
, an bk It 24 

1h Profits distribution 25 

s. Effecd"mess measure ofth@ OM protromme 

lQuality & Productivity indexes 2 
I Financial profitebtlity 3 

9. Improvemost to the sathfactles of. - 
Shareholders 0 
Top Management i 
Employs" 2 
Supphas I 
Customers 2 
Stakekelders'satisfacdom todex 12 

I I. Estimated profftsbUfty iodex 
rp-l-R; 10 
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Company Ne, 

1. Gmer. 1 Imformation 
Indumal Secky BevffaE! 
Products / Semces Peps-cola 

lavolvemst Is TQM I YES 

10. Chamcteristies of respendent 
I Powtion Ckaef of QC 
I Rep" to: Quahty Mmagm 
I Educaton m TQM (# hours) 60 

3. Degý of Implammutlow of sysum's promm 

P"cesm wldelv mW and decomented 
U) Mum and vmon statements 
14) Corporate Somal and cWtural vahms 
S2) Strategies -capital avadable 
S4) Strategies -benchmariang 
S5) Stratepes -re-mgmeering actions 
-9) Qhy whey 
M I) Customer sabsfaction 
M3) Competitorf quality, stren9ft & weaknesses 
M, S) Market Share 
01) Den gn of products and semces 
02) Production process planning 
03) Adffmstration proem plamung 
04) Redesign of products and servkces 
05) Production / admunsti a 

_on 
nifortration "ems 

; 06) Perfonnance ofthe adammstrative 
07) Productivity of the on process 
08) Quably of the firushed product 
Cl) Work nwdw-ds and standards 
C2) Exercnc of procesa control actions 
C3) Stanstcal procem control 
PI) Assurance of the quahrY of uTm 
P2) Prognanme to select suPPhefs 
72) Audits to the nmagemem "em 

I Q4) Teantwork for quahly mTmvenmd 

Plrocý mridety owd but not documented 
S3) Swatep" - rmsmon, vimon and corporate rahies 
H2) Trauung and educational prograrmnes 
H3) Rewanh and recogmtion 
Q3) Quahty stemng contrruttee 

Proctims owd is s modffied wav sod documented 
LI) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction ofstakeholders' expectations 
il) Sratepes -stakeholden' & customers' mepectaisom 
S7) Benchmaiiang analysis 
gi) Business process re-engmemnit 
HI) Quably promotion 
H4) Employees' deg" of satisfaction on the job 
HS) ErniAoyees' 
HO Modification of the corporate cul 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits 4hstnbutjon 
Ql) Qu" unpirovenmit pmects 

Pý and im a mdffled way bet met 4ýmtmted 
rN;; - 

JN; 
Vý used ipwadk-any *ad not documented 

rN--one 
Process" uewvr awd 

4. CHUM sub-systean f, 
l2m2n)ýs co'. ;; 

"I Quahty I ! 
- sistance Mgt Human Behaviow 

lutLhsaton of hun=Vfinwmal I CVS mmagement 

5. Dffnmid« deri%K hupiementation 
'Low educational level I 
Low technological level 2 
Lack of woriang methods 3 
Oposmon of nuddle management 4 
Customer do not deniand quahty 5 
Lack of financial resowm 6 
Lack of quality supphem 7 
1222-2--gement involvement 1 

9 

IL Thot for huplementanes (years) 

7. Recommeaded hoplementation 
x Customer satisfaction I 
(L Quality steenng coninuttee 2 
p. Strme%Dc planrung process 3 
q Tranung mind educational programmes 4 
r. Promonon of a culture of quahty 3 
f Process control 6 
in. Produchon procesa plamung 7 
n. Product/semce plarvang 8 
i Stakeholders expectatLorts 9 
a. Au(hts for the quality system 10 
c. Competitors' quahty II 
g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 12 
0 Quahly pohmes 13 
s Quahty -p-- prolects, 14 

e. Management of supphers is 

I Msmon and vision 16 

1. Market share 17 

k. Management of operation 18 

u. Rewards and recopution 19 

v Internal suppher - customer cham 20 

t. Re-erumneenne management 21 

w Stranews operation outcome 22 

IL Profits (bstnbution 23 

y. Somal and cultural values 24 

b. Berichnualang 25 

& Effectiveness Measure of the OM 
al profitabLhty 

lQuahty &Productivity mdexes 2 
1 Market sharr 3 

9. Imorevemest In the sadstaction aft 
Shareholders I 
Top Management I 
Fnyloy- I 
Supphers I 
custoums I 
Stakeholders' satisfaction index 10 

11. Estimated prefitabiMy bdox 
rP- -In-d;; I 
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Compamy No. r-6-71 

1. Gmeml Informatlem 
Plastic Products 

Industrial Sector 
W; du tB / Services Plartic containers 

2. lovoWomeat In TQM I YES 

10. Chariicterbties of rnpondent 
Quality Assurance 

Position Manager 
Operations 

Reports to'. Managers; 
Education in TQM (# hours) 100 

3. Degree of Implement2tion of system's procenes 

Processes widely and and documented 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' vq)ectatLons 
U) Mission and vision statements 
S2) Strategies -captal available 
i3) Strategies - mission, vision and corporate values 
S6) Quality policy 
S8) Business process re-engincenng 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Trianing and educational progriammes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
M3) CompentorV quality, stnmgths At wealmesses 
05) Production / adimmstration inforinatton rystems 
06) Performance of the adaunistrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the shed product 
PI) Assunince of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Q3) Quality steering committee 

r7one 
PýMes widely and but met dwomentd 

I 

Processes used In a modUled way mud documented 
W Corporate social ; Wd cultural values ý1) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S4) Strategies -benchmariang 
SS) Strategies -re-enRineenng actions 
S7) Benchmaiting analysis 
H5) Employees' performance. 
H6) Mochfication of the corporate culture 
Ml) Customer Satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits (listribution 
M4) Market share 
02) Production process planning 
34) Redesign of products and services 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
Ql) Quality -q-vement pmects 
Q2) Audit& to the management system 
Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovement 

Processes used is a modlMd way bet not docameated 
101) Design of Products and semces 

Process" used sporadically and not documented 
ýdmu=Ami- 

p- plmmnR 
IC3) Statistical process contvi 

Processes sever used 
None 

4. CrtUcal submtems fov. 
lcompanys b ess Process C 
I unplernentation due to remstance Leaderstup 
Lx! ý! imtton of hurnan/fumcial resources Quahty Improvement 

S. DIMuffles diering implementation 
Lack of working methods I 
Low educational level 2 
Oposition of rruddle management 3 

gemerd involvement Top manai 4 
Low technological level 5 
Lack of financial resources 6 
Lack of quality supphen 

- 
7 

y 1ý11-rner do not demand ; MI 

... ler 

C That for hoplemostadem ovan) 

7. Recommended Implementation 
i. Stakeholders expectations I 

I. Mission and vision 2 
d. Quality steering comnuttee 3 
1. Market share 4 
y. Social and cultural values 5 

c. Competitors; ` quality 6 
b. Benchmark2ng 7 

p. Strategic plarining process 8 

in. Production process pl 9 

0. Quably policies 10 
TL Productfservice planning II 

q Training and educational programornes 12 

a. Quality improvement projects 13 

r. Prmotion of a culture of quality 14 

f Process control is 

e. Management of suppliers 16 

u. Rewards and recognition 17 

v. Internal supplier - custmer chain 18 

k. Management of operation 19 

a. Audits for the quality systern 20 

h. Profits distribution 21 

60 22 

x Custorner satisfaction L3 

w. Bumness operation outcome 21 

t. Re-engLneenng management 25 

0. Effectiveness measure of the OM programme 
[QuahV Aww& 
QtWity & Productvity m&xn 1 
Fumnood pmfitabthty 

9. ImDrowmeot Is the sathfaction of- 
Sharcholdm I 
Top Managmmt 2 
Employý I 
supphen .1 

1 

Custýers I 
Stakeholden'sathfaction ladex 08 

11. Estimated proMabUfty ladex 
P Index 0 
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Company No. 

1. Central latorMISRUDS 

Metallic Products 
Industrial Sector 
Products / Semces Molds for plastic 

iniection 

2. Involvement in TQM I NO = 

10. Chararteristics of resDondent 

0 Posidon 
0 

Reports to, 
Educaton in TQM (0 hoin) 0 

3. Degree of Implementatiom of sptem's procents 

Sad dOCaMeNted 

S. DMculties darkAt bnolementation 

Top inanagernent involvement 0 
Low educational level 0 
Lack of quality suppliers 0 
Lack of working methods 0 
Oposition of middle management 0 
Low technological level 0 
Customer do not demand quality 0 

ýack of financial 0 
- Other 0 

L Time for hoplemootsuom (ye2rs) 

7. Rýmrnemded hnolemeotation 
a. Audits for die quality system 

-0 b. Benchmarking 0 
c. Competitors! quality 0 
& ity steering coninuttee 0 
a Management of suppliers 0 
f Process control 0 
60 0 
h. Profits thstribution 10 
j. Stakeholders expectations 0 
i Mission and vision 0 
It. Management of operation 0 
1. Market share 0 
in. Production process pliammit 0 
n. Product(service plannin., it 0 
'0. Quality policies 0 
p. Strategic Planning process 0 
q Training and educational programmes 0 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 0 
a. Quality unprovement projects 0 
t Re-engmeenng management 0 
u. Rewards and recogrution 0 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 0 
w. Bustriess operation outcome 0 
x Customer satisfaction 0 
y Social and cultural values 

& Effeefivemess measure of the OM 
Cost of poor quahty 0 
Mwket &has 0 

1 Quality Awards 0 

9. ImprWemest 11 the satigfactia of. - 
Shareholders 0 
Top Mimagement 0 
Employees 0 
Supphen 0 
Customers 0 
Stakeholders' satisirsedon isid 00 

11. Estimated prentabdtty lmd*x 
P Index I 
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Company No. r-69 -1 

1. Geseral Imformallow 
Food 

Industrial Sector 
-1 Products / Services Nfilk wid Dairy 

Products 

L loweWmeat Im TQ. M 

3. Degree of Implemstaudom of systm's procesm 

Processes widely used sod documented 

I YES 

L I) Understaindmg of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholde& expecuitions 
SI) Stnategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S3) Stmtepes - trusnork, vision and corpmw values 
S4) Strategies -benchmarlang 
SO Quahty pohcy 
S7) Benchmar)ang analyas 
H3) Rewards and recogratton 
H4) Employees' degree of satsfaction on the job 
H5) F-plo3-' perforummce 
H6) Mochfication of the corpmte culture 
M3) Competitors' quality, strengths & weakness" 
M4) Market share 
02) Production process plamung 
03) Admtrustrfton process plartrung 
04) Redesign of products and semces 
05) Production / adriumstration mformation systems 
07) Produchvity of the production process 
08) Quahty of the firushed product 
Cl) Work methods and sumdards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
PI) Assurance of the q ty of mputs 

1ý1) Qualtly unprovemerit pmct. 
M) Teamwork for qualoy unprovement 

Preemes whiely used but *at docameeted 
1.4) Cmporate social and cultural values 
S2) Strategies -captal available 
SS) Stiategies; -re-engineenng actions 
S8) Business process re-engineenng 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Poh! D: for profits and benefits chstribution 
01) Demgn of products and services 
06) Performiance of the administrative process 
C3) Staustical process control 
P2) Programme to select supplim, 
Q2) Audits to the management systein 
Q3) Quality steering coninuttee 

Prectuft end in a modined way amd docameated 
U) Mssion and vimon swements 

Proemes mud in a madined way but not docamented 
rN-. 

Process" used spomdkaDy and met dýmemttd 
rNone I 

Procenes never used 
Wone 

4. Critical sub-systems for, 
a 1-P tivenew 

--- 
1 Otushý mvment 

lunZý. 
c,, Ee 

to resistance Mgt Human Behaviour 
lutilisation of hwnanlfimmclal resources I Process Control 

10. Ck2racteristks of r"powdent 
Oucf of the QC 

Pontion Labmlory 
QC ManaW 

Repom to: 
Education mTQM (# hom) 72 

S. Dgttcutdts derimp hnskmentation 
CustDiner do not demand quahty 
Low edýtional Jewl 
Low technological level 3 
Lack of quahly supphas 4 
Lack of worlang methods 3 
Oposition of middle managem; Wt 6 
Top management mvolvement 7 

k of finammal 
C: 

6. TIme for bnplementation (years) 

7. Recommended hoplementation sequence 
b. Benchmariting I 

c Competitory quality 2 
t. Re-engmeenng management 3 

1. Nfismon and vision 4 

a. Audit% for the quality "ern 5 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 6 

e Management of suppliers 7 
_ q TrauunR and educational programmes 8 
h. Profits distribution 9 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality 10 
f. Process control II 

y. Social and culhnml values 12 
1. Market share 13 

u. Rewards and recognition 14 
p Stratepc planning process 15 

s Quality improvement projects 16 

w Business operation "come 17 

in. Production process planning 18 
d. Quality steering conirruttee 19 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 20 

n. Product/3ervice plwmmg 21 
1 It. Management of operation f 22 
ý 0. Quaw Policies 23 

i Stakeholders expectations 24 
Ix customer satisfaction 25 

S. Effecdveness measure of the OM 
Lg!! Lhty & Productivity indexes I 

I Market shme 2 
lFmancial profitability 3 

9. Improvement in the satisfaction of' 
Sharcholden 

-ent ZF 2 
Dnplý 2 
Supphers 2 
Customers 2 
Stakeholdý'ntlsfscUom iodex is 

I I. Estimated profftabalty hidex 

[F 71. dm 
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-- -1 company No. F 70 

1. General Information 
[In=d 

M!!! al ýector 

:I Automobile I 

I . Products / Services Automobiles 

2. Involvement In TQM YES 

Coordmattorr off thhee 
S Syste t. n Position 3mt Q. S lem 

Reposts to' an 
20 Educatton m TQM (# hours) 

Sý 
M! 

Z. 

3. Degree of Implementation of system's processes 

P--. - -iA. I. ... A .. a d--.. "d 

L 1) Understandutz of stakeholders' c)Tectapons 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholde& expectations 
1.3) ? &ssion and vision statements, 
S2) Strategies -capital avaulable 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vimon and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchmariang 
S6) Quahty pohcy 
S7) BenchmadanF analvsts 
S8) Business process re-engineenng 
HI) Quahty promotion 
H2) Trammg and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recogration 
1-14) Employees' degre of satisfaction on the job e 
H5) Employees' 
MI) Customer satsfa on 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits chstribution 
M3) Compentors' quality, strengths & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 
02) Productton process planrung 
03) Admuustratkon process planning 
04) Redemgn of products and services 
05) Productton I adnumstration utformabon systems, 
06) Performance of the adnum trative process 
07) Productivity of thW; 

Eu-: 
on process 

08) Quality of the funshed product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exerctse of process control actions 
C3) Statistcal process control 
Pl) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select sWphers 
Ql) Quahty improvement pr(nects 
Q2) Audita to the management system 
Q3) Quality steenng comrruttee__ 

__ Q4) Temwork for quahty unproventent 

Processes widely used but not documented 
HO Mochficatton of corporate cultare 
01) Design ofproducts and services 

Processes used In a modtned way and documented 
L4) CorPorate smal and culhnal values 
SI) Strategies -3takehold expectations- 

Lý. 5) Statei2es -re-engmet-&-eemm, act 

Processm used In 2 modined way but sot docimented 
rNone 

Pre"u" wed spendically sad met documented 
JN7ne I 

Prtcesses never used 
None 

A- r'ItL-1 f... 

-P-ys bit ness Leadership 
Implementation due to resistance Mgt Human Behaviour 
lutdisation of humantfinancial resources CV's Management 

Oposition of nuddle management I 
Lack of quality suppliers 2 
Low educational level 3 
Customer do not demand quality 4 
Low technological level 5 
rack of financial resources 6 
Top management involvement 7 

k of worlang methods Z m 
, =J 

6. Time for huplementod" (years) 

1. Mission and vision I 

y Social and cultural values 2 

i. Stakeholders expectations 3 
d Quality steering committee 4 

q Training and educab prograinnnes 5 

r Promotion of a culture of quality 6 

P Strategic planning process 7 

n. Product/service pl 8 

in. Production process planrung 9 
k. Management of operation 10 

0. Quality Policies II 

s. Quality improvement projects 12 
b Benchmariang 13 

c. CompetitorV quality 14 
f, Process control 15 

e. Management of suppliers 16 

a. Audits for the quality irystent 17 

v. internal supplier - customer chain 18 
TB-usmess operation outcome 19 

x Customer satisfaction 20 

g. Fulfilment of Stakeholders' expectations 21 
It Market share 22 

and reco tion u 3 
: 

Matstnbution li 
2 

It Re-engineenng managem 25 

f L. MA 

rQ-ýProdýuctivity indexes I- 

I Cost of poor quality 2 

Financial profitability 3 

0I tL. .. tMf... $I.. �f 

Shamholden 0 
Top Management 2 
Employees I 
Supphers i 
Customers I 
Stakebolden'satisfactial Isdex 

I I. Estimated profitabfflty iodex 

rFl. 7dex 
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r -71 - -7 Company No. I 

1. Cýeral folonnation 
Indusinal Sector Food 
Products / Serviý Bak-Y 

2. Involvejoest b TQM I YES = 

Je. Chameteristki of rmpendent 
1position I auefofQuallty 
I Rcpmft to* I Quwltym-g-. 
I Educatim m TQM (# ham) 1 260 

3. Degree of Implemestation of system's p 

Processes widely used tod docameated 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholderY expectations 
U) Mssion and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and culftral values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' At customers' expectations 
S2) Stratepes -capital available 
S3) Strategies - nussiom vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benchmarIcirig 
S5) Strategies re-engineering anons 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benchmariong analysis 
SS) Business process re-engmeenng 
H I) Q-h'y promob- 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
1-13) Revsids and recog=tton 
144) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Fimloyees' perý 
H6) Modification of die corporate cWture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
01) Destp ofliroducts and services 
02) Production planning 
03) Admaustratim Process plamitric 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / administration information systems 
06) Performance of the admintstrattve process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the firushed product 
CO Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of vroce&s control actions 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
QI) Quality unprovement proy- 
Q3) Quality steering committee 
Q4) Teamwork for ýLwhty mTrovement 

Precenes widdy and but mot docamexted 
C3) Statist ývrocess 

omtrol 
P2) Progrwnme to select supphers 

JQ2) Auchts to the mana system 

Procean 8"d to a modUkd wsy and dmomented 
INme I 

Process" used In a modif" w2y but mot docamented 
Wone 

P used sporadically mad not documested 
jN4=-- 

Precems mever ased 
M3) Compettore quahty, st-engft & weaknesses 
M4) Market share 

4. Crkical sub-svstents fen 
companys corn ti I Marketing 

junplementittion due to resistance I L"derstap 
I uthsation ofhuman/financial resomm I CVs Management 

S. DUM-uld" durive hnDlemestation 

Top inariagernent involvement I 
Low educational level 2 

0- position of nuddle management 3 

Customer do not denond quality 4 
Ua-ck of working methods 5 

Low technological level 6 
rac-k of quality supplien 7 

of financial resources t ! M 

l- 9 

C That for bnplem*mtatioa (y"n) 

7- Rýmmemded bnolementation 
d. Quality steering coninuttee I 
j Mission and vision 2 

m. Production process planiting 3 

n. Product/service plamung 4 
k. Management of operation 5 

a. Management of suppliers 6 
f. Process control 7 

a. Audits for the qwhty systern 8 
i. Stakeholders expectations 9 

p Stratetac planning ess 10 

0. ty policies II 

q Trauung and educational programmes 12 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality 13 

x. Customer satisfaction 14 

Y. Social and cultural values 15 

u. Rewards and recognition 16 

v. Intemal supplier - customer cham 17 
1. Market share 18 

w Business operation outcome 19 

c Coznpebtors'quahty 20 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' vq>cctatiom 2! 

. anc 91 22 
t Re-engmeenne mana 1 23 

a. Qqakly -P---t PME; 24 
h. Profift distribution 25 

a. Effectivemess measure of the OM 
ýPý-d-mvity indexes 
Fuumcial profitabihty 
Employees! satisfaction 3 

9. Imorevemeat hl the ntistaction of., 
Shareholders 0 
Top Mýgement I 
Employees 0 
supphem 0 
Customen I 
Stakeholders' satisfacdon index 04 

11. Estimated profftabMty Index 
rP -Index 
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----I Company No. r 72 

1. Gener2l Inforusadom 
Ff 

. earý u I Products f Semces Icecream 

2. Invotyement In TQM I YES I 

tat 

Position 
Q=-1.11 

Reports to: Piant Manager 
Education m TQM (# hows) 40 

3. Degree of implementation of qstem's processes 

I4. Iv .. I .4 
L3) Nfission and vision swements 
1.4) Corporate social and culhoal values 
S3) Stategies - nýsmon, vision and corporate values 
SO Quality pohcy 
HI) Quality promton 
H2) Tramung and educational programmes 
M4) Market share 

esign of products and services 
07) Productivity of the producton process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Prograrmne to select supphers 

_ 
Processes widely ased hot not documented 

I SS) Bminessý process re-en ing 

V... - 1. . .. AýA - -A Aa 

SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
HS) Employees' 
HO Modifimtion of the corporate culture 
02) Production process planning 
03) Admintstrittion process plamung 
05) Production / admnustratLon information systems 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
Cl) Work mediods; and standards 
Ql) Quality improvement projects 
Q3) Quality steering coninuttee 

Prýsm used In a modtned way bet mot docameeted 
L2) Satisfacbon of st3kcholders! wqxvtations 

LS5) Stratepm -m-engincenng actions 
, 

=: 
ý 

... A .* 
01) Design of products and services 
C2) Exemse of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
Q4) Teamwork for quality unproveinent 

LI) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
S4) Strategies -benchmulang 
S7) Benchmarlang amdyms 
HO Employees' degree of satisfaction on the iob 
MI) Custotner satisfaction 
M2) PolicY for Profits and benefits (hstnbution 
M3) Compettors! quality, sumgths & weaknesses 
Q2) Audits to the management system 

fl. ýl 

I company's competiti e33 I Process Control 
Implementation due to resistance I Mgt Hunian Behaviour 
junlisation ofhumanifinancial resources I Quality improvement 

C Ttettkl_. . l__I_. 

Top management involvement I 
Low educational level 2 
Lack of woriang methods 3 
'5--ton of nuddle management 4 
Low technological level 5 
Customer do not demand quality 6 
Lack of financial resources 7 

[Eack of quality supph ! 
I Other 9 

6. Time for hoplementadon (years) r----2-to-4 --l 

1 ý, Iismon and vision I 

y. Social and cultural values 2 
b. Benchmarking 3 
d. Quahtysteenng committee 4 

i. Stakeholders expectations 5 
7 management of operstion 6 

rn. Production process planning 7 

n Product(service planning 8 

0. Quality Policies 9 
f Process control 10 
7Audits forthe quality system 11 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality _12__ 
s. Quality unprovernern projects 13 

t. Re-enginecring management 14 

x. Customer sattsfacti is 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain 16 

w. Business operation outcome 17 

q Training and educational programmes 18 

g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 19 

h. Profits distributton 20 

c Competitors' quality 21 

a. Management of suppliers 1 22 

P. gic planning process 23 

u. Rewards and recognition 24 
1. Market share A 25 

je &, ProductRvity indexes 
2 

lFirtancial profitability 3 

a 6: *6.. .. *4. t... *I at. 

Shareholders 2 
Top Management 2 
Employees 

- 
0- 

-- Supphors .1 
Customers .1 
Stakeholders* satisfaction index 04 

11. Esthnsted prafkabWty hidex 
IP Index 
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1. C. -I Uf-fl.. 

Company No. r-73 -1 

10. Cbaracterbtics of resuendent 
Auto-parts 

Industrial Sector 
Product& / Services Security Cars for 

Barking 

2. Isvolvement In TQM 

3. Degree of Implemeotatlom of synem's procems 

I YES 
= 

Procems widely used sod decomeoted 
FSI) Strategies -stakeholden' & customers' expectations 

P, -- ld. )ý ... d h. t .. * d--.. td 
LI)Undentandmg of stakeholders' expectatioits 
L2) Satisfaction of stakeholdere expectations 
S2) Stratemes -capital available 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits disinbution 
M4) Market share 
06) Performance of the scinumstrative process 
07) Productivity of the productim process 
WS) = 

7of 
the fizushed product 
of the quality of 

- 
Process" owd In a modified way iond dýmemted 

[None I 

Proýsses used in e modffkd vroy but not documented 
L3) Nfission and vision statements 
LAI) Corporate social and cultural values 
S3) Strategies - mission, vision and corporate values 
S4) Strategies -benclun ng 
S5) Strategies acttons 
S6) Quality policy 
HI) Quality promon(m 
M3) Competitonr quality, strengths & weaknesses 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process plamurig 
03) Administration process planning 

Plý, " wed sporadically amd not docameated 
IN;; 7. -- I 

Pr"- . -, ... d 
S7) BenchnwkmR analysis 
S8) Business process re-engineering 
H2) Trmrktng and educational programmes 
1,13) Rewards and recogrution 
1-14) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance 
H6) Mochfication of the-c-oMte culture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
04) Redesign of products and semees, 
05) Production / administration information systerns_ 
Cl) Work methods standards 
C2) Exercise of process contriol action, 
C3) Statistical process control 
P2) Programune to select suppliers 

_Ql) 
Quality improvement projects 

Q2) Auchts to the management rystern 
Q3) Quahry steering comnuttee 
Q4) Teamwork f- quality -pro 

4. Crftkal sub-mtems for- 
Cm JmYs ýýUveness sbmteD 

ýimplernentation due to resistance Quahty I 
lutdisatkon of hiunan/financlal rýmo=e, 

Eng-g 
Pomtion Managff 

DurWor of 
Reports to: manufactming 
Education in TQM (# hours) 0 

S. DMkoftles darlar buolementation 
Top management involvement I 
Low educational level 2 
Low technological level 3 
Tack of woriong meg7jd; 4 
Customer do not demand quality 

- - 
5 

of financial resources rac k 6 
-h giý52 7 
ddlamanagernent j a 

I Chher 9 

IL "me for hoplemeetation (years) 

7. Recommended insalemeotation seaveoce 
y. Social and cultural values I 
p. Strategic planning process 2 
& Quality steering comrmttee 3 
1 Mismon and vision 4 
r Promotion of a culture of quality 5 
o Quality policies - 6 
i. Stakeholders expectations 7 
k. Management of operation 8 
in. Production process planmnR 9 
n. Product/senvice planning 10 
s. Quality improvement projects II 
a. Auchts for the quality system 12 
b. Benchmarking 13 
c. Competitors! quality 14 
q. Training and educational programmes is 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 16 
a. Management of suppliers 17 
f. Process control 18 
g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 19 
IL Profits clistribution 20 
t. Re-enginwnng management 21 
iL Rewards and reco non 22 
w. Business operation outcome 23 
x Customer satisfaction 24 
1 Market sham 25 

& Effeettyevess measure of the OM orovmmme 
I ity & Productivity mdoxes I 
lCost of poor quality 2 
1 Futancial PrOfitabdity 3 

9. E. th. -thf-ti.. fl 

Shareholdem 
" 

I 
fop Mýgesnent I 

customem 
Stakebolden' satifaction iodex 10 

I I. EsUmated prothabMty index 
1PInd" 
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Comp2ny No. = 

1. Gemeral Imformation 
1, Industnal, M T ýe 

_rts Nytom Gd c 

2. lw"lveintat In TQM NO 

tA trnn. d. t 
0 
0 

Educarbon in TQM (# hom) 0 

3. Degree of Implementation of qztem's processes 

Mau 

4 lftlmýltf" d-iffif Imnlemeatnti- 

Top nmagement involvement 0 
Low educational level 0 
Lack of quahty supphers 0 

Lack of woriang methods 0 
Oposition of nuddle management 0. 
Low technological level 0 
Customer do not demand quality 0 

of financial 3 k 2 ýý 
r e 0 

& Time for hnplemeatation (years) E::: == 
I V--. A. A 

a. Tu-di; Tor Te ; aý srtem 0 
b. Benchmarking 0 

c. Competitors' quality 0 

cl. Quality steering committee 0 

e Management of suppliers 0 
f. Process control 0 

g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 0 
h. Profits clistribution 0 

i. Stakeholders expectations 0 

j. Mission and vision 0 
k. Management of operation 0 
1. Market share 0 

in. Production process plartrung 0 

n. Product/service planning 0 

0. Quality policies 0 

P Strategic planning process 0 

q. Training and educational propwrimes 0 

r. Promotion of a culture of quality 0 

s. Quality improvement timects 0 

t. Re-engmeenng management 0 

u. Rewards and recognition 0 

v. Internal supplier - customer chain -0 
w. Business operation outcome 0 i 

x. Customer satisfaction 0 

y, Social and cultural values 10 

.f #L. MW 

cost of poor quality 0 
Market sham 0 

lQuahtyAwards 0 

a 1. th. fl 

Shamholdem 0 
Top Mýgemcnt 0 
Employý 0 
supphem 0 
Customers 0 
StskebolderV sathf2etion fodex 00 

11. Esthmated prafkabUfty iodex 
[Pindex 10 
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Company No. = 

1. Central Information 
Pharmacinmeal 

Industrial Sector 
Products / Services MC&CMes 

2. INvolvemest in TQM I YES = 

10. Ch2racteristks of resioomdent 

Quality Assurance 
Position ManaRer 

Operations 
Reports to, Director 
Education in TQM (# hours) 80 

3. Degree of Implemestatiom of spttm*s processes 

Processes widely used and documented 

, 
L4) Corporate soma[ and cultural values 

, 
S4) Stratepes -benchmariang 
S6) Quably pohcy 
145) Employees' performance. 
M4) Market share 
02) Production process planning 
03) Administration process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / administration information systems 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Q1) Quality improvement Prclects. 
Q2) Audits to The mariagement SYstern 
Q3) Quably st-9 committee 
Q4) Teamwork for qualitY UnPrOvement 

Proemes widely used but out documented 
01) Desm ofprodjxý and semces 

P... .. A is a =&dined way sod documented 

L 1) Undent3n&ng of stakeholders' expectations 
L2) Samsfaction of stakeholders! expectabons 
U) Nfismon and vision statements 
S2) Strategies -capital 

available 

S3) Strategies - nusmon, vision and corporate values 
S7) Benchmariong analyas 
14 1) Quahty p-notLon 
142) Traming and educational procummes 
H3) Rewards and recogrution 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
HO Modification of the coq)orate cWture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distnbution 
M3) Competitors, quah strengths & weaknesses 

Processes used he a medined way but mot documented 
INone 

Processes used sporadicaRy and Pot documented 
MI ýtmteees -stakeholders'& customers' expectations 

Strategies -re-engmeenng actions 
I S8) Business Pwoess re-engtneenng 

Processes wever used 
lNone 

4. CrMml sub-mtems f6r! 

=FX3 2=titiveness MRI Human Behamour 
Supphers Mýgement 

lancial resoumn I Quality Improvement 

S. DUMukles durimi, hnolemest2tion 

Lack of quahty supphen I 
Eaw educational level 2 
Oposition ofnuddle management 3 
Customer do not demand quahty 4 
Lack of financal resources 5 
Lack of worlang methods 6 
lop management in vement 7 
Low technolopcal level 8 
Other 

L Mine for himplemsentadom (years) 

7. R"ammemded honlemeotaUou waseact 
n. Product/service planning I 
m. Production process planning 2 
k Mannitement of operation 3 
o. Quality pohc3es 4 
q Training and educational propwmes 5 
r. Promotion of's culture Cfquahty 6 
s. Quality improvement prinects 7 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 8 
y Social and cultural values 9 
* Rewards and recognition 10 
* Customer satisfaction II 
p Strategic planning process 12 
L Re-engineenng management 13 
1. Market share 14 
e Management of suppliers 15 
f. Process control 16 
1. Mission and vision 17 
d Quality steering corrunittee 18 
a. Auchts for the quality system 19 
c. Competitors' quality 20 
b. Benchmariang 21 
x Pulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 22 
h Profits chstribution 23 
i. Stakeholders expectations 24 
w. Biraness operation outcome 25 

L EffectWemess measure of the nM 
lQuahty &u vity mdexim I 
Cm of pw quality 2 
Fummid pmfitabthty 3 

9. ImDrevement Im the sethr-tiou of- 
Shareholders 2 
Top Management 2 
Fmploy- I 
Suppliers 0 
Customers 2 
Stakeholders' satisfaction index 14 

11. Estimated prontabUfty bldel 
FiR; 
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Company No. = 

1. General Information 
PhaMla; 

Industrial Sector 
Products / Services Medi. 

q 

2. lnvowgmemt Im TQM I YES = 

10. Chamet"istie2 of r«p«dent 
Quahty Assurance 

Position Manager 

Repom to* OA ctor 
Educatkon m TQM (# hours) 

d 

100 1 

3. Degree of Implementation of qstem's processes 

Processes widely used sod documented 
LI)Understandlingofstakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholdere expectations 
1.3) Mission and vision statements 
1.4) Corporate social and cultural values 

. 
Sl) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -caintal available 
S3) Strategies - mission, vision and corporate values 

. 
S4) Strategies -benchmarkinR 
SS) Strategies -re-engmeenniz actions 
S6) Quality Policy 

. 
S7) Benchmariane analysis 
S8) Business process re-engmecring 
HI) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
1-14) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
1-15) Employees' performance 
M)Mochficattonofth corjýoraleculture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for progts and benefits distribution 
M3) Competitors' qu*V, strmgft & weaknessei; 
M4) Market share 
OI)Dem nofpmýý.. 
02) Production process Planning 
03) Administration process planning 
04) Redesign of prodocts and services 
05) Production / administration information systems; 
06) Performance of the administrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
108) Quality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of process control actions 
C3) Statistical process control 
PI) Assurance ofthe quality of inputs 
P2) Programme to select suppliers 
Ql) Quality improvement projects. 
Q2) Audits to the management ! r! M 
Q3) Quality steering committee 
Q4) Teamwork for quality unprovesmeru: 

rN-one 
Prectues widety used but not documented 

Processes used In a modgled way sod documented 
rRo-no I 

Processes used In 2 modified way but sat documented 
None 

, N; 
Zoc*"e` used sporadkolly and mot documented 

Processes never used 
lNone 

t Crftical sub-svstems for: 
lcortimy'sempetitt ov, MTU ent ent 
Implementation due to resistance Mgt Hmnan 

! Eý 

, 

ke! 

haviour 
Lutilisation of hwnan/financial resources I Quality Imp )vq ement 

S. Dffncaftles daring implementation 
Low educational level I 
Customer do not demand quality 2 
Lack of quality suppliers 3 
lack of working methods 4 
Lack of financial resources 5 
Low tedmological level 6 
Opowtion of nuddle management 7 
lop management involvement 11 
Other ; 

C Thne for lomplamentation (years) 

% Rttommeadtd hoolemestadom 
(i Qualýty steermg comirruttee I 

j. Nfission and vision 2 

o. Quality polices 3 

i. Stakeholders expectations 4 
c. Cornpelitore quality 
a. Audits for the quahry system 6 

_ b. chmarkmg 7 
x Customer satisfacti 8 
k Management of operation 9 
1. Market share 10 

q Tnnrung and educational programmes II 
r. Promotion of a culture of quality 12 

s Quahty-provementprojects 13 
t Re-engineenng management 14 
u. Rewards and recogrution 15 
y. Social and cultural values 16 
m. Production process planrung 17 
n. Product/service plamung i8 
g. Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectabons 19 
IL Profits chstntyution 20 
; -Management of supphers 21 
f. Process control 22 
p. Strategic plamung process 23 
v. Internal suppher - customer cluun 24 
w. Business operation outcome 23 

& Effectivesess matasure of the OM 
ty & Productwity indexes I- 

lQuahtyAwseds 2 
1 Markd share 3 

9. Improvemest In the satMaction of' 
Shareholders 2 
Top Managment 2 
Employeas 0 
SUPRhms 0 
Customers 2 
Stakeholders'satisfaction ludex 12 

It. Estimated pmfltabWty lodex 
1PIndex 
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Company No. = 

1. Cknersl Infomation 
Equiproad for 

IndustrW Sector cormmications 
Products / Semsces ETUPMCrat for 

trarmnission 

2. Involvement in TQM 

3. Degree oflmplenuntation ofs"tem's proceu« 

Proemes widetv und ond dýmented 

I YES 
= 

LI) Understanding ofstakeholders' expectations 
L2) Satisfaction ofstakeholdeff exTectations 
D) Mission and vision statements 
L4) Corporate soctil and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & custorners'etpectations; 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - nussion, vision and corporate values 
S6) Quality Policy 
HI)Quahtypmmtion 
H4) Employees' degree ofsatisfaction on the job 
H5) Employets'perforritance. 
H6) Modification ofthe corporate culture 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M4) Market share 
02) Production process planning 
03) Administration process planning 
04) Redesign ofproducts and services 
05) Production / adnimustration inforination systerns 
06) Perforniance, ofthe dirunistrative process 
07) Productivity ofthe production process 
08) Quality ofthe finished product 
Cl) Work nwthods and standard 
(23)-Statistical process control 
pl) Assurance ofthe quality ofinputs 
P2) Prograinnie to select SUPPIlels 
Q2) Audits to the management art- 
Q3) Quality steering COVITIlIttee 
Q4) Tearnwork for quahtY mVmvemnt 

proc"ses widely used but not documented 
rN-one I 

procesm used In a modified way and documented 
2) Tnunmg and educational Mgmmmm 

ml) Customer satisfaction 
M3) cutors' quality, strengft & wealmesses 
01) Design ofproducts and services 
C2) Exercise ofprocess control actions 
QI) Quality -ro-t P-jects. 

Procewes used In s modified way but not documented 
S5) StmteRies -re-en g actions 
Sg) Busmess process re-enRmeermz 

Processes used sporadically end not documented 
S4) Strategies -benchnark. g 
i7-5 Benchnarking vWysis 
H3) Rewards and recognition 

Processes never used 
lNont, 

4. CrMcal sub-systerns fon 
conq-Ys competiti Leadenhip 
umlenoentatim due t- renstance Leadenhip 
utdmtion ofhurmWfulancmi resolirces MKI Human Behaviour 

10. Chtracterkdes of resDondent 
Quality Manager 

position 
Director OfQuallrf 

Reports to: 
Education in TQM (# hows) 330 

5. Difficulties during Implementation 
Top management involvement I 
Oposition ofmiddle management 2 
Low educational level 3 
Customer do not demand quality 4 
Lack ofworkingmediods 5 
Lack offinancial resources 6 

k fq blysupph 7 a 
n7logical level 8 

10ther 9 

6. Time for Implementation (years) 

% Recommendod lmDltmentation 
d Qualitystecringeornsruttee I 
j. Mission and vision 2 
a. Quality policies 3 
y Social and culturial values 4 
p. Stmtepc planning process 5 

n. Product/service planning 6 
m. Production process pbmmg 7 

IL Market share 8 
h. Profits disaribution 9 

t. Stakeholders expectations 10 

jr Fulfilmentofstakeholders'emiccutioris II 
T Management ofoperation 12 
w. Business opention "come 

- 
13 

7z;; i MM satisfaction 14 
f Process control 15 
e Managerneritofsupplien 16 
q. Trisming and educational programmes 17 

s Qualityunprovernempmjects 18 
Y. Internal supplier - customer chain 

' 
19 

7. Rewards and recognition 20 
r Promotion of* culture ofquahty 21 
st. Audits for the system 22 
e. Competitors! quality 

- 
23 

ý. ýchmarkuig 24 
t Re-esiginecringmainagement 25 

I Effectiveness measure of the OM 
I Quality & Productivity indem I 
IFYWCMI profitability 2 
I Market shue 3 

9. lmvrovement In tho satistimcdon all 
Shamholden 1 
Top Mamganent 2 
Enwloye« 2 
supphem 1 
Custernen 1 
Stskeholdert' utistiection Inder 14 

11. Estimeted profitabillty Inder 
rP-in-dex 111 
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Company No. = 

1. Ctme"I laromatles 

Industrial Sector 
Piastre Products 

Products / Scrvwa PlastLc tube contaners 

loveWement Im TQM I YES7771 

10. Cbsracterlstks of respondent 
Quality Assmance 

Position Chief 
Operations 

Rep" tv. Manager 
Education in TQM (# hours) 700 

3. Degree of Implemeatation of system's prsýcua 

Proemes widely used and documented 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
1.3) Nfission and vision statements 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - nussiM vision and corporate values 
H 1) Quality promotion 
H2) Tmmng and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
1-14) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
146) Modificabon of the corporate culture 
Ml) Customer satisfaction 
M4) Market share 
04) Redesign of products and services 
05) Production / adnunistration inforinabon systenis 
06) Performance of the adrnmustrative process 
07) Produmvity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
PI) Assurance of the quality of itWuts 
P2) Programme to select supphers 
Q2) Audits to the nianagernent systein 
Q3) (ýualjty steering comnuttee 
Q4) Teamwork for quahtY unProvement 

Processes widely used but not docamented 
INone 

Processes used In a modgkd way sod decomeffited 
U) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & customers' expectations 
S6) Quality policy 
H5) Employees' perforniance. 
01) Design of products and services 
03) Administration Process Planning 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2 Exercise of control actions 

Quality improvein projects 

Fr*cosses used in a modined way bet not documented 
JS8) Bwnness process gLneenng 
I M3) Compelitors'q ty, stlxmgths & wcaknesEEý 
102) Production process plwLmng 

IN; 
Z! m-'" used sporodkaffy siad mot documented 

Prýesses never asta 
S4) Stnategies -benchmarking 
S5) Strategies -re-engineering actions 
S7) Benchmarking analyms 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits distnbution 
C3) Statistical process contml 

4. Critical sob-svnems for: 
Fýý-s 

cm=ýftt, ess I Strategic Planning 
I implementation due to resistance I Mgt Human Behaviour 
lutdisation of humark/financtal resources 1 00 Management 

5. Dfflcwttäes dwrin£ hnplementätion 
Low educational level I 
Lack of quality suppliers 2 

Oposition of nuddle management 3 
Other 

- 
4 

Ta ck of worlang methods 5 

Low technological level 6 
Lack of financial resources 7 

FEE 
management involvement 

I Customer do not demand ty 

6. TIme for bnplemextadon (years) 

7. Recommended Implementation 
it. Stakeholders expectations I 
j. Mission and vision 2 
It. Profits distribution 3 
y. Social end cultural values 4 
C. Competitors' quality 

' 
5 

Bcnchmarlcmg ý. 6 
1. Market share 7 
t. Re-impneering management 8 
d. Quality steering coffinuffee 9 
p Strategic planning process 10 
o. Quality policies II 
q. Training and educittional prognunmes 12 
r. Promotion of a cultuve of quality 13 
7Rewards and recognition 14 
v. Internal supplier - customer chain 15 
n. Product/service planning 16 
7 Production process planning 17 
k Management of operation 18 
f Process control 

- 
19 

7 Management of suppliers 20 
w. Business operation outcome 21 
a. Audit& for the quality system 22 
x. Customer satisfaction 23 
g. FWfilment of snikeholders' expectations 24 
a. Quality improvement proj 25 

8. EffecOveness measure of the OM 
[Fuiancial profitabthry I 
I Other 2 
1 Market &ham 3 

9. Improvement In the satisfaction of, 
Shareholders I 
M M,,:,, e-ent 2 

, 
2 

Supphers 
Customers 
Stake*olders' satisfactiom Im4ex 14 

II. Estfinated prolitablUty lodex 
P Index 
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Company No. = 

1. Central Information 

Glam anYG-Ian 
Products 

Glass conteanen 

2. InvoWentat In TQM 

I Degret of Implemestation of sptem's proý 

Processes widely used and documented 

I YESý 

L2) Satisfaction of stakeholderV expectations 
U) Mission and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders'& customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Strategies - mission, vision and corporate values 
S6) Quality policy 
, Hl) Quality promotion 
H2) Training and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recognition 
H4) Employees' degree of satisfaction on the job 
145) Employees' performance. 
MI) Customer sansfaction 
M4) Market share 
01) Demp of products and services 
02) Production process planning 
03) Admaustranon process planning 
04) Redemgn of products and services 
05) Production / administration information systems 
06) Performance of the adnmustrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise of Proms control actions 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
P2) Pro mine to select sUPPliers 
Ql) Quali y improvement projects 
Q2) Auchts to the management system 

1 32 y steering committee 
I work for quality ent 

processes widelý! used but not documented 
H6 fication of the corporate culture 
M2 pohcv for profits and benefits (listnbution 

processes used he m modffied way sod decameated 
L ýIndcmýWdinj of stakeholders' expectations 
s4) strategies -benchmarkLng 

Fs5) stratepes -re-engineermg acbons 
S7) Benchmarking F-as 
S8) Business process re-engin MR 
M3) Cornpettars' quality, sbvngths & wealmesses 
C3) Statistcal process control 

Prýes ased to a modi(kd waY but met documented 
fNone I 

jN; 
Z*""" med sporad"Uy and met documented 

Pro, cesses never used rN-o-ne 

4. Critk-al sub-mtems for: 
egg Lead Tstup 

resistance m Behaviour 
uttlisabon of hurnantfinancial resources I ýalZement 

10. Characterbtks of respondent 
Total Quality 

Position Coordinator 
Tot" 
C 

Ge]n 
F 

0 

ý! 
d 

Reports to: General Minim 
Education in TQM (# hours) 

E0 

S. Dffrk-witks durbag hoplementation 
Top martagemerit mvolvement I 
Other 2 
Lack of woriang methods 3 
OpositLon of nuddle minvagement 4 
Low educatonal level 5 
Customer do not demand quality 6 
Lack of fumcial resources 7 

---- ! Lchn lofpcal level IEO M 11 
- x: 71ty supphers 

Ek 
of q 5 

6. Time for implementation (years) 

7. Recommended hoplemeotation sequence 
1. Msmon and vision 
0. Quality Policies 2 
y Social and culftiral values 3 
(L Quahly steering corrunittee 4 

p Strategic planning pr- 5 
S eholders expectations 6 

n. Product/service planning 7 

m. Production process planning 8 

q Training and educational prograrmes 9 

v Internal supplier - customer chain 10 
k. Management of operation 11 

a. Auchts for the quality rystem 12 

s, Quality unprovement projects 13 
f. Process control 14 

u. Rewards and recojintion 13 

r Promotion of a culture of quality 16 

x Customer satisfaction 17 

w Business operation ou 
b. Beenchmarking 19 
t. Re-engLneenng management 20 

e. Management of suppliers 21 
h Profits (hstnbution 22 

9 FWfilment of stakeholders' expectations 23 

c. Competiors' quality 24 
Market 

share 25 

S. Effeettyesitss measure of the OM 
lQuah & vi mdexes I Qu ty & Produch 
Other 2 ICDst 

of poor quahty 3 

9. Improventot is the savAraction of, 
Shareholders I 
Top Management 2 
M 1 r 

- 0 
Customers 
Stakehoiden' Satisfaction index 10 

I I. Estimated profkabU" hodex 
FP Index 
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Company No. = 

1. Gemeral Informatiom 
Glass and Gýj 

Industial Sedor Roducts 
11'roducts /Scrams Glass contmners 

2. Involvemeat In TQM I :: YýESý 

10. Char2cteristics of respondext 
Quality Assumm 

Position 
Reports to: General ManaM 
Educýation in TQM (# hours) 400 

I Degree of Implemeotadom of system's pr 

Proce3ses widety used sod documented 
LI) Understanding of stakeholders' expectations 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
1.3) Mssion and vision statements; 
L, I) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Stratepes -stakeholden' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -captd available 
S3) Strategies - trussion, vision and corporate values 
S5) Strategies qe-engmeenng actions 
S6) Quality policy 
S7) Benchmaxiang analysis 
S8) Business process re-enRmeemg 
H 1) Quahty promotion 
H2) Traming and educational programmes 
H3) Rewards and recogrution 
HO Employees' degee of satisfaction on the job 
H5) Employees' performance. 
1-16) Mochfication of the corporate culture 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M3) Competitors' quahtýý slrengft & vreaknesses; 
M4) Market share 
01) Design of'products, and services 
02) Production process planning 
03) Administration process plannurig 
05) Production / adimiustratton mformation systems 
06) nance of the administrative process 
07 Productivi Ofthc Production process 
o8) ýýfy of the finished product 
C1 Wforkmm=thods and standards 
C2) Exeresse ofprocess control actions 
C3) Stanatical process contro 
PI) Assurance of the ty of inputs 
P2) Pro e to select Suppliers 
Ql) Quah y improverrient projecta. 
Q2) Audits to the management system 
Q3) Quah 

, steering committee 
JQ4) 

Teamwork for quality impro ent 

Processes widelY used but mot docaustiated 
rN-onc 

Procenes wed in a modified way sod documented 
S4).! = -benchmarking 6T) of products and services 

Processes used In s madifled way but not documented 
rN--one 

Proem" used sporadicany and not documented 
fRone I 

Processes never used 
None 

4. Crk"I sub-irtems for: 
lcoýmyscompctltl 

, 
=1: ýLeaderslup 

Implementation due to remstance I Mgt Hu. Behavioir 
I or's m Luhhsation ofhumarL/financial resourc" anaRement 

S. DUncokles derimi! bODIeMeNtatiOn 
ýLow educabonal levoi I 
Opositon of nuddle rmnagement 2 
Lack of workmg methods 3 
Low technological level 4 
5ih-er 5 
Lack of quahty supphers 6 
Zgtomer do not demand quality 7 
L k o f ý ' ; 

j a r 
ýa 

j ent involvement 

6. Time for huplementaUes (years) 

7. Recommeaded iwDlementation 
0. Quality policies I 

j. Mission and vision 2 
IL Management of operation 3 
q Training and educational prograrnines 4 
r. Prornotion of a culture of quality 5 
d. Quality steering conumnee 6 
in Production process planning 7 
n Product/service planning 8 
s. Quality unproventent projects 9 
c. Competitomquality io 
a. Management of suppliers II 
I Market sham 12 
a. Au(hts for the quality systern 13 
f Process control 14 
b Benchinarking is 
p Strategic planning process 16 
g Fulfilment of stakeholders' expectations 17 
i. Stakeholders e)q)efttions 18 
t. Re-engincenng management 19 
v. Internal 3UPPher - customer chain 20 
w. Business operation outcorne 21 
x. Customer satisfaction 1 

' 
22 

y. Social and cWtural vWuW 23 
u Rewards and recogration 

" 
24 

Profits (iistribution 7 

& EffeeWeneu measure of the OM 
Other 
Quahty & Productivity indexes 
QuahtyAvmx& 3 

9. Imprwement b tke sathfacdom of- 
Shareholders 0 
Top Management 0 
Employ- .1 
Suppliers I 
Customers I 
Stakebolden* saWactlow isd*x 02 

II. Estimated profftabWly Index 
P Index 
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Company Ne. 

1. Geme"I laromatioll 
ln&Vnal Sm"r 
ftoducb / Semces Sýau for 

iobiles 

2. Invotvem*at In TQM I YE= 

10. Charseteristies of respondent 
Pomtion Quahty Anurance 

operatlow 
Reports W. mmagff 
Education in TQM (# hours) 250 

3. Degree of Implementadon of system's processes 

Processes widely used and documented 
1.2) Satisfaction of stakeholders' expectations 
1.3) Mssion and vision statements 
S5) Strategies -re-enzineenng abons 
S6) Quality pohcy 
S8) Business process re-engineering 
M4) Market share 
04) Redesign of products and services 
06) Petfonnaince of the adnunistritive procm 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quahty of the finished product 
C3) Statistical process contzol 
PI) Assurance of the quality of inputs 
PZ) Prognminine to select suppliers 
22ý steenn ' co ffuttee 
QI) 

m7k 
forqualmity improvement 

Prýes wWely used but not dývmemted 
HI) Qtýty promotim 
H2) Traimng and educational programmes 
MI) Customer satisfaction 
M2) Pohcy for profits and benefits distnbution 
03) Admimstration PrOcem Planning 

Processes used in a modified way &ad docameated 
L 1) Understanding of stakeholders I expectations 
iii2m= social and cultursl values 
S3) Strategies - psmon, vision and corporate values 
H3 Rewards an reco, tion 
H4) Em levees' degrecof satisfaction on the job 

H6) Modiification of the corporate culture 
01) Desi of cts and services 
02 u on planning 
05 production / administration inforrinatton systerm 

methods and standards 
so of control actions 

Ql)QuahtycoTrovem, eýiecftts 

S. Ddfkakies darimp hnolementatiom 
Top management involvement I 
Low educational level 2 
Lack of woriong methods 3 

Ld le management 4 
, c 

E! ý= 
level 3 

Lack of quality supphers 6 
Customer do not demand quality 7 

1L koffinanc2al resources 
C: er I 

6. Time for hmplemootation Cycars) 

% Rýmmtmded buiplementstion 
d. Quality steering comnuttee 
p. Strategic planning process 
I Mmon and vision 3 

in. Production process planning 4 
q Training and educational pmgmnunes 5 

o. Quality policies 6 

n Productfservice planning 7 
f Process control 8 
r Promotion of a culture of quality 9 
y. Social and cultural values 10 
k. Management ofoperabon II 
x Customer satisfaction 12 
v Internal supplier - customer chmn 13 
a. Management of suppliers 14 
c. Competitors' quality 15 
i. Stakeholders expectations 16 
t. Re-engineennit management 17 
; 7. Business operation outcome 18 
s. Quality improvement projects 19 
u. Rewards and recognition 

- 
20 

T Market sham 21 

. enc: 9 3 2 
toLt eholders'expectabons 1S ELMM! 2 3 ý 

h. Profits da tEt 24 
a Audits for the quality syst 25 

Processes used In a modifled waY but not docaustoted & fffectiveofts measure of the QM programme 
SI) Strateipes -stakeholdefs' & customers' expectations 
S2) Strategies -captal avmlable 
S4) Strateipes -benchmarlang 
S7) Benchmariang analysis 
M3) Competitors' quahty, strengths & weaknesses 

Processes and sporadicagy sod not documented 
H5) Ermloyees' performance. 

I Q2) Audits to the nianagernent system 

__Processes 
mover used 

lNone 

4. Crkkal sub-syftems for- 
I Leaderslu 

resisMance Leadenlup 
lutLhsation of humantfinancial mouý 

I 
I Mkt Human Behaviour 

ty & uctivity indexes I 
Financial profitabihty 2 
Market share 3 

91. Improvemeot Im the sothfaction of. 
Shareholders I 
Top Mamgcrnent I 
Employees 0 
supplam I 
customen 2 
Staktholders' ssfisfs; ým bdox 10 

11. Estimated prontability Index 
rP -1ndex 
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Company No. 

1. General Information 
Industnal Sector Bevera 
Products / Services E 

2. lwvolvmemt In TQM I YES= 

10. Characteristim of resipondent 
Duector of Quabri 

Reports to: Geneml nrwor 
EducationinTQM 0 

3. Degree of Implementatiom of "m's processes 

Prmmý widelv m. od s, d d m,, td 
I) Understanding of;; 

icholder%' 
expectations 

L2) Satisfaction of stakeholderf expectations 
1.3) Mission and vision statements 
L4) Corporate social and cultural values 
SI) Strategies -stakeholders' & eustorners' expectations 
S2) Strategies -capital available 
S3) Stratezies - inission, vision and corporate values 
S5) Strategies -re-erigmeering actions 
S8) Business process re-engmeenng 
H5) Employees' perforinance. 
MI) Custmer Satisfaction 
M2) Policy for profits and benefits distribution 
M4) Market share 
01) Design of products and services 
02) Production process planning 
04) Redesign of products and services 
03) Production / administration information systems 
06) Perforimance of the adirunistrative process 
07) Productivity of the production process 
08) Quality of the finished product 
Cl) Work methods and standards 
C2) Exercise ofprocess control actions 
C3) Statistical prý Control 
PI) Assurance of the quality of -puts 
Q2) Audits to the management "em 
2, steering conunittee 
Iz mrk for quality unprovement 

process" widely used but not documented 
; 9-andrecogrutlon --l 

v. - s&d to a inedtfled wav and documm-td 

tes -benclunariang 
36 h 
S7) narlang snalyms 
tn) gmhýmlam- 
H2) Trauung and educational Pro es 
EIIKMtTa!! ýýof satisfaction on the job 

HO Modification Of the COfPmte Cul=e 
03) Administration planning 
P2) Progranime to select suppliers 
Ql) Quahty impmvment pmem. 

Procesms and In a modMed way but met documented 

radiýUy and mot documented 
M3) stvngft & weaknesses 

INone 
Procenes mever used 

----i 

4. Crftkil sub-mtem for* 
I companys com tLti en Stmteioc PlamunR 
unplementation due to rmstance Mgt Human Behaviour 
utihsation of humari/fumncial resouý Stmtegic Planmng 

9- T)Nn-hi- d., I.. 

Low educational level I 
Low technological level 2 
Lack of quality supphers 3 
Lack ofworlang methods 4 
Customer do not demand quahty 5 
Oposition of nuddle management 6 
Lack of financial resources 7 

aamgement involvement 2 
9 

6. Time for hoplemostation (Years) 

� h.. nI..,... t. tI.. 

j. Mssion and vimon I 

o Quahty policies 2 

r Prornotion of a culture of quality 3 

q. Trmmng and educabonal prograrrunes 4 
d. Quahty steenng comnuttee 5 

a. Audits for the quably system 6 

s. Quably improvement projects 7 

t. Re-enpricermg management 8 
k Management of operation 9 

e. Management of supphers 10 
f Process control ii 

m. Production process plartrang 12 

n. Product/service plansung 13 

x. Custmer satisfaction 14 

v. Internal suppher - customer chmn 15 

w. Bwaness operation outcome 16 
b. BenchrnarkinR 17 

c Competitors' quality 18 

g Falfilment of stakeholders' expectations 19 

i. Stakeholders expectanons 20 
1. Market share 21 

I p. Stratepc plaruunR 22 

wds and recognition 1u 23 
,M 

an and cultural values 24 
Ih Profits Clisinbution 25 

& EffecOvesess memars of the OM oretramme 
lother I 
Quahty A Productivity mdexes 2 I 
Futanctal profitability 13 

9. lmmrým.. t 1. the mtkt-tk. fl 

Shareholders I 
Top Management 1 
limployces 2 
Supphers I 
Cwtomers 2 
Stakeholders' satisfsctiom lades: 14 

11. Estimated profttability index 
rP Index 
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